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ABSTRACT 
 

To become an education professional is a big challenge in the Cambodian 

context because of poverty, weak institutional management systems and lack of 

motivation. This research was conducted for two main purposes. First, it aimed to 

explore some facts about how some university instructors could become education 

professionals in the Cambodian context. Second, it intended to develop a self-directed 

learning model that could be practically applied in the Cambodian context and other 

similar contexts.  

This qualitative research adopted a phenomenological research design. 

Purposive criterion-based sampling methods were used in this study. Eighteen 

university instructors from 15 public and private universities in Phnom Penh city were 

selected based on the selection criteria supported by the theoretical framework. A 

pilot was conducted to test the research instrument and research methods. A semi-

structured interview technique was employed for collecting the primary data. A 

combination of a generic qualitative data analytical approach and a constant 

comparative method was utilized.  

Based on the research findings and discussion, most of the respondents have 

been intrinsically motivated to grow academically and professionally because of 

trigger states formed by poverty and difficulties they have faced, good role models, 

parental and Buddhist influence and a passion for teaching. Their intrinsic motivation 

journey to the two top levels did not come through the sequence of the three bottom 

levels of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. 

When those university instructors were intrinsically motivated and inspired to 

continue to grow further, they had to uphold a principle or an attitude of being the 

masters of themselves in order to achieve their short-term and long-term career goals. 



 
 

In the Cambodian context, as far as teaching professionalism is concerned, the study 

found that being a master of oneself is the main personal principle that determined an 

individual’s success in professional development and teaching professionalism. To be 

the masters of themselves, the Cambodian educators need to have several important 

personal qualities including self-responsibility for their own physical actions, verbal 

speech and mental thoughts, self-discipline, diligence and high commitment, patience, 

persistence and perseverance. Regarding self-directed learning methods, the 

Cambodian professionals practice self-reflection, reading professional literature and 

informal action research methods more often than other methods. In the end, Kao’s 

self-directed learning model was developed as a revision of the theoretical framework.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Study 

There has been a significant growth from eight higher education institutions (HEIs) 

(one private university and 7 public ones) in 1998 (MoEYS, 2014; Un & Sok, 2018) to 121 

public and private higher education institutions (48 public HEIs and 73 private HEIs) in 2017 

(Un & Sok, 2018).   The number of enrolments at both local and overseas HEIs has increased 

rapidly.  According to Un and Sok (2018), from 1993 to 1997, there were around 10,000 

students at all tertiary education levels per annum.  It rose very quickly to 219,069 students in 

the academic year 2015-2016 (Un & Sok, 2018).  The number of Cambodian students who 

study overseas alone had increased from 4,221 in 2016 to 5,275 in 2017 (UNESCO Institute 

of Statistics, 2017).  This may mean that more and more qualified graduates will be coming 

back and working in Cambodia from year to year.  

As far as success is concerned, many people define success of one’s life differently.  

Some people define a successful person as someone who has a lot of wealth, such as a lot of 

money, a lot of property, or a lot of expensive materials including vehicles.  Some people feel 

that a successful person is one who has a high managerial position.  Some people refer to a 

successful person as someone who is happy.  Some people view a successful person as 

someone who is healthy, while others think that a successful person is a person who is well-

educated.  In some societies, people do not value the high knowledge and technical 

competence a person has gained and developed.  That is, well-educated people are not made 

good use of for developing an institution and the nation, even though those well-educated 

people have better thinking, have different opinions, have different philosophies and have 

better knowledge about the world.  Leaders of some developing countries see the well-

educated peoples as a social and political threat to their power rather than a kind of force for 
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helping develop their institutions and countries.   As a result, those well-educated people are 

not valued, well-recognized or made good use of.   

In an education sector, many old-timer and experienced teachers at all educational 

levels consider themselves to be the qualified and successful ones due to a number of years, 

the amount of teaching experience they have been teaching, and the same materials they have 

been using again and again over a long period of time.  However, a number of years, the 

amount of experience they have had and the materials they have been using are not the only 

things which make any teacher become qualified and successful in their teaching career.  Any 

individual who would like to become an education professional should do many other things 

and have many other good qualities.  

A teacher’s own motivation is a key for greater success in a teaching career, whether a 

teacher is enjoying teaching and always finds teaching interesting (intrinsic motivation) or 

whether he or she is teaching for the salary and other benefits such as having a long holiday, 

a position promotion, an admiration certificate and so forth (extrinsic motivation).  Both 

types of motivation, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation help initiate strong 

commitment, positive attitudes and professional growth of any individual who wishes to 

become an education professional.  In theory, the ones who are highly self-motivated very 

often work or learn better than those who are not, and also know well how to motivate or 

inspire others to work and learn things better (Adair, 2006; Hardré, 2012; Killen, 2003; 

Kouzes & Posner, 2007; Wong & Wong, 2005).  In contrast, the teachers who are not 

motivated neither work well nor grow better.  They would never be able to motivate other 

people or students to work or learn better either.  Therefore, motivation plays a very 

important role in both work and professional development.  

Good personal qualities of an individual lead to his great success in his career and in 

life.  A successful career holder is the one who very often has these personal qualities: 
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positive attitude toward a career, a clear vision of a career, a clear career goal, being inspiring 

and motivating, self-discipline, professional responsibility and accountability, high 

commitment and hard-work, persistence, curiosity and enthusiasm, critical thinking and life-

long learning commitment.  In Cambodia, especially in an educational context, when any 

educator has these personal qualities he might be able to become an education professional, 

as these personal qualities exist within himself rather than from external drives.   

Personal attitude is a key for either a person’s success or failure in life (Wong & 

Wong, 2009), as it determines the way he or she acts, behaves, or speaks.  The two main 

Buddhist concepts of the right view and right conduct (The Dalai Lama & Muyzenberg, 

2009) help make every individual, including a leader, successful in leading their life and in 

their leadership if those two concepts are applied well.  According to The Dalai Lama & 

Muyzenberg (2009), the right view here refers to the right way of thinking that enables a 

person to make the smart and right decision on a certain thing.  If people make the right 

decision, they will be able to do the right thing which could be beneficial for other people or 

for the public and society.  However, if the people have negative attitude toward things they 

do and think in the wrong way, they will not make the right decision, and as a result, they will 

not do the right things which could badly affect other people or the public’s interest and 

benefits.  In the field of education, these Buddhist principles could also be best applied by 

education professionals.   

Professional responsibility and accountability have become more and more important 

for education professionals in this globalization era. While technology has developed very 

quickly, politics, society, economics, environment and business have become more complex 

and interrelated to some extent.  Every education institution has its own professional 

responsibilities and code of conduct for its teachers and staff to practice.  However, 

professional accountability has been practiced for some fields such as engineering, health 
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care, and law, while it was not practiced in the field of education in the past.  At present, the 

attention to education professional accountability has been drawn in some developed 

countries around the world.  This might be due to the fact that education is initially a root for 

all careers.  At least before high school graduates entering colleges or universities for certain 

profession training, they have received general education from ten to twelve years.  They 

should not only be well-taught with general education knowledge but also develop their 

personalities and attitudes, and shape their behaviors to make them become qualified citizens 

(Kao, 2015).  As education service providers, all teachers should be more accountable to the 

public good and to ensure that all citizens are well-taught so that they become the qualified 

ones.   

There are a lot of theories about teacher’s professional development which enable 

teachers to become professionals.  According to Rust and Clark (n. d.), the secret of a 

teacher’s successful teaching career is to continue developing and learning.  The teachers 

who keep learning and growing will become professional educators (Wong & Wong, 2009).  

In order to become professional teachers at any school level, they should do various things 

before and during the implementation of their teaching career to develop themselves and 

learn further.  Those include attending teacher training, conferences, and workshops; 

conducting teacher monitoring and evaluation, conducting research, reading pedagogical 

materials and so forth.    

Efficient and effective teacher monitoring and evaluation helps teachers to improve 

teaching and learning.  Each higher education institution can use various approaches to 

monitor and evaluate its teachers.  Those include, firstly, effective classroom observations in 

which an observer or a principal should observe the teacher teach either formally or 

informally by using a proper effective observation tool from which a lot of data about 

teaching and learning are collected.  Effective classroom observations would be followed by 
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constructive face-to-face feedback between the teacher and the supervisor (Marshell, 2010; 

Villegas-Reimers, 2003).  Secondly, students evaluate the teacher teaching performance.  

Although it is hard to collect holistic information about teacher’ real teaching performance 

and teaching pedagogy from students’ point of view, the student evaluation findings would 

help teachers to improve teaching and learning to some extent, as students are good judges of 

some parts of teaching (Peterson, 2000).  Finally, teacher’s appraisal conducted annually and 

mid-yearly would help teachers to improve teaching and learning.  The evaluation result and 

feedback the teacher has received from the supervisor would be used as a tool to either 

motivate or put pressure on them to develop their teaching career so that they are able to 

improve teaching and learning.   

Pre-service teacher training and ongoing teacher training enhance individual teacher 

professional development.  Ongoing teacher training consists of two different types of 

training.  The first type of teacher training consists of the training methods which include in-

service teacher training, teacher training workshops, regular technical meetings, on-the-job 

training, and national and international conferences.  The second type of teacher training is 

what some scholars including Murray (2010) call collaborative techniques.  Those 

collaborative training techniques include: swapping journals around among colleagues, 

conducting peer mentoring and coaching, creating a teacher support club, joining a teacher 

support network, joining local and national teachers’ associations (Murray, 2010).  New 

experiences, pedagogical theories and aspects, new teaching methods, approaches and 

techniques are often found to be introduced, shared and discussed in any of those teacher 

training methods.  They help teachers at all educational levels to improve their teaching skills 

and competence, as Sparks (2002) acknowledges that teacher expertise plays the most 

important role in student’s learning achievement.    
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Regarding teaching professionalism, the researcher has used various self-directed 

methods, such as reading pedagogical literature which includes reading pedagogical and 

methodological books written in English, and some sources from the internet, applying some 

theories in the real classroom situation, observing other teachers teach, doing self-reflection 

after teaching, conducting some classroom action research, and carrying out his own student 

evaluation at either the middle or end of the course or term, to improve his own teaching and 

to develop his own professional career.  Some other university instructors may have used 

similar or other different methods to enhance their teaching competence to become 

professionals.     

Education professionals have developed themselves best from their former good role 

models who have influenced their life for the better in many ways.  There is a pool of 

references that support this role model, and they are presented in the literature review later on 

in this paper.  In return, those professionals have to act as role models for the people they will 

have contact with.  The Buddhist teaching also points out the good role model of any good 

leader who wishes to rule an organization or a nation well and effectively.  The Khmer term 

“GRUE” is translated from the Hinduism term “GURU” which means a spiritual leader or 

teacher.  In Khmer, the term “GRUE” or teacher means a role model for others.  Thus, if   

education professionals are real leaders in the field of education, they should be role models 

for others, too.   

However, in the Cambodian context, in practice, those professional development 

activities which were briefly mentioned above have not been implemented due to various 

factors which include teacher’s low teaching wages, unaffordability of the international 

conferences of the teachers, heavy workload carried by the teachers both inside and outside 

school and a lack of practical monitoring and evaluation system and mechanisms.  Most 

trained teachers do not have chances to continually develop their teaching career (MoEYS, 
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2015).  All of these would give the public enquiry about how Cambodian teachers and 

university instructors improve their teaching competence to become education professionals.    

In short, to become a professional or qualified teacher does not sound easy at all, and 

it is unlikely because of luck.  Otherwise, there are so many education professionals who are 

able to promote better quality of education for the institutions they work for.  It is more likely 

that to become an education professional, an instructor should have certain good personal 

qualities, be highly motivated, attend teacher development training, practice self-directed 

learning activities and involved in teacher supervision activities.  

This study aimed to investigate how some university instructors in Cambodia, where 

general and higher education systems are still weak, poverty is still critically vulnerable, 

educational budget is still limited, and most types of resources including human resources are 

still limited, have grown professionally or become education professionals so that some 

practical recommendations could be given to university instructors for their professional 

growth in the future.  

Statement of the Problem  

A significant increase of HEIs as well as enrolments for HEIs would require more 

qualified instructors to meet the teaching demands.   The new development of higher 

education sector apparently leaves some questions regarding quality assurance to be 

answered.  Those questions include whether instructors are qualified enough to provide good 

quality of education at HEIs; how those instructors are developing their professional 

competencies; who monitors and evaluates those university instructors to make sure that they 

deliver higher education with certain required educational standards; whether they are well-

supported both financially and technically to make them highly motivated and commit to a 

teaching career.    
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According to Vann (2012), the quality of HEIs in Cambodia is still very limited.  In 

his study of Stakeholders’ Perceptions of Quality in Cambodian Higher Education, different 

groups of respondents including university students, university lecturers, university 

administrators, HEI consultants, and international donors had the same perception of poor 

quality of education at HEIs in Cambodia.  The study found that one of the main factors that 

has a negative impact on the poor quality of education provided by HEIs was unqualified 

lecturers.  Those respondents share very similar view of unqualified university instructors 

who teach at HEIs.  It also found out that both the so-called qualified and unqualified 

instructors were overloaded with too much teaching at different universities (Vann, 2012).  

That would terribly affect the quality of education delivery, as those instructors would not 

have adequate time for planning, conducting research, and developing themselves and their 

teaching competencies.   

Regarding teacher professional development, it appears that nothing much has been 

done in terms of in-service teacher training, teaching conferences and workshops to support 

the teacher professional development at a school level.  One MoEYS official told the 

researcher that there had been several workshops conducted at a national level to give 

technical support to curriculum development, research methodology, teaching methodology, 

leadership and management, and monitoring and evaluation for the universities (H. Ith, 

personal communication, March 18, 2015).  Unfortunately, such workshops were offered to 

university administrative staff who had no relevant qualifications.  The administrative staff 

who had gained new knowledge from the national level workshops have not passed it on to 

other university instructors later on.  It is most likely that many individual instructors have to 

depend much on themselves, their independent learning strategies and their own resources.    

Even though teacher monitoring and evaluation and ongoing teacher training are 

considered as ones of other influential factors on teacher professional development and on 
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quality assurance of education delivery as a whole, they have not been seriously taken into 

account by any HEI in Cambodia.  In other words, teacher monitoring and evaluation, and 

ongoing teacher training have not been conducted formally by many public or private higher 

education institutions (Vann, 2012) so far although some scholars acknowledge that they can 

be good methods which are used to improve teaching and learning quality (Marshell, 2010; 

Ur, 2012).  Most teachers who have gone through a proper teacher training system have not 

been followed up by any education authority or by the institution itself to monitor and 

evaluate their knowledge, teaching skills, competence and development since the time when 

they graduated from their teacher training colleges or universities (Kao, 2015).   

Some HEIs have conducted some teacher professional development activities on an 

irregular basis.  For example, teacher monitoring and evaluation has been conducted 

irregularly depending on a certain problem or bad teaching performance of an instructor who 

had been reported.  This would make novice teachers struggle, as Murray (2010) points out 

that the new teachers may get frustrated and careless about teaching if they do not receive 

regular supervision and evaluation.  The way of which teachers are irregularly monitored and 

evaluated maybe similar to what Mashell (2005) called as inefficient, ineffective and a waste 

of the supervisor’s time.  Similarly, ongoing teacher training activities such as in-service 

teacher training, teaching technical workshops and seminars, and education conferences have 

not been offered on a regular basis either.   Moreover, other collaborative training methods 

such as sharing journals, peer mentoring and coaching, forming teacher support groups, 

joining a teacher support network, forming or joining local and national teachers’ 

associations do not apparently exist either.   The non-systematic operation of teacher 

motoring and evaluation, and ongoing professional development activities may leave some 

technical teaching frustration for some teachers who are genuinely willing to improve their 

pedagogical knowledge and competence to become education professionals.  
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As far as teacher motivation is concerned, in a developing context like Cambodia, a 

large number of teachers have not been either extrinsically or intrinsically motivated.  For 

example, in higher education sector, certain reliable extrinsic motivational mechanisms are 

not in place due to very limited financial budget either being allocated by the Royal 

Government of Cambodia (RGC) or being generated by the private HEIs.  Heavy workload 

with low pay for university instructors may also lead to low extrinsic and intrinsic motivation 

of those instructors.  Lack of both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation may have a connection to 

poor teaching performance and lack of willingness and commitment to professional 

development and self-growth in the long run.   

From some literature found and the researcher’s own experience, some people could 

become  successful in their career or business due to their internal drives rather than external 

ones (Adair, 2006; Brown, 1994; Merriam, Caffarella & Baumgartner, 2007).  Those internal 

drives could include their own intrinsic motivation, certain good personal qualities, such as 

positive attitude, being visionary and goal-oriented, being motivating and inspiring, being 

self-disciplined, being responsible and accountable, being highly committed and hard-

working, being persistent, being curious and enthusiastic, being critical thinking and being 

life-long learning.   

Some university instructors lack a career vision and goals, and self-motivation to 

grow further to become education professionals.  They have no clear career vision and goals 

to be accomplished in a long term.  When they do not have those in mind, they cannot see 

their career future in a better and clearer picture.  They just do a teaching job for survival but 

not for a career path (Wong & Wong, 2009).  Later on they find teaching a boring job and 

become demotivated and lose their interest, effort and commitment to their job.  As a result, 

those instructors will suffer a great deal with their income generated from their teaching 

position and will not be able to become educational professionals one day.  The lack of career 
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vision and goals, and also the lack of intrinsic motivation might have a close link to the 

negative attitude of those unprofessional instructors.   

Negative thinking or poor attitude of those instructors toward their job and 

professional development would enable them to make the wrong decision on their work and 

professional growth.  When they have wrong or negative thinking and wrong decision, they 

may perform their teaching poorly and may not be motivated to grow further.  This contrasts 

to the two main Buddhist concepts of the right view and the right conduct (The Dalai Lama & 

Muyzenberg, 2009).  According to The Dalai Lama and Muyzenberg (2009), instructors 

cannot perform their job in the right way if they have the negative attitude or thinking.    

It appears that a lack of teacher professional development support from both school 

and national levels would be a barrier to preventing teacher professional growth.  There 

might be some other significant negative factors that prevent many university instructors to 

become education professionals at HEIs in the current Cambodian context.  Those include a 

lack of specialists who could give certain standard teacher training, teacher’s low pay, and a 

lack of financial support for attending international conferences; most instructors are part-

time contracted ones who are busy teaching at different institutions and might not have time 

to attend any organized teacher training workshop, and as a result, they might not be 

responsible for their teaching quality.  A lack of practical supervision and evaluation 

mechanisms, a lack of exemplary models for them to follow or not accepting the models due 

to saving face culture, a lack of personal career vision and goals, some negative attitudes of 

some instructors toward professionalism, and a lack of self-motivation, commitment, 

persistence and perseverance, responsibility and accountability, determination and curiosity 

of some university instructors could also affect teaching quality.  On the other hand, if such 

factors could prevent university instructors from professional growth, how could some 

instructors become professionals in the Cambodian context?   
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According to the researcher’s experience of working as a normal secondary school 

teacher, an English teacher trainer, a supervisor and a university administrator, it has been 

very difficult to find some real professional teachers or instructors who met certain quality 

standards to be recruited for new teaching positions at either a school or university level.  

Some candidates appeared to have enthusiasm, commitment, professional conduct, adequate 

knowledge of the subject matter and teaching pedagogy and so forth during the interview or 

in the written test paper.  Nevertheless, after they were accepted for the teaching positions, 

they did not do the job satisfactorily later.  Some of them even caused more troubles for the 

school to handle.  Some of those problems, for example, include attending the class late or 

cutting the class without prior request, teaching without proper lesson plans, poor teaching 

performance, treating students badly, being impolite with the students, and using inefficient 

and ineffective assessment methods.  Thus, an assumption which has been made that those 

are qualified, professional instructors appeared to be quite wrong.  If such unqualified 

instructors come to a HEI where they later would be badly affected by those factors raised 

earlier, there would be no way that they could professionally grow further.   

However, there are still a small number of instructors who have thrived on their 

professional development despite poor conditions and negative factors that have had bad 

impacts on them.  The researcher is curious to learn how those university instructors could 

become education professionals in the Cambodian context.   

Objectives of the Study   

This research was conducted for two main purposes.  At the beginning, it aimed to 

explore some facts about how some university instructors could become education 

professionals in the Cambodian context by trying to seek solutions to two major research 

questions.  First, he intended to explore what key personal qualities university instructors 

have to intrinsically motivate them to continually grow professionally; second, he wanted to 
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discover how those university instructors have used self-directed learning methods to develop 

teaching professionalism in the Cambodian context.  In the end, he aimed to develop a self-

directed learning model that could be practically applied in the Cambodian context and other 

similar contexts. 

Significance of the Study   

It is believed that the findings of this research would be used to develop a self-

directed learning model which would be of great significance for the following bodies: 

 University instructors: a self-directed learning model would be significantly 

beneficial to individual university instructors who wish to grow professionally and 

become education professionals in the poor context like Cambodia, where there 

are a lot of factors which have negative impact on university instructors and 

teacher professional development. 

 HEIs in Cambodia: a self-directed learning model would encourage HEIs in 

Cambodia to modify teacher professional development policy which encourages 

and motivates university instructors to continually grow scholarly and 

professionally through the self-directed learning approach which could be more 

sustainable and manageable by any individual university instructor whilst HEIs in 

Cambodia still face a lot of challenges and have limited resources.    

Scope and Limitations of the Study  

Due to the fact that this is a qualitative study, a small number of samples were 

selected, and its findings are contextualized rather than generalized (Lunenburg & Irly, 

2008).  This study focuses on how university instructors became education professionals in 

the Cambodian context.  Thus, this study focuses only on two main areas including personal 

qualities and self-directed learning methods used by individual university instructors and may 

be seen as the key to their professional development in the Cambodian context.  Only factors 
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related to those two main factors will be studied.  Other factors and phenomena will not be 

covered in this study and will be suggested for other further studies.   

Due to a shortage of research literature in the Cambodian context and due to the fact 

that most social factors are interrelated to one another, the researcher borrowed some 

literature from other fields, such as business and leadership relevant to the research 

phenomena to be incorporated the literature review.  

The findings of the study relied much on the respondents’ self-reports based  

on their own lived experiences, opinions and some printed documents collected for 

crosschecking the information they had given at the interviews.  The researcher could not 

assure that everything they told him would be 100 percent true although interview and ethic 

protocols were strictly applied by the researcher.  Due to limited time availability, 

observation was not conducted.  

Research Questions 

 In order to investigate how some university instructors became education 

professionals in the Cambodian context, this study aimed to answer the following two major 

research questions: 

1) What personal qualities do university instructors have to intrinsically motivate  

themselves to grow professionally? 

2) How do university instructors use self-directed learning methods to develop 

teaching professionalism in the Cambodian context? 

 

Definition of Terms 

 An education professional is operationally defined as an educator who has at 

least any five of the following personal qualities and uses any five of the following 

self-directed learning methods based on the theoretical framework.   

   Personal Qualities: 
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 positive attitude toward a career and professional development 

 having a clear vision  

 having both, short & long-term goals 

 being motivating and inspiring 

 self-discipline 

 responsibility & accountability 

 high commitment & hard work 

 persistence 

 curiosity & enthusiastic 

 having a passion for teaching 

 having personal career and life principles 

 life-long learning commitment 

Self-Directed Learning Methods: 

 self-analysis 

 self-reflection 

 critical thinking 

 good model: learning from a good role model; being a role model for others 

 reading professional literature 

 applying theories in the real teaching situation 

 observing other teachers teach  

 sharing pedagogical information with other teachers 

 keeping a teaching diary or journal 

 seeking student feedback 

 planning effective lessons  

 self-development through further study 
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 classroom action research 

 research 

 attending a workshop, a seminar, and a conference with personal interests 

 presenting papers at workshops, seminars and conferences 

 Personal qualities:  According to Guglielmino (1977), a self-directed learner is 

the one who is fully responsible for his own learning, highly committed to his own 

learning, is persistent in his own learning, has strong desire to learn and change things 

for the better, is able to control his own learning and development, has high degree of 

curiosity, is able to see problems as challenges, but not obstacles.  Therefore, personal 

qualities of a self-directed learner in this study include the following certain (innate) 

personality traits, such as positive attitude toward a teaching career and professional 

development, being visionary, being goal-oriented, being motivating and inspiring, 

being committed, being responsible and accountable, being hard-working, being 

persistent, being persevering, being self-disciplined, being curious, and being 

enthusiastic.      

 Professionalism is defined similarly by two dictionaries as a combination of all 

qualities, skills and high standards that are connected with trained and skilled people 

(Collins Cobuild English Dictionary, 1995; Cambridge Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary, 3rd ed.).  In this study teaching professionalism is operationally defined 

as a combination of all qualities including positive personal qualities, deep knowledge 

of subject matters and teaching pedagogy and high teaching competencies that a 

person has to make him or her teach very productively and effectively.   

 Self-directed learning, according to Coombs, is a kind of informal, spontaneous, 

unstructured learning which is done intentionally and consciously by an individual at 

any place and any time (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007).  Guglielmino (1977) 
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identifies some main psychological qualities which make an individual ready for self-

directed learning.  Here are operational definitions of self-directed learning derived 

from those psychological qualities she has identified: 

A highly self-directed learner is one who exhibits initiative, independence, and 

persistence in learning; one who accepts responsibility for his or her own 

learning and views problems as challenges, not obstacles; one who is capable 

of self-discipline and has a high degree of curiosity; one who has a strong 

desire to learn or change and is self-confident; one who is able to use basic 

study skills, organize his or her time and set an appropriate pace for learning, 

and to develop a plan for completing work; one who enjoys learning and has a 

tendency to be goal-oriented. (p. 73) 

 Self-directed learning approach is operationally defined as any kind of personal 

methods or techniques that an individual instructor uses within their own interests and 

resources to learn and develop their teaching knowledge and competence in order to 

consciously grow and teach professionally.  Those self-directed learning methods may 

include self-analysis,   learning from a good role model and being a role model for 

others, reading literature which consists of reading pedagogical books and electronic 

materials from the internet, applying some theories and practicing new techniques in 

the real classroom situation, observing other teachers teach, sharing pedagogical 

information with other teachers in the same school, keeping a teaching diary or 

journal, carrying out student evaluation, planning very well before teaching, doing 

self-reflection, using critical thinking skills, attending workshops, seminars and 

conferences, presenting papers at workshops, seminars and conferences, and 

conducting classroom action research.  
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 Intrinsic motivation: Someone who is intrinsically motivated or highly self-

motivated refers to how well a person feels determined and is willing to do things by 

him or herself rather than by any kind of external force or means (extrinsic 

motivation) from the outside of oneself or other people.  Any individual who is 

intrinsically motivated enjoys working for his own interests, benefits, curiosity, 

clients, community, country and the world.  He is intrinsically motivated when his 

interests and willingness of doing things come from his own mind and decision rather 

than from the outside self-rewards (Brown, 1994).  Being self-motivated can be used 

interchangeably with being intrinsically motivated in this study.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This study will review some relevant literature of different aspects and factors related 

to teaching professionalism as well as successful individuals working in different fields.  The 

literature is reviewed from various existing studies, printing and electronic articles and books 

of different related fields.  In the end of the literature review, a theoretical framework is 

constructed based on the literature that has been studied and a researcher’s personal 

experience, beliefs, and thoughts which could potentially contribute to better understanding 

of the architecture of the research that he is conducting (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Grady & 

Wallston, 1988; Maxwell, 1996; Strauss, 1987).  

Motivation  

Motivation is a key factor in the success of both schooling and working.  Either 

students or workers are successfully productive and effective when they are motivated and 

inspired.  Cartey (2000) claims that, “It is desire, not ability that determines success” (p. 2).  

Ormrod (2014) raises several effects of motivation on students’ learning and behavior that 

include: motivation leads behavior toward certain goals; motivation strengthens effort and 

energy; motivation makes students have strong responsibility and strong commitment to 

tasks; motivation enhances students’ cognitive development processes; and motivation 

improves students’ performance.  Similarly, an effective leader or education professional is 

commonly found not only highly motivated and inspired to carry out their jobs and duties 

successfully, but are also able to lead, motivate and inspire others to succeed in life.  When 

people know how to motivate themselves, they will know how to motivate others (Cartey, 

2000; Hill & Stone, 1987).  There are two types of motivation, intrinsic motivation and 

extrinsic motivation (Brown, 1994, Ur, 2012).  
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  Intrinsic motivation.  According to Deci, “People seem to engage in the activities 

for their own sake and not because they lead to an extrinsic rewards.  …. Intrinsically 

motivated behaviors are aimed at bringing about certain internally rewarding consequences, 

namely, feelings of competence and self-determination” (as cited in Brown, 1994, p. 38).  

Brown (1994) views other psychologists’ thoughts of motivation in two separate components: 

behavior (rewards reinforce behavior) and cognition (the power of self-reward which comes 

from innate drive).  He raises three different theories that show cognitive self-reward.  Those 

include, firstly, drive theory from which motivation starts from innate drives.  Ausubel 

explains six different drives which cover “exploration, manipulation, activity, stimulation, 

knowledge and ego enhancement” (as cited in Brown, 1994, p. 35).  Brown (1994) explains 

that those six drives do not act as reinforcers for certain behaviors.  Instead, they act as innate 

willingness that forces an individual to discover the unknown facts, to control and take care 

of environment, to be energetic, to accept mental, emotional, or physical enthusiasm, and to 

improve the individual’s own values and self-esteem.   

Secondly, Maslow’s (1970) hierarchy of needs theory describes a system of needs of 

every human being at five different levels increasing from the satisfaction of exactly physical 

basic needs (level one) to safety needs (level two) to belonging and love needs (level three) to 

esteem needs (level four) and finally to self-actualization needs (level five), the highest level 

of motivation where a person can grow far beyond and fulfill his fullest and greatest potential 

(Brown, 1994).  According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, a person cannot be 

motivated to pursue other things of higher needs unless the lower level needs of the pyramid 

have been certainly satisfied.  In other words, if a person is still hungry, he may not be able to 

care much of his safety; when he has satisfied with his basic needs such as food, water, sleep 

and rest, he will be definitely motivated to pursue the next level of needs which include 
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finding better safety, security, protection, and belonging and love needs (Adair, 2006; Brown, 

1994; Maslow, 1970).  

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory makes sense for the teachers in the third world 

countries where their salaries are very low.  Those poorly paid teachers cannot think about or 

be more motivated to pursue higher academic studies, or perform their work better for better 

recognition or fame while their family’s basic needs have not been satisfied yet.  What they 

can think about is ways to make adequate incomes to support themselves and their family 

members who are in need of food, clothes and safety.  It appears that the first three levels 

from the bottom of the pyramid of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory focus on the extrinsic 

motivation.  They are extrinsically motivated to do their work for their basic pay and to avoid 

being fired, as they need the money for their own basic needs, their own safety, and love 

(Adair, 2006; Brown, 1994; Maslow, 1970).  On the other hand, the last two levels, esteem 

needs and self-actualization are closely related to intrinsic motivation.  They are working 

effectively and growing further for their reputation, higher status and other higher personal 

values and self-fulfillments.  As a result, they can become fully actualized according to their 

full potential after their biological and psychological, safety, belonging, love and esteem 

needs have satisfactorily been achieved (Adair, 2006; Brown, 1994; Maslow, 1970).     

According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, if anyone’s ultimate goal is to be 

rich or wealthy, he will be extrinsically motivated and able to reach level three of the 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs pyramid only because getting rich or wealthy is unlimited and 

anyone never ends of his or her greed.  In other words, there will never be enough for that 

type of person.  However, if a person’s ultimate goal is to achieve life integrity, personal 

fame, respects, personal growth and self-fulfillments, he or she is more likely to be 

intrinsically motivated to do his or her job and to grow further and further without an end.  
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He or she does not care whether extrinsic rewards are obtained or not, he or she will move on 

toward self-esteem and self-actualization.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. Adapted from Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
as a Guide to Fashion Creation with Wearable Technology (Matos & Rocha, 2014,  

p. 3)   
  

Finally, self-control theory looks at the importance of a person’s own self.  A person 

is most highly motivated when he or she can make his or her own decisions and choices, 

whether they are in short-term or long-term contexts (Brown, 1994).  For teacher’s 

motivation, the self-control theory can imply that when teachers have opportunities to make 

their own decisions on what to do and what not to do regarding their teaching performance 

and professional development, they are reaching their need for autonomy.  They may not feel 

pressured by others, and as a result, they become more motivated to do what they have 

decided to do (Brown, 1994).   

Biological & Psychological needs 
Basic needs: food, water, warmth, sex, rest, etc.  

 

Safety needs 
Security, protection, safety, order, law, etc.  

 

Belongingness and love needs 
Family, relationships, friends, etc.  

 

Esteem needs 
Achievements, status, reputation, etc.  

Self-actualization  
Personal growth & self-fulfillment  
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Teacher motivation plays a crucial role in successful teaching and learning.  Some 

scholars claim that the most important rule of motivation is to inspire him or herself first 

before a person inspires others (Adair, 2006; Cartey, 2000; Hill & Stone, 1987).  Adair 

(2006) insists that, “The first and golden rule of motivation is that you will never inspire 

others unless you are inspired yourself.  Only a motivated leader motivates others” (p. 91).  It 

is obvious that students who are motivated will learn more than the ones who are not 

motivated (Killen, 2003).  That may also be true for the teacher.  The ones who are highly 

motivated and spiritually love to teach and make their students learn things effectively will 

know how to make their students want to learn best, too.  According to Pou (2012), 

“Delivering quality education requires well-trained, highly motivated, disciplined and 

professionally competent teachers, school principals and all educational staff” (p. 313).  

Adair (2006) also strongly supports his claim with his insertion of one of the Japanese 

proverbs, “No man will find the best way to do a thing unless he loves to do that thing” (p. 

94).  He also borrows the Bedouin proverb which says, “What comes from your heart is 

greater than what comes from your hand alone” (Adair, 2006, p. 111).  Knowles and 

Associates raised six assumptions about adult learners.  Two among those six assumptions 

are much related to self-motivation.  Those two assumptions include, first, “The most potent 

motivations are internal rather than external” and second, “Adults need to know why they 

need to learn something” (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 84).    

According to Hill and Stone (1987), any individual can be successful in life when he 

or she adopts some self-motivators which are related to what they called Positive Mental 

Attitudes (PMA) toward things.  One of the self-motivators they referred to is quoted here, 

“You can do it if you believe you can” (Hill & Stone, 1987, p. 55).  Hill and Stone (1987) 

also view hope as a magic ingredient of motivating oneself.    
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As far as teacher motivation for professional growth is concerned, it can also be 

argued that teachers who are motivated will develop their profession and teach more 

effectively than those who are not motivated.  Vaughan and McLaughlin (2011) claim that 

either a pupil or a teacher is motivated to learn and change for a different purpose.  77 per 

cent of 552 teachers who participated in the study of Teacher Motivation for Professional 

Development conducted by Karabenick and Coneley (2011) reported being more motivated 

to improve their teaching career.  Merriam et al. (2007) raise three dimensions of Garrison’s 

(1997) Model for self-directed learning among which motivational dimension is the one 

which plays an important role in influencing people to be involved in a self-directed learning 

activity or task.     

Any individual teacher is intended to teach, learn and develop their teaching career 

due to either intrinsic or extrinsic motivation.  Hardré (2012) refers to intrinsic motivation 

defined by Hardré et al., and Reeve as some individual teachers engage in an activity due to 

their interest and fun of it or valued outcomes connected to that activity (as cited in Hardré, 

2012).  Kouzes and Posner (2007), and Deci (1995) have a similar view on intrinsic 

motivation.  They claim that people who are highly self-motivated would continue their hard-

work toward the expected results due to their own sake, feelings and strong commitment, but 

not for any reward.  Hardré also puts the view of Deci and Ryan, Pintrich and Schunk, and 

Reeve in this quote, “In both learning and work-based studies, intrinsic motivation predicts 

greater effort, engagement, enjoyment, and achievement than extrinsic motivation” (as cited 

in Hardré, 2012, p. 142).  Regarding adult learning (andragogy), one of the six assumptions 

that Knowles and Associates (1984) raised was internal motivations, not the external ones, 

were the most important and effective ones.  Hardré (2012) concludes that professional 

development opportunities must have a relationship with either intrinsic or extrinsic 
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motivation for their needs and interests.  Otherwise, those teachers will not accept the teacher 

professional development training and event react badly to it.   

Extrinsic motivation.  Some behavioristic psychologists emphasize that rewards 

and punishments would reinforce behavior of an individual toward success (Brown, 1994).  

In other words, some individuals work hard or do things well due to some rewards, bonuses, 

pay or pay raise, promotions, benefits or because of avoiding any form of punishments such 

as getting fired from the job, or losing any certain position (Brown, 1994).  Deci, and 

Sansone, and Harackiewicz define extrinsic motivation as individual teachers implement their 

teaching because of incentives or external pressures from their supervisors (as cited in 

Hardré, 2012).  Many people and classroom practitioners acknowledge that teachers are 

highly motivated to work very hard if they are well-paid.  Santiago acknowledged that 

salaries and opportunity costs have great influence on who goes into a teaching career, who 

stays in a teaching career and who returns to a teaching career after a career interruption (as 

cited in Cameron, 2003). Similarly, Cartey (2000) views that external motivation or 

motivation from outside only works for a temporary basis.  He compares external motivation 

to a fire which goes out when it runs out of fuel.   

According to Pol, the Director of Vorsor primary school in Kampong Spur province 

in Cambodia, whose father used to be a teacher in that school in the late 1960s, Khmer 

teachers in the decade of 1960s were competent, hard-working and highly respected in 

Cambodia, as they had been well-paid by the Government.  All the teachers at all school 

levels were not allowed to do other jobs apart from teaching.  By applying such strict teacher 

policies, the government forced teachers to concentrate on their teaching duties and 

professional development.  Teachers in Cambodia during that period were looked up to in 

Cambodian society (as cited in Chea, 2016, July 6).   
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However, one may argue that high salary cannot always motivate teachers everywhere 

to work terribly hard.  For example, according to Exley (2013), some teachers in 

Luxembourgian schools do not perform their teaching well despite the highest salaries 

compared to the rest of teachers around the world.  In other words, the way some teachers 

perform their teaching in class in Luxembourg does not match up with the educational 

sector’s reputation, teachers’ high pays and teacher’s high social status (Exley, 2013).  Due to 

the best treatment from the Luxembourgian government, the excellent teaching compensation 

and the teacher’s high social status, all teachers of all school levels in Luxemburg should 

have become professionals and teach most effectively in the world.  Nevertheless, the quality 

of education delivery still has not been satisfied by many parents and students (Exley, 2013).      

Due to the case of Luxembourgian teachers’ situation mentioned above, high salary is 

not the only factor that motivates teachers to work effectively although many people 

acknowledge the high pay is the most important one that greatly impacts high quality of 

education.  In the reality, qualified educators are able to earn very well from private schools 

or universities in Cambodia, as those private institutions somehow try to compete against one 

another for better recognition for their business purpose.  If individual teachers work very 

hard, develop themselves and become qualified, they are able to earn much more than the 

public school teachers who are paid by the government.  According to Wong and Wong 

(2009), this is quite obvious that only the professionals are able to receive the rewards.  The 

professionals are never worried about losing their jobs or looking for the new ones and are 

never worried about their pays because every educational institution needs those (Wong & 

Wong, 2009).  Therefore, in developing countries like Cambodia, there is still an opportunity 

for the professionals to make adequate income from their teaching career.   

As far as intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation are concerned, a lot of research 

on motivation found intrinsic motivation more powerful than extrinsic motivation (Brown, 
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1994; Hardré, 2012; Knowles & Associates, 1984; Maslow, 1970).  For long-term retention, 

people who are intrinsically motivated either work or learn things more effectively than those 

who look for extrinsic rewards (Brown, 1994).  When people are intrinsically motivated, they 

work with high responsibility and accountability (Adair, 2006).  As a result, they tend to 

produce satisfactory results.  Without any personal motivation and inspiration, individual 

teachers cannot dedicate their life to the professional development, and as a result, they 

cannot become the education professionals.     

Personal Qualities of Education Professionals 

According to Guglielmino, “self-directed learning consists of a complex of attitudes, 

values, and abilities that create the likelihood that an individual is capable of self-directed 

learning” (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 121).  She identifies some main psychological 

qualities which make an individual ready for self-directed learning.  Those psychological 

qualities include independence, responsibility, persistence, self-discipline, curiosity, 

willingness, self-confidence, good time management, goal-orientation and enthusiasm 

(Guglielmino, 1977). 

Attitudes towards a teaching career and professional development.  

Collins Cobuild English Dictionary (1995) defines someone’s attitude towards something as 

“the way that the person thinks and feels about it, especially when this shows in the way he or 

she behaves” (p. 96).  Similarly, Cartey (2000) defines attitude as, “the way we think” (p. 4).  

No one’s body can make any action unless there is a message sent from the mind (which is 

referred to as the thinking) (Cartey, 2000).  Cartey sees that the way that individuals behave 

or act depends very much on the way they think.  That is, the way people think will definitely 

determine the way they will act or behave in the reality.  This view is much related to the two 

Buddhist concepts of “the Right View and the Right Conduct” (The Dalai Lama and 

Muyzenberg, 2009, p. 13).  
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Many scholars acknowledge that how successful or unsuccessful many people are in 

life depends much on their attitudes (Cartey, 2000; Hill & Ritt, 1998; Hill & Stone, 1987; 

Wong & Wong, 2009).  According to Wong and Wong (2009), research found only one 

correlation between success and attitude, whilst no research has found any correlation 

between success and family background, race, financial status, or even educational 

accomplishments.  James said, “The greatest discovery of my generation is that a human 

being can alter his life by altering his attitude of mind” (as cited in Wong & Wong, 2009, p. 

39).  Similarly, one in Harvard Business Review views that the main reason that someone 

works very hard and performs productively is completely because of his or her attitude (as 

cited in Cartey, 2000).  In the same way, The Dalai Lama and Muyzenberg (2009) view that a 

true leader is the one who takes the right view and does the right conduct, which are two 

main concepts of Buddhism.  The right view here refers to the right way of thinking about all 

related factors before making the right decision which will make a leader act the right way 

and do the right thing.  These two main concepts of Buddhism could be applied well in 

leadership of any field including education because in the field of education, education 

professionals are also leaders who are supposed to think critically and positively in order to 

make the right decision on their teaching plans which will enable them to teach the right thing 

in the right way.   

Positive attitudes of teachers towards their career and professional  

development.  Positive attitude or thinking plays a crucial role in any individual’s 

successful results in life (Cartey, 2000; Hill & Ritt, 1998; Hill & Stone, 1987; Wong & 

Wong, 2009).  According to Tracy (2003), positive thinking enhances life and makes a 

person feel stronger, more motivated, and confident.  He said, “Positive thinking is not just a 

motivational idea.  It has measurable, constructive effects on your personality, your health, 

your levels of energy, and your creativity” (Tracy, 2003, p. 18).  If people think positively 
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about teachers who work terribly hard to make students learn to become qualified citizens, 

they will respect teachers in general.  On the other hand, if they think negatively about the 

teachers and see only the negative things that some teachers have done, those people will 

behave in a way that others can see that they look down on the teachers.  Stone says:  

If there is a single characteristic that separates successful people from those who are 

destined to a life of failure and defeat, it is a Positive Mental Attitude (PMA) (Hill & 

Ritt, 1998).  Where a negative person sees problems, a person with PMA sees 

opportunities.  (as cited in Hill & Ritt, 1998, p. 129) 

Stone continues to explain that someone’s future goes on and on if he or she thinks 

positively and builds a winning attitude (as cited in Hill & Ritt, 1998).  Any individual can be 

successful in life when he or she uses some self-motivators which relate more to positive 

mental attitude toward things (Hill & Stone, 1987).  For example, when anyone has positive 

attitude toward lifelong learning, he will keep growing.  It appears more likely that people 

who have positive attitudes towards things produce more successful results than those who 

develop negative ones towards things in life.  

If people positively think that they will learn something new from their new job, and 

will get various benefits personally in return from their hard work and success when an 

organization or institution successfully achieves its goals set, they will work harder and take 

greater care and higher responsibility for the work they do.  Then, they might grow further 

and become more competent or skillful for their future career.  This is well-supported by one 

saying, “The deepest craving of human beings is to be needed, to feel important and to be 

appreciated- give this and they will give in return” (Cartey, 2000, p. 201).  

There is an old Khmer saying which states that being poor at property is alright, but 

not being poor at thoughts.  That means if a person does not have any kind of property such 

as money, a house, a car and so forth, but he or she has positive, wise thinking, he or she will 
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not be poor in the future.  On the other hand, if a person has a lot of things but has poor, 

negative thinking, all of his or her property will be gone one day.  Many scholars including 

Cartey (2000) convincingly see that, “There is no way that we can get positive results from 

staff with a negative attitude” (p. 5).  Similarly, negative thoughts discourage a person and 

make him or her become less energetic and confident (Tracy, 2003).  This sounds quite 

obvious due to the fact that the way a person thinks will determine the way he or she acts, 

behaves or communicates (Cartey, 2000).  Thus, Tracy (2003) concludes that positive 

thinking develops mental health and excellent work performance, while negative thoughts 

create mental health problem and decrease effectiveness of work performance.    

A lot of teachers whom the researcher has met had a negative attitude toward lesson 

planning.  They thought it was not necessary to write the lesson plans in much detail, as they 

have had a lot of teaching experience and have been teaching for a very long time.  Although 

all of those teachers admitted the fact that lesson plans were so important and could help the 

teachers to teach more effectively, not many of them have planned their lessons well before 

teaching.  The question is how could effective teaching be ensured whilst the teachers did not 

plan lessons effectively?  Some old-timer teachers said they did not make proper lesson 

plans, but they have used their mental plans, as they knew their teaching materials very well 

after teaching the same courses for many years.  Ur (2012) makes it clear regarding the lesson 

preparation.  She says that before the lesson, it is necessary to write down what a teacher 

planned to do in the lesson so that the teacher will not forget what to do and which part of the 

material is or is not covered.  It is not good enough just to put things in the mind.  She claims 

that every teacher including very experienced and professional teachers like her have to 

prepare the lesson plan for every lesson they teach (Ur, 2012).   

However, when the teachers do not plan lessons well, they will not have practice 

activities or exercises for students to complete; the students will not have worksheets to work 
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with or to complete.  The teachers may not be able to post some critical thinking questions for 

students to think critically because they have not thought of what the critical thinking 

questions would be before the lessons.  Without planning lessons properly and productively 

before class, the teachers would definitely follow the textbooks entirely or lecture instead of 

applying student-centered, task-based, cooperative learning approaches which would increase 

student learning productivity (Richards & Farrell, 2011).  Those teachers came up with 

different excuses for not planning lessons effectively before class.  Those excuses include 

low teaching salary, not having enough time while planning is very time consuming, not 

being competent enough in planning lessons due to the lack of knowledge of teaching 

theories, techniques, methods, approaches and strategies.  In short, no teaching is perfect 

without a perfect lesson plan.  

 Having a clear vision of a teaching career.  Having a clear picture of what a 

life of a professional will be like, what one will achieve and succeed, and how one will enjoy 

his or her success would highly motivate a person to work terribly hard to be there and to 

achieve what they have already set.  Similarly, travelers always know where they are going, 

how they are going to get there and why they are going so that they have to plan in advance.  

In the same way, a career holder does the same thing.  School teachers, for example, who 

wish to stay in the field of education throughout their life, may have a clear idea of what kind 

of teachers they would like to be, what outcomes they want to produce and what changes they 

want to make for their students, community and society.   

  According to Collins Cobuild English Dictionary (1995), a vision is what someone 

imagines or hopes a future situation would be like.  Based on this definition, it is more likely 

that the ones who are able to see themselves as very successful in the future will put in more 

effort in learning and growing (Ur, 2012).   She gives an example of a student who wishes to 

see him or herself as part of an international community.  That student will want to learn any 
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foreign language such as English to realize his or her dream.  Qualified professionals have a 

clear vision of whom they want to be and how they want to succeed in life (Flythe, n.d.).  

Wong and Wong (2009) also acknowledge that professionals have a vision that enables them 

to visualize other things beyond their job.  Having a clear vision in mind is essential for one 

to realize their dreams, achieve goals, produce a more satisfactory success and achievement 

and enjoy life (Brown & Associates LLC, 2015; Flythe, n.d.).  According to Tracy (2003), a 

person who succeeds in life usually begins with a big dream or an ideal vision of what may 

happen to them.  They imagine themselves living in a better future if their dreams come true.   

  According to Kotter (1996) a good vision provides three essential purposes which 

include the following: first, it shows the general path for better change; second, it motivates 

people to do the right thing; and finally, it helps make different people work together 

cooperatively in an efficient and effective way.  As far as a teaching career is concerned, a 

vision encourages and inspires teachers to move forward and develop their career further to 

achieve their career and life goals.  It motivates the teachers to dedicate and commit to their 

hard work, use their potential to the greatest level to grow professionally (Flythe, n.d).   

  However, if teachers have no vision, they cannot see a better picture of themselves in 

the future.  They might not use their potential to perform their job better and grow further, as 

they cannot see the good values of hard work and commitment to professional development 

in the future.  They, then, just do a job for the present but do not invest anything in their job 

for the better future.  As a result, it is quite unlikely that those teachers will become 

professionals if they do not have a clear vision.  A vision is very powerful for either leaders 

or professionals in any field, as it helps them to go on the right path, think and grow in the 

right way of success.   

 Setting a clear career goal.  According to Kao (2014), a study entitled “The  
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Relationship  between Students’ Grades and their Occupational Goals” finds that students 

who have clear career goals when starting their higher education are more motivated to 

perform better and achieve better grades than those who do not have clear occupational goals.  

He concludes that although there are other factors that may have some impact on students’ 

performance and achievement in the end, obtaining clear career goals would give the most 

significant impact on the students’ academic achievement.  Likewise, teachers who have their 

own career goals, but do not just work from hand to mouth, would do their best with both 

their teaching performance and professional development to achieve their goals.  Hill and Ritt 

(1998) have a similar point of view which is quoted as, “Setting goals is one way to keep 

your mind on the things you want, and off the things you don’t want” (p. 108).  Stone points 

out that, “A Positive Mental Attitude combined with definiteness of purpose-the selection of 

a specific goal-is the starting point of all success” (as cited in Hill & Ritt, 1998, p. 151).  

Stone additionally explains that anyone can choose to change their own world if they want to 

through positive thinking about things and goal setting.  That person would deserve what he 

chose to do (as cited in Hill & Ritt, 1998).  Cartey (2000) strongly supports the personal goals 

of a great leader.  He said, “Know exactly where you want to go.  Know exactly what you 

want to achieve.  Know exactly what you want to do” (Cartey, 2000, p. 189).  Wong and 

Wong (2009) also have a similar view that whatever teachers choose to do will definitely 

determine the quality of their life in the future.   

Tracy (2003) claims that if one wants to keep their mind positive, they have to simply 

keep their focus on their goals.  He said, “When something goes wrong, think about your 

goals.  When you lose a sale, or even a job, think about your goals.” (p. 218).  When a person 

has his or her goals written in his or her mind, it does not matter what goes wrong.  He or she 

should find out the mistakes or problems and try to fix them so that he or she can move 

forward to reach the goals.  Tracy (2003) also emphasizes that “Your long-term goals are to 
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be financially independent, to enjoy excellent health, to have wonderful relationships, and to 

do work that makes a difference in the world, among others” (p. 218).  He explains that when 

a person keeps thinking about his or her goals, and on what he or she is pursuing to achieve 

those goals, he or she will be unlikely to feel unhappy or to get angry with anyone or 

anything else.  He concludes that thinking about their goals would empower them and make 

them become a more positive and confident person who will be able to succeed in life.   

However, if people do not have a clear career goal in mind, they may not work so 

hard, commit to a job they are doing, develop themselves further, or have a good future.  

They just do a job from hand to mouth for only survival (Wong & Wong, 2009).  Stone 

believes, “Nighty eight out of every hundred people who are dissatisfied with their world do 

not have a clear picture in their minds of the world they would like for themselves” (as cited 

in Hill & Ritt, 1998, pp. 151-152).  The career goals could be set for a short-term, medium-

term and long-term.  In order to achieve any goal, a practical, clear plan must be highly 

considered and carried out promptly.    

 Being motivating and inspiring.  The education professionals are not only  

motivated to do their job effectively but also are motivating and inspiring.  Due to the fact 

that a teacher is a leader, according to Maxwell (2006), an effective teacher is the one who is 

able to inspire students.  Ward (n.d.) has a similar saying about a great teacher.  He said, “The 

mediocre teacher tells.  The good teacher explains.  The superior teacher demonstrates.  The 

great teacher inspires. ” According to Ryan and Bohlin (1999), two among the three main 

findings from a research on excellence in teaching and the characteristics that distinguish 

teachers as excellent include first, “an excellent teacher stimulates and motivates,” and 

second, “an excellent teacher is committed and dedicated” (p. 156).   Effective teachers 

always arouse students’ interests in learning and finds better ways to inspire them.  They 

never give up trying this and that.  Wong and Wong (2005) emphasize that, “the effective 
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teacher affects lives” (p. 5).  That is more likely that an effective teacher does not only teach 

the subject matter but also makes students change their life for the better.  By “changing their 

life”, they might be referring to the way that the students are able to develop healthy attitudes 

towards various things so that they are able to become qualified citizens who can form and 

develop a better society they live in.   

According to Adair (2006), as mentioned earlier, only the motivated and inspired 

teachers are able to motivate and inspire others, especially students to learn best.  A lot of 

scholars (Adair, 1990, 2006; Kouzes & Posner, 2007; Wong & Wong, 2009) similarly 

acknowledge that when leaders as well as teachers are highly motivated, they will know how 

to motivate others.  Those highly motivated and inspired professionals often act as role 

models or exemplary models for their subordinates or students.  This is well-aligned with the 

Buddhist theory of leadership that in order to lead others a person should be able to lead him 

or herself well first.  In contrast, if the leaders or teachers do not know how to motivate 

themselves, how do they know how to motivate others to work hard and effectively?  That is 

a good puzzle that the leader or teacher should strongly consider.   

 Self-discipline.  Self-discipline plays a crucial role in both personal life and career  

(Cartey, 2000).  In leadership, many scholars including the Buddha claim that in order to lead 

others, first of all a person must lead him or herself (Maxwell, 2013; The Dalai Lama & 

Muyzemberg, 2009; Wong & Wong, 2009).  Leading him or herself here refers partly to 

being self-disciplined.  Maxwell (2013) points out that the real key to anyone’s success is 

their self-discipline.  Similarly, another scholar views discipline as, “the bridge between hope 

and reality, between thought and achievement, between wishing for success and becoming 

truly successful” (Cartey, 2000, p. 191).  He noticed that many people are very good at 

talking and have goals, but due to their poor self-discipline, they rarely get things done or 

achieved what they intended to achieve (Cartey, 2000).  Tracy (2003) views that a feeling of 
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a sense of control refers to a feeling that a person is in control of or in charge of his or her 

own life which can be part of self-discipline.  Goldsmith (2015) compares success to a sport 

which a player needs to practice and invest small efforts in his or her commitment, 

motivation, self-discipline, self-control and patience every day.  In order to succeed in a 

certain profession, a person has to do the same as the sport player does.  

Professional responsibility and accountability.  According to the 

BusinessDictionary.com (2018), professional responsibility is defined as, “legal and moral 

duty of a professional to apply his or her knowledge in ways that benefit his or her client, and 

the wider society, without causing any injury to either” (p. 1).  Meanwhile, the same source 

refers professional accountability to “The obligation of an individual or organization to 

account for its activities, accept responsibility for them, and to disclose the results in a 

transparent manner” (p. 1).  In the fields of legal law, health care, architecture and 

engineering, and food industry, the terms responsibility and accountability are commonly 

used at both levels, a policy making level and a grass root practice level.  These two terms 

could also be adopted in the field of education so that all the educators and educational 

practitioners will be accountable and responsible for providing efficient and good quality 

education to meet the learners’ real job demands, and for the public good.   

To ensure that every learner learns best and becomes a qualified citizen who will be 

able to lead his or her life successfully, an education professional must comply with certain 

responsibilities and duties approved by some nations’ laws, education authorities such as 

Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, education departments, or schools.   The education 

professional, who is considered as a leader in the field of education, has to know very well 

about their duties and responsibilities for their teaching career (The Dalai Lama and 

Muyzenberg, 2009).  Tracy (2003) points out that when a person accept responsibility for him 

or herself and what happens to him or her, he or she will become more positive, optimistic 
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toward him or herself, effective and happier.  Regarding teaching responsibilities, every 

teacher at all educational levels must ensure that three domains which include new 

knowledge, skills and attitudes are sufficiently, efficiently and effectively taught.  Wong and 

Wong (2005) highlight that, “School is where people go to acquire knowledge, learn skills, 

and develop values that make them productive citizens and help them grow to their fullest 

potential as human beings” (p. 5).  Those responsibilities and duties must be implemented 

effectively in an ethical manner.   

As far as responsibility is one of the keys to success in life and the career, Winfrey 

shares the philosophy which states, “My philosophy is that only you are responsible for your 

life, but doing the best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment” (as 

cited in Hill and Ritt, 1998, p. 95).  Maha Ghosananda (1992) also suggests, “The present is 

the mother of the future” (p. 32).  He explains that if the present is being looked after very 

well, the future will be done well.  According to Hill and Ritt (1998) and Maha Ghosananda 

(1992), if the teachers are responsible for their own job, works very hard, and keep 

developing their own career at the present, they will become qualified and professional 

teachers who will be able to satisfy themselves, their students that they will teach, and their 

institution they will work for in the future.   

In general, it appears that those education professional responsibilities cover all areas 

from teaching sufficient new knowledge, applicable new skills, to changing and shaping 

learners’ attitudes and behaviors.  In most places, teachers are strictly supervised to see 

whether they have undertaken their approved responsibilities and duties so that learners 

receive best quality education.  According to the brochure by Connecticut State Department 

of Education (CSDE) (2003), regulations of Connecticut State Agencies Section 10-145d-

400a of the Connecticut Code of Professional Responsibility for Teachers listed three main 

areas of professional responsibility which include: responsibility to the students, 
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responsibility to the profession, and responsibility to the community.  Under each area, a 

number of responsibilities are listed for a professional teacher to implement.    

In teacher training programs and teacher training materials, teacher responsibilities, 

teacher’s code of conduct or teacher ethics are either taught or written for new and 

experienced teachers to enable them to deliver education effectively and professionally.  The 

fact is that most of individuals have spent nearly half or half of their lives at school to be 

educated before they leave for their own careers for the rest of their lives.  Therefore, teachers 

must be fully responsible for their teaching career, as they play the most crucial role in 

developing students’ education and shaping them to become qualified citizens.   

According to Cartey (2000), at all levels, all staff implement their tasks because of 

one of two main reasons, “thought of personal gain or fear of loss” (p. xvi).  For the ‘thought 

of personal gain’ he explains that the staff performs well for financial benefit, recognition, 

admiration, and career development.  For ‘fear of loss’ he believes that the staff performs 

well because he does not want any punishment, any bad action, any embarrassment, or 

dismissal from work.  Likewise, in education, it is more likely that education professionals 

have to perform their teaching duties for those two main reasons, too.  In a school where 

there is good leadership, teachers who have practiced their responsibilities effectively are 

rewarded under the school rewarding policy.  This would motivate the teachers to perform 

their teaching career even better.  People’s success is their strong responsibility for what they 

are doing (Cartey, 2000).   

Bovens defines accountability as “A social relation in which an actor feels an 

obligation to explain and to justify his or her conduct to some significant other” (as cited in 

Levitt, Janta & Wegrich, 2008, p. 2).  Levitt et al. (2008) define accountability as an ethical 

or moral concept which involves certain behavior it deals with the responsibilities of 

employers and individuals for their actions towards other people and stakeholders that receive 
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services provided by those individuals and organizations.  Based on the literature, Levitt et al. 

(2008) point out five types of accountability which include first, organizational accountability 

to which staff work through a big boss and staff relationships that all actors have clear roles 

and responsibilities; second, political accountability which depends much on the way that 

educational institutions are run and managed democratically to make all actors hold their 

accountability for; third, legal accountability which requires all workers to work through 

relevant legal institutions to protect rights and ensure fairness for all parties involved; next, 

professional accountability which refers to the practice of codes of conduct and institutional 

rules; and finally, moral or ethical accountability which refers to all the actors’ accountability 

towards core values set by the institutions.  According to Cambridge Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary (3rd Edition) and NHS Education for Scotland (2012) that posts the Advanced 

Nursing Practice Toolkit on its website, the researcher operationally defines professional 

accountability as complete professional responsibility of individual professionals for their 

own actions and behavior towards their professions, organizations, the society and the other 

individuals as well as the public that receive services.   

Regarding the accountability towards a profession, teachers have to follow a teacher’s 

code of conduct which ensures a teacher’s status, trust, integrity and teaching 

professionalism.  The teacher has to ensure that they should provide best quality of education 

so that learners become qualified citizens.  They should be competent at both the subject 

matter and teaching methodologies to make students learn best.  The best teacher should be 

an exemplary model for his or her students (Kao, 2015).  According to the Code of 

Professional Standards of Practice and Behavior for Nurses and Midwives by Nursing and 

Midwifery Council (2015), to promote professionalism and trust, the code says that: 

Act with honesty and integrity at all times, treating people fairly and without 

discrimination, bullying or harassment; be aware at all times of how your behavior 
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can affect and influence the behavior of other people; and act as a role model of 

professional behavior for students.  (p. 15) 

For the accountability to a school where teachers work, they have to be responsible 

for providing best teaching service so that the institution keeps growing and attracting the 

public’s attention.  One thing the teachers have to acknowledge is that when they work hard 

and effectively, not only will the institution they work for grow but they also will grow.  The 

other thing is that the institution has paid and taken care of those teachers who have worked 

under its authority.  In return, the teachers have to do their best job and are most responsible 

for their institution if they wish to stay longer within the same institution.   

Due to the accountability to society, most governments in the world require their 

higher education institutions to hold accountability for education quality in responding to 

financial support (Vann, 2012).  In responding to their government’s requirement, HEIs have 

to guarantee the quality of education and its service to the government’s social and economic 

goals.  To do so, HEIs are accountable to their potential stakeholders including financial 

agencies, government, employers, parents, community and learners (Vann, 2012).  Regarding 

each HEI’s accountability, the teachers play the most important role in educating individuals 

to become qualified citizens who are able to live peacefully and work productively and 

effectively for the better society and better world.  It might be part of the teachers’ faults if 

any individual has not been successful in life.  The public would blame an education sector 

where all teachers work for.  Moreover, when there are a lot of social conflicts and disorders, 

the public would blame the education sector which has not produced qualified people.  Whilst 

the accountability to an individual or the public, the teacher’s job is to give good quality 

education that helps every individual to serve their real needs and interests as well as to meet 

real employers’ demands.  A general purpose of education is to change one’s life for the 

better.  However, if university graduates are not qualified enough and cannot make their own 
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proper living, they would say bad things about individual teachers, then the institution and 

finally the whole sector.  Therefore, it is a must that every individual professional has to be 

accountable to and responsible for their teaching profession, institution, society, and the 

public.    

Accountability has become one of contemporary approaches to the governance reform 

of public sector services including education (Levitt et al., 2008).  Due to the globalization 

era, competition among businesses and service providers has increased both locally and 

globally in terms of low cost but with high quality.  All types of clients want employers and 

workers in all sectors to be accountable for their own product and service quality and 

professional conduct toward them.  For example, in a health sector, accountability for 

professional duties and behavior has been highly respectful and lawfully written for both 

employers and employees, as their main duties are to cue patients and care for sick people’s 

life.   

 Diligence and high commitment.  High commitment is one among other  

important personal qualities of a professional of any field.  How committed one is to their 

work depends much on the way in which he performs his or her work (Ryan & Bohlin, 1999).  

According to a study conducted by Professor Tate and his colleague of over a thousand 

teachers who have been nominated as ‘teachers of the year’, he found three important things 

about an excellent teacher.  One of those three findings is “An excellent teacher is committed 

and dedicated” (as cited in Ryan & Bohlin, 1999, p. 156).  He explains that, “Committed 

teachers show interest in their students, their school, their teaching, and their field” (Ryan & 

Bohlin, 1999, p. 156).  In education, at a very basic level, committed teachers must 

demonstrate their regular professional responsibilities which include being well-prepared 

before class, starting classes on time, correcting assignments regularly and promptly, giving 
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support to coworkers, being approachable and available to students who need some either 

academic or personal help and advice (Ryan & Bohlin, 1999).   

 Persistence. Being persistent is another personal quality which partly determines  

an individual’s success in academics, career and life.  Everyone makes mistakes especially 

when starting doing something new.  Many scholars share the same common advice: that one 

should keep moving, getting up, and persisting until one reaches success in the goals which 

have already been, set no matter how many mistakes, setbacks or obstacles one has 

experienced (Maxwell, 2013; Tracy, 2003; Siebold, 2010; Hill & Stone, 1987 ).  Tracy 

(2003) points out that a person’s willingness and ability to persist are the quality that will 

eventually ensure his success.  According to Hill (2004), lack of persistence is one of major 

causes of failure.  Tracy (2003) recalled Hill’s success story of a young man who took his 

boss’s working model into account.  After seeing the young man working so hard, coming to 

work earlier than his boss and leaving his office later than him for several weeks, the boss 

one evening asked the young man why he always stayed later than his colleagues did.  The 

young man simply replied that because he was highly motivated and determined to be 

successful in the company, and he knew that to meet his goal was to work much harder than 

others in the company (as cited in Tracy, 2003).   

The boss just smiled but said nothing.  After a while, the boss asked him to do an 

extra task which was not written in his job description.  The young man did that task very 

well within a short period of time.  His boss admired his work very much and assigned 

another new task which was completed very effectively.  Within the first year of 

employment, he was assigned several other extra responsibilities which were completed very 

efficiently and effectively.  In the second year the young man was promoted.  He then tried to 

study and learn more, develop his skills, and continue to work terribly hard.  He later on 
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gained more respect and love from other staff, managers and his boss.  He was eventually 

promoted to be a vice president of the company.   

Tracy (2003) encourages people to persist with a thing they have determined to 

achieve rather than to give it up.  It is quite obvious that when implementing any project, 

people experience many setbacks and difficulties.  Only their willingness, determination and 

ability to persist will eventually guarantee their achievement of their goals (Tracy, 2003).  

Hill (2004) raises an example of Thomas Edison’s dream of an electrical lamp that was put 

into action.  Before Edison could succeed in his lamp project, he had failed thousand times 

but had not given up.  Hill (2004) concludes, “Practical dreamers do not quit!” (p. 37).   

According to Tracy (2003) it is more likely that a person is successful when he is highly 

motivated, highly committed to his work and works persistently and enjoyably.  Tracy (2003) 

raises Aristotle’s remark on some key values such as integrity, honesty, courage, generosity, 

persistence, and sincerity that could lead to one’s happiness and personal fulfillment.     

 Curiosity and enthusiasm.  Curiosity and enthusiasm are feelings of energetic  

interest in knowing and learning about a certain subject or activity and an eagerness to be 

involved in it (Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 3rd ed.).  According to Campbell 

(2015), curiosity has a connection with psychological, emotional, social, and health benefits.  

She raises six benefits of curiosity.  Two of those six benefits are more relevant to this study.  

Those two benefits include, first, curiosity makes a person happier; she explains that 

according to research findings, curiosity has increased positive emotions, reduced levels of 

anxiety, and promoted more life satisfaction and greater psychological behavior. Second, 

curiosity improves achievement. According to Campbell (2015), findings of some studies 

show that curiosity leads to more enjoyment, better participation and performance, and higher 

achievement in school and at work.  She explains that it is more likely common sense; 

http://psycnet.apa.org/journals/edu/94/3/562/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/1532-1096%28200021%2911:1%3C5::AID-HRDQ2%3E3.0.CO;2-A/abstract
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however, when a person is more curious about and interested in what he is doing, he is more 

motivated to get involved, invest greater effort in, and do well.   

  Enthusiasm plays a crucial role in someone’s success in life.  To become an 

enthusiastic person, Hopkins (2014) suggests five ingredients which include curiosity, 

interest, knowledge, belief and purpose.  He explains that if a person dreams about owning 

his or her own home or car, he or she is curious about it and will work hard for it.  Curiosity 

can develop enthusiasm.  Regarding interest, he explains that a person must keep a high 

interest level about a thing he does.  If he or she loses interests in what he or she is doing, he 

or she will lose his or her enthusiasm for it.  He explains that enthusiasm and competence 

may never last so long without knowledge.  In terms of belief, he explains that a person must 

have a strong belief that what he or she is doing is right and beneficial.  A strong belief in 

things motivates a person to work harder to achieve results.  Finally, having a clear purpose 

of what a person does helps make a person stay motivated and concentrate on such things.  

All these five ingredients can make a person enthusiastic about what he or she is doing.  He 

concludes that having enthusiasm helps a person to stay motivated and concentrate on his or 

her climb to the top to achieve the goals he or she has set for his or her life.   

Life-long learning commitment.  Many successful people in many different  

fields view the same common life-long learning as one of the key for their success (Kao, 

2015; Siebold, 2010; Tracy, 2003; Wong & Wong, 2009).  Tracy (2003) highlights, “You can 

learn anything you need to learn, to accomplish any goal you can set for yourself” (p. 77).  

He explains that no one is smarter and more capable than us.  Someone doing better than us 

now does not mean he or she is much better than us.  He says that it just means that he or she 

has just learned how to achieve his or her goals in his or her certain field before we have.  

According to Tracy (2003), anyone can learn anything new from any field that he has never 

had any experience before.  He, then, can also continue learning to improve his new job while 
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doing it.  Brown (1994) cites Allen’s nine characteristics of good ESL teachers.  One of those 

nine characteristics is the ESL teacher should have “the persistent urge to upgrade oneself” 

(as cited in Brown, 1994, p. 429).   

Many world class wealthy people have not finished their formal education at college, 

but they have committed to their life-long learning afterward (Siebold, 2010).  Those people 

consider finishing college as just a beginning, and they continue reading books and watching 

business TV programs that make them grow better and get richer (Siebold, 2010).  Sielbold 

notices that the billionaires such as Bill Gates, Warrant Buffett and so forth have their huge 

personal libraries filled with books written by leading business people, entrepreneurs and 

famous authors.  They usually educate themselves (Siebold, 2010).   

 Triggers.  According to Goldsmith and Reiter (2015), “A trigger is any stimulus that 

reshapes our thoughts and actions,” (p. 15).  They raise six distinctions which contribute to 

better understanding of how triggers impact people’s behaviors.  Those six distinctions 

include:  

1) Triggers can be direct or indirect. Direct triggers are stimuli that immediately and 

obviously impact behavior. For example, while you were walking, a snake 

slithered across your foot. You jumped and felt frightened.  Indirect triggers go 

around for a little while to influence our behavior. For instance, you eat a certain 

favorite food which your mother used to cook for you when you were a child. 

That food triggers your memories and feeling of missing her. Then, you decide to 

visit her.   

2) Triggers can be external or internal.  External triggers come from the environment 

while internal triggers come from thoughts or emotions that are not connected 

with any outside thing.   
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3) Triggers can be conscious or unconscious.  One is often aware of conscious 

triggers.  For example, driving too fast will cause accidents and death, so the 

driver knows he or she has to slow down.  Unconscious triggers are beyond our 

awareness.   

4) Triggers can be encouraging or discouraging.  Encouraging triggers motivate 

people to keep up their hard work or work even harder.  On the other hand, 

discouraging triggers demotivate them, causing them to work less or give up. 

5) Triggers can be anticipated or unexpected.  Anticipated triggers can be known far 

away ahead.  For instance, we know well that most products will be on sale at 

Christmas or New Year’s Eve.  Thus, we keep the money to buy things we want at 

that time.  Unanticipated triggers often take us by surprise and stimulate 

unfamiliar behavior.   

6) Triggers can be productive or counterproductive.  Productive triggers encourage 

or make us become the person we want to be while counterproductive triggers 

discourage us from achieving that goal.  This appears to be the most essential 

difference (Goldsmith & Reiter, 2015).   

According to Goldsmith and Reiter (2015), triggers can be internal or environmental  

(external).  Encouraging and productive triggers very often influence people’s positive 

thoughts or attitude and good behaviors or actions.  They can help make people reach their 

ultimate goals and become the people they want to be.  However, discouraging and 

counterproductive triggers will discourage and demotivate people, causing them to reduce 

their productivity or to give up.  

According to Taylor (2009), intense experiential activities and emotions often act as  

triggers or disorienting dilemmas (Mezirow, 2009) which stimulate and provoke critical 

reflection and facilitate transformative learning.  Pierce’s research found that participants 
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with latest experiences of critical incidences, which refer to trigger events in their lives, seem 

more likely to change.  He said, “The disturbing events in the participants’ lives…..create a 

fertile ground for perspective transformation” (as cited in Taylor, 2009, p. 12). 

Goldsmith’s triggers can cause people’s positive and negative attitude and actions  

depending on their responses. When they cause positive attitude and behaviors, positive 

perspectives are changed and transformative learning occurs.  In Mezirow’s transformative 

learning theory, trigger events or disorienting dilemmas encourage people to critically reflect 

on their assumptions and past experiences in order to transform new learning.  Mezirow’s 

original study found 10 steps of transformative learning process.  Those include: 

1) A disorienting dilemma 

2) Self-examination 

3) A critical assessment of assumptions 

4) Recognition of connection between one’s discontent and the process of 

transformation 

5) Exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and action 

6) Planning a course of action 

7) Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one’s plan 

8) Provisional trying of new roles 

9) Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships 

10)  A reintegration into one’s life on the basis of conditions dictated by one’s new 

perspective (as cited in Mezirow, 2009, p. 19). 

Most of those 10 steps appear to be part of the self-reflection process that the  

classroom professional practitioners have gone through to transform their learning and 

professional development. 
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Self-Directed Learning Methods   

Adults learn things in three types of settings (Merriam et al., 2007). First, adults learn 

things in formal settings such as schools, colleges and universities where proper education 

systems, governing and management systems, and curricula are constructed, run and formally 

recognized with grades, certificates and diplomas; second, adults learn things in non-formal 

settings where learning opportunities and education curricula are organized outside the 

formal education system; and third, adults learn things in informal settings defined by 

Coombs as spontaneous, where unstructured learning takes place daily at any place and any 

time.  For example, self-directed learning is a kind of spontaneous, unstructured learning 

which is done intentionally and consciously by an individual at any place and any time (as 

cited in Merriam et al., 2007).  Learners at these informal settings can use different sources 

and materials for their learning (Schugurensky, 2000).  Schugurensky, Marsick and Watkins 

suggest three forms of informal learning. Self-directed learning is a kind of learning which is 

intentional and conscious; incidental learning is a kind of accidental and unintentional 

learning that is realized after experience; and socialization or tacit learning is a kind of 

learning which is neither intentional nor conscious (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007).   

An adult can become a self-directed and autonomous lifelong learner because of 

formal school self-directed learning programs and personal characteristics of learners 

(Merriam et al., 2007).  According to Schrader-Naef, lifelong learning can be implemented 

when, “schools of all levels have to set the foundations for self-directed lifelong learning and 

adult education has to build on those foundations” (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 125).  

Self-directed learning plays a crucial role in sustainable lifelong learning, which emerges in 

the 21st century.  Lifelong learning has been considerably playing a significant part in 

promoting quality education, and it is written as Sustainable Development Goal 4, “Ensure 
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inclusive equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all” of 

Incheon Declaration and SDG4-Education 2030 Framework for Action (UNESCO, 2015).   

Merriam et al., (2007), classified literature as (1) self-directed learning as a process of 

study and (2) self-directedness as a personal attribute of the learner.  Self-directed learning as 

a process of learning is carried out both inside and outside school, although an individual’s 

directed learning very often takes place naturally in adulthood.  Three types of models which 

include linear model, interactive model and instructional model were discussed in the 

category of self-directed learning as a process.   

According to Merriam et al. (2007), the linear models look at old methods of thinking 

about teaching despite the fact that they can be used in different learning settings, such as 

formal, informal and non-formal ones.  Tough and Knowles suggest the linear model of self-

directed learning in which learners have to go through many steps to meet their learning 

goals.  Tough defines self-directed learning as self-planned learning in which learners used 

thirteen steps from key decision-making points about choosing what resources for learning, 

where self-directed learning takes place, and when to learn, and so forth.  Similarly, 

Knowles’ self-directed learning has six major steps which include climate setting, diagnosing 

learning needs, formulating learning goals, identifying human and material resources for 

learning, choosing and implementing appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating learning 

outcomes (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007).     

The interactive models look at how learners are responsible for their own learning.  In 

these models, self-directed learning process is not well-planned, but it focuses on some 

factors which include opportunities learners find in their environments, the learners’ personal 

characteristics, cognitive processes, and the learning context.  On the other hand, the 

instructional models are designed for formal and non-formal instructional programs.  The 
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formal instructional programs integrate the self-directed learning models to enable university 

learners to become more independent in their own learning (Merriam et al., 2007).   

Self-directedness as a personal attribute or characteristic of the learner has attracted 

more attention from different researchers in self-directed learning (Merriam et al., 2007).  It 

is assumed that an adult can become more self-directed and independent in their own 

learning.  For example, one of Knowles’s four principles of andragogy is that “adults have a 

deep psychological need to be generally self-directing” (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 

120).  Some studies which look at adult’s self-directed learning focus more on adult’s 

personal characteristics and what is related to adult’s learning in order to have better 

understanding of the common self-directed learner’s personal attributes.  However, their 

findings are still controversial among scholars, and they cannot be concluded (Merriam et al., 

2007).   

In Cambodia, some teachers who are highly motivated and think optimistically about 

their teaching careers have developed their teaching profession using their own self-directed 

learning methods. This refers to ways, techniques or activities an individual teacher uses to 

continually, professionally build up their own pedagogical knowledge and skills, expertise 

and other education-related aspects.  Grootenboer (n.d.) claims that self-directed professional 

development was perceived by the study’s recipients as being successful because they like 

controlling their own development, and their needs for professional development were 

fulfilled.  Wong and Wong (2009) recognize that “The teacher who constantly learns and 

grows become a professional educator” (p. 297).  They also claim that “The professional 

educator is always learning and growing” (p. 301).  Wong and Wong (2009) also point out 

that to be a professional educator, an individual teacher should join a support group, listen to 

others who have years of teaching experience, listen to tapes, CDs and watch videos about 
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teaching and learning, read the literature, participate in conferences, use the research, and 

observe other good teachers.   

The professional educators believe learning has no end.  They keep developing their 

knowledge and teaching skills all the time.  Williams points out that formal training at school 

is just a start, and knowledge could be expanded and increased more effectively later on.  In 

some countries like the United States, the Philippines and other countries, teachers are 

encouraged to continue developing their professions and maintain their valid teaching license 

which is mandatory (Merriam et al., 2007).  Whilst in Cambodia, this mandatory teaching 

license system has not been in place yet.     

Regarding the professional development in the Cambodian context, the next section of 

this paper will present some main self-directed methods which are suggested and practiced by 

some professional educators and scholars to continually grow further.  

 Self-analysis.  Self-analysis is operationally defined as a way of assessing  

one self’s various aspects, such as personal characters, attitude and behavior, and what one is 

good or poor at.  It looks quite similar to another term called ‘self-reflection’, but it is 

unlikely the same.  Self-reflection in this study tends to focus only on one’s strengths and 

weaknesses of his job performance.  The details of self-reflection are written in its section in 

this paper.  It sounds quite funny that many people do not know themselves very well.  

Understanding oneself very well is a starting point for personal and professional growth.  

Many people are very good at criticizing others’ weaknesses and their failures, but they rarely 

look at themselves very closely and critically to see their own strengths and weaknesses.  

Effective leaders very often know themselves very well.  They know their own strengths and 

weaknesses, knowledge of various areas, aptitudes, characters, virtues and skills, and are able 

to change and develop themselves (The Dalai Lama & Muyzenberg, 2009).   

 Self-reflection.  Self-reflection is another effective self-directed learning method  
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which some individual education professionals use as part of their life-long learning to learn 

and grow further.  Surprisingly, self-reflection existed in the Buddhist teaching thousands of 

years ago.  According to Bhikkhu (2010), after his enlightenment the Buddha taught his son 

named Rahula to reflect on his own physical action, verbal speech, and mental thought 

before, during and after performing it to see what he mentally thought, what he verbally said, 

and what he physically did or acted would make himself suffer, would make others suffer, or 

would make both himself and other people suffer.  Self-reflection is adopted to be used as a 

self-directed learning method in the field of education for an individual professional 

development purpose.   

The implication of the teacher as the researcher and as the reflective practitioner has 

appeared to be what Villegas-Reimers (2003) calls a ‘must’ in any teacher professional 

development program.  In the reflective practitioner model, Glazer et al. describes that the 

teachers have to reflect on their daily experiences in the classroom, the experiments practiced 

in the classroom, and their impact (as cited in Villegas-Reimers, 2003).  Ur (2012) points out 

that a teacher’s own reflection on their daily teaching is the first and most significant basis for 

professional development.   A number of researchers and scholars acknowledge reflective 

teaching or practice as a very significant part of ongoing professional development, as 

teachers can learn a great deal from their own teaching by reflecting and examining their 

teaching experiences against their teaching philosophies and other teaching theories so that 

they can plan and teach more effectively in the future (Bailey, Curtis & Nunan, 2001; 

Murray, 2010; Richards and Farrell, 2005; Zeichner & Liston, 2014).  According to Mezirow 

(1991, 2009), there are three forms of critical reflection in transformative learning.  Firstly, 

content reflection is when people think or reflect on what the actual experience is; secondly, 

process reflection is when people think and reflect on how people deal with that experience; 

thirdly, premise reflection is when people think and compare the new experience with the 
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previous experience, assumptions, long held values and beliefs to see what they can change 

or transform in the future.  He said that through such reflection people can understand 

themselves more and then understand their own learning much better (Mezirow, 1991; 2009).   

Merriam and Cafarella (1999) view Mezirow’s transformational learning as a kind of 

reflection that one reflects on himself and his own situation in order to understand himself 

and his situation better.  The teachers can conduct their own self-reflection in writing after 

their lessons are over.  Only the teachers themselves know best, firstly, which part of each 

lesson worked well or did not work well; secondly, which approach, method and technique 

worked well or did not work well; thirdly, which material the students enjoyed and learned 

the most; finally, which students learned things and which ones still need further support and 

practice (Kao, 2010).  From their own self-reflection, they also need to critically think about 

those weaknesses found and how to improve their teaching in the future.  Rushton and Suter 

(2012) suggest: 

While reflecting on yourself, also learn about yourself – think about how you think, 

how you learn and of the things that interest you; think about your development and 

potential in such a way that it becomes natural, easy, long term and incremental as 

you grow in your role as a teaching professional; and think about the impact you are 

making on your learners.  (p. 70) 

Merriam et al. (2007) describe two basic processes of reflective practice initiated by 

Schön (1991) as reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action.  Reflection-on-action is defined 

as a kind of reflection that “involves thinking through a situation after it has happened” 

(Merriam et al., 2007, p.  174).  They explain that in reflection-on-action, people consciously 

look back on the experiences they have gone through, reassess those experiences, decide, 

plan, and do things in a different way in the future.  Similarly, Finlay (2008) explains 

reflection-on-action, saying “Professionals are understood consciously to review, describe, 
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analyze and evaluate their past practice with a view to gaining insight to improve future 

practice” (p. 3).   

On the other hand, according to Schön, reflection-in-action tends to look at “what we 

are doing while we are doing it” (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 176).  Schön (1983) 

acknowledges that someone who reflects-in-action is a researcher during the time when 

practice takes place.  He describes reflection-in-action, saying “When someone reflects-in-

action, he becomes a researcher in the practice context.  He is not dependent on the categories 

or established theory and technique, but constructs a new theory of the unique case” (p. 68).  

Merriam et al. (2007) assume that Schön (1991) might be the most famous western scholar 

who has encouraged professionals to incorporate reflection-in-action into professional 

development.  However, as far as professional development is concerned, what some 

professionals have been thinking and doing so far may no longer work best (Merriam et al., 

2007) because Schön views that: 

We think critically about the thinking that got us into this fix or this opportunity; and 

we may, in the process, restructure strategies of action, understanding of phenomena, 

or ways of framing problems…. .  Reflection gives rise to on-the-spot experiment.  (as 

cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 176)   

According to the concept of reflection-in-action by Schön (1991), here is an example.  

Professor Sok has planned several practice activities for his year three Bachelor’s degree 

class.  After three practice activities were done, he realized that most of his students could not 

do them well due to their limited background knowledge of the topic raised.  He, then, 

thought that he should raise some awareness of the next topic so that the students could have 

some basic knowledge of it; the next two practice activities needed to be adjusted 

immediately to enable them to participate more productively and effectively.  After Professor 
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Sok made some adjustments to his teaching plan during his lesson, his students did better 

tasks and enjoyed the last two practice activities better.    

Wallace (1998) refers to reflection on practice as action research, which is considered 

one of the most effective ways of solving problems within any profession, and continually 

growing even further.  For example, in the field of education, teachers, teacher trainers and 

ELT (English Language Teaching) managers can reflect on their daily professional practice 

in order to work more effectively and to grow professionally (Wallace, 1998).  Wallace 

acknowledges reflection on professional practice as action research, which is defined as “the 

collection and analysis of data related to some aspect of our professional practice” (Wallace, 

1998, p. 16).  Wallace proposes a model for teacher professional development which focuses 

on a process of reflection on teaching or what he called “professional practice” (Wallace, 

1998, p. 12).  Here is a summary of Wallace’s model for reflection on professional practice 

for professional development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 REFLECTIVE CYCLE 

 

Figure 2: Wallace’s (1998) Reflective Cycle and Professional Development  
from Action Research for Language Teachers (p. 13). 

 

A related concept to reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action is reflection-for-

action (Grushka et al., 2005; Killion & Todnem, 1991), which was developed from Schön’s 
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work (Olteanu, 2017).  Reflection-for-action is defined as “Thinking about future actions 

with the intention of improving or changing a practice” (Olteanu, 2017, p. 2).  According to 

Farrell (2013), reflection-for-action requires classroom practitioners to reflect on the past 

teaching experiences and anticipate what might happen during a lesson before a lesson is 

taught.   

In short, reflection-for-action refers to a thinking process before an implementation 

occurs by reflecting on the past action, reflection-in-action refers to a thinking process during 

the implementation to improve current action or event, while reflection-on-action refers to a 

thinking process after the implementation took place for further future improvement.  These 

three concepts of reflection are similar to the Buddhist self-reflection concepts of mental 

thought, physical action and verbal speech before, during and after performance or 

implementation of one’s action.    

All the self-reflection and reflective practice theories developed by many different 

scholars (Kao, 2010; Ly, 2013; Merriam et al., 2007; Rushton & Suter, 2012; Schön, 1991; 

Ur, 2012; Villegas-Reimers, 2003) serve the same purpose of on-going professional 

development for further improvement or better change.  In other words, they are seen as one 

of the effective ways of life-long learning for future betterment.  

 Critical thinking.  It is obvious that a wise person is one who always thinks  

critically, creatively and productively about things they do.  If he does not think very well, he 

can never solve any problem effectively.  As a result, he cannot be considered as wise.  

Critical thinking is the mother of success in a career and in life.  Steve Siebold who used to 

be very broke when he was in college wanted to be rich and become a self-made millionaire 

later on.  Before he got rich, he decided to conduct his study by interviewing over one 

thousand world rich people during a period of twenty six years.  He discovered that in order 

to get rich, he had to think the same way as rich people do (Siebold, 2010).  He found out that 
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the secret of becoming rich was not the amount of money that those world wealthy people 

had as their capitals, but their good thinking that made them rich because their thinking 

generated their money (Siebold, 2010).  After his study, Sielbold was confident and said, 

“Once I changed my thinking, the money started to flow.  The changes began with my 

thinking, which led me to take effective action that eventually made me a millionaire.” 

(Siebold, 2010, pp. 11-12).   

Becoming a professional is dependent on an individual’s internal desire, willingness, 

real self-motivation, commitment and attitude rather than external forces.  This is strongly 

supported by Siebold’s (2010) study findings and other scholars like Wong and Wong (2009).  

Wong and Wong (2009) emphasize that only attitude, nothing else, makes a person either 

financially or professionally successful.  Similarly, based on the findings from his study, 

Siebold (2010) concludes, “Getting rich is an inside job.  It’s more about your mindset and 

mental toughness than it is about anything else, and you already have everything you need to 

make it happen!” (p. 514).  

 Effective planning.  Planning very well in advance is necessarily essential and  

helps the teachers to teach effectively, as they have thought carefully and made a right 

decision on all the lesson procedures and details before class (Richards & Farrell, 2011; Ur, 

2012).  Planning here refers to both planning on a regular day-to-day basis (lesson plans), and 

planning on a weekly, monthly, term or yearly basis (course syllabus) (Richards &; Farrell, 

2011).  A syllabus tells the teachers a long-term overview of what to teach, learn and assess 

(Scrivener, 2011).  Different groups of teachers see and plan lessons differently according to 

their teaching experiences and period of teaching.  Most experienced teachers tend to make a 

brief plan or outline some important procedures, techniques, activities and materials they will 

use to teach (Richards & Farrell, 2011; Scrivener, 2011).   
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On the other hand, novice teachers prefer detailed plans including detailed 

instructions for each activity written in the lesson plan (Richards & Farrell, 2011).  One 

student teacher who conducted her teaching practice in Canada thought that a detailed lesson 

plan was very helpful in many important ways.  Here are a few examples she raised.  First, it 

helped her to stay focused on the overall curriculum objective; second, she felt more 

confident when entering the class with a lesson plan; finally, it helped her to manage her time 

better, as she could move on from one activity to another nicely (as cited in Richards & 

Farrell, 2011).  Ur (2012) points out that with planning, it is not enough just to think about it 

and mark the relevant page of the textbook to be covered.  She emphasizes that it is more 

important to write things down after the teacher has thought critically so that no point is 

forgotten during the lesson.  Other scholars also acknowledge that being well-prepared before 

teaching can ensure effective teaching for every teacher (Wiseman & Hunt, 2014).  Thus, 

being ready and effectively planning before class appears to be the only way that enables any 

teacher to teach effectively and productively.  As a result, the students will learn best from 

the well-prepared teacher.    

There is still a controversial issue regarding lesson planning.  Some classroom 

practitioners and scholars feel that the old timer teachers may not need detailed written lesson 

plans.  In other words, they tend to use their outline lesson plans or mental plans rather than 

the detailed written ones (Richards & Farrell, 2011).  Many teachers at different levels in 

Cambodia do not plan lessons well before class (Tandon & Fukao, 2015).  However, 

Richards and Farrell (2011) conclude that planning a lesson not only offers support to 

teaching but also tends to make the teachers think more clearly about how to apply the 

theories of effective teaching in a real class in a better way.  Nevertheless, they warn that the 

lesson plan should not control the teacher’s teaching.  The teacher should teach the students 

to learn rather than to teach the plan.  That is, the teacher should be flexible and creative due 
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to the learners’ response to the lesson.  Ur (2012) also claims that to teach every lesson 

effectively, even experienced teachers need to plan a lesson well despite different formats of 

the lesson plans they use.   

Planning effective lessons does not only help the teachers to teach their lessons 

effectively but also gives them an opportunity to professionally grow further.  During the 

lesson planning period, the teacher has to think (Scrivener, 2011), read, and search for 

techniques, methods, strategies and relevant materials to make their lesson plans interesting, 

effective and relevant (Scrivener, 2011; Ur, 2012).  Imagine that when a teacher is given a 

new course or a new course book to teach, he or she needs to familiarize himself or herself 

with the content of the new course book and other related materials to make sure that he or 

she has enough knowledge of the new course and course book before starting to plan and 

teach the new course assigned.  The teacher has to spend some time reading the new 

materials to have broader understanding of the new course and course book.  Moreover, he or 

she needs to think of other things such as relevant methods, techniques, assessment 

procedures, and motivation, and teaching aids before making any decision on what lesson 

may look like in the end of the planning process.    

 Good role models.  A good leader or education professional very often acts as a  

role model for his or her followers or students (Kouzes & Posner, 2007) and also learns many 

good things from any other good role model.  Many people can learn from a good role model, 

as being an exemplary model can give more practical lessons to them most of the time at 

either a work place or school.   

 Being a role model for others.  According to the Buddhist teaching, if one wants  

to lead others, he or she should lead him or herself well first.  The Dalai Lama and 

Muyzenberg (2009) view that, “The best way for a ruler to reign over his country is first of 
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all to rule himself” (p. 12).  Wong and Wong (2009) also see the same thing which is quoted 

below: 

If you want to become a professional educator with a successful future, if you want to be 

happy and recognized as a person who makes a difference in the lives of others, begin by 

making an impact on your own life.  Begin by making a ‘difference’ in your own life.  (p. 

299)   

 Teaching good lessons to others is not always effective, as they are more abstract and 

difficult to learn from.  Dörnyei and Kubanyiova (2014) explain that a positive role model, 

who they refer as an individual that has been most successful, can build up the observers’ 

expectations and encourage them to work towards similar achievement.  That is why some 

leaders including education professionals choose a role model approach to teaching their staff 

or students.  Regarding setting a role model for others, Bolden (n. d.) said that to be a role 

model for others, an individual should always do his or her best in anything he or she does.  

Wong and Wong (2009) list ten qualities of effective leaders.  One among those ten qualities 

is setting a good example for others.  Many good parents, good leaders and teachers use this 

approach in their leadership.  Their role models may be more powerful and inspiring than a 

direct teaching approach because some people may not like being forced to do things or to 

change their attitudes directly.  The way the leaders or professionals speak, act, behave, and 

do things will be listened to, watched, read and imitated by others (Fullan, 2000; Maxwell, 

2003).  When the subordinates realize and see that their leaders do the right things, treat their 

staff fairly, talk openly and directly, communicate directly, and, in general, demonstrate high 

standards (Whitbourne, 2013), they will pick up such good role models and do the same way 

for others they supervise or lead.  Wong and Wong (2005) explain that the efficient and 

effective teachers (whom the researcher refers to professionals) are competent at changing the 

lives of students than those who are not professionals.  
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 Learning from other good role models.  Due to the fact that no one is perfect, a  

real leader in any field does not only act as a role model for others but is also willing to learn 

from other good role models.  Every individual always has his or her own strengths and 

weaknesses in different areas.  People always learn from one another to improve their lives, 

knowledge, skills, jobs, work place, community and society they live in.  Hill told a story of a 

young man who adopted his boss’s working routine model to become successful in his career.  

He had noticed that his boss always came to work earlier than the other staff, and left later 

than the rest of the staff.  The young man then had an idea of coming to work 15 minutes 

earlier than his boss and left 15 minutes later than him every day.  This young man eventually 

moved up into the senior ranks of executives (as cited in Tracy, 2003).  Wong and Wong 

(2009) said that when someone has no other good role model to learn from, he or she finds it 

difficult to make some change for the better.  Regarding a teaching profession, in order to 

grow professionally, Wong and Wong (2009) suggest:  

Find yourself a coach, a colleague who will serve as your role model.  Seek someone 

who will help you learn and give you inspiration.  Find someone you can hold up as a 

symbol of success you truly want to be.  (p. 20) 

According to Whitbourne (2013), when one is a young person, ethical adults may 

influence his or her life for the better.  However, when a person is out in the real world, his or 

her current models are the ones who change that person’s attitudes.  Lots of young people 

have developed their personality and character from modeling of other elders, especially 

national and world heroes and heroines who are introduced in school curricula (Tracy, 2003).  

There are always some new things that every individual can learn and wants to learn from 

other good leaders or mentors.  Likewise, those good leaders or mentors can also learn from 

other leaders or co-leaders above them.  Learning has no end for everyone.  Unfortunately, 

due to the fact that Cambodia had gone through the cruel genocidal regime which was known 
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as Pol Pot Regime (from 1975 to 1979), the regime left fewer elder role models for the young 

Cambodians to learn from in Cambodia (Zucker, 2008). 

Reading professional literature.  Reading is one of the most common effective  

methods that many professionals use for their professional development.  Maxwell (2003) 

recalled the case of Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th President of the United States of America.  

It had taken him some time to become a great leader and then a great president of the United 

States of America.  He kept learning and growing.  He improved himself along the way to 

become an excellent leader of the United States.  Maxwell continued by saying that former 

president Roosevelt died in his sleep on January 6, 1919.  Surprisingly, when his body was 

removed from his bed, a book was found under his pillow.  Everyone believed that Roosevelt 

was still motivated to learn and develop his knowledge till the very last moment of his life.  

Teachers can read any material independently on their own with their own pace and interests.  

The report of the survey conducted by the European Union (2010) finds that 78 percent of 

teachers who participated in the survey across many countries in Europe reported to have 

participated in ‘reading professional literature’ to improve teaching.  The teachers can have 

access to a large number of pedagogical books, professional journals, and electronic materials 

including new research findings from both public libraries and individual institutions’ 

libraries (Ur, 2012).  In addition, they can have an access to electronic materials from the 

internet.  Johnson (2009) also claims an individual reading of books, internet sources and 

journals, is another easy way to develop teaching profession.   

 Applying theories in the real teaching situation.  The new concept of ‘a  

teacher is a researcher’ can be applied best here.  Any professional teacher always puts 

theories and knowledge they have gained from various sources into classroom practice.  

When they practice some new teaching approaches, methods and techniques, they can reflect 

on them and find better ways to make them work for their students in the future.  Johnson 
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(2009) describes reflective and exploratory practice, and trying different methods/approaches 

out in class can be implemented to develop teaching profession although they are not 

programmed or formally monitored.  Trying out new, different methods, techniques and 

approaches and using them very often helps motivate students learn more effectively, as the 

teachers make the lessons interesting, enjoyable and challenging for the learners (Killen, 

2003).  To get all of this done effectively, the teachers need to read or do other things to learn 

about those new theories, methods, approaches and techniques.  Then, they should be well-

planned with any new method, approach or technique they are going to practice in class.  

Observing other teachers teach.  Lesson observation is conducted by a school  

supervisor or director for a few important reasons.  It could be done for teacher appraisal and 

for teacher development (Ur, 2012).  For teacher development, the teacher is observed by a 

mentor, a trainer or colleague and then constructive feedback is given to improve his teaching 

quality.  Getting a senior teacher to observe lessons and giving helpful criticism is a very 

good technique for teacher professional development (Ur, 2012).   

Moreover, many new teachers can learn a great deal and improve their teaching by 

observing other exceptional, experienced teachers.  Providing an opportunity for novice 

teachers to observe other excellent, experienced colleagues is another professional 

development method in which the teachers are able to learn some new knowledge, skills and 

attitudes that those excellent teachers practice in the classroom (Villegas-Reimers, 2003).  

About two thirds of teachers who participated in the survey conducted by the European 

Union (2010) reported to have taken part in mentoring and peer observations in Korea, 

Poland and the Slovak Republic, but less than one-fifth in Austria, Denmark, Ireland, Malta 

and Portugal.  The teachers can arrange their observation schedules informally among their 

peers at their own convenient time in the same school without bothering school 

administrative involvement.   
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Sharing pedagogical information with other teachers.  Informal talk, chit  

chat, or discussion about teaching and learning with the teachers of both the same and 

different fields, within both the same and different schools is an easiest way for teachers to 

learn and develop.  The report of the survey conducted by the European Union (2010) also 

finds that an informal dialogue to improve teaching is the most common type (93 per cent of 

teachers reported to have used this method) of professional development across different 

countries in Europe.  Johnson (2009) also describes informal talk to other teachers or 

discussion with them about their lessons and teaching materials in the staffroom is one of the 

easiest and most effective ways for professional growth, as they can borrow the ideas and 

pilot them in their classroom.  Moreover, Vaughan and McLaughlin (2011) point out that all 

teachers interviewed spoke a lot about the role their peers played in their professional 

development due to the fact that their peers knew a great deal about a situation and needs of 

their own school, classroom and students.  Teachers very often tend to share both pedagogical 

problems and successful teaching stories with their colleagues who they know well.  From 

this informal way, they appear to learn a great deal from exchanging some successful 

teaching experience and technical advice with one another (Ur, 2012).   

In the Cambodian context, however, one study finds that not many teachers have 

opportunities to learn and share best-practice lessons with their colleagues (Tandon & Fukao, 

2015).  Most university lecturers are part-time ones, and they normally teach at different 

universities on each day (Vann, 2012).  They do not often have spare time to talk or discuss 

about their teaching and learning or about their students.  Moreover, teachers may feel 

uncomfortable about sharing pedagogical problems that happened in their classes perhaps 

because they may not want their colleagues to know their weaknesses and want to save face 

(Ur, 2012).   

 Keeping a teaching diary or journal.  Keeping a teaching diary or writing  
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journals about teaching is another self-directed method which any individual teacher can use 

personally and privately to become a professional.  Johnson (2009) describes keeping a diary 

and reflecting on teacher’s teaching is a good way to start to develop.  In addition, 

professional teachers can even write further for publications.  They can write from short 

articles to books (Johnson, 2009).  However, it has been noticed that not many teachers and 

university lecturers have used this technique to improve their professional development in 

Cambodia.  This is quite challenging for the ones who want to become a professional in the 

teaching world, as it is always done personally and privately that the teachers cannot be 

worried about losing face in front of others.   

 Seeking students’ feedback.  As mentioned earlier, most higher education 

institutions in Phnom Penh have used students to conduct teaching performance assessment 

of their teachers for either promotion or punishment purpose rather than for teaching 

improvement and professional development purposes.  Although teaching performance 

assessment conducted by the students cannot provide thorough assessment of teaching 

pedagogy, it is easily conducted in a very cheap way.  Obviously, teachers can ask their 

students to evaluate their teaching at the mid or end of the course to find out if they satisfy 

with the teaching.  Ur (2012) also views that the feedback given by the students is the best 

way of improving teaching performance, as the students very often have a very clear thought 

of how well they have learned and why they learned things or have not learned things.  

Although some classroom practitioners may feel that student assessment and feedback could 

harm the teachers and their relationships with the students, Ur (2012) explains that from her 

teaching experience, the process of student feedback appears to enhance rather than badly 

affect the teacher-student relationships.  She acknowledges that some students may give 

unclear and unhelpful information.  However, some other student feedback is constructive 

and encouraging for improving her teaching in the future.   
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 Self-development through further studies.  Many people who recognize the  

real values of education and have positive attitude toward education tend to invest more in 

education.  Another good way to develop professionally is to keep attending further job-

related courses which are non-degree programs or further higher degree programs using their 

own money or through scholarship grants.  Continuing further studies of any individual here 

is not only for the individual’s learning satisfaction and his or her professional competencies 

and expertise, but also for international qualification recognition for further promotion (Ur, 

2012).  Attending additional courses or further higher degree programs will provide an 

excellent opportunity to reflect on what the instructor has been doing against other scholars’ 

theories and research findings in order to adjust what he or she has not done effectively or to 

test some new theories found so that he or she can learn and professionally grow further (Ur, 

2012).   

  Attending local and international conferences, seminars, workshops and other types of 

in-service training programs is also an excellent way that an individual university instructor 

should invest his or her own money.  The organizers of those often offer a very good 

selection of famous speakers, presenters who very often talk about or present updated 

knowledge on the latest research and controversial ideas and issues, new teaching and 

learning techniques, approaches and methods that are beneficial for a teaching profession.  It 

is also a good opportunity for the university instructors to meet both local and international 

experts, researchers and professionals to build a professional network within the specialized 

field (Ur, 2012).   

 Classroom action research.  Some scholars and classroom practitioners have  

acknowledged that teachers are researchers (Scales et al., 2011; Villegas-Reimers, 2003).  

Most active teachers conduct small scale classroom action research to improve teaching and 

learning within the classroom settings (Ur, 2012).  Classroom action research is another self-
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directed learning method used for teacher professional development.  Grootenboer (n.d.) 

claims that classroom action research is a good way to conduct a self-directed professional 

development project.  Teachers use classroom action research in their own classrooms at their 

own comfort zone as they investigate teaching and learning problems of their own interest, 

collecting relevant data, critically analyzing their findings, and taking further action on what 

they have learned (Grant  et al., 2001).  Villegas-Reimers (2003) refers to O’Hanlon’s three 

reasons that action research can be an effective model for teacher’s professional 

development.  Those three reasons include, first of all, it is inquiry-based, and it allows 

teachers to investigate their own worlds; secondly, it intends to improve teaching and 

learning in school; and finally, it leads to further proper action plan for improving conditions 

for teaching and learning (as cited in Villegas-Reimers, 2003).  Cochran-Smith and Lytle 

describe teacher research as the following: 

The emphasis here is on professional education that is about posing, not just 

answering, questions, interrogating one’s own and others’ practices and assumptions, 

and making classrooms sites for inquiry—that is, learning how to teach and improve 

one’s teaching by collecting and analyzing the “data” of daily life in schools. (as cited 

in Grant et al., 2001, p. 24)  

Holm, Hunter, and Welling suggest four reasons to support classroom action research 

as a method to make teachers grow professionally: 

1) Action research is able to enhance student learning as teachers try to 

investigate and try new instructional, curricular, and assessment innovations.  

2) The improvement of teaching effectiveness takes place as teachers 

systematically experiment and reflect on instructional, curricular, and 

assessment innovations.  
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3) Action research makes teachers become professionals as they share what they 

have learned with colleagues and pre-service students.  

4) Action research is able to help teachers to get rid of the isolation that is 

commonly experienced by classroom teachers.  (as cited in Grant et al., 2001, 

p. 24) 

Some researchers describe action research as an effective part of the daily teaching 

process (Grant, et al., 2001).  Wong and Wong (2005) view research, which they refer to 

classroom action research, as the process of critical thinking and problem solving activity that 

a person conducts to find solutions to any particular classroom problem.   

According to professor Vinayagum Chinapah, a presenter from Stockholm University, 

at the International Policy Dialogue Forum at Siem Reap, Cambodia, in December, 2016, 

there has been too much research done so far by many researchers especially in the field of 

education.  However, he said that not much had been done to improve education for all and to 

improve teachers’ working and living conditions, due to the fact that the research has not 

been often conducted by classroom teachers and practitioners.  He suggested that classroom 

teachers were the ones who knew a great deal about teaching and learning, and therefore, 

they should be the ones who need to do research, especially classroom action research, to find 

their own teaching problems and to find ways to solve those problems (personal 

communication, December 06, 2016).   

In Cambodia, in practice, the classroom action research appears to be informally 

conducted on a very small scale by some professionals who are willing to learn and grow 

further about the classroom practice.  Those teachers have normally done individually, and it 

has not often been documented.  However, according to Vann (2012), most respondents of 

this study saw that due to the lack of qualified instructors to fulfill the HEI teaching 

vacancies, many instructors have taught at different HEI institutions.  As a result, they never 
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have time to prepare lessons well before class and conduct any action research.  The 

collaborative classroom action research is even worse, as most of the teachers have never 

worked as teams due to the time and compensation constraints.  The classroom action 

research is also quite challenging for individual teachers who wish to become professionals in 

their teaching career.   

Summary 

The above literature has reviewed different single areas of different fields that those 

scholars and researchers have discovered about most successful people including teachers.  

Different scholars, researchers and writers view different factors and qualities that an 

individual has obtained to become a qualified professional or a successful person in the field 

of education and other fields such as business.  This could give a researcher a holistic picture 

of how to become an education professional from a theoretical view.   

As far as motivation is concerned, the literature discussed how important motivation 

is in academy and at work.  Motivation is seen as an important factor that any successful 

career holder highly acknowledges.  It is a key factor that determines success of both 

schooling and working.  From leadership and professional perspectives, some leading 

scholars claim that an effective leader and a professional educator are not only highly 

motivated and inspired to do their jobs effectively and efficiently but also to lead and inspire 

others to work toward the common goals successfully (Adair, 2006; Cartey, 2000; Hill & 

Stone, 1987; Kouzes & Posner, 2007; Maxwell; 2006; Wong & Wong, 2005).   

The literature review discusses both types of motivation, intrinsic and extrinsic 

motivation.  Intrinsic motivation involves in cognitive rewards and aims at bringing internal 

rewarding results, such as feelings of self-competence and self-determination, self-

actualization and fulfillment.  On the other hand, extrinsic motivation takes place because of 

either external rewards or avoiding punishment.  Some behavioristic psychologists claim that 
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some individuals work very hard and succeed when they receive satisfactory rewards such as 

high pay, some fringe benefits, or when they do not want any type of punishment such as 

getting fired from a job, not being promoted and so forth.  Maslow’s (1970) Hierarchy of 

Needs theory, which consists of five different levels of human being’s needs and motivation, 

was discussed.  According the Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs theory, an individual person is 

not motivated to do other things unless each level of their needs is satisfactorily met.  It 

appears that any worker like a teacher cannot become a professional if the three low levels of 

needs cannot be fulfilled.  Based on the discussion of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs theory in 

the literature review, workers whose ultimate goal is wealth will never feel enough, and as a 

result, they are extrinsically motivated to do their work to achieve those three bottom levels 

of needs of the pyramid of Maslow’s.  Then, those workers become intrinsically motivated to 

reach the top two levels of needs of the pyramid after they have satisfied the three bottom 

ones and have set a new goal to reach the fifth level of the Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.   

A lot of research on motivation found intrinsic motivation more powerful than 

extrinsic motivation (Brown, 1994; Hardré, 2012; Knowles & Associates, 1984; Maslow, 

1970).  For long-term retention, people who are intrinsically motivated either work or learn 

things more effectively than those who work for extrinsic rewards (Brown, 1994).  The 

intrinsically motivated workers work with their full-responsibility, high commitment, self-

discipline and persistence (Adair, 2006).  As a result, they achieve their goals.  

Regarding personal qualities, some leading scholars highly value critical thinking and 

positive attitudes as most powerful for a person to be successful in work, business and life 

(Cartey, 2000; Hill & Ritt, 1998; Hill & Stone, 1987; Wong & Wong, 2009), whilst the ones 

who have negative attitudes and poor critical thinking skills are not successful in their jobs 

and life (Cartey, 2000).  Some other scholars look at a clear vision and career goal that people 

should start thinking of, as the vision and career goal they have had would lead their way to 
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succeed (Flythe, n.d.; Hill & Ritt, 1998; Marshal Brown & Associates LLC, 2015; Wong and 

Wong, 2009).  Without a clear career vision and goals, individual workers or leaders of any 

field cannot become professionals and succeed in their careers and life.   

As far as triggers are concerned, triggers are stimuli that reshape our attitudes and 

behaviors (Goldsmith & Reiter, 2015).  Goldsmith and Reiter raise six distinctions which 

contribute to better understanding of triggers influence people’s thinking and behaviors.  

Triggers can be direct or indirect, internal or external, conscious or unconscious, encouraging 

or discouraging, anticipated or unexpected, productive or counterproductive.  Encouraging 

and productive triggers often give positive impact on people’s positive thoughts and actions.  

The people with positive thinking and behaviors will change and transform their positive 

perspectives and new learning will happen.  On the other hand, discouraging and 

counterproductive triggers often discourage and distract people from their productivity or to 

give up their effort.  As a result, transformative learning will not occur (Goldsmith & Reiter, 

2015).  In Mezirow’s transformative learning theory, trigger events or disorienting dilemmas 

make people think and reflect critically on their assumptions and past experiences in order to 

transform new learning (Mezirow, 2009).  Most of the 10 steps of Mezirow’s transformative 

learning process appear to be similar to the process of self-reflection.  

Many other personal qualities, such as self-discipline, a sense of responsibility and 

accountability, high commitment, hard-work, persistence, curiosity, enthusiasm, critical 

thinking, life-long learning commitment and triggers that professional people contain and 

develop were discussed in the literature review.  Those personal qualities were seen as the 

significant personal qualities that support and intrinsically motivate individual professionals 

to work terribly hard and keep growing professionally.   

Regarding self-directed learning methods, many scholars acknowledge that teachers 

who constantly keep learning and growing become professionals, whilst those who do not 
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continue developing themselves do not become professionals and have no good future.  Self-

directed learners are more independent ones who are entirely responsible for their own 

professional growth rather than relying on external technical training support provided by an 

individual institution or other agencies.  Those independent learners are able to control their 

own learning at their own pace and resources available for them.  Self-directed learning 

methods are practiced by some university instructors who are truly willing to professionally 

grow further.  According to the literature review, those methods include self-analysis, 

learning from a role model and being a role model for others, reading literature, applying 

teaching and learning theories in the real classroom, observing other teachers teach, sharing 

pedagogical information with other teachers, keeping a teaching diary or journal, conducting 

regular teaching performance assessment, being well-prepared before teaching, continuing 

their professional development through further studies with their self-financial support, doing 

self-reflection, and conducting classroom action research.   

Effective planning, which is part of self-reflection, is not only helpful for effective 

teaching but also for teacher professional development.  The effective teacher uses the lesson 

plans as his or her blueprint to guide his or her teaching.  The teachers are confident when 

they have already planned well, as they know what to do to make the students learn 

effectively although some flexibility and creativity is made in class.  The productive lesson 

plans require a lot of thinking, reading, learning new things, adapting teaching procedures 

and materials to meet the learners’ real situation and needs.  Planning is absolutely time-

consuming, especially for newly-trained teachers because a lot of things are new for them to 

learn from.  To become education professional, the teachers have to invest their time, make 

great effort and have a strong, ongoing commitment to planning before teaching.  To do so, 

they are able to develop and improve their teaching competence a great deal.  Based on the 

above conclusion drawn from the literature review, the theoretical framework is developed.   
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Theoretical Framework   

The following theoretical framework has been constructed based on the literature 

review (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008) and the researcher’s perspective (Maxwell. 1996).  Due to 

the literature review, a university instructor could grow professionally and become an 

education professional from going through either two distinctive paths which include 

Intrinsic Path and Extrinsic Path or from either one of those two paths.   

According to the literature review, the researcher found out three gaps.  Firstly, not 

much research on these two phenomena, university instructor’s personal qualities including 

intrinsic motivation and self-directed learning methods, has been conducted in the 

Cambodian context despite some studies on negative factors that make a large number of 

teachers and university instructors in Cambodia unqualified and ineffective, and negative 

factors that make education in Cambodia have poor quality (Tandon & Fukao, 2015; Vann, 

2012).  Those personal qualities of the professionals or successful people that those 

researchers and scholars have discovered appear to be applicable in the developed world 

contexts where teachers and educators are better-paid, each educational institution has 

adequate financial aid, school managerial systems are in place, and quality assurance systems 

are well-structured and recognized, and so forth.  Compared to the developing context like 

Cambodia where teaching wages are very low, the educational budget is very limited, and the 

managerial system is still weak, it is unlikely that Cambodian university instructors possess 

those personal qualities.  Secondly, some scholars focused on individual internal drives in 

other contexts beside the Cambodian one (Campbell, 2015; Hill, 2004; Marriam, et al., 2007; 

Maxwell, 2013; Ryan & Bohlin, 1999; The Dalai Lama & Muyzemberg, 2009).  Thirdly, a 

lot of scholars looked at separate individual aspects of these two phenomena that contribute 

to an individual’s professionalism or a successful person in other contexts beside Cambodia.  

In other words, no researcher has focused on all aspects holistically that make a person 
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become professional or successful, particularly, in the field of education.  For example, some 

scholars found positive attitudes play the most important role in making a person successful 

in their career and life (Hill & Rith, 1998; Hill & Stone, 1987; Cartey, 2000; Wong & Wong, 

2009) , whilst other scholars saw other things such as a clear vision and career goal (Brown & 

Associate LLC, 2015; Cartey, 2000; Flythe, n.d.; Hill & Rith,1998; Kao, 2014; Kotter, 1996; 

Tracy, 2003; Ur, 2012; Wong & Wong, 2009), or motivation (Adair, 2006; Kouzes & Posner, 

2007; Maxwell, 2006) play the most important part in career development.  

Based on those three gaps found, and to make this study more specific and focused, 

only the intrinsic path is chosen to be studied.  In the intrinsic path, only two main factors 

which include personal qualities and self-directed learning methods which strongly 

contribute to individual instructors’ professional development to make them become 

education professionals are studied.  Those two main factors are mainly studied for two 

significant reasons.  For the first reason, it is difficult for individual university instructors to 

become education professionals due to the fact that Cambodian HEIs, in general, still have 

limited resources, poor school management, poor teacher supervision and evaluation systems, 

limited teaching compensation, limited ongoing teacher professional development. In 

addition, many Cambodian university instructors have not been able to fulfill their basic 

needs listed at the three bottom levels of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.  For the second 

reason, those two main areas in the intrinsic path are more personal, self-controlled, self-

responsible, independent, and they could be implemented personally and informally rather 

than nationally, institutionally, and formally in a systematic way.  That is, they could be 

internally managed by any individual rather than by an institution or organization with their 

own available resources, personal financial support, and at their own pace.  It could be more 

sustainable for university instructors who wish to grow scholarly and professionally.  On the 

other hand, the other factors in the extrinsic path, the institutional training and professional 
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development methods and the institutional policies and incentives, are more institutional and 

controlled and managed by an institution rather than by individual university instructors.  In 

other words, they are often offered and required by an institution or external means rather 

than the individuals’ internal forces or drives.  Therefore, the intrinsic path would be worth 

studying.    

From the above literature review as well as the researcher’s perspective (Maxwell. 

1996), it is believed that educational instructors could become education professionals when 

they have those listed personal psychological qualities which intrinsically drive them to use 

various self-directed learning methods to make them qualified.  They take those self-directed 

learning methods seriously because they have those personal psychological qualities which 

include positive attitude, a clear vision and goals to be achieved, being motivating and 

inspiring, good self-discipline, full responsibility, high commitment and hard work, great 

persistence, curiosity and enthusiasm, critical thinking, and lifelong learning commitment.  

Those personal psychological qualities could strongly support the university instructors to use 

those self-directed learning methods to continue growing professionally.   
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Figure 3: Theoretical Framework 
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CHAPTER III  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, I describe five main elements of social research: epistemology, theoretical and 

philosophical perspectives, methodology and methods (Crotty, 1998) which I adopted for my 

study.   

Epistemology, Theoretical and Philosophical Perspectives 

My study adopted social constructionism as the epistemology, constructivism as the 

theoretical perspective, and Buddhism as the philosophical perspective.  Constructionism is 

an epistemology which focuses on collective meanings constructed by a group of individuals, 

whereas constructivism focuses exclusively on different meanings constructed by individual 

mind (Crotty, 1998; Koro-Ljungberg, Yendol-Hoppey, Smith, & Hayes, 2009).   

Social constructionist epistemology and constructivist perspective are mostly relevant 

to my study due to the fact that common knowledge about the reality of the phenomena and 

common meanings of them are constructed and shared within and among research 

participants (Patton, 2002), especially when they live in a homogeneous culture such as 

Cambodia’s.  The meanings of the research phenomena do not exist on their own without the 

activity of participant’s mind, thinking and emotion.  In other words, the meaning of the 

research phenomena is constructed inside the participants’ mind (Crotty, 1998; Koro-

Ljungber et al., 2009; Patton, 2002).   

This research is constructed in part from the Buddhist philosophical perspective, 

which is parallel to constructivism in a way that both put a great emphasis on each 

individual’s mind.  From the Buddhist perspective, understanding one’s mind and 

strengthening an individual’s inner-self quality, values, morale and peace in order to build a 

better community and the better nation is one goal all human beings need to achieve 

(Wisadavet, 2003).  According to The Dalai Lama, and Muyzenberg, (2009), the Buddha 
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acknowledged the great power of self-oriented drives of all human beings.  The Buddhist 

teaching encourages individual persons to start everything from themselves rather than from 

others outside the selves (Maha Ghosananda, 1992; Wisadavet, 2003).  This Buddhist 

philosophical perspective fits this research very well because those two phenomena being 

studied, personal qualities and self-directed learning, focus on individuals’ internal drives 

rather than other factors from outside.   

According to the constructivist perspective, this research aims at understanding the 

research phenomena and the meanings of those phenomena constructed by the individual 

research participants within their lived experiences.  Therefore, this research adopted a 

qualitative approach in which a phenomenological inquiry was the most relevant paradigm to 

be used.  According to Patton (2002), a phenomenological approach is “a focus on exploring 

how human beings make sense of experience and transform experience into consciousness, 

both individually and as shared meaning” (p. 104).  Likewise, Manen claimed that 

“Phenomenology aims at gaining a deeper understanding of the nature or meaning of our 

everyday experiences” (as cited in Patton, 2002, p. 104).  Thus, the constructionist 

epistemology, constructivism theoretical perspective, Buddhist philosophical perspective and 

the phenomenological approach are closely relevant to my research.  

Research Design   

My research adopted phenomenological research design for the following reasons. 

Firstly, I need to deeply understand the meanings of the emerging themes of the two 

phenomena, personal qualities and self-directed learning methods, of the study from the data 

collected on the respondents’ real lived experiences, behaviors or actions, motivations and 

feelings (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Waters, 2017).  Secondly, to have deep and rich meanings 

of descriptions of the phenomena, inductive qualitative methods such as interviews were used 

to collect the data from the respondents who have lived experiences of those two phenomena 
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of the study (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Patton, 2002).  Finally, one aspect of the qualitative 

methods, especially in the phenomenological research design, is to give high value to the 

researcher’s own experience, perspectives and reflection on the field he has been working in. 

Because the researcher is most familiar with the field, he knows very well what problems 

need to be studied (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Maxwell, 1996).  Personal experiential 

knowledge of the researcher is called different names by different scholars. Some called it 

“Researcher’s Perspective” or “My Personal Perspective” (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008, p. 90).  

Glesne and Peshkin called it “Subjectivity”, Strauss called it “Experiential Data” (as cited in 

Maxwell, 1996, p. 28), and Maxwell (1996) called it “Researcher Experience Memo” (p. 29).  

The researcher’s perspective plays a crucial role in a research design (Lunenburg & Irby, 

2008; Maxwell, 1996).   

According to Lunenburg and Irby (2008) and Patton (2002), to ensure that the data 

were reliable, consistent and trustworthy, I used triangulation methods.  One method is 

triangulation of data collection.  It was used to collect the data from two different data 

sources, interviewing the participants and reviewing supporting printed materials.  Another 

type is triangulation method of participants.  The participants were both males and females 

who had different career and academic backgrounds.  Some of them had started their teaching 

from a primary school and secondary school teaching position, whilst two participants had 

started from being a nurse, then, became a medical doctor and university instructor.  Those 

respondents have taught different subjects of undergraduate and graduate programs.  Some 

had studied overseas, whilst some others had studied only inside Cambodia.  One respondent 

was a monk instructor who had a different living setting with a different life discipline.  The 

researcher was considered as one respondent whose perspective or reflexivity was used as 

one voice (Patton, 2002) for the data analysis.  The last method is triangulation of data 
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analysis in which a combination of constant comparative and generic data analysis methods 

were applied.  

Researcher’s Perspective 

 To be open, transparent and trustworthy for the researcher and readers, I wrote 

statements called ‘Researcher’s Perspective’ (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008), or reflexivity 

(Patton, 2002) which is attached in appendix A.  

Research Sampling Methods   

Purposive criterion-based sampling method was adopted in this study because it was 

useful and relevant to phenomenology, as it helped collect deep and rich data to answer the 

research questions (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Maxwell, 1996).  The participants were 

purposively selected as exemplary models for other educators to learn from.  Eighteen 

Cambodian university instructors were selected according to the selection criteria (see the 

detailed selection criteria in appendix B) from 15 local universities which are located in 

Phnom Penh city. Among those 15 universities, there are 12 private universities and three 

public ones, which have gone through a pilot phase of accreditation conducted by the 

Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC).  They were expected to provide rich data to 

answer the research questions (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Maxwell, 1996).  Some of those 18 

respondents were selected by the researcher, supervisors of university’s faculties or 

departments, and by other university instructors or administrators who knew that those 

respondents met the selection criteria best.     

Validity, Reliability and Trustworthiness in Qualitative Research 

 In qualitative research , to ensure that the study is valid, reliable, credible and 

trustworthy, two main strategies were used.  First, a pilot phase was conducted to ensure that 

the sampling selection criteria and the interview guide were reliable enough or whether they 

needed to be adjusted to collect deep, rich and meaningful data. Second,  triangulation 
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methods and the researcher’s reflexivity were employed in this study (Lunenburg & Irby, 

2008) to crosscheck whether the data given by the respondents, the data collected from some 

respondents’ printed materials, and the data from the researcher’s own reflexivity were 

accurate, consistent, true, reliable and applicable (Noble & Smith, 2015).  According to 

Lunenburg and Irby (2008), data triangulation method is used to ensure validity of the data in 

qualitative study.  

Data Collection Procedure 

Piloting phase.  Three university Khmer instructors were selected to join the pilot  

phase.  One respondent was selected by me, the researcher, another respondent was 

recommended by the first respondent who knew that she had met the selection criteria, and 

the other respondent was nominated by a supervisor of one university’s faculty.  There were 

three main purposes of conducting the pilot: firstly, to find out whether each selection 

procedure of the above three sample selection techniques was acceptable for collecting the 

right data; secondly, to find out whether the sample selection criteria were valid and reliable 

enough to select the right respondents who could give deep and relevant data; and finally, to 

find out whether the interview guide could be adjusted to collect the most relevant and richest 

data.  

 After the pilot, the findings showed that those three sampling selection techniques 

above (that is the research sample selected by the researcher, the first respondent’s 

recommendation, and the supervisor of the university’s faculty) were reliable, and the 

sampling selection criteria were sufficiently valid, as those piloting respondents could give 

meaningful data.  Regarding the research interview guide, some small changes were made to 

a few main and probing questions, and two additional self-directed learning methods were 

added to the previous list of self-directed learning methods.  
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Main phases.  The interviews were conducted in two rounds.  I interviewed 12 

respondents in the first round and three more respondents in the second round.  I employed a 

semi-structured interview technique for collecting the primary data in both rounds.  The 

university instructor interviews were conducted in a one-to-one interview mode with each 

selected instructor at a relevant and comfortable place such as a café, or the respondent’s own 

working office.  Open-ended questions were asked, and written or unwritten follow-up 

(probing) questions were asked for further clarification or explanation.  However, leading 

questions were avoided so that the respondents would give honest, comprehensive 

information and feelings.   

Two interviews were conducted in English, while the rest were conducted in Khmer 

depending on the respondent’s own language preference.  When the respondents’ English 

proficiency was very good, and they were pleased with the English interview, the interview 

was conducted in English.  On the other hand, when the respondents could not speak English 

very well, the interview was conducted in Khmer to avoid some misunderstanding between 

the interviewer and interviewees.  Using the mother tongue language enabled the 

interviewees to give clear, precise and detailed information.  However, some English 

technical terms were acceptable in the Khmer interviews.  The interviews were recorded with 

the respondents’ approval, and all the audio records were kept safely.   

Then, the supporting materials were collected, such as their course syllabi, lesson 

plans, lesson outlines, teaching notes, self-study journals and students’ assessment records to 

see what they actually had done for teaching and professional development, and to 

crosscheck with what they had said during the interviews.  

Research Instruments  

Due to the fact that this study used the semi-structured interview technique, main 

questions and sub-questions under different main areas were written in the interview guide.  
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Moreover, probing questions were inserted at any place where further clarification was 

necessarily needed.  Thus, 11 main questions followed by 20 subsequent questions under 

research question one and 17 subsequent questions under research question two were 

developed to investigate answers to those two research questions.  Every respondent was 

asked to give extra comments when necessary.  All the questions were written in English 

(appendix C) and Khmer (appendix D).  The ones written in Khmer were used with the 

respondents who did not want to speak English or could not speak English accurately and 

fluently, whilst the ones written in English were used with the respondents whose English 

proficiency was excellent.   

Data Analysis  

The main purpose of data analysis of the phenomenological study design is to deeply 

understand the meaning of the descriptions, stories or experiences of the respondents (Patton, 

2002; Waters, 2017).  A combination of two qualitative data analytical approaches was 

adopted in this study.  Those include generic qualitative data analytical approach and constant 

comparative method.  The generic data analytical approach deals with data transcribing, 

coding and thematizing.  The data transcribing and coding process was conducted 

immediately after each interview was completed.  The interviews were transcribed either in 

Khmer language or English language depending on the original audio records (see a sample 

transcript in appendix F).  That is, 16 Khmer audio records were transcribed in Khmer, and 

two English audio records were transcribed in English.  After several interviews were 

conducted, those interviews were transcribed and the data were coded, then they were 

categorized into themes and sub-themes (see a sample coding in appendix G).    

Descriptive and In Vivo Coding methods (Saldaña, 2009) were used.  According to 

Saldaña, descriptive coding summarizes the basic topic of a passage of qualitative data in a 

word or short phrase (appendix G).  In Vivo Coding refers to “a word or short phrase from 
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the actual language found in the qualitative data record” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 74).  For example, 

“�ព���ស�់រេលខ�ួនឯង”   was in vivo coding as “being a master of oneself.”   

The constant comparative method was adopted when the data analysis process began 

from an early stage of the data collection and continued until the end of the data collection 

(Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Maxwell, 1996).  In other words, after several interviews were 

completed, I started to constantly analyze those data by comparing and contrasting those 

previous data with the new data (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008).  By using the constant 

comparative method, I could ask more specific questions and focus on more important factors 

or areas of the study in the next interviews so that I could get richer and more meaningful 

information.   

Because of the constant comparative method of qualitative data analysis, at the end of 

the data collection stage, some follow-up data collection activities were also being done to fill 

up the missing data in order to better understand the meanings of the respondents’ lived 

experiences of teaching professionalism (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Maxwell, 1996; Patton, 

2002).  I went backward and forward between those follow-up activities and data analysis 

until the whole data were saturated.  It means that no new themes emerged from the data.  

Some essential statements were quoted and were used in the data analysis and discussion 

sections of the study.  An emergent strategy was used in order to identify what themes 

emerged from the study of the phenomena (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Waters, 2017). Then, 

the data were compared and contrasted within and between those themes and sub-themes 

across those participants’ stories or experiences against the literature and the researcher’s 

perspective (Maxwell, 1996).  Finally, I synthesized the meanings and essences of all the 

collective data, the literature and my reflexivity to build new theories through induction and 

interpretation of those data (Patton, 2002).  
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Ethical Issues 

Due to the fact that this study focuses on an individual instructor’s personal lived 

experience, a permission letter or request letter was not necessarily required.  To ensure that 

the participants’ privacy was protected, confidentiality was highly considered.  All of the 

recording and transcribing process was conducted in an ethical manner, and all the 

information in all different record forms was kept confidentially.  All the respondents’ 

identifying information such as their real names, positions, other personal and institutional 

information were not revealed in any part of the research paper for the public to ensure that 

they feel safe so that they could give real and true information.  The respondents’ real names 

were replaced by English letters instead.   I kept the recordings and transcripts in my 

password protected computer.  Only the transcribers and I knew where the audio recordings 

and transcripts were located.  Before receiving digital audio recordings, I told the transcribers 

to ensure that the data were kept confidential, and the recordings and transcripts were 

destroyed upon my request.  The findings were reported in a way that protects the 

participants' identities to the safest level and highest extent, whilst the quality of the study 

was maintained.  Details are provided in the informed consent letter (appendix E).  

Summary 

In short, five main elements of social research which are epistemology, theoretical 

perspective philosophical perspective, methodology and methods described in this chapter 

were adopted in this study.  It employed social constructionism as an epistemology and 

constructivism as a theoretical perspective.   This study employed qualitative methods in 

which a phenomenological research design was adopted.  Eighteen university instructors who 

have been working at both public and private HEIs in Phnom Penh city were selected to join 

the study.  Those 18 different university instructors’ real experiences were studied based on 

the two phenomena, personal qualities and self-directed learning methods.  The researcher’s 
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personal experiences, knowledge and perspective also partly played an important role in this 

study design (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992).  Purposive criterion-based sampling methods were 

used to identify the most relevant respondents who could give adequate data in this study.  

Those selected respondents met the required selection criteria listed in the appendix B.   

The data were collected in two different phrases after the pilot.  A semi-structured 

interview technique was used to collect the primary data.  Different types of questions were 

developed for the interview.  The interviewing questions were also translated into Khmer 

because the interviews were conducted in both English and Khmer depending on the 

interviewees’ English proficiency and comfort.  All the interviews were conducted face-to-

face, and they were recorded with an approval from the interviewees.  Moreover, some 

relevant printing materials, such as lessons plans, teaching materials, research papers and 

published papers were also collected to crosscheck the data given by the interviewees.  After 

each interview was completed, the recording audio material was played back and transcribed 

in English and Khmer depending on the original audio record.    

Because a combination of a generic qualitative data analytical approach and constant 

comparative method was adopted in this study, next, the data were coded, and categorized 

into themes and sub-themes before they were analyzed, compared and contrasted between 

those different categories and sub-categories across those different respondents’ experiences, 

and against the literature review and the researcher’s perspective.  Finally, a synthesis of the 

meanings and essences of all the collective data found, the literature and the researcher’s 

perspective was provided to develop new theory.  Ethical issues were highly considered.  

Places of employment and other personal information were not publically revealed.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Research Findings 

Demographic Information 

Participants.  There were 18 participants among whom there were 2 female 

respondents and one Buddhist monk.  Their ages varied from over 30 years old to over 50 

years old.  Seventeen participants had families and children.   

Educational background.  All of them had at least master’s degrees from local 

and overseas universities.  The older participants had not finished their university education 

yet when they started teaching.  They had attended their high school education and higher 

education later on when higher education institutions started to open for private students and 

accept applicants who paid their own private school fees.  That is, they had continued their 

higher education while they were working either full-time or part-time.  

Working background.  All participants have been teaching at least for 10 years.  

Most participants started their teaching career from either a primary school or secondary 

school level and moved up to a university instructor afterward.  Several participants have 

been teaching over 20 years including the period of teaching at primary and secondary 

schools. Two respondents were medical doctors who have been teaching at medical 

universities.  One Buddhist monk has been teaching at a university.  A few of them have also 

been working as education consultants.   

Personal Qualities of Education Professionals: What personal qualities do 

university instructors have to intrinsically motivate themselves to grow 

professionally? 

 This section presents findings of personal qualities of education professionals from 18 

participants. Those personal qualities include: positive attitude toward a career and 
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professional development, career vision and goals setting, motivating and inspiring, personal 

situations, being able to motivate others, personal principles in a career and in life, ethical 

conduct, self-discipline, self-responsibility, diligence and high commitment, patience, 

persistence and perseverance, curiosity and enthusiasm, and life-long learning commitment.  

Positive attitude toward a career and professional development.  Most 

respondents I interviewed thought positively about their teaching professional development 

and teaching professionalism.  They were so optimistic about their career development, as 

they believed that if they were qualified in their teaching profession, they could earn better 

living and live happily.  They believed in themselves that they could do things better, they 

could learn more about their job.  Respondent A strongly admitted that it depended on 

themselves, their own thinking and behavior at both, work and professional development.  

She said that if an individual had his or her own positive thought, knew what to do, had good 

self-discipline, but did not depend on others, he or she could develop him or herself and could 

work effectively.  Instructor E said that to work as a teacher, he had to keep updating himself 

and upgrading his knowledge because the world has been changing very fast.  He also said 

that to be a qualified teacher, he had to continue learning and developing his own knowledge 

broadly, as learning had no end.  He strongly believed that a very good university instructor 

needed to know a great deal of many things so that he could deliver his lessons very well.  

Another instructor (instructor F) had a positive attitude of strong determination and high 

commitment to his own career development.  He said, “First of all, I have confidence in 

myself and my ability, and I don’t want to be looked down on by others.  I’ve never been 

tired of learning, reading and discovering new things regarding my job.”  He talked 

confidently that he wanted to prove that he was a local PhD graduate who could do his job as 

an education consultant effectively and productively too.  Respondent H said that he never 

thought of giving up his medical study at all despite the fact that it was too difficult, and he 
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sometimes struggled.  He said he often looked for various ways of learning to make him learn 

his major more effectively.  

 Those university instructors have stayed in their teaching career for their entire lives 

even though a few of them had attempted to change their career sometime in the past.  

Instructor E quit his teaching to start up his business with his friend, but it failed.  Then, he 

decided to come back to his teaching job and has continued until now.  

Being motivating and inspiring.  Every instructor I interviewed has been highly 

self-motivated in different ways according to their own individual situation and context.  

They expressed their feelings of loving a teaching career from inside rather than from other 

outside factors.   Some of them strongly believed in their own ability, commitment and self- 

responsibility for their own professional growth. Some others said that they were highly 

inspired and committed to their career and its growth because they would like to realize and 

achieve their dream, vision and goals.  Respondent K mentioned three things that made him 

highly self-motivated: 

Firstly, a difficult, poor living condition I had gone through in the past; the poverty 

and various difficulties I had faced inspired me to grow further.  Secondly, my 

intrinsic motivation existed due to some change and development of the society.  I 

saw some people develop themselves well, and there was a greater demand of more 

qualified educated people.  Thirdly, I would like to become a significant technical 

person who can contribute more to the development of the nation.   

Although some outside or extrinsic motivating factors have some influence on their  

decision making on their academic and career development, their own intrinsic motivation 

has played the most important role in making them achieve their academic and career goals in 

the end.  Respondent H emphasized that “Unless there is intrinsic desire and motivation, I 

can’t be a medical doctor.”   
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Most of the respondents expressed their strengths of inspiring and motivating students 

and children to work harder in different ways.  Most instructors I interviewed said that they 

inspired their students by raising some good examples of the most successful figures around 

the world.  Those figures include business people, politicians, religious people, and leaders.  

Some instructors said that they inspired their students by being nice, friendly, kind and 

simple.  They tried to be close with the students and other people they worked with.  For 

example, instructor B said that he sometimes had to sit next to the groups of students who 

were discussing things.  He also said he always talked to his students in an informal way so 

that his students did not feel fearful to say things or to give their opinions.  He sometimes 

joked with the students.  Instructor F inspired and motivated his students by announcing that 

everyone would not fail the course he was teaching at a course orientation at the beginning of 

the term.  He said that everyone would be asked to work very hard with a lot of assignments 

and take-home exams.  Everyone would have an opportunity to revise their paper work again 

and again till they reached a certain standard he had set for each piece of work.  He warned 

the students that they and he would do a lot of on-line work.  He promised his class to work 

very hard to make his students learn and pass the course.  That instructor’s philosophy was 

“the students coming to school to succeed and to pass their course.”  He showed great support 

to his students.  

 Instructor H said that he usually linked the way he motivated his medical students to 

Buddhist teaching and core value of sharing to inspire them to treat patients well to save their 

field of Bon (literally means to have storage of good deed and merit) for the future.  

Instructors J and K said that they inspired their students by providing some ideas and 

experiences of how to learn things and do their job successfully, what responsibilities and 

commitment to take forward to achieve their learning goals.  Instructor M said that he tried to 

inspire his students by explaining cause and effect of something.  Instructor N said that he 
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influenced his students to improve their attitude and behaviors in different ways.  First of all, 

he said that he tried to understand the students by looking deep inside their hearts so that he 

could understand their feelings in order to guide them, give them real-life lessons that could 

change their attitude in the long term.  Next, he said he sometimes told them stories related to 

Buddhist teaching which impact their life a great deal. He noticed that although graduates left 

the school for years, they still remembered him and recalled some moral and attitude teaching 

in front of him when he met them.  That is an evidence of his good influence on his students’ 

life. He acknowledged one scholar’s sentence which states, “The best teacher influences the 

student’s life for the better.” 

 Being a role model for others.  All of the respondents agreed with the saying, 

“A teacher is a role model for students”.  To be aligned with that saying, most of the 

respondents showed great pride in being a role model for their students when talking to me.  

Respondent A said that she had been a role model for her students all the time in her teaching 

and training.  From the planning stage to the post-teaching stage of most lessons, she had 

acted professionally so that her students could learn from her as a model.  She said that some 

students thanked her and her teaching role model which changed the way they taught their 

students.  Respondent B said that he believed in the above saying.  He said that he did not 

know whether many students would adopt his exemplary model.  However, he said that 

acting as their role model was the teacher’s main responsibility.  He did not agree with the 

Khmer proverb which states, “Copy the teacher’s rules but not his bad actions.”  He believed 

that whenever he acted correctly, the students would copy his actions.  That was the reason 

that made him work so hard and do only good things so that all of these would be a good role 

model for the students to copy from.  He gave an example of his practice of the Servant 

Leadership theory.  He said being a teacher was like being a leader who would serve other 

followers the best, but not acting like a master of the followers. 
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 Respondent C said that she had influenced her students through her respect, 

politeness, gentleness, seriousness and hard work.  She said that some of her students could 

still remember her name and her teaching after graduating from school.  Respondent I also 

said that he had acted as a role model for his students during his teaching.  He gave some 

examples which include being hard-working, being responsible for his work as a teacher, and 

behaving well in front of the classes.  Respondent K, moreover, said that he had promised to 

himself that he had to act as a role model for the students in his teaching career.  Therefore, 

he had to be a good person, a good teacher, a good leader, and a good role model for his 

students.  He said that he must keep this phrase in mind all the time, “I’m a good role model.”   

This phrase could remind him all the time so that he could always do a good job.  

 Respondent L said that he had acted as a role model for many students he taught and  

supervised.  However, he could not tell whoever received his model for themselves.  Here are 

some examples of his role model he gave.  He said that he was very good at building  

relationships with various people at his work place, and most of his coworkers liked him.  He  

treated his patients and students ethically and professionally by not taking any bribe from any  

client at his workplace.  He was so strict, responsible and accurate.  Respondents M and N 

also acknowledged that being a good example for others played a crucial role in shaping the 

society.  They wanted to mean that teachers were good examples for students and the public 

in general.  Respondent N said that the society needed a lot of good role models to learn from 

in order to build a good nation and a knowledge society.    

Avoiding blame and being looked down on.  Several respondents said that 

they had to be more responsible, highly committed and hard-working to avoid any form of 

punishment.  They did not want to lose face in front of others at a work place.  Respondent F 

said, “I don’t want someone to look down on me although I pursued my PhD studies inside 

Cambodia.  I had to prove that I could also do what others who studied overseas could do.”  
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They shared the same feelings of embarrassment and shame if they were blamed for their 

ineffective teaching performance and their lack of job responsibilities.  They said they would 

feel mentally painful and very upset if they were blamed publically or non-publically for any 

bad teaching performance or irresponsibility for their job.   

Having a passion for teaching.  Most of the instructors I interviewed said that 

they loved teaching very much.  A few of them had tried to do other jobs or business but 

could not continue those new jobs because they did not like them.  Here is what respondent A 

said: 

In fact, my main purpose is I love teaching so much.  I tried to do another job once 

with one local NGO at Battambang province.  But during my work with that NGO, I 

did not like my job at all.  I did not like to travel much to the community and I had to 

write reports on my field visits when I got back to the office.  Furthermore, I did not 

like the nature of the work, as I was sometimes asked to manipulate data in my reports 

in order to get more funds.  I prefer teaching to other jobs not for money, and 

especially I wanted to improve my teaching competency.   

Instructor B expressed his similar interests in teaching.  He said: 

I’ve come to work in this university even I was sick. I’ve worked from the morning 

till 8:30 PM from Monday to Sunday.  I’ve never thought of over-time pay for my 

over-time work at all.  Maybe that could be the reason that the president promoted me 

and let me manage one Institute.   

Other instructors I interviewed expressed similar feelings of great joy and good fun in  

their teaching and never wanted to give up teaching.  

 Respondent D said that he had teaching passion from a young age.  When he was 

young, he liked teaching other neighboring children and friends.  He was so proud when he 

stood up in front of other children and explained things to them.  Respondent I expressed a 
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similar feeling about his favor in teaching rather than other jobs.  He said that he loved 

teaching so much and never felt that he would want to give it up.  He said he had tried other 

jobs, but he did not like them at all, and he decided to quit them and stayed with teaching 

until now.  Respondent J, moreover, expressed the same great willingness in teaching.  He 

said he still loved teaching and passing new knowledge, experience and skills to his students.  

He said that if he did not like it, he would not stay in this career for nearly thirty years.  Apart 

from teaching, he said that he also liked upgrading himself further.  He thought that teaching 

and learning went hand-in-hand.  He was excited when talking about teaching, and he also 

expressed his feeling of excitement and happiness when entering his classrooms.  

 Respondent N showed his thrill of teaching and sharing some advice with students 

and other people to change their attitude and behaviors and to reduce their sufferings, as he 

saw many Khmer people mentally suffer a lot in different ways and situations.  He said that 

he was so excited to teach them, make some jokes, tell some funny stories to make them 

release their stress, pain and sufferings so that they could feel happier and enjoyed their lives 

better.  

  Students’ achievement and productivity.  A few other instructors have been 

highly self-motivated when their students learned from their lessons which they had prepared 

and delivered very well.  I also have had the same feelings of pride when I have done a very 

good job and seen that my students have learned a great deal.  The instructors said that they 

were so excited and happy when they saw the students actively engage in their practice 

activities, enjoy their learning and learn things.  However, the instructors were not happy and 

did not enjoy their meals when getting back home after their students had not participated in 

the lessons and had not learned much from the lessons.  That was the main reason which has 

encouraged them to be qualified, competent, well-prepared, creative, hard-working, highly 
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committed, and self-disciplined in order to ensure that they do a very good job to satisfy their 

students and to motivate themselves as well.  

  Clear future vision and goals.  Clear future vision and goals also make several 

instructors I interviewed highly self-motivated to grow endlessly and work more 

professionally.  Those instructors had a dream of becoming university lecturers or medical 

doctors from a very young age.  To make their dreams come true, they said that they had to 

continue their studies at a university while working as teachers and nurses at the same time.  

It was very hard for them when they worked to support their families and children’s 

education, and had to continue their higher education at the same time.  Those instructors are 

more likely goal-driven.  Most of the respondents said similar things that they had been in 

love with the teaching career.  They also said that they were happy to share their knowledge, 

experience and skills with the students and other people.  

 Being competitive.  Respondent E was inspired to upgrade his higher education by 

comparing himself to others. He said: 

Some of them have master’s degrees, and some others have PhD’s degrees.  I tend to 

feel that I should build up my degree, my capacity, earn a higher degree.  I want to 

teach at a master’s degree level, so at least I have a master’s degree and also probably 

a PhD degree.   

He also felt that he should have a PhD’s degree if he wanted to give a role model to  

students because he said: 

People would look up to you as a model, for example, because you have a PhD’s 

degree overseas or even in Cambodia or we give a role model to our students so that 

they also want to get higher degrees like us. 

   Respondent J set up his goal by comparing himself with others.  He had a vision of 

not letting other colleagues or younger ones reach a level where he was.  That is, he wanted 
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to take a lead in terms of education and profession. He said, “When I looked around my 

colleagues, they had the same bachelor’s degree. I told myself that I have to move upward by 

taking the next degree (master’s degree).  And I had the same feeling for my PhD study.”    

Having personal principles in a career and in life.  Every instructor had their 

own core values or principles in life and in the career.  Instructor A’s personal principle in a 

career and in life was ‘being responsible for herself’.  She said that she had to be fully 

responsible for what she was assigned to do.  She liked working independently and never 

wanted to be supervised all the time.  Instructor B’s core value is impermanence.  Like the 

Buddha, he believed that nothing was permanent.  It just depended much on time when things 

can change.  He raised the concept of impermanence in leadership.  Any leader could not lead 

forever, as he might one day get retired or die because of old age or illness.  Therefore, in his 

leadership, he trained younger people to learn to lead in the future, as old leaders would leave 

or pass away.  He said he had encouraged his students to change an old mindset that “No one 

can lead this country, place or organization without me.”  He suggested that people including 

leaders should learn to accept any change that would happen, learn to abandon things, and 

learn to transfer things including power, as everything is impermanent.   

 Instructor F’s own personal principle is self-confidence.  He said that he always 

believed in himself, his own ability, hard-work and commitment and self-discipline which 

were keys for his career success.  He raised his own example of pursuing his PhD studies 

inside Cambodia, but he was qualified enough to work as a public policy consultant for 

various projects at different Ministries and Departments in Cambodia.  He said his knowledge 

and competency was well-recognized because of a lot of products he had produced and 

developed.    

 Respondent H’s own core value in life and career is being self-responsible for what he 

was assigned or delegated to do.  He said that he took responsibility for a duty very seriously 
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because of his generosity and sympathy to the poor.  He said that he always told his medical 

students to be fully responsible for taking care of patients, as their life depended much on 

them.  He told them that when their illnesses got treated well, the patients would respect and 

remember those doctors, nurses and the hospital they had stayed in for the rest of their life. 

However, if patients died in the hospital whose staff did not take care of them and cure them 

well, their relatives would curse and hate the hospital as well as all the staff working there.  

He strongly encouraged his medical students not to think of money as most important when 

working as a medical doctor.  Curing and taking care of their lives would be the most 

important ethic for them to remember and practice.  

 Respondent K’s personal key principle is that he never gives up on things.  He said 

that he was always persistent and tried things out again and again.  If one way did not work, 

he said he would try the other way.  He never dropped it or gave it up, and always 

encouraged himself to move ahead even though he failed once or a few times.  He said that 

he always encouraged himself to give himself a chance to succeed what he attempted to 

achieve.  Respondent N believed that growing value in life is a key to improve life 

individually and socially.  He described growing value included growing the quality of 

education, developing positive attitude, and developing mentality within oneself.  He pointed 

out that in order for a person to grow his or her inner value of all those aspects, a family, 

teacher and society needed to work together hand-in-hand.  Respondent K’s key principle in 

life is self-discipline.  He said that although he was much socialized, he never forgot his own 

duty and responsibility for his job and family.  He continued learning and improving his 

teaching performance because he had been trying to achieve his own goals in the future.  

Respondent M’s core value in life is persistence.  He believed that as far as a person had his 

or her own goals to reach and had prepared to reach them, he or she would get there one day.  
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He said in his practice, he never gave up.  However, he could pause and think of other ways 

to get things done or to go slowly rather than to dismiss what they had thought to be done.  

 Respondent O’s key principle in his career and in life is great responsibility and 

independence.  Regarding responsibility, he pointed out that when he agreed to receive any 

duty or assignment from an employer, he had to do it with his own full responsibility for the 

task he accepted.  In whatever condition, the outcome of that task must be achieved within a 

certain time frame.  As far as his independence is concerned, he mentioned that he liked 

listening to other people’s opinions for his further modification or adjustment to the plan he 

had made or thought of.  Otherwise, he very often followed what he had thought before 

because he thought he had trusted himself better than others’ ideas.  He said he rarely 

changed his plan, as he had critically thought about it very well.  He acknowledged other 

people’s opinions, but he argued that other people sometimes were not in his situation, and so 

never knew what he thought and what he planned to do in much detail.  

Ethical conduct.  Most respondents expressed similar practice of their ethical 

conduct of their teaching career.  Due to the fact that a teaching position is not a high-paying 

job in Cambodia, those instructors I interviewed felt similar that they had actually applied 

their teaching code of conduct well so far.  Otherwise, they could not gain respect from their 

students.  For example, instructor A said, “I never want anyone to blame me because of my 

misbehavior with the students or school where I’ve worked for.  I have to be fully responsible 

for my job.”  Respondent H also said a similar thing, that he had never been careless about 

his job as a medical doctor and instructor.  He said he always considered clients to be the 

priority.  He told his students, “If you don’t care about your patients but care too much about 

money, they will die because of your carelessness and your poor professional conduct.”  He 

motivated his medical students by saying, “When you don’t get any money from the patients, 

it doesn’t mean that you get nothing.  In fact, you have received some good deed and merit 
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for your future or next life according to the Buddhist teaching.”  Respondent O raised an 

example of his ethical conduct of work with respect to the time and schedules as very 

important for any professional worker.  He said he highly valued someone’s punctuality for 

work and any other arrangement.  He then added that the next most important thing was to be 

more accountable and responsible for what he was assigned to do, no matter whether it was 

well-paid or poorly-paid. 

Self-discipline.  All the respondents acknowledged that self-discipline was a 

personal quality that partly contributed to teaching professionalism of any individual who 

was willing to become a professional.  Respondent C raised an example of her self-discipline 

with punctuality and suitable dressing at work.  She said she always arrived classes earlier 

and dressed properly so that she could give her good examples to her teacher trainees.   

Respondent B emphasized that self-discipline was so important because it could make any 

person succeed in his or her life.  He said he could achieve his short-term goals because he 

could control and monitor his own work and results.  He had more autonomy for his own 

plans to reach his goals.  He felt that he worked without much pressure from any higher 

authority.  By being self-disciplined, he was highly motivated to complete his tasks more 

effectively compared to the way he was closely supervised and monitored by other 

supervisors within an organization.  Respondent E also felt that he had done what he had 

promised to do.  He often followed his schedule of his own tasks strictly to get things done 

properly.  

 Respondent H also mentioned that self-discipline could ensure effectiveness of both 

self-directed learning and working performance.  Without good self-discipline, a person is not 

serious about what he or she is doing.  An instructor who is self-disciplined is more 

responsible for his or her job and students’ learning.  Respondent I said that he was a serious 

person who wanted to get things done perfectly.  Thus, he must be very self-disciplined in 
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order to get things done effectively and perfectly.  Regarding his professional development 

and work performance, respondent K said that he was self-disciplined because it was the 

number one among other important personal quality traits that could sustain long-term 

success.  He said that he never left any task incomplete behind.  Respondent N, who was a 

monk, said that not eating dinner was one way of being self-disciplined.  Being punctual is 

another example of his self-discipline.  He said he was never late for an appointment or class, 

as he always practiced his principle that he could wait for others, but he did not want others 

to wait for him.  

Self-responsibility.  All the respondents highly valued responsibility as one 

important quality that determined success and achievement in life.  Respondent A said that 

she was fully responsible for her job and professional development.  Otherwise, she could not 

become a professional instructor at this moment.  She said, “I have been strongly self-

responsible for my job.”  She added that she had never wanted anyone to give orders or tell 

her to do this or that. She used a Khmer phrase, “��ស�់រេលខ�ួនឯង” which is translated 

into English as, “being a master or boss of oneself”.  She showed me some of her students’ 

homework papers she had checked and given some written feedback in those papers to prove 

her own job’s responsibility.  She also shared a few examples of teachers who were self-

responsible and who were not self-responsible.  The ones who were fully self-responsible had 

improved remarkably, whereas the ones who were not responsible had not developed much 

and their teaching competency tended to stay the same.  To be more responsible, respondent 

B said that he had planned his different tasks and projects well to avoid some time conflict.  

He said that he never missed any class although he had to do other things outside the school 

he was working for.  Respondent D said that his employers always trusted him because he 

was responsible and accountable for his teaching assignments and students’ learning 
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achievement.  His lesson plans, written feedback and comments on the students’ assignments 

could give an evidence of his responsibility for his job.  Respondent E said that he always 

planned very well before class because it was a teacher’s responsibility for ensuring that 

students must learn something from each lesson.  His lesson plans had clear procedures and 

practice activities to ensure that the learners would achieve the course learning outcomes. If 

he did not teach a certain lesson well, he said that he had felt so guilty and very bad for the 

rest of the day.  Therefore, to avoid such bad feeling, he said he must be strongly responsible 

for his job, especially his lesson preparation before class.  

 Respondent F said that he was completely self-responsible (in Khmer language: �ន

ទំនួលខុស�ត�វេលខ�ួនឯង) for his teaching job.  He said that he liked being independent 

and being his own boss.  He gave an example of supervising six students of a master 

program.  He said each student’s whole research paper was paid one hundred US dollars 

only.  He said that he had to meet those six students about 30 meetings which took 

approximately 15 working days in total.  Due to the low pay, he said that he should not have 

done that piece of work.  However, he said because of the teacher’s professional ethics and 

conduct, he had to highly commit to that assignment and be accountable for the school and to 

the students. He showed me a pile of his Master’s Degree students’ paper work which could 

prove his full responsibility and high comment to the students’ learning achievement.  

Respondent H also put great emphasis on responsibility for the job he had done.  He said he 

always took care of his patients and treated them well.  He said that he never thought of the 

money before treating any patient.  He cured the patients first, and he said that he never cared 

much whether the patient had money or did not have any money.  He said that he hated any 

medical doctor who did not have his or her professional ethics at work.  For example, he said 

some doctors did not give written prescriptions to the patients because they wanted the 
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patients to come back for the next treatments and so forth.  He said that it was not ethically 

acceptable to work in that way as a professional doctor.  He said that he also taught his 

students to be strongly self-responsible for their own tasks and duties because no one could 

follow them all the time at work.  

 Respondent J mentioned that he wanted some praise but not any blame from anyone. 

Thus, he said he had to be fully responsible for his own job.  He said that he always 

submitted results of his classes’ assessments on time and never cut any class during his 

teaching assignments.  Respondent L felt the same thing that he never wanted anyone to 

blame or criticize him because of his poor performance or misbehavior at a workplace.  To 

avoid bad criticism, he said he had to be completely responsible for his job and duties 

assigned.  He added that he never left any task incomplete behind.  Respondent N also 

expressed his full responsibility for his teaching by planning lessons well before classes and 

delivering them effectively.  He said that he never waited till the last minute to plan lessons.  

He had to prepare them in advance so that he had enough time to learn the content of the 

lessons and prepare some relevant materials, slides, handouts and some assessment activities. 

Respondent P said that to be recognized as an education professional, a person had to be very 

self-responsible and self-disciplined, highly committed and persistent.  

Diligence and high commitment.  Every respondent recognized and valued hard 

work and commitment as personal qualities that determined success in life and a career.  All 

of the respondents have stayed in their teaching position for at least ten years.  That could 

prove their high commitment to their teaching career.  Respondent A said that she had been 

highly committed to her teaching although her salary was not much as expected.  The results 

from her hard work and commitment would encourage her to constantly work hard.  She said 

that she had not been demotivated despite her low pay, as she had been enjoying her teaching.   

Respondent F also said that his consultation work needed very high commitment to complete 
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each project, each policy, or each report before a deadline.  Similarly, he worked even harder 

and was more highly committed to his part-time teaching, especially at the Master’s Degree 

and PhD levels.  He acknowledged that teaching these graduate program courses required a 

lot of preparation before teaching and a lot of marking of students’ assignments after classes.   

It was very challenging for him due to the fact that he was a PhD graduate from a local 

university, while some of his students were non-Khmer native nationals.  In order to prove 

that he was qualified enough, he had to work very hard to avoid any mistake in his teaching.  

 Respondent N felt similarly about commitment.  He said he always had strong 

commitment to his own learning and job.  He said when he received any assignment, he 

promised to do it well.  He would not give it up.  Instead he said he would try to find different 

ways to get things done, as he strongly believed that whatever he did, he inspired himself that 

he did it for himself.  Therefore, for teaching, he was always well-prepared beforehand.   

Respondent O thought the same.  He said that he strongly valued high commitment and 

persistence which were the two personal qualities that drove his success in his teaching 

career.  He said nothing was too difficult for him to do as far as he was highly committed to 

doing it. He would invest his great effort, thought, energy, time and other resources in his 

assignments so that he could get them done satisfactorily.  

Patience, persistence and perseverance.  Most respondents recognized 

persistence and perseverance as two important personal qualities among other qualities that 

enabled a worker to grow professionally in their career.  They said that if they were not 

persistent and did not persevere from the time they started their teaching, they could not 

become qualified on these days.  Respondent A said that anything new was always 

challenging, and it needed greater effort and perseverance.  She said that to succeed in a 

difficult job was quite rewarding, as she could learn a great deal from completing such 

challenging job.  One more thing she said was that she would be very cheerful after her 
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difficult project or task was successfully completed.  She also felt that building good habits of 

mind in getting challenging tasks done would be motivating.  Respondent E gave his example 

of his persistence of trying to get a PhD scholarship.  He said that he had applied for that 

scholarship a few times.  He did not give up after the first, second and third failures.  Finally, 

he got it in the end.   

Respondent H described his interesting and rewarding academic and work history.  

He said he had continued his informal general education from grade six in the evenings till he 

received a Junior High School Certificate.  Then his informal study was interrupted by the 

government’s big mission called KOR 5 which literally means A5.  Adults from all the whole 

country were sent to clear forests along the Khmer-Thai border in the West of the country to 

prevent the Khmer Rouge from staying in those jungle areas.  However, he had not given up 

his education.  He asked his teachers to send some lessons and exercises to him so that he 

could continue his learning during his mission.  He continued his informal education when he 

returned from his mission until he could pass the Senior High School National Exam  and got 

the certificate which could open his door to take a medical doctor entrance exam later on.  It 

sounds that he made a very great effort and persevered.  Through his hard work and 

perseverance, he worked his way up from being a simple nurse to a professional medical 

doctor who could enjoy the rest of his life. 

Respondent K said that he always encouraged himself to move forward even though 

he had been struggling at the early stage of his career.  He had to do more self-study on his 

own, read more, and explore new techniques, approaches, methods and strategies in order to 

build up his teaching competency.  He said that he had been working terribly hard both 

academically and professionally to improve his family living condition.  Respondent O also 

said that he had to persevere so that he could support his family and children’s education.   
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Curiosity and enthusiasm.  Several respondents expressed the same sense of 

curiosity about their great interests in learning new things, especially, things related to their 

field of work.  Respondent A said that she was always interested in knowing what she had not 

known before, and was willing to learn it.  She showed me her self-study notes to prove her 

curiosity and enthusiasm about her professional development. Respondent E said that he was 

very curious about what scholars, researchers and education professionals he met found out 

and wrote about so that he could learn something new from them.  Respondent E showed me 

his self-study notes in which he created idea mapping charts, some summaries of the texts he 

had read.  Respondent G also said that he sometimes heard other people say things that he 

had not known before.  He was curious to find out what those people said, and so he tried to 

search and read more till he could find some information he wanted.  Respondent H said that 

he was always enthusiastic about learning new things.  He said he never felt that he knew 

everything although he had been working in the same field for about thirty years.  He 

continued by saying that a lot of things had been changed and found, especially, during these 

days when technology has been developed a lot.  He said that he had been very open-minded 

because of his previous medical instructor who often asked for a copy of books that his 

students had found something new from them.  He said that the instructor was very open-

minded about his students’ new ideas and knowledge which were different from his.   

 Respondent K expressed his feeling of strong motivation and enthusiasm for doing 

something from the bottom of his heart.  He very often did it with great pleasure and joy 

whether he received good or bad pay.  In addition, respondent L said that like other people, 

he always had some ambition to become a successful person in his career.   However, he said 

that it depended on certain circumstances and his own capacity and energy to achieve what he 

wished to achieve or not.  Respondent N showed his updated syllabi with some adjustments 
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of the classroom practice activities, assessment activities and extra materials from other 

sources used to boost the students’ better engagement, participation, production and 

assessment of the learning outcomes.  That could demonstrate his responsibility, hard-work 

and commitment, curiosity and enthusiasm about his teaching.    

Respondent P said that he was always curious about discovering new things.  He said that he 

had developed his teaching career a great deal so far with his curiosity.  

Life-long learning commitment.  All the respondents viewed life-long learning as 

necessarily important for university instructors and other career professionals such as medical 

doctors and many others because many things including technology have changed 

dramatically.  Respondent A said that she had never given up learning, as there were a lot of 

new things found in the field of education.  She gave an example of spending some time 

searching and reading about a new subject she was assigned to teach.  Otherwise, she could 

not explain her students clearly.  Some students read even more on-line.  If the teachers did 

not know much about courses they were teaching, they would be embarrassed by the 

students’ questions.  She found herself keep learning all the time even though she was retired 

from her public school. 

  Respondent B was so impressed with what he had being developing a lot so far 

through his daily tasks of his job.  He said that he learned a lot of new things every single 

day.  He learned from his reading, searching the internet, talking to his students and 

colleagues.  He said there were many things that he had not learned yet, and he continued 

learning every day from a lot of different materials including the ones written in digital and 

electronic devices and on social media.  Respondents D and E also showed their enthusiasm 

and high commitment to their professional development.  They said they could not see why 

they had to stop learning new things.  Respondent F said that he did not always accept too 

many classes per academic term because he wanted to spend some time on his own reading 
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and developing his own knowledge further.  He said that money was not the only important 

thing to be considered, but also his competency and knowledge about the subject matters 

were also more important ones to be considered.  He also said that because he had a PhD 

degree from a local university, he had to work much harder on his own professional 

development to prove that he was also qualified enough to do his job as an instructor of the 

PhD program.  

 Respondent G said that reading every day became his habit.  He read about two to 

three books per week.  He said he had enjoyed reading very much, and he had learned a lot 

about teaching methodologies, techniques and strategies from his independent reading.  

Respondent I said that after his Master’s Degree study, he was a bit tired and felt that he 

would not continue his further studies in the future.  However, three years after of his return 

from studies overseas, he started to be more motivated to continue his PhD program. He was 

preparing himself for it in the near future.  

 Respondent J said that he officially stopped his studies after his PhD studies.  

However, life-long learning did not stop there.  In other words, he still continued reading and 

searching for something new to learn, as there were so many things emerging those days.  He 

said that career development had no end, and every professional had to keep updating their 

knowledge and skills to catch up the world’s development.  

 Respondent K said that he sometimes felt demotivated to continue his further 

education and to continue developing his career because he could not find adequate 

compensation to what he had and contributed so far.  Other factors such as poor health 

conditions and stress from work and family also contributed to his decrease of interest in on-

going learning.  On the other hand, in the reality, he could not give up learning, as he had no 

other choice and he had been in the field of education for his whole life. Therefore, he had to 
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move on developing himself further.  Otherwise, he had to quit his job and do something else 

outside the field of education.  

 Respondent M showed his high commitment to his professional development.  He 

said:  

If I were asked to choose one among the two options which were between continuing 

learning or divorcing my wife, and stopping learning and living with my wife, I would 

choose the first option which was continuing learning and divorce my wife. 

Respondent O also expressed the same interest in his on-going professional development.  He 

said that he could learn from different sources and in different ways.  For example, he could 

learn from social media sources, from attending some conferences, workshops and seminars.  

He could also learn from his colleagues, from further reading and self-reflection.  

It appears that all the respondents shared these common personal qualities: 

responsibility, diligence, high commitment, self-discipline, persistence and perseverance, a 

passion for teaching, life-long learning and positive attitude toward education and career 

development.  

Personal situations.  To better understand how the research participants had 

developed their personal qualities, it is important to understand the life situations that had 

motivated the respondents to work hard both academically and professionally.  Those 

situations could be positive or negative and were memorable from the time when they had 

occurred.  The life situations include following role models and Buddhism and converting 

negative experiences into internal energy to self-improve.  

Taking role models.  Many participants took some people as their role models and 

advisors or mentors.  People who could be their role models include parents, family 

members, instructors, senior colleagues and some famous figures.  Those instructors said that 

they wished and intended to be excellent like those role models.  They said that they still 
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remembered some of their previous teachers’ good advice, effective teaching performance, 

sound knowledge about the subject matters as well as other general knowledge and have tried 

to follow what they could do so far to improve their knowledge and teaching quality.  

Respondent A said that her American colleague was very good and always encouraged her to 

work hard, to do some action research, and to present papers at conferences.  She said she 

was greatly influenced by that colleague.  Respondent H admired his few good role models 

from whom he learned a great deal.  He said he had learned how to treat any patient ethically 

with respect and how to work effectively as a role model for other younger colleagues.  

Respondent P said that he had been shaped by a few role models who were his father and 

teachers.  

 Most respondents have had their own good role models to learn from.  In this case, the 

saying “Like father like son; and like teacher like student” might be true in the Cambodian 

context.  Some of them recognized their parents, grandparents as their role models, whilst 

some others saw their teachers, colleagues, or even other famous people as their role models.  

Those important people had shaped and transformed them to become education professionals. 

Parents as their advisors or first educators.  Several of them have been highly 

motivated to grow further and improve their teaching professionalism because of their 

parents’ direct influence and teaching.  For example, respondent H told me about his 

mother’s words with very exciting feeling.  His eyes became red and his tears nearly dropped 

when he recalled his mother’s inspiring teaching from which is quoted here, “My dear son, 

any time you read a book or study, it means that you’re making some money and saving it in 

your bank account.”  Instructor C also recalled her parents’ advice on high education.  Before 

her father passed away, she said that he told her to continue her further study at university 

because he strongly believed that only good education she would have could make her get rid 

of poverty and help build the country.  Instructor D also said that his mother’s words were so 
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powerful.  He reported his mother’s words as this, “My son, you can’t be hopeless in a very 

young age.  You know, I am quite old, but I still have hope in my life.”  Similarly, I 

remember my father’s word which was stated as:  

There is no property that is more valuable than knowledge.  Any property can be 

damaged or lost by any means such as theft, robbery, fire or natural disaster.  Good 

education or knowledge cannot be stolen, robbed or destroyed by any of those 

mentioned above.  It is gone with you when you die.”  I understood what my father 

said very well at a time when I could make my living through the good education I 

obtained.  

 Some respondents acknowledged that parents’ good role models and teaching played 

a very important role in shaping their children from an early stage of their childhood.  Some 

of them said that the proverb “Life father like son” worked perfectly in the Cambodian 

context.  They said that if parents brought their children up very well, encouraged them to 

pay attention to their schooling, taught them respects, the children would learn to do so.   

 Parents or grandparents as their role models.  Several respondents including 

respondents C, D, H and M learned a great deal from their mothers, fathers, or grandparents 

when they were young.  Those elders shaped them very well through either their advice or 

daily actions.  Respondent C said that her grandfather and mother made her learn a lot.  They 

always told her to work very hard at school and explained to her that only high education 

would make her life better.  They also told her that not only to work for money but also for 

fame and reputation because they used to work as civil servants who received a lot of pride.   

Respondent D was inspired by his mother’s advice given to him when he one day felt 

hopeless.  Respondent H said that his mother’s good advice and his father’s modeling 

behaviors made him remember for his whole life.  Moreover, respondent M said that his 

father who used to work as a primary school director gave him a lot of good examples which 
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made him successful now.  He also said that he could even follow some of his father’s 

teaching techniques in his teaching.  

 Teachers as their role models.  Respondent A was confident that her latest mentor 

who worked with her several years ago influenced her life and teaching profession a great 

deal.  She said that she always told herself to be as good and professional as him.  She said 

that the way he taught, managed his class and communicated with the students really 

motivated her to imitate him so that she could do the same way as he had done.  Respondent 

B also said that he learned a lot from the president and other senior colleagues of the 

university he worked for.  He said that he could learn some good leadership skills, teaching 

techniques, methods and approaches which he could adapt and apply them in his own 

teaching.  He said that he could do all of those from his direct interaction, direct teaching 

when he was a student, direct observations and from getting some information about those 

senior teaching staff from his students or coworkers.  

 Respondent C said that a few Polish professors of her Master’s Degree program had  

influenced her life and teaching profession.  She said that those professors were very nice, 

gentle, friendly and very helpful.  They always encouraged and motivated the students 

including her to work so hard.  Respondent E was not sure whether he considered any 

particular former teacher as his role model.  However, he felt that he could learn a lot from 

various instructors of a BA program he took.  In addition, respondent H could raise a few 

influential medical instructors who had influenced his life and medical teaching profession in 

several important ways.  He said those instructors had worked terribly hard and had never 

been corrupt in their careers.  They always practiced their professional conduct very well.  

They never thought of money first before treating patients and so forth.  He said that he now 

acted the same way as those respectful medical professors, and taught his students the same 

lessons as his professors had done to him in the past.  Respondents J and K also said that they 
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never forgot their several previous inspiring professors who could make them learn and 

change a lot.  They could recall all those professors and teachers’ names very well to me.  

They said that their role models were highly appreciated and respectful.    

 Colleagues as their role models.  Respondent D said that he had noticed a few 

senior colleagues within the Faculty of Education of PUC so that he could learn from their 

role models.  He said that he nearly quit his Master’s Degree program due to his heavy 

workload, school fees and time constraint.  However, when thinking of his own academic and 

career goals, and how to become like those senior fellows, he felt more motivated to continue 

it till he finally completed it successfully.  Respondent E also said that he tried to observe a 

few senior colleagues, whom he did not consider as his role models, to find out what he could 

learn from them.  But he recalled a few previous instructors of his BA program.  He said that 

he could learn and adapt some teaching styles from them and apply those in his own teaching.  

Respondent L mentioned that he could learn quite a lot from his senior colleagues, especially 

their attitudes, behaviors and professional ethics they had practiced.  Respondents M and O 

also said that they took a few senior colleagues as their role models from whom they could 

learn a lot.  They said that they could learn the ways those senior fellows had taught and the 

ways they led their staff and teachers.  For instance, respondent O said that he learned the 

way his senior fellows had committed to their work, been self-disciplined and self-

responsible for their tasks, and been persistent. 

 Famous people as their role models.  Respondent F said that he looked at some 

important national figures as his role models.  He said he had tried to find out how those 

famous people became famous and adopted their methods in his work and in life.   

Respondent N, on the other hand, looked at some international well-recognized figures such 

as politicians Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King, Abraham Lincoln as his role models.   
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He said he did not only use those as his role models but also used those names and their 

excellent leadership and reputation to motivate students in class. 

Buddhist influence.  A few respondents believed in Buddhist’s teaching of doing 

good things receiving good things, good deeds, merit, and dignity.  Respondent C said,  

The more I share knowledge, skills, experience and philosophies with the students and 

other people, the more good deeds, merit, dignity and goodness (it is called ‘Bon’ in 

Khmer language) I could receive.  What I have done is considered as the good deeds I 

will save for myself in the future and next life.  

Instructor H said that he always taught his medical students the core value of sharing.  He 

said:  

All of you have not been to the Wats (Buddhist temples) very often to donate any of 

your property to the Buddhist monks.  But you can earn a lot of good deeds by 

treating the patients very well and make them survive from their illnesses and 

diseases.  This is your field of good deeds.  The more patients you can treat well, the 

more good deeds and merit you can earn.    

As a result, the belief in doing good things and receiving good things may motivate 

them to share their knowledge, skills and experiences with other people in order to gain and 

save some good deeds or Bon for their future and next birth.  A few respondents thought that 

Buddhist teaching was a good roadmap for people to follow if they wanted to lead a happy 

life.   

Negative experiences.  The research participants had turned poverty, suffering 

and other negative experiences into intrinsic motivation and determination to succeed.  Most 

of the instructors I interviewed had a very similar poor family background.  They had gone 

through a lot of difficult, poor living conditions which could distract them from their 

education and professional development from the beginning of their school and career.  
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Those instructors started to change their attitude and behavior toward their professional 

development and teaching professionalism from the time when they met suffering or bad 

experiences or exciting and emotional feelings which they never forgot.  For example, 

instructor B recalled his terrible working and living conditions when he was a child.  He said 

that his family was too poor, and he had to work on a fishing boat during the nights, work as 

a motorbike driver in the mornings and go to school in the afternoons.  Another unforgettable 

trigger event that contributed to his change was the way that his high school director looked 

down on him.  The school director told other students at a student’s assembly not to copy 

instructor B’s bad model which was considered as diamond excrement [which is literally 

translated from Khmer language ‘�ចម៍េព�ជ’ (ach pich)].  He said that his school director 

had told all the students at that student’s meeting that the diamond excrement was even worse 

than the chicken one because the diamond excrement could make a person blind if it went 

into his eyes.  Instructor B felt very bad with his school director’s bad words.  However, he 

felt that he had changed a lot since then.   

Respondent D said “In my family, my parents were construction workers, and I came 

to study in Phnom Penh because I want to get rid of the poor living of working as a 

construction worker.”  However, they said they could not give up their effort and high 

commitment to their education and professional development, as they thought and expected 

that their life could be improved later on.  A few of the respondents felt that because of the 

hardship they had met, they had to change and work harder to get rid of such poor and 

terrible conditions.  Instructor I said, “I’ve been motivated to work terribly hard and keep 

growing because of my poor family background and a lot of difficulties I had met in the 

past.”  Respondent L also shared his vulnerable condition in the past.  He said, “I was an 

orphan after the Pol Pot Regime, and my life was terrible without any parents to look after 
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me.  I promised that I had to overcome all those vulnerable things and make my life better in 

the future.”  

Respondent H was also upset with his senior mentor’s bitter advice when that senior 

mentor overheard him complaining in the bathroom about his low wage as a nurse compared 

to a doctor’s high wage.  His mentor overheard the instructor’s complaint and responded, “If 

you want the same wage as the doctor, you must get a doctor’s degree like them.”  He said 

that the advice sounded awkward but was powerful to him.  That instructor reconsidered that 

mentor’s words again and again and determined to work very hard toward achieving the 

doctor’s degree later on.   

I personally had a very similar poor family background and felt more or less the same 

as those respondents.  I had to keep growing and building my competence so that I could 

make my life, living and working conditions better one day.  I was hopeful and optimistic that 

what I had invested in the past would make me change later.  Now it is true, as those 

instructors have better living and working conditions as a result of the proper vision, goals, 

high commitment, persistence and self-discipline they have had.  These memories have 

permanently existed in their heads.  When they got tired and lost some interests in their 

education and career development, those memories came up and they continued their 

commitment to achieving their end goal.  These memories of trigger events become state of 

the trigger permanently exist in those respondents’ minds.  

Self-Directed Learning Methods: How do university instructors use self-

directed learning methods to develop teaching professionalism in the 

Cambodian context? 

Those university instructors moved from working as school teachers at a primary or 

secondary school level to instructors at universities or consultants at companies, NGOs and 

governmental ministry like the ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS).  Similarly, 
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the other two medical instructors also developed themselves from being primary nurses to 

medical doctors.  All of them have been struggling with their education and professional 

development while they had to work and did other things to support their families at the same 

time.  They showed their high commitment to and fully self-responsible for their education 

and professional development, and their work.  

 As far as their education and professional development are concerned, besides the 

personal qualities the respondents have, they have used different methods, techniques, 

approaches and strategies to develop their own education and profession.  Among those 

methods, techniques, approaches and strategies, self-directed learning methods have been 

commonly adopted by those respondents to continue growing professionally in the 

Cambodian context.  Here are the findings related to the self-directed learning methods. 

Participants’ definitions of self-directed learning.  Respondent A defined 

self-directed learning as a method or way used to learn new things by a person’s own self. 

Self-directed learning methods may include reading printed materials, searching the internet, 

and attending workshops, conferences and seminars with a person’s own interests.  

Respondent B defined it as something a person has cultivated by himself or herself through 

observations of what other people do or teach, through application of what has been seen, and 

then through reflection on what had been done or applied.  After the reflection, one must 

prepare and then apply it again, and reflect on it again.  In short, he came with a summary of 

the self-directed learning as a learning circle which he had to act, adapt and add, reflect and 

learn; then a second circle comes again in the same way.  That is, acting, adapting and 

adding, reflecting and then acting again.  Respondent C defined self-directed learning as a 

kind of self-study which a learner has to be self-responsible for his own learning by reading a 

lot, memorizing a lot, thinking and reflecting a lot, and practicing it on his own a lot.  
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 Respondent D mentioned that from his experience, to learn things by himself 

productively, he suggested that a person should have three things which include self-esteem 

or self-confidence, self-arrangement and self-discipline.  Respondent E defined self-directed 

learning as a way of learning things by a person’s own initiative and interests through certain 

strategies to achieve his set goal.  He said that self-directed learning involved meta-cognitive 

strategies: planning, thinking, and analyzing.  Respondent K also shared his experience of 

self-directed learning and defined it as a kind of learning that a person must have to have a 

clear goal and action plan, and to implement the plan.  By “action plan” here he also included 

the way of getting the right materials for his own self-study.  

 In short, self-directed learning is a way of independent learning in which a person 

must have a clear goal to be achieved, uses certain methods and strategies, understands the 

new knowledge, applies it in a real situation, and reflects and evaluates the methods and 

results he has used and achieved for future improvement.    

 Having a clear vision and long-term goals.  Several instructors said that they 

had a vision and a long-term career goal of becoming a university lecturer.  For instance, 

instructor D said:   

My dream was to be a university lecturer one day.  When my father brought me to 

Phnom Penh city, I asked him to have a look at some universities, such as Royal 

University of Phnom Penh (RUPP) and National Institute of Education (NIE).  

Because of that strong desire, I tried to change my job from a primary school teacher 

to a university lecturer by attending BA at Build Bright University, and then attending 

a Master’s Degree in TESOL program at Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia.   

Instructor F said that his last goal was to write some books in the end, as he wanted his 

professional achievement to remain helpful for other young people longer.  Respondent H 

was serious about setting a very clear goal.  He said that to be successful in either academics 
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or a career, first of all, a person must have a very clear goal to be reached; and secondly, he 

must constantly work hard to achieve his goal.  On the other hand, a few other instructors did 

not set up their long-term career goals from their early stage of life.  In other words, they set 

up both their academic and career goals step-by-step.  When one short-term goal was 

reached, they set up another one, and they continued practicing the same way till the last 

career goals were met.  They said that they did that because their families were poor, time 

was not allowed, opportunities were not given, and their past real situations required them to 

do so.  

Academic goals.  All the respondents wanted to achieve their PhD degree.  A few 

of them had been pursuing it, one of them received it, while several respondents have not 

started it and a few others had given up due to their age, family responsibilities and their 

health conditions.  Those respondents who have not reached their PhD level thought that they 

had to have some balance between time spending on their further education, and time for 

taking care of their small children when more and more other children started taking drugs 

and got addicted to it.  

Career goals.  Several respondents had certain long-term career goals to be 

achieved since the time they started a teaching job as a primary school teacher, a secondary 

school teacher or a nurse many years ago.  However, several other instructors had set certain 

short-term career goals step-by-step to be achieved.  That is, when they met the first goal, 

they set a second short-term goal and worked toward it, and then they set up the next career 

goal to be achieved.  For example, respondent H said that he was trained as a nurse when he 

had not had a junior high school certificate yet.  Then he continued his informal education all 

the way through till he finished his medical doctor many years later.  

Ultimate goals of success in life and career—Life-long professional 

development and sharing knowledge and skills to others.  Most of the respondents 
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shared similar ultimate goals in life and career.  Those were to continue growing to become 

more professional and to share their knowledge, experience and skills with others such as 

their students, colleagues and the public.  For example, respondent N said, “I want to 

continue improving myself and to continue sharing what will benefit the students and the 

public.  I think to continue building a better me is my ultimate goal.”  

Money.  Although every instructor expected that they had worked so hard to grow  

professionally so that they could earn more money to support their families, most of them 

were not satisfied with the compensation they received from their workplace compared to the 

huge workload they had carried out.  All of them acknowledged that to be effective teachers, 

they needed to devote their time and invest it in their professional development.   

Good health and personal life.  A few of the instructors said that they had worked  

so hard and were so committed to their professional growth because of their ultimate goal 

which was to keep themselves fit and develop a happy family.  When they got older, they 

tended to try to balance their time, workload and their health care which was considered as 

more important for them. 

Respect, fame and honor.  Several instructors’ ultimate goal of life was respect,  

fame and honor recognized by their students, community and their workplace.  Instructor A 

said, “When we become qualified and professional, our students can learn a great deal from 

us and admire our hard work and good education we provide.”  Instructor C said that her 

main goal was to be well-known, and respected, and share her knowledge, skills and 

experience with other younger people.  Money was not too important for her.  As a result, the 

students pass a word of mouth from one to another about their good work. 

Position.  The majority of the respondents did not dream of a high political or  

managerial position in their institutions or society.  Instructor E and instructor G’s ultimate 

goal was to become researchers or scholars at MoEYS or deans of any university after they 
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could finish their PhD program because they wanted to promote a research culture in 

Cambodia and to influence the young generation for the better.  

Professional integrity and happy life.  Instructor B said that his ultimate goal was  

to make young people he taught grow and succeed in their work, business and in life.  He was 

not interested in high positions, financial gain, fame and reputation.  He said that he enjoyed 

his full freedom of work at his current workplace.  He had no pressure from top management 

members because he did his duties well and highly committed to his job.  A few respondents 

wished to have a happy family as a result of their dedication to their professional 

development and work commitment.  Respondent F said, “I’ve been working terribly hard 

both academically and professionally because I want to build a good and happy family in a 

difficult social and economic context.”  

Respondent E said,  

I have studied most of my life inside and outside the country, but I have nothing.  I 

don’t think my relatives, friends and neighbors respect me because I am quite well-

educated.  I don’t think I have a happy life yet.   

Another respondent said, “I have never let other people know that I have a PhD degree 

because I don’t think that other people show their respect to me by seeing my high degree.”  

Respondent P said that his ultimate goal was to become a qualified university instructor who 

was able to share knowledge to other younger people.  

No clear goals.  Two respondents said they did not have certain both academic and  

career goals before.  However, they believed in themselves that they could grow and make 

people they served satisfied with their teaching.  

Setting step-by-step goals.  Due to the Cambodian context where teacher’s pay 

is still limited, every teacher is responsible for carrying out their official duties, personal 

duties of taking care of their children, making extra income to support their families and 
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academically developing their own education and career, most instructors I interviewed 

tended to set both of their goals, academic and career goals, step-by-step.  They said that they 

could not think of any long-term goals because of various logical reasons mentioned above.  

When one short-term goal was met, another short-term goal was created and actions were 

taken to reach that second goal.  Because of the close attachment to their family security and 

financial support, most of those instructors chose to continue their higher degrees locally so 

that they could keep an eye on their families and children.  As a result, it has taken them a lot 

of time to achieve their highest academic goals.  By taking their high degrees inside the 

country while working either part-time or full-time simultaneously, they needed to be highly 

committed, highly self-motivated, very hard-working, persistent, very self-disciplined, 

strongly responsible and so forth.  

 Self-analysis.  Most of the respondents said that they often analyzed themselves 

and tried to understand themselves so that they could get rid of some negative points and try 

to improve themselves.  They said that when they could know themselves well, it was a 

starting point to find ways to improve their weaknesses.  Some of them said that they had 

improved some negative personalities such as from being narrow-minded to being more 

open-minded, from being stingy to being more generous, from being bad-tempered to being 

better-tempered, from being irresponsible to being more responsible, and from being not self-

disciplined to being more self-disciplined.  Respondent I said that he knew himself very well 

that he had to do things step-by-step.  He could not do things which were beyond his own 

capacity and his own resources.  Respondent O said that he often looked at himself critically 

and analytically to see where he was, what he lacked, and what weaknesses and what 

strengths he had regarding his career, leadership and life.  From his self-analysis, he could 

know where he started to develop himself and his own career further. 

 Self-reflection on teaching activities.  All the respondents thought that self-
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reflection was a very important and effective method of self-development in any career, 

especially in the context where technical support was not sufficient.  Most respondents said 

that they could know very well about what they did well, what worked well, what the 

students enjoyed doing and what they did not from their self-reflection.  After realizing what 

needed to be improved, they could search, read and think of other different ways to make 

their lessons more effective and productive.  A few respondents said that they had reflected 

on their lesson plans, teaching, speech and behaviors in class, and on their own attitude 

toward their students.  They said that they had improved a lot.  Respondent A said that one 

day she shouted at a few students who had not completed their homework.  After that she 

realized that it was inappropriate, as it insulted those students and others.  Later on she 

stopped shouting at them.  She learned to calm herself down and speak better words and with 

a nicer tone.   

 Some respondents did their self-reflection while conducting the lessons.  In other 

words, they started thinking about each activity immediately after it was over and took some 

notes so that they would not forget them.  On the other hand, some respondents said they did 

their self-reflection immediately after each lesson was completed.  They sat down and 

reflected on which activities went well and which ones did not go well and why they did not 

go on well.  Moreover, a few other respondents preferred discussing the weaknesses of their 

lessons with their teacher assistants or with their teammates after their lessons were finished 

and tried to find some other possible ways to improve their teaching and students’ learning 

productivity.  Respondent N said: 

 Some students show that they do not like studying, so I always discuss with my 

teammate or teacher assistant.  How can we make it better?  What can we do to 

improve it?  We note down what we discuss.  What activities should we do to make 
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this lesson effective?  What activity should we put into the lesson? What should come 

next and so on?   

 Respondents A, C and F said that they had reflected on their lesson plans, teaching,  

speech and behaviors in class, and their own attitude toward their students.  They said that 

they had improved a lot.  Respondent O said that teaching techniques were like muscle art 

techniques which required more creativity and flexibility.  During his self-reflection 

activities, he often thought of how he could be more flexible and creative to make his 

teaching more effective and productive.  

 Likewise, self-reflection is my favorite and most effective self-directed learning 

method I have used so far to develop my teaching competency.  In Cambodia, due to poor 

teaching salary, limited resources and weak monitoring and teacher professional development 

systems, self-reflection is the only way I have grown professionally so far.  I could do it 

easily on my own with my own resources, time and commitment.  Most importantly, I could 

control it by myself.  I could not rely on any other means from outside to make me grow.  I 

told myself that I had to do it on my own and keep learning new things through my own 

reading, self-reflection and classroom action research.  

  Critical thinking skills to solve teaching and learning problems.  Most of 

the respondents acknowledged critical thinking as a method of professional development, 

especially self-development because when someone thought critically about  

something or a certain problem, he could find ways to do that thing or solve that problem 

more effectively than a person who did not think critically.  Respondent A said that she could 

not ignore or leave any problem unsolved.  She raised an example of her teaching situation 

that when her students did not understand her lesson, she tried to search for more information 

and methods from various materials and/or think more critically to find any other more 

relevant information or better ways to make her students learn better.  When she started 
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thinking very critically and deeply about something, she said she could also develop her own 

new knowledge and teaching competency.  Respondent I raised an example of critical 

thinking about whether some certain theories could be applied in the Cambodian classroom 

situation and how they could be adapted and applied.  He said that the teachers had to think 

about these very critically and deeply in order to adapt and apply those teaching theories 

appropriately and effectively.    

 Respondent K said that he usually raised some questions about certain problems to be  

solved.  The questions could guide him to think more deeply and critically about the 

problems.  Raising questions and trying to find the right answers to those questions was an 

effective way of using the critical thinking technique.  Respondents K and M also felt the 

same thing, saying that using critical thinking to solve problems was a good way to develop 

their knowledge and competency.  Respondent O said that in order for him to find good 

solutions to a certain problem, he had to have all relevant information from different sources 

because all the relevant information could contribute to sufficient and effective analysis of 

the problems.  The effective analysis could be a basis of synthesis and good decision making.   

He said that effective and productive critical thinking went through a few important 

procedures which included collecting relevant, sufficient data or information, data analysis 

and synthesis, and making a right decision.  

 Developing effective lesson plans.  All the respondents acknowledged that 

lesson planning significantly played a crucial role in ensuring effectiveness in teaching and 

learning.  In addition, it also helped teachers to continue growing professionally.  Respondent 

A said that lesson preparation was so important for ensuring the quality of teaching and 

learning, as proper lesson plans could guide teachers very well to deliver their teaching more 

effectively.  The teachers have thought thoroughly about what and how to teach before class, 

as they could not have time to think of what and how to teach certain things in class.  In the 
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classroom, the teacher just delivers and manages what he has already put in the lesson plans 

although little flexibility cannot be avoided.  She said that all the teaching materials and 

practice activities had to be thought of and prepared very well while planning before class. 

She showed her lesson plans which had clear learning outcomes, procedures and a lot of 

practice activities to make students engage and achieve the learning outcomes.     

 In addition, she said that planning lessons could effectively make teachers improve 

their knowledge and teaching competency because they had to recall some theories they had 

gone through, they had to read further to learn some new things related to what they were 

supposed to teach.  She said that she could improve a lot from her lesson planning task.  

However, she acknowledged that planning took much time for novice teachers at the 

beginning of their teaching career because everything was still very new for them.  But after 

great effort had been invested in lesson planning, the teachers would gradually become more 

confident and skillful with their lesson planning, and it would be less time consuming later 

on.  

 Other respondents also felt the same as respondent A regarding lesson planning.   

They said that they would be more confident if they had good lessons in their hands during 

teaching.  They said that teaching with very good lesson plans often made the teachers 

achieve their learning objectives or outcomes they had planned.  On the other hand, they said 

that teaching without good lesson plans very often did not make both the teacher and students 

enjoy the lessons and achieve the lessons’ learning outcomes.  After the lessons plans were 

made, they said they could reuse those plans in the future when they were assigned to teach 

the same courses.  They said that that would make their life much easier in the future 

although some adjustments could be considered.  Respondent E expressed the same feeling as 

others, “Planning the lessons is important because you will know what you will do in the 

class.”  However, he did not see that lesson planning helped him learn anything new.  
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 Respondent F also acknowledged that very good lesson plans would produce 

productive and effective teaching.  He showed me his different folders of his lesson plans for 

different subjects he had been teaching.  He wrote down a lot of details including some 

handouts and some website links for the students to explore further.  

 Respondent H said that, regarding teaching, planning lessons was the most important  

because if the teacher had a very good lesson plan, he just followed what he had already 

thought of and written in the lesson plan.  He said that some teachers who did not plan 

lessons just read out what was written in the textbooks to the students, or talked about 

something else outside the lessons to fill up the time.  Moreover, respondent I realized that 

lesson planning had not only made him feel confident in the class and know what to do in 

class but also made him learn other things during the planning period.  For example, he said 

that he could learn the content of the new course, and he could read some methodology books 

to discover what teaching methods, techniques and strategies he could use to make the 

students learn the content of the lessons more easily.  Respondent J showed me his lesson 

outlines which covered some titles of new input and output activities and some assessment 

techniques.  He said that although most of the time he had not had detailed lesson plans, those 

lesson outlines could guide him very clearly about what to be done, practiced and assessed. 

Respondent K raised three types of benefits from lesson planning.  First, being well-prepared 

in advance could make him look professional;   second, lesson plans made him more 

confident in class, as he had thought of everything before the lessons were taught; and finally, 

lesson planning made his teaching profession grow further, as when planning the lessons he 

had to think about what he knew and what he did not know and needed to read or investigate 

further.  He could also anticipate some problems that might be raised by the students so that 

he could prepare some possible answers beforehand.  
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 Respondent N said that being a teacher, he always thought of what he could do better 

to make students learn the lessons well.  He said that the teacher should not only sit down and 

talk, not only teach and give assignments, he should also create many practice activities and 

games to make the students have fun in class, share ideas, experiment and expose themselves 

to the real situation.  He said that to ensure that all of these things happen in the class, the 

teacher had to plan lessons well before class.  He raised an example of his embarrassing 

experience of not being well-prepared one day when he gave a presentation related to 

Buddhist teaching to a large audience at his school.  He said that he could not answer one of 

the audience member’s political questions related to his presentation.  He realized that he 

could not answer such difficult question because he had not anticipated any possible political 

questions related to his presentation topic.  He did not prepare for that.  He felt that he was a 

loser at that moment in front of the big crowd of audience.  He said that it was a big lesson 

for him to learn to be well-prepared before such event took place.   

 Similarly, respondent O said that planning before class or other events was a MUST.   

He said that planning could be considered as a kind of positive attitude that any professional 

had to take into account.  He added that detailed planning even made the life of the teachers 

much easier, as they had just to follow those details written in the lesson plans while 

teaching.  He acknowledged that planning was one of his main strengths of his teaching 

career. 

 In short, planning well before class makes teachers benefit both their professional  

development and effective teaching and learning.  The teachers know very well what to do, 

and they can be flexible with what they have already planned.  Without proper planning, the 

quality of education could not be assured, and they could not grow professionally.    

 Reading professional literature.  Further reading after formal training or degree 

programs is pretty common for most technical persons including teachers.  Some other people 
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read even more either for fun, business or professional development.  It is a kind of self-

directed learning technique that any individual can do and control it in their own pace and 

within their convenient time frame.  All the respondents said they had used this reading 

technique all the time to improve their further knowledge and teaching profession.  They said 

that now because of the internet available everywhere, they found reading even much easier 

and much cheaper, as they did not need to carry books with them when traveling away from 

home.   

 Respondent A said that reading is one way of her life-long learning and self-directed  

learning.  She said she had learned a great deal about teaching and learning from her reading.    

She raised some examples of what she had learned from reading.  Those include what is 

writing for learning and what is writing for skills, integrated skills and critical thinking skills 

in teaching languages.  She said that she often read to learn something she did not know, 

especially something she heard from what other people had said or what her students had 

asked.  After she found some answers, she noted down and reflected on her teaching 

experience.  She showed me her self-study notes which she summarized, highlighted some 

important phrases she had quoted from the literature she had read.   

 Respondent B said he read a lot of books related to education, philosophy, teaching 

pedagogies and leaderships.  He also read articles and presentation slides on the Internet and 

You Tube.  He said that his wife, who was a teacher too, asked him some questions that he 

could not answer.  Those questions encouraged him to read more to find some answers for 

her.  By doing that he could also learn a lot, too.  He also showed me his favorite websites 

and YouTube links he had read most often.  Respondent C showed me her study notes she 

took from her reading.  

 Respondent D said that he often read books related to the courses he had been 

assigned to teach to expand his own knowledge related to those courses.  Respondent F 
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explained his reading strategies that worked best for him.  He said he always started reading 

at either mid-nights or in the early mornings so that he could concentrate much better on his 

reading.  After reading, he tried to summarize what he had read by drawing a concept map, 

and then he tried to describe or explain what was written in his concept map.  He showed me 

his self-study notes which contained some idea mapping charts, some summaries of the 

literature he had read.  He also kept his daily journal in which he had written what had done 

and what problems he had faced every day.  Respondent G also said that he read a lot too, 

especially some books related to teaching methodologies, philosophy, psychology and 

leadership.  He sometimes integrated some new theories he read into his lessons to make 

them more interesting.  Respondent I said that he had preferred reading things aloud so that 

he could hear and remember them better.  Respondent K said that he had divided his time and 

his reading into two types.  One type of reading, he spent some time reading some books that 

were related to his job.  Those books were related to leadership, psychology, and education.  

The other type of reading that he focused on was related to the development of his English 

proficiency, as he had planned to get a PhD scholarship.  He said that he had set a clear 

schedule and practiced it seriously for each type of reading he mentioned above.    

 Respondent L also said that reading was so important for developing his knowledge.   

To read more effectively, he said that he had used both skimming and scanning skills well.  

He said that he had to know which part of the book or text was important and which part was 

not.  One more thing that he had to consider was what time or which part of the day was good 

for him.  Reading style was also important for him to think about.  For him, he said that he 

had to read things aloud to himself.  Otherwise, he could not remember what he had read 

when he read silently.  Like other respondents, respondent M said that further reading was a 

must for teachers.  He said that he very often read books or electronic articles related to the 
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subjects he taught, as he strongly believed that knowing a great deal about the subject matters 

made him feel more confident in his teaching.    

 Respondent N said that regarding reading, he usually read something he wanted to 

know and after reading he may transfer it into writing.  One example he gave was after 

reading, he put it into a book, he summarized it, paraphrased it, and then he revised it again 

and again, especially when he wrote some books.  He concluded that three things that he had 

done to improve himself most of the time were asking other people who knew answers, 

reading some books, and searching for some information in the internet.  Respondent O also 

said a similar thing about reading.  He said that he had read different materials including 

books, newspapers, electronic articles from various Internet websites, and from other social 

media sources.  He said that he enjoyed reading things written and posted in those sources.  

Respondent P said he enjoyed reading the most.  Reading has become his habit, and he said 

he had read many books related to teaching pedagogy and other books related to education. 

He showed me a big pile of different books related to education he had read.  He also could 

remember a lot of important contents and ideas written in some books by quoting some 

important phrases to me during the interview.  

 Applying theories in the real teaching situation.  Most respondents 

mentioned that they had either applied or adapted some new theories they had read in their 

real class situations.  Some of them said that after applying them in their real classes, they 

had to reflect on them to see what could work well and what needed to be adjusted to make 

them more suitable for the students’ own real context.  Respondent A gave an example of 

applying some theories related to critical thinking in teacher training workshops she delivered 

when she was working for her institution.  She said that the teacher trainees were very happy 

when they could understand her sessions very well.  Respondent B said that he had tried to 

modify what he had read to make those new theories applicable for his classes.  He said that 
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he sometimes completed the activities by himself first to see whether they were difficult or 

easy, relevant or not relevant for the Cambodian students.  If they did not work well, or he 

found them too difficult, he had to revise them and tried them out again before bringing those 

new theories and techniques into his classes.  Other respondents did similar things as what the 

respondents above did.  Respondent J said that he could apply some new theories partly in 

his own teaching depending on the school and students’ real contexts because different 

schools had different school policies, different school cultures and different types of students.  

 Observing other teachers teach.  All the respondents acknowledged that 

observing other teachers teach was a good method that could help them learn something new 

from those teachers.  However, in the Cambodian context and where culture of saving face 

exists, classroom observation was not commonly practiced by most of the respondents as well 

as by others.  Because classroom observation is not commonly practiced, the teachers who 

would be observed may feel undermined, while the observers may feel more superior.  This 

kind of situation could make both parties, the observer and teacher, feel uncomfortable.    

 Respondent A said that it had been quite difficult to observe other instructors teach,  

especially Khmer instructors, as they were not happy to be observed.  Moreover, classroom  

observation was often done for a teaching performance evaluation purpose rather than for a 

professional development one.  Classroom observation for teacher evaluation purpose has 

become a culture.  However, she said that she could observe some foreign teachers from 

whom she could learn a great deal.  Observing foreign teachers was much welcomed and they 

were very happy to be observed for the professional development purpose.  

 Respondent B said he used to observe some instructors teaching without their 

approval.  In other words, he said he had observed them while he was attending his regular 

graduate classes as a graduate student.  That was why he did not need to ask permission from 

them.  In addition, he said that he had also attended some technical teacher training 
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workshops run by some faculty members to learn some teaching pedagogies.  Respondents C 

and D also said that they had observed their colleagues teach in the past, especially to learn 

how to manage a class more effectively.  After their classroom observations, they said they 

had discussed the lessons they had observed with the teachers.  They sometimes reflected on 

the lessons they had observed on their own teaching.  The other respondents said that they 

had never observed other teachers teach for their professional development purpose at all.  

 Respondents B and I also said that they had not observed some teachers teach but 

they had heard from their students that some other teachers had done these or those practices 

which they did not like.  Those respondents said that they had used their students’ feedback 

on other teachers’ teaching performance to reflect on their own teaching so that they could 

learn and improve their own teaching performance.  

 Sharing pedagogical information with other teachers.  Most respondents 

acknowledged that sharing some pedagogical and technical information with other colleagues 

was also a good way to develop their teaching profession.  Respondents A and E said that 

they sometimes discussed and shared some techniques, strategies and approaches to teaching 

different courses.  Respondent E gave an example of asking for help to learn how to use a 

certain course book from other instructors.  They then told him his experience of how to use 

that textbook.  Nevertheless, in the reality, most of them had not practiced that method due to 

the fact that most instructors were part-time and they taught and worked at different 

universities and departments or sectors.  They usually did not have time to discuss and share 

some technical and pedagogical information or experiences they had with one another.   

Some respondents said that most of the time they met at a teacher’s lounge, they talked about 

some political issues, their business or some other things which were not much related to 

their teaching.    
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 Keeping a teaching diary or journal.  This method was not commonly 

practiced by many respondents I interviewed.  Only respondent F said that he had always 

kept his personal daily diary for his daily activities related to his job.  From his diary he could 

learn what he had done and what he needed to do in the future.  A few other respondents said 

that they had not written in their diaries regularly; as a result, they could not see that they had 

learned a lot from this method.   

 Seeking students’ feedback.  All the respondents said that students’ feedback 

on their teaching was so helpful for them to improve their teaching performance if they were 

willing to upgrade their teaching competence.  Some respondents said that they had 

personally sought some feedback from their students quite regularly, while others said that 

they had not done it regularly, but they relied much on the student’s evaluation survey 

conducted by the schools.    

 Respondent A said that she usually asked for the students’ feedback once or twice 

per academic term, either in the middle of the term or at the end of the term.  She said that at 

the feedback session, she often asked the whole class to make some comments on her 

teaching.  The questions she asked include “How has my teaching been going on so far?  Was 

there anything important missing?  What are strengths and weaknesses of my teaching?  

What difficulties related to my teaching have you had so far?  What should I do to make you 

learn better in the future?”  She said because of a good rapport between her and her students, 

they were not shy or afraid of students giving some honest comments on her teaching to her 

at all.  Respondent B said that he had asked for some feedback from his classes nearly every  

academic term at the beginning, in the mid-term or at the end of the term.  Most of the time, 

he conducted a feedback session orally as a whole class.  He said that he often asked the 

students who trusted him to start giving the comments first to encourage other students to 

give some feedback later on.  He said that the students’ feedback and comments were 
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important and interesting for him to adjust and improve his teaching.  Respondent C said that 

she usually asked her students to write their comments on her teaching performance 

anonymously on a piece of paper, and she collected it from them.  Then, she went through all 

the comments they had made.  She said that she had thought of the most serious comments on 

her teaching weaknesses and tried to find ways to improve her teaching later on.  She showed 

me some the comments and feedback she had collected from her students and in her personal 

notebook.  However, respondent D said that he had not personally asked for the students’ 

feedback due to the fact that the school had regularly conducted the student’s evaluation 

survey.  He said that he could use the results of the student’s evaluation survey to reflect on 

his teaching.  He could learn from some weaknesses of his teaching performance after the 

results had come out.  

 Respondent F said that he had asked his students to write their comments and 

feedback on his teaching through memos in their e-mails.  He said that he had dropped three 

questions after each lesson was finished.  Those three questions include “First, what have you 

learned from the lesson?  How many points?  Second, which area didn’t you understand? 

Third, what suggestions do you have?”  He showed me some of those feedback sheets he had 

collected from his students.  Respondent G also found feedback from the students very 

helpful for teacher’s professional development because many students could see the teacher’s 

teaching differently and had different opinions about it, as the students usually had different 

learning styles.  He said that these days, the students could have access to various electronic 

sources and media to get some information.  As a result, some students may know even more 

than the instructors.  Respondent H said that he had always encouraged his students to ask 

questions or make some comments on his lessons, either the content or teaching 

methodologies from the beginning of each course or class.  He said that he was always open 

and pleased to listen to his students’ opinions or findings they had found from other sources.   
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He said that being honest with the students was so important because that way he would build 

trust and good relationship between the teacher and the students. 

 Respondent I appeared to be enthusiastic about seeking feedback from the students.   

He said that he had regularly asked for feedback and comments from his students of every 

class he had taught.  He said that he always conducted his feedback session after three or four 

weeks of his teaching.  He said that seeking feedback from the students was a golden 

opportunity for him to learn to improve his teaching performance.  He said that for some 

teachers, student’s feedback was scaring or useless.  They were not confident enough to face 

the truth or reality of their teaching weaknesses.  Respondent J also said that he had often 

asked for the students’ feedback on his teaching performance.  He said that his school also 

conducted student evaluations regularly, and he had received a few admiration certificates 

from his school.  

 Respondent M also said he had sought feedback from his students personally in 

addition to the student evaluations conducted by the school.  When there were some 

weaknesses found from the student evaluations, the school’s vice president invited him to 

discuss those weaknesses.  Respondent N also said that he had asked his students to give 

feedback on his teaching from the beginning of his teaching in the university he worked for.  

He sometimes conducted the feedback session in the middle of the term so that he could 

adjust his teaching on time to improve students’ learning.   

 Respondent O said that he was often open and invited his students to give some 

comments on his teaching.  He often conducted the feedback sessions orally as a whole class.  

He said that he had encouraged his students that if they had travelled on the same vehicle, and 

if anyone saw that the vehicle had a flat tire and told him about that, it would mean that the 

wheel could be replaced and they could continue their journey together.  However, if anyone 

saw any fault of the vehicle but did not tell the driver about that vehicle’s fault, an accident 
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could happen and all the people in the vehicle would get into trouble.  That was the same 

situation as his class.  Respondent Q also said that he had learned a great deal from his 

students’ feedback on his teaching.  He often asked for the students’ feedback in the middle 

of the courses or at the time when the courses were nearly finished.  He also showed me some 

students evaluation sheets as evidence.   

 All those respondents expressed the same thing that they had learned a great deal 

from their students’ feedback and comments on their teaching weaknesses.  The students’ 

feedback and comments were crucial for improving their teaching competence as well as 

their professional development.  They said that they had to explore and learn more from 

various sources so that they could find better teaching strategies, techniques and methods to 

improve their teaching quality.  

 Self-development through further studies.  The majority of the respondents   

said that they had continued their graduate studies through scholarships, while only several of 

them said that they had spent their own money to pursue their graduate studies either 

overseas or locally.  The ones who received the scholarships said that they had tried their best 

to apply for the scholarships.  Some of them had failed several times, but they had not given 

up.  Meeting the English language proficiency requirement was also very hard for them.   

They said they had tried to improve their English language proficiency and taken the IELTS 

tests from a few times to several times each.  Those great efforts could prove their full 

commitment and willingness to develop their career further although they had not spent their 

own money for their further studies.  Similarly, for those respondents who did not get the 

scholarships for their graduate studies also used their own money to pay for their graduate 

studies.  By paying their own school fees, they could show clearly that they had also highly 

committed to their own professional development.    
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 Classroom action research.  Only a few respondents said that they had done 

some classroom action research informally in their own classes.  They said that they had tried 

out some new teaching and learning strategies and techniques, but they had not kept any 

records of the data collected and had not written any reports on what they had done at all.  

Several others did not know whether classroom action research could be done easily by 

themselves and they could learn a lot from that kind of research for their own professional 

development.  Respondent A was the one who had done some classroom action research in 

her classes said that it had to be done to solve certain classroom problems that happened in 

the classroom.  One example she raised was the research on group work with mixed level 

classes.  She wanted to know well whether the group work with mixed level students was 

more effective than group work with separate levels of students (high level students were 

grouped with high level students, and low level students were grouped together with low 

level students).  When she mixed the strong or high level students with the weak ones, she 

had noticed that the strong students very often dominated the weak and shy ones, whilst the 

weak and shy students just listened to the strong or high level students within the groups.    

 On the other hand, when she put all the weak and shy students together, and the strong 

or high level students with the strong ones, she had noticed that the students in both types of 

the groups worked better.  In the weak and shy groups, they could speak and share ideas more 

when comparing to the mixed level groups before.  The strong groups of students also 

worked more actively with their own pace.  They felt more excited and happier because they 

could understand each other within their own level of language proficiency.  The results 

showed that the mixed level groups did not work as well as the same-level groups of students, 

as both the strong and weak students found it difficult and uncomfortable to work with one 

another within the groups.  She said that she often learned a lot from her classroom action 

research.  She said that she had conducted classroom action research to check or find out 
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whether the existing theories worked well or not with her own classroom context.  A few 

other respondents said they had occasionally done it informally, but they had not kept any 

certain record of it.     

 Respondent F’s daily journal he had written could be used as his self-reflection and 

action research records from which he could work out some action plans to be carried out in 

the future to improve his teaching.  He said those notes he put in his daily journal could help 

him a lot when he planned lessons because he used them as the basis for further actions to 

take to improve his career.  It was amazing that he has kept writing his daily journals about 

his work.  

 Research.  Most respondents acknowledged that research was one way of 

developing and improving their teaching career.  A few respondents had only been involved 

in some research as part of their job.  For example, respondents E and F showed me a few 

project reports on their research.  However, in Cambodia, many university instructors 

including the respondents I interviewed have not been involved in research, as many 

universities are still based on teaching instruction rather than research.  Most respondents said 

the same thing that their teaching wages were more stable than the wages paid by research 

projects.  That could be one main reason that many university instructors have not been 

involved in research.  

 Attending workshops, seminars, and conferences with personal 

interests.  All the respondents said that they had attended some national and international 

conferences, workshops and seminars to improve their teaching and research competencies.  

However, regarding attending conferences, seminars and workshops, no one said that he or 

she had spent their own money on those, which were conducted either locally or abroad.  

They said that they had not attended them unless they had been invited to attend them freely 

because they said that they could not afford them.  Most of them expressed their happiness 
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when they were invited to attend those events without paying their own money.  They said 

that they had learned quite a lot from those interesting events.  Some of them took notes, kept 

handouts, and recorded the voice of the trainers of those events for their future use and 

records.  Respondent O said that he had recorded a lot of training from the workshops, 

seminars and conferences he had attended.  He said that he had enjoyed doing it.   

 Presenting papers at workshops, seminars and conferences.  Presenting 

papers at conferences, workshops and seminars is seen as an important way of disseminating 

information, knowledge, skills and experiences as well as learning other new things.  The 

paper presenters could learn new things because they had to prepare a lot, read a lot, and even 

do some research to find some findings to be presented.  Some presenters also had their 

articles published in some journals.  To get a certain article published, it was even much 

harder to write than to get a paper presented.  Both, the presenter and article writer have to 

sacrifice their time, energy and resources to prepare their papers and articles for their 

presentations and publications.  Most of the respondents said that they had presented some 

papers at some conferences, workshops and seminars both inside and outside Cambodia.  For 

instance, respondents A, E, F and O showed me some papers they had presented at 

CamTESOL conferences, international conferences and at other workshops inside Cambodia.  

They said that it had been time consuming, but it was worth doing it, as they could gain some 

credits in their careers both locally and internationally.  They acknowledged that they could 

learn a lot from presenting papers and publishing some articles at international journals.  

 Asking other people about what certain teachers have done.  A few 

respondents said that they had learned about different teaching styles or methods of other 

instructors by asking their students who had studied with them.  They did not observe lessons 

directly because it was inconvenient for the teachers whose lessons would be observed.  In 

fact, lesson observation for the teacher professional development purpose is not a common 
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cultural practice in the Cambodian education system.  Many teachers never feel confident 

enough to be observed, as classroom observation has been traditionally practiced for the 

purpose of teacher evaluation.  Those could be possible reasons that they did not like either to 

observe others teach or to let others observe them.  After getting some information about 

what and how other instructors had taught, they started reflecting on their own teaching to see 

what could be adopted, adjusted or improved in the future.  

Summary 

 Self-reflection and self-analysis, using critical thinking, seeking feedback from 

students and others, step-by-step goal setting, reading professional literature, seeking training 

to upgrade their knowledge and skills, lesson planning, and classroom action research appear 

to be quite common self-directed learning methods that most respondents have used to grow 

academically and professionally.  Classroom action research has been conducted informally 

among several respondents.  They tried some new teaching strategies and techniques out in 

their own classrooms, but they did not keep any records of the data and did not write any 

reports based on their findings.  The ones who have used this method realized that it was 

quite effective, as it required several other skills such as critical thinking and analytical skills, 

planning skills, data collection skills, and reading skills.    

Discussion 

 In this part of the chapter, I discuss emerging themes and sub-themes from the findings 

against the literature.  Many theories are supported by the literature, whereas some theories 

are new.  First, the life situations that transformed the participants are compared and 

contrasted to the triggers in Mezirow’s (2009) transformative learning theory and to other 

literature.  Second, the participants’ intrinsic motivation is discussed against Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs.  Then, many of the studied educators’ personal qualities are induced into 

one core personal principle called being a master of oneself.  Next, the self-directed learning 
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methods of self-reflection, using critical thinking, seeking feedback from students, step-by-

step goal setting, reading professional literature, seeking training, lesson planning, and 

classroom action research are discussed against Mezirow’s  ten stages of transformative 

learning process.  Finally, a new self-directed learning model is illustrated and described.   

Trigger States  

 The stimuli described and discussed below have stayed in the respondents’ memories 

which could remind and motivate them to keep developing themselves and their teaching 

professionalism.  These stimuli were similar to what Goldsmith and Reiter (2015) called 

triggers which could be good or bad, encouraging or discouraging, productive or 

counterproductive for reshaping one’s thoughts and actions.  In other words, Goldsmith and 

Reiter’s triggers can cause positive and negative attitudes and actions.  When they cause 

positive, encouraging and productive attitudes and actions, positive perspectives are changed 

and transformed and new learning happens (Goldsmith & Reiter, 2015).  In Mezirow’s 

(2009) transformative learning theory, a trigger is a disorienting dilemma (Mezirow’s first 

step of transformative learning process) which causes a person to critically reflect on their 

assumptions and past experiences.  A stimulus or trigger (Goldsmith & Reiter, 2015) or 

disorienting dilemma (Mezirow, 2009) is a one-time event that eventually leads a person to 

transform.  However, my research found that the triggers that affected my participants were 

long-term states that stayed in their memories and kept reminding them to continue to grow 

academically and professionally.  A trigger can be considered a self-reminder after sub-

conscious state (P. Kol, personal communication, August 10, 2018).  Thus, I define a trigger 

state as a permanently internalized spirit that exists in a person’s mind all the time and 

intrinsically motivates them to continuously transform their attitude and behaviors.  The 

trigger states found in the study include having role models, parents’ influence, Buddhist 
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influence, bitter experiences, avoiding blame and being looked down on, and passion for 

teaching. 

Taking role models.  According to the research findings, most respondents shared 

the same view of learning a great deal from their role models who could be their parents, 

leaders, family members, school teachers, university instructors, mentors, senior colleagues 

and famous figures.  Some respondents acknowledged parents’ good role models and 

teaching which played a very important role in shaping them from a very early stage of their 

childhood.  Most of the respondents could also recall their favorite role models, stories and 

experience they had with them.  For example, respondent H had learned a great deal of how 

to treat patients ethically with good respect, and also to learn how to work effectively and 

productively from his senior colleagues and instructors so that he could be a good role model 

for his students and novice doctors at his work place.   

In leadership, some scholars also acknowledge a good role model that a leader or 

professional person should act for their followers (Kouzes & Posner, 2007; Maxwell, 2003, 

2013; The Dalai Lama & Muyzemberg, 2009; Wong & Wong, 2009).  Hill told a story of a 

young man who had tried to follow a role model of his boss to make him successful a few 

years later (as cited in Tracy, 2003).  Young people often develop their personality and 

character from other ethical elders’ exemplary models (Tracy, 2003; Whitbourne, 2013).   

I also have a few role models who have shaped me to become a professional.  Those 

were my secondary school teacher and one teacher trainer when I was at teacher training 

college.  They worked so hard and treated all students with respect even though they earned 

little teaching wage.  Wong and Wong (2009) also suggest that a worker should find himself 

a coach, a colleague who could be his role model.  They said, “Find yourself a coach, a 

colleague who will serve as your role model.  Seek someone who will help you learn and give 
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you inspiration.  Find someone you can hold up as a symbol of success you truly want to be.”  

(p. 20).  Thus, the elders’ role models greatly influence younger people’s lives for the better.  

In Cambodian culture, young people usually respect the elders who have given a good 

example to the younger ones.  Similarly, children have to respect their parents, educated 

elders, teachers and monks. The elders who could play good role models for the young even 

make them respect those better.  According to Whitbourne (2013), ethical adults could 

influence a young person’s life for the better. Teachers are considered as students and 

children’s second parents who may receive a similar level of respect.  On the other hand, at 

present, there is a lack of good role models for young people to learn from because a number 

of elder role models seem to decline (Zucker, 2008) and a level of respect from the young 

toward the old also drops for a few important reasons. 

For the first reason, many well-educated people were killed in Pol Pot Regime (from 

1975 to 1979) while most of those who were alive also retired.  This situation makes it 

difficult for teachers and other people to find a good role model to follow or learn from 

(Zucker, 2008).  It is well-supported by Wong and Wong (2009) who said that it is difficult 

for someone who wants to make some improvement when he or she has no other good role 

models to learn from.  For the second reason, the public in Cambodia now give more value to 

materials rather than real high or good education a person has.  Many people perceive that 

someone is successful when he has a lot of money and possessions including property, or 

when he has a high or important position in the public sector from which he could make more 

personal income and benefits.  As a result, a lot of young people nowadays may prefer the 

wealthy people and high ranking officials to well-educated people as their role models.  That 

may be why in Cambodia there are not many teachers and university instructors who could 

become education professionals although they have graduated from good local and 

international universities.   
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 In short, good role models still play a crucial role in shaping young people to be better 

and more qualified ones even though the good role models are rarely found in the current 

Cambodian education context.  The young people who have some good role models in mind 

have established a trigger state that keeps them intrinsically motivated to grow further and 

become better citizens and more professional workers.  

Parents’ influence.  In Cambodian history, culture and Buddhism, parents have  

been considered as the living Buddhist at home.  They have been well-respected by their  

children from one generation to another generation.  It is believed that if the children respect 

their parents well, the spirits of the parents will take care of the children and help them to 

succeed in everything including business, career and in life.  Cambodian society has a very 

long history of respecting the ‘mother’ and treating the mother as the most important figure in 

both the family and society.  Evidently in Cambodian leadership and governance, the term 

“េម” (it is pronounced as may) which literally means “mother” has been existed for 

thousands of years.  In other words, all the heads of administrative offices, sectors, and 

organizations have been called “may…..” For example, a team leader is called “may krom”, a 

village chief is called “may phum”, a commune chief is called “may khum”, and even 

government employees, soldiers, policemen, etc., call their directors, managers, heads, or 

chiefs as “may”.  Thus, parents, especially, the mothers have great influence on their children 

in Cambodian society.  

Based on the research findings, several respondents have been highly motivated to  

do well at school when they were young, to develop their teaching professionalism because 

of their parents’ good role models, direct influence and teaching.  For instance, respondent H 

quoted his mother’s inspiring words, “My dear son, any time you read a book or study, it 

means that you’re making some money and saving it in your bank account.”  Respondent D 

also recalled his mother’s powerful and inspiring words when he felt hopeless with his future.  

He reported his mother’s words as this, “My son, you can’t be hopeless in a very young age.  
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You know, I am quite old, but I still have hope in my life.”  Respondent C’s father also 

encouraged her to continue her higher education because he strongly believed that only good 

education could make her get rid of poverty.  Similarly, I remember my father’s lesson when 

I was young.  It is absolutely true to me.  He said:  

There is no property that is more valuable than knowledge.  Any property can be 

damaged or lost by any means such as theft, robbery, fire or natural disaster.  Good 

education or knowledge cannot be stolen, robbed or destroyed by any of those 

mentioned above.  It is gone with you when you die.   

 In Cambodian and other Asian culture, most people believe that they receive blessings 

from their parents when they respect and treat them very well.  Even though their parents 

were dead, the parents’ spirits and souls were still well-respected.  For example, every year 

Khmer people offer special foods, drinks, and other materials to Buddhist monks at Khmer 

New Year and Pchum Ben (one of the Khmer religious ceremonies) to dedicate those to their 

ancestors’ spirits.  They pray and want some blessings, peace, and good luck from those 

ancestors in return.  Now all the half-blood Khmer-Chinese people also celebrate a ‘Tomb 

Anniversary’ or what Chinese calls ‘Chheng Meng’.  At that ceremony, special foods, drinks, 

fruit and other materials are offered to those ancestors’ spirits in order to ask for peace and 

good luck to their families who are alive.  All these actions show good respects, love and 

thanks from the children to those who had passed away.  Those lessons, advice and actions 

toward their alive parents and dead ancestors show great influence of those on their children, 

and they have become the trigger states that permanently stay with them and intrinsically 

motivate them to move forward without giving up.   

 Although no parents want to see their children fail in their lives, some fathers in the 

current Cambodian context and other similar contexts have been too busy at work or business 

and have been involved too much with their personal social activities.  For example, they go 
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to work in the day time and enjoy drinking, singing karaoke and going to the bars in the 

evenings and weekends.  They have not had enough time with their families and to educate 

their children.  The things those fathers did have even given a bad role model to their children 

to follow for the rest of their lives.    

Buddhist influence.  Buddhism has dominated and become the state religion in the 

Kingdom of Cambodia, and it has become the main religion which has been respectfully 

practiced for several hundreds of years (Cormack, as cited in Tan, 2008).  Around 96.9% of 

16,352,336 Cambodians are Buddhist (Cambodia Population, 2018).   

According to the research findings, the Buddhist teaching has greatly influenced the 

respondents and the way they have been working so far.  They believe in the Buddhist 

teaching of doing good things receiving good things, good deeds, merit, and dignity.  

Respondent C said: 

The more I share knowledge, skills, experience and philosophies with the students and 

other people, the more good deeds, merit, and dignity I could receive.  What I have 

done is considered as the good deeds I will save for myself in the future and next life.   

In Buddhism, sharing is one kind of Buddhist core values.  Buddhist believers always 

believe that if they give or donate anything such as money, materials, food, and so forth to 

others, especially, the poor and people in needs, they will gain and receive what Khmer 

people called Bon or good deeds, merit, dignity and goodness later on and in their next birth.   

Dr. Kol Pheng, the President of Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia, once shared one 

important thing of the Buddhist teaching of sharing: “The noblest sharing is sharing wisdom” 

(P. Kol, personal communication, August 10, 2018).  He explained that the most valuable and 

excellent gift for other people was to share wisdom and knowledge with other people.  Thus, 

he concluded that working as a teacher was a good opportunity to share good knowledge and 
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wisdom with others so that they could become good and qualified citizens.  Instructor H said 

that he always taught his medical students the core value of sharing.  He said:  

All of you have not been to the Wats (Buddhist temples) very often to donate any of 

your property to the Buddhist monks.  But you can earn a lot of good deeds by 

treating the patients very well and make them survive from their illnesses and 

diseases.  This is your field of Bon (good deed).  The more patients you can treat well, 

the more good deeds and merit you can earn.    

Those findings are strongly supported by Khoeun and Keo, who refer to two forms of dana, 

which is defined as the giving of materials or immateriality to needy people: “amisa-dana, 

giving materials, and dhamma-dana, sharing ideas, wisdom, consciousness, or knowledge” 

(as cited in Ly, 2013, p. 32).  According to Khoeun and Keo, the benefits of dana at present 

are respect, fondness, and friendship.  For the next birth’s good deeds, merit and dignity, the 

material givers will have plenty of materials, while the immaterial and wisdom givers will be 

wise (as cited in Ly, 2013).   

As a result, the belief in Buddhist teaching of sharing and helping people in needs 

through doing good things receive good things may motivate and encourage those 

respondents and other Khmer people to share their knowledge, expertise, experiences and 

wisdom with other people in order to gain and save some Bon or good deeds for their present 

life and the next birth.  These values have become those respondents’ trigger states which 

have intrinsically motivated them to continue helping others to promote peace, happiness and 

harmony. 

Bitter experiences.  After the Pol Pot Regime collapsed in 1979, Cambodia 

declined to the year zero because everything was terribly destroyed.  The economy was zero, 

most educated people were killed or died of hunger and diseases, health care and education 

systems were not in place, important documents, books and some school buildings were 
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destroyed.  As a result, everyone started to make their own living with their bare hands. Many 

people faced a lot of problems including poverty, mental sufferings and illnesses due to the 

fact that some of their relatives, parents, and children were missing in Pol Pot Regime.  

According to the research findings, most respondents shared similar difficult and poor 

family backgrounds because their parents had lost all of their belongings and even some 

relatives, wives or husbands, and children in Pol Pot regime.  Their families had started to 

make a living from scratch.  For example, instructors B, D and L had terrible working and 

living conditions when they were children.  Respondent D said, “In my family, my parents 

were construction workers, and I came to study in Phnom Penh because I want to get rid of 

the poor living by working as a construction worker.”  Respondent L said, “I was an orphan 

after Pol Pot Regime, and my life was terrible without any parents to look after.  I promised 

that I had to overcome all those vulnerable things and make my life better in the future.”  

Instructor I said, “I’ve been motivated to work terribly hard and keep growing because of my 

poor family background and a lot of difficulties I had met in the past.”     

Those respondents felt that those hardships, sufferings and terrible experiences they 

had met have absolutely inspired them to change the way they had acted at school and work 

places.  They decided to work harder, more highly committed to both, their job and career 

development so that they could escape from such poor and terrible living conditions.  When 

they lost some motivation, their memories of those suffering, poor living conditions made 

them move forward.  They did not give up.  In other words, those suffering and poor living 

experiences have become trigger states that remind them all the time and intrinsically 

motivate them to grow and work professionally.  Otherwise, not only them but also their 

children would repeat those terrible living conditions and situations.   

However, some other people have gone through quite similar difficult, suffering 

experiences, but they did not use those to encourage and inspire them to change their lives for 
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the better.  They just ignored those and have not done much or used their great potential to 

grow and make their lives change.  As a result, they have not made much progress with their 

education, career or economy.   

Avoiding blame and being looked down on.  Several respondents expressed 

the same feelings that they did not want to be blamed or looked down on by their bosses, 

supervisors or colleagues regarding their work performance and duties.  They seemed very 

responsible for their own learning and their jobs.  Those respondents liked to be more 

autonomous and did not like to be monitored and supervised closely.  Therefore, they said 

that they had to be more responsible, highly committed and hard-working to avoid any form 

of punishment and blame.  They did not want to lose face in front of others at the work place.  

Respondent B shared his school director’s curse in public at his school due to his poor class 

performance.  The school director told other students at a student’s assembly not to copy his 

bad example.  His school director had compared him with the diamond excrement which was 

even worse than the chicken waste because the diamond excrement could make a person 

blind if it went into his eyes.  He was so upset and remembered that curse all the time. 

Nevertheless, that curse triggered him to change, and he realized that he had changed a lot 

since then.  

Respondent F said, “I don’t want someone to look down on me although I pursued my 

PhD studies inside Cambodia.  I had to prove that I could also do what others who study 

overseas could do.”  Another example was respondent H who was also upset with his senior 

mentor’s insulting advice when that senior mentor overheard him complaining in the 

bathroom one day about his low wage as a nurse compared to a doctor’s high wage.  His 

mentor responded, “If you want the same wage as the doctor, you must get a doctor’s degree 

like them.”  He said that he was not happy with the advice, but it was powerful to him to 
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change.  He reconsidered that mentor’s words again and again and determined to work very 

hard toward achieving the medical doctor’s degree later on.   

Those respondents shared the same feelings of embarrassment and shame if they were 

blamed for their ineffective teaching performance and their lack of job responsibilities.  They 

said they mentally hurt and very upset if they were blamed publically or non-publically for 

any bad teaching performance or irresponsibility for their job.  These memories have 

permanently internalized into their brains.  When they got tired and lost some motivation, 

those memories came up as their trigger states that motivate them to continue their 

commitment to achieving their short-term and long-term goals.  

 On the other hand, everyone is different everywhere.  In all working situations, there 

are some people who never care about their work, their companies or organizations.  A lot of 

workers try to take some advantages from poor management and leadership of their 

organizations or bosses.  As a matter of fact, in the Cambodian context where many 

organizations have poor management and leadership, poor monitoring and evaluation 

systems, many workers including teachers in the field of education have not worked hard 

enough, have not practiced their professional conduct well, and do not keep developing 

themselves and their own career further.  In other words, they try not to work hard, are not 

enthusiastic, and try to play safe.  They do not care much of whether the organizations they 

work for grow better or get worse.  They do not have a kind of ownership at their work place. 

They are not dedicated to their jobs at all.  These people usually have very poor attitude 

toward themselves and their work.  Consequently, they would not develop much and grow 

further with their education, career or economy.  

Having a passion for teaching.  Most of the instructors I interviewed said that  
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they loved teaching very much.  A few of them said that they had tried to do other jobs or 

businesses, but they could not succeed, and they did not like them.  For instance, respondent 

A said:  

In fact, my main purpose is I love teaching so much.  I tried to do other job once with 

one local NGO at Battambang province.  But during my work with that NGO, I did 

not like my job at all.  I did not like to travel much to the community and I had to 

write reports on my field visits when I got back to the office.  Furthermore, I did not 

like the nature of the work, as I was sometimes asked to manipulate data in my reports 

in order to get more funds.  I prefer teaching to other jobs not for money, and 

especially I want to improve my teaching competency.  

Instructor B expressed his similar interests in teaching.  He said:  

I’ve come to work in this university even I was sick. I’ve worked from the morning 

till 8:30 P.M. from Monday to Sunday.  I’ve never thought of over-time pay for my 

over-time work at all.  Maybe that could be the reason that the president promoted me 

and let me manage one institute.   

Other respondents I interviewed expressed similar interests and feelings of great joy 

and good fun in their teaching career and never wanted to give it up.  Respondent D said that 

he had a passion for teaching from his young age.  When he was young, he liked teaching 

other neighboring children and friends.  He was so proud when he stood up in front of other 

children and explained things to them.  Respondents I, J and N expressed similar feelings 

about their favor in teaching rather than other jobs.  They said that they loved teaching so 

much and never felt that they would want to give it up.  Those respondents said that they had 

tried other jobs, but they did not like them at all, and they decided to quit them and stayed 

with teaching till now instead.  They loved teaching and passing new knowledge, experience 

and skills to their students.  Apart from teaching, they also liked upgrading themselves 
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further.  Respondent N also said that he was so excited to teach the students and other people, 

make some jokes with them, tell some funny stories to make them release their stress, pain 

and sufferings so that they could feel happier and enjoyed their lives better.  

 Based on what those respondents said about their interests and passion for teaching, it 

appears that they love teaching, sharing knowledge, skills and attitude with people from the 

bottom of their hearts.  The longer period those respondents have stayed in the teaching 

career could also prove their strong interests and loving kindness for helping other people 

rather than to teach to make a living.  It is obvious that when anyone loves doing something 

from their inner drive, they will devote their time, energy, effort and resource to it (Adair, 

2006, Killen, 2003; Knowles & Associates, 1984).  According to Killen (2003), students who 

were motivated would learn more than the ones who were not motivated. This could also be 

applied for teachers.  The ones who are highly motivated and spiritually love to teach will 

make their students learn best, too.  Adair (2006) also has similar views regarding motivation. 

Borrowing one of the Japanese proverbs, he says, “No man will find the best way to do a 

thing unless he loves to do that thing” (p. 94).  He also shares the Bedouin proverb which 

says, “What comes from your heart is greater than what comes from your hand alone” (Adair, 

2006, p. 111).  Their passion for teaching has become a trigger state which intrinsically 

motivates them to grow and teach professionally.  

 In contrast, in the Cambodian context where not many job vacancies are available, 

many people could not choose the jobs they love the most to do.  For instance, not many 

people want to work as teachers like in the period of 1960s when teachers’ salaries were so 

high compared to other jobs offered by the Cambodian Government (as cited in Chea, 2016, 

July 6).  A lot of public school teachers now have chosen a teaching career because they had 

no other better choice. Teacher exams for the last three decades have come last.  In other 

words, the candidates who came to join the teacher training because they had failed several 
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other jobs they applied for earlier.  This is because a teaching career is not such an attractive 

one anymore in Cambodia.  Whilst in the 1960s, a teaching career was one among other most 

attractive careers, and the teacher exams came the earliest among other jobs.  In the current 

situation, if someone loves teaching and has a passion for teaching, he works the hardest to 

improve his education and his career.  But for those who choose a teaching job as a stepping 

stone may not work as hard as the ones who love it.  As a result, these teachers become the 

victims of the teaching position from which they cannot make enough living, while they 

cannot work in other fields they love either.  They find teaching just as a routine job but not 

as a career from which they can grow and develop a great deal.   

In general, the respondents appeared to be highly self-motivated because of some  

life situations including good role models they have in mind, parents’ influence, Buddhist 

influence, various difficult experiences and poverty they had faced from their childhood, 

being looked down on by their colleagues or bosses, and a passion for teaching which has 

stayed permanently with them as what I call the trigger states, as opposed to trigger events 

founded by Mezirow (2009) and Goldsmith and Reiter (2015).  According to Mezirow (2009) 

and Goldsmith and Reiter (2015), a trigger is an event or stimulus that influences or 

transforms a person’s attitude and behavior.   However, the person might stop their learning 

when that trigger disappears from their memory.  The trigger event may encourage a person 

to do a certain thing or to change for a short period of time.  It may disappear later on, and 

when it disappears, the person may not be highly motivated to do the thing they wanted to do 

earlier.     

 On the other hand, my study defined a trigger state as a permanently internalized 

spirit that exists in a person’s mind all the time and intrinsically motivates them to 

continuously transform their attitude and behaviors.  According to Goldsmith and Reiter 

(2015), negative, discouraging, and counterproductive triggers will reshape negative, 
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discouraging and counterproductive attitudes and actions.  Unlike my research findings, some 

people who had negative life situations could develop and transform to positive trigger states 

which positively motivate them to have positive thoughts and actions.  For example, 

respondent B described his childhood hardship and poverty which has been rooted in his 

mind all the time, and those negative real life situations could be developed to positive trigger 

states which could transform their positive attitudes and actions.   

 Regarding trigger states, respondent H also mentioned his mother’s good and 

encouraging advice and his elder’s blame with a bad word.  They had unforgettable important 

experiences, events, or messages in their life.  These become trigger states which keep 

encouraging and inspiring them to try hard to get rid of such poverty, hardship or bad 

experiences and to achieve their ultimate professional goals they have set up from the initial 

time when the events took place.  These trigger states are strong spirits that permanently stay 

with those respondents all the time.  When their motivation tended to decrease, they still 

continued to be encouraged and motivated further when they recalled their past experience, 

difficult life, events, messages or advice, and so forth. 

Based on the above discussion, role models, parents’ teaching and advice, Buddhist 

teaching and influence, poverty, suffering and bad experiences the respondents have faced, 

intention to avoid blame from superiors and to avoid being looked down on by colleagues 

and neighbors, and a passion for teaching have become trigger states which intrinsically 

motivate those respondents to grow and teach professionally.  Each respondent could be 

highly intrinsically motivated by one trigger state or multiple trigger states.  Those trigger 

states could appear one after another, and could be old and new ones. The study has not 

looked at whether one trigger state is more powerful than the multiple trigger states or vice 

versa.  Another new study on this may be suggested.  Here is a summary of how trigger states 

and intrinsic motivation are developed:  
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Figure 4: Development of Trigger States and Intrinsic Motivation 

Intrinsic Motivation 

According to the findings, all the respondents were eager and inspired to teach and be 

involved in education because of their intrinsic motivation, which was developed by trigger 

states, rather than outside factors or extrinsic motivators such as salary, positions and other 

fringe benefits.  That was aligned with Knowles and his associates (1984) who raised two 

assumptions among six assumptions which are much connected with adult learners’ self-

motivation.  Those two assumptions include, first, the internal or intrinsic motivation is more 

powerful than the external or extrinsic motivation; and second, adults need to be well-aware 

of why they need to learn something (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007).  The way that intrinsic 

motivation is more powerful and inspirational than extrinsic motivation is well-supported by 

various scholars including Deci and Ryan, Pintrich and Schunk, and Reeve who said in this 

quote, “In both learning and work-based studies, intrinsic motivation predicts greater effort, 

engagement, enjoyment, and achievement than extrinsic motivation” (as cited in Hardré, 

2012, p. 142).   

 Other scholars also support an individual’s intrinsic motivation which plays the most 

important role in leadership.  They emphasized that the most important rule of an individual’s 

motivation is to inspire him or herself first before they can inspire others (Adair, 2006; 

Cartey, 2000; Hill & Stone, 1987).  Adair (2006) also inserts one of the Japanese proverbs 
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which says, “No man will find the best way to do a thing unless he loves to do that thing” (p. 

94).  He also acknowledges the Bedouin proverb which states, “What comes from your heart 

is greater than what comes from your hand alone” (Adair, 2006, p. 111).  However, Hardré’s 

(2012) conclusion seemed to hesitate to put more emphasis on any kind of motivation among 

both, intrinsic and extrinsic.  Hardré claims that either intrinsic or extrinsic motivation has an 

enormous impact on teacher professional development.  

 In the Cambodian context and other similar contexts, intrinsic motivation is more 

relevant and applicable to workers including university instructors who wish to grow 

professionally, whereas external or extrinsic motivation is not reliable and sufficient enough 

to make them grow well.  For example, the teachers’ salaries are still low against the 

continuous inflation of goods.  Regular follow-up training and teacher professional 

development activities are not in place both institutionally and nationally.  Teaching staff 

retention and motivation policy has not existed at an institutional level.  The university 

instructors may not be able to grow professionally if they rely too much on those external 

motivators.  In contrast, only intrinsic motivation will enable them to grow professionally 

because it exists internally and it totally depends on themselves, their goals, self-

responsibility, self-discipline, high commitment, patience, persistence and perseverance.  

  Findings against Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

  If comparing a level of intrinsic motivation with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory 

(1970), a trigger state is a kind of permanent fuel that makes a machine work all the time 

from the beginning stage where it has occurred.  The trigger state of a person is much 

contrasted to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory in which a person is motivated to move on 

to the next level of needs when the first basic needs are met or achieved.  It might mean that 

the person cannot be motivated to other things at higher levels (level four and five) when he 
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is not satisfied with his basic needs at level one, two and three (Adair, 2006; Brown, 1994; 

Maslow, 1970).  

The findings show that most of the respondents have been intrinsically motivated to 

reach level four and level five (which focus more on intrinsic motivation) of Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs before they could meet all the first three bottom basic levels (which focus 

more on extrinsic motivation) of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs while they were living in a 

critically poor condition.  They did not try to make more income to fulfill their basic needs 

and to get rid of their poverty first before they continued their higher education.  They did not 

try to make themselves have better living, more comfortable life and safer security at that 

time.  Instead, they had to concentrate on their career development and had higher education, 

whereas they left their families financially suffer for a while because those respondents 

believed that when they could become qualified and professional, they could make more 

money from their career, and they could have better house, better food, safer security for 

them and their families.  For example, after they became qualified, they could make more 

money and purchase a car which made them safer and more comfortable when traveling.  

They could have better houses for their families.  They could also have more friends, better 

relationship with colleagues, neighbors and relatives when their economy status improved.  

Thus, in the Cambodian context and other similar contexts in practice, those respondents’ 

intrinsic motivation has worked differently or in the other way round from Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs theory.  In other words, based on the research findings, it could be argued 

that some people are intrinsically motivated to fulfill the two top levels of needs (esteem 

needs and self-actualization) first before meeting the basic levels of needs later (biological 

and psychological needs, safety needs and belonging ness and love needs).  
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Figure 5: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and Kao’s Research Findings against 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

 

It is true in the Cambodian context and some other Asian contexts where most people 

value someone’s economic and social statuses rather than educational and professional ones.  

A wealthy person might be more respected than a well-educated person.  For example, 

respondent E said that he had spent a lot of time studying inside and outside the country, but 

he had nothing.  He never thought that his relatives, friends and neighbors respected him 

because he was well-educated.  Another respondent said, “I have never let other people know 

that I have a Ph.D. degree because I don’t think that other people show their respect to me by 
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economic and social statuses more than academic and professional ones, most higher 

education degree holders might not be respected and well-recognized.  As a result, most 

Khmer people at present pay more attention to more economic, financial and social gains 

rather than education and professional gains.  That is many people could care more about 

how to get richer, and to have better or higher positions at their work place, especially with 

the governmental working sector.  Therefore, being better-educated or having higher 

education degrees might not generally be encouraged by many families and parents, 

especially among the parents who are not well-educated.  However, some people may think 

that if a person has both, high education degrees and economic and social statuses, they will 

be even more respected and loved by others around.  

 In the field of education, teachers or educators may think differently from people who 

work in the business or other sectors.  Many teachers may not be as greedy as other people 

who work in other fields.  It is very difficult to measure what is enough for a person, as the 

person’s ambition is unlimited.  For some people, they never feel that they have enough of 

everything, whilst some others may feel they are fine with what they have.  For the ones who 

have a trigger state of something in mind, they keep motivating to work and grow even from 

the initial level of needs to be fulfilled.  Their intrinsic motivation process and professional 

development might not follow Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory. 

In short, due to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, a person will be extrinsically 

motivated and able to reach level three of the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs pyramid only if 

his ultimate goal is to be rich or wealthy because getting wealthy might be unlimited and 

anyone could never end of their greed.  In other words, there will never be enough for that 

type of person.  However, for a person whose ultimate goal is to achieve life integrity, 

respects, personal growth and self-fulfillments, he or she might be more likely to be 

intrinsically motivated with his or her trigger states to do his or her job and to grow further 
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and further without an end.  The level of their intrinsic motivation permanently could stay 

from the early stage of their career with no regard to whether the first three levels of Maslow’ 

hierarchy of needs might be satisfied, as their intrinsic motivation is fueled by the trigger 

states formed by poverty, difficult experiences they had, good role models, parents’ 

influence, Buddhist influence, and having a passion for teaching. 

Being a Master of Oneself 

 This section discusses several key personal qualities that education professionals have 

when they adopted a personal principle of being a master of oneself in order to grow 

academically and professionally.  Those key personal qualities include the following:  

Being self-responsible.  Based on the research findings, being self-responsible for 

what a person is doing is a key personal quality for the person’s success.  In the field of 

education, professional educators must be responsible for their education and career 

development.  All the respondents acknowledged that they had been self-responsible for their 

own education development and teaching quality for their learners because they did not see 

that education system and each higher education institution give adequate financial and 

technical support to follow up the university graduates later on.  This is well-aligned with 

Winfrey’s philosophy which states, “My philosophy is that only you are responsible for your 

life, but doing the best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment” (as 

cited in Hill and Ritt, 1998, p. 95).  Likewise, one Buddhist religious figure also sees 

responsibility similarly, “The present is the mother of the future” (Maha Ghosananda, 1992, 

p. 32).  He explains that if the present is being looked after very well, the future will be done 

well.  It could be interpreted that if the teachers are responsible for their own job, highly 

committed to their work, and continues growing their own career at the present, they will 

become qualified and professionals in the future (Hill & Ritt, 1998; Maha Ghosananda, 

1992).  
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Furthermore, being self-responsible here also fits with a view of other scholars 

including the Buddha who claims that in order to lead others, first of all a person must lead 

him or herself (Maxwell, 2013; The Dalai Lama & Muyzemberg, 2009; Wong & Wong, 

2009).  There is no doubt that the Buddhist teaching refers much to being self-responsible for 

our own thinking, decision making, actions and results.  The Buddhist teaching may even go 

beyond that.  It may also refer to how to discipline ourselves, how to control our own 

feelings, anger and sadness.  

This is quite obvious that in the developed world whose education systems are good, 

financial support, human resources, equipment and materials are sufficient, and teacher’s 

salary is satisfactory, and technology is advanced, teachers at all levels are more likely to 

become professionals.  Those external means or factors help make them grow further.  In 

contrast, in the Cambodian context where all of those mentioned above are not in place, it is 

very difficult to make teachers at all school levels in Cambodia become professionals unless 

they are highly self-responsible for their own education and career development as well as 

working effectiveness.  A few respondents used the Khmer term, “��ស�់រេលខ�ួនឯង” 

which is translated into English as “being a master or boss of oneself”.  My personal 

experience of teaching, teacher training and career development for over thirty years also 

supports the self-responsibility of an individual or what those respondents’ key term of 

“being a master of oneself” in the Cambodian context.  

Being a master of oneself is a personal principle that enables us to be our own boss of 

all things we do; it enables us to control our own thinking, decision making, physical actions, 

verbal speeches (Bhikkhu, 2010), success and even failure, as everything starts or comes 

from ourselves rather than from others or other outsiders that are beyond our own boundary 

of control, thoughts and responsibility.  Success will not be determined by others, or other 
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outside factors apart from ourselves.  We are the ones who own everything we thought of, 

acted and achieved what we intended to achieve.  In the Cambodian context, it is mostly 

relevant for individual instructors to be the masters of themselves because it is not practical to 

wait for other people, a school, or other bodies apart from themselves to make a decision on 

their behalf and to make them grow professionally while all of those external factors are not 

controlled by those individuals themselves.  As far as the instructors understand the concept 

and values of being a master of oneself, they are more likely to find their way to succeed in 

the career as well as in life.  This is similar to what Tracy (2003) points out that when a 

person accepts responsibility for him or herself and what happens to him or her, he or she will 

become more positive, optimistic toward him or herself, effective and happier. 

In contrast, in the Cambodian context in practice, not many people including teachers 

adopt a positive attitude of being a master of oneself at their workplace.  They tend to rely 

more on others apart from themselves.  They see and copy other people’s poor working 

habits, poor working performance, and their carelessness, as a Khmer proverb “ចូលស�ឹង

�មបត់” (in English it means that when moving along the river, we must move along its 

bends) and a European proverb “Do like people in Rome do” still greatly influences them.  

They do not want to be different from others.  They try to play safe.  And they tend to put 

more responsibility on others rather than on themselves.  This is considered as a kind of poor 

attitude which does not make them work more effectively and become professionals in the 

future.  

Self-discipline.  Due to the research findings, all the respondents acknowledged that 

self-discipline was a personal quality that partly determined teaching professionalism of any 

individual who wished to become a professional.  They realized that self-discipline helped 

them achieve their goals and what they had planned to do.  Self-discipline helped them save 
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time.  Self-discipline could ensure effectiveness of both self-directed learning and working 

performance.  Without good self-discipline, people are not serious about what they are doing.  

The instructors who are self-disciplined are more responsible for their jobs and students’ 

learning.  One respondent considered self-discipline as number one among other important 

personal quality traits that could sustain long-term professional development and success.  

Self-discipline is also strongly supported by some literature.  Cartey (2000) claims 

that self-discipline plays an important role in both personal daily life and a career.  Being a 

teacher is an autonomous job which requires a person to be more self-disciplined because he 

or she may not be directly and closely supervised by the supervisor.  The teacher is also a 

leader who should always act as a role model for students and others in the community 

(Fullan, 2000; Kouzes & Posner, 2007; Maxwell, 2003; The Dalai Lama & Muyzenberg, 

2009).  Many scholars including the Buddha point out that in order to lead others, first of all a 

person must lead him or herself (Maxwell, 2013; The Dalai Lama & Muyzemberg, 2009; 

Wong & Wong, 2009).  Leading themselves here could partly mean that the person should be 

self-disciplined, as no one is watching him all the time at the workplace.  

According to the research findings, all of those respondents have been self-disciplined 

with their own professional development and teaching.  In the Cambodian context, where a 

monitoring and evaluation system has not been practically in place, some teachers could take 

that advantage not to be self-disciplined because they have not been supervised effectively. 

As a result, they could not grow further and could not become professionals.  However, the 

individual instructors who wish to improve their teaching professionalism have to be on their 

own more, and be more self-disciplined so that they could use some self-directed learning 

methods to improve and develop their teaching profession.  In other words, using self-

directed learning methods definitely require the individual instructors to be more self-

disciplined, as one scholar points out that the real key to anyone’s success is their self-
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discipline (Maxwell, 2013).  Similarly, Cartey (2000) also views discipline as, “the bridge 

between hope and reality, between thought and achievement, between wishing for success 

and becoming truly successful” (p. 191).  He noticed that many people were very good at 

talking and had goals, but due to their poor self-discipline, they rarely had things done or 

achieved what they intended to achieve (Cartey, 2000).  

In the Cambodian context and other similar contexts, instructors who wish to grow 

professionally should be more self-disciplined with their own work performance and 

professional development, as they rely much on their self-directed learning.  For the ones 

who can be on their own and be the masters of themselves, they have to be very self-

disciplined in order to succeed in what they have been doing in order to achieve their goals.     

Diligence and high commitment.  A diligent person is someone who works hard 

in a careful and conscientious way (Collins Cobuild English Dictionary, 1995).  Commitment 

is defined as a promise or firm decision to do something (Cambridge Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary, 3rd edition).  It is considered as one of important personal qualities of a 

professional in any career.  All the respondents seriously valued hard work and commitment 

as personal qualities that determine success in a career and in life.  Two physical indicators 

that show whether those respondents have been committed to their career were: first of all, 

they have only a teaching career; and secondly, they have already stayed in their teaching 

position for at least 10 years.  

 All the respondents expressed their great satisfaction from their hard-work and 

commitment to their job and professional development.  Some respondents said that they had 

been working so hard and highly committed to their job despite low salaries because they had 

been enjoying their teaching.  Respondent F said that he had been working very hard and 

more highly committed to his part-time teaching of graduate program courses.  He found his 

teaching those graduate program courses challenging because he was a PhD graduate from a 
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local university, whereas some of his students were non-Khmer native nationals.  In order to 

avoid any criticism about his local qualification and to prove that he was qualified enough, he 

had to prepare very well before class, read a lot, regularly check and give feedback on their 

assignments.  Regarding life-long learning, respondent M was seriously committed to his 

professional development.  He felt that he was never tired of learning and upgrading his 

knowledge.  Respondent N felt similar about commitment.  He said he would try his best to 

find different ways to get things done rather than to give them up, as he strongly believed in 

his inspiration, hard-work and high commitment, self-responsibility and self-discipline.  

Respondent O also said that nothing was too difficult for him to do as far as he was 

determined and highly committed to it.   

In the Cambodian context and other similar contexts where workers or teachers’ 

salaries are low, workers’ motivation is more likely low, monitoring and evaluation system is 

weak, promotion mechanism does not exist, the workers or teachers would not work hard and 

commit to their jobs.  In the organization or institution where its workers are not hard-

working and committed to their jobs, it would not grow at all because those people would 

definitely become demotivated and less productive.  Those workers or teachers would also 

harm themselves if they kept working in that organization or institution, as they lost an 

opportunity to learn and grow further while working in the same place.  

On the other hand, only for the instructors who have certain visions, clear future 

career goals, good understanding of more benefits and gains from their own hard-work and 

commitment, and have a positive attitude of being self-responsible and being the masters of 

themselves, would be hard-working and highly committed to their jobs.  One of Professor 

Tate’s research findings of an excellent teacher strongly supports this stance.  That finding 

was “An excellent teacher is committed and dedicated” (as cited in Ryan & Bohlin, 1999, p. 

156).  He explains that, “Committed teachers show interest in their students, their school, 
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their teaching, and their field” (as cited in Ryan & Bohlin, 1999, p. 156).  Committed 

teachers must demonstrate their regular professional responsibilities which include being 

well-prepared before class, starting classes on time, correcting assignments regularly and 

promptly, giving support to coworkers, being approachable and available to students who 

need some either academic or personal help and advice (Ryan & Bohlin, 1999).  In short, the 

university instructors who have a positive attitude or personal principle of being the masters 

of themselves would definitely work hard and commit to their own jobs and professional 

development.   

Due to the fact that professional development is more likely an investment, great 

effort, strong commitment and much time should be wisely invested.  Wong and Wong 

(2009) also support this view by saying that to become a professional it requires hard work 

and great effort.  Any individual cannot become a professional within a day or two, as 

education needs to be earned and invested just like earning and investing money in other 

business to be rich.  If people do not take a step-by-step approach to learn new things about 

education, they are unlikely to reach their ultimate career goals.   

Kol’s 3 P’s (Patience, Persistence and Perseverance).  Being patient, 

persistent and persevering are three other important personal qualities of a professional in any 

career.  They also partly help determine any individual’s success in their career and in life. 

Dr. Kol Pheng, the President of Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia, also acknowledged that 

the three personal qualities which include patience, persistence and perseverance play a 

crucial role in any person’s success in life and the career (P. Kol, personal communication, 

August 10, 2018).  They are aligned with Tracy (2003) who points out that anyone’s 

willingness and ability to persist are the quality that will eventually ensure his success.  Hill 

(2004) also agrees with persistence which is a key for anyone’s success, as he thinks that 

when a man lacks persistence, he may not succeed.  According to the research findings, most 
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respondents recognized persistence and perseverance as two qualities among other qualities 

that enabled them to grow professionally in their teaching career.  They felt that if they did 

not persevere from the beginning of their teaching career, they could not become qualified 

later on.  

Several scholars share common advice that a person should keep moving, getting up, 

and persisting until reaching the goals which have already been set no matter how many 

mistakes, setbacks or obstacles he or she has experienced (Hill & Stone, 1987; Maxwell, 

2013; Siebold, 2010; Tracy, 2003;).  Respondent A always found new things and new tasks 

challenging, and they needed greater effort and perseverance to succeed.  She felt that to get a 

difficult job done was quite motivating and rewarding, as she could learn to build a good 

habit of mind in getting such challenging job done and could learn something new.       

Hill (2004) also raises an example of Thomas Edison’s dream of an electrical lamp 

that was put into action.  Before Edison could succeed in his lamp project, he had failed 

thousand times but had not given up.  Hill (2004) concludes, “Practical dreamers do not 

quit!” (p. 37).  According to the research findings, respondent E gave his example of his 

persistence of trying to get a PhD scholarship.  He said that he had not given up his 

application for his PhD scholarship although he had failed a few times.  He kept trying again 

and again, and he finally received his PhD scholarship to study overseas.  

Moreover, according to Tracy (2003), it is more likely that a person is successful 

when he or she is highly motivated, highly committed to his or her work and works 

persistently and enjoyably.  He encourages people to persist with a thing they have 

determined to achieve rather than to give it up.  Respondent H described his informal 

schooling history which sounds quite impossible for many people to succeed.  He said that he 

had worked terribly hard, had been persistent with his school work.  He started working as a 

nurse at the time when he even had not finished his high school education.  He was 
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persevering to complete his high school education through informal education and continued 

to study a medical doctor program after he had passed the medical selection exam.  He said 

that although it had been very difficult for him to go through, he had enjoyed his hard work 

and never felt that he should have given it up because he had his own career goal to be 

achieved.   

As a matter of fact, it is quite obvious that when any project is being run, people 

experience many problems and challenges.  Only their willingness, determination and ability 

to persist and persevere will eventually guarantee their achievement of their goals (Tracy, 

2003).  He raises Aristotle’s remark on some key values such as integrity, honesty, courage, 

generosity, persistence, and sincerity that could lead to one’s happiness and personal 

fulfillment (Tracy, 2003).  Dr. Kol Pheng, the President of Paññāsāstra University of 

Cambodia, suggested 3 P’s which stand for patience, persistence and perseverance as the 

three personal qualities which determined a person’s success in the career and in life.  He 

emphasized that no one was successful in his or her job or business without practicing those 

three personal qualities (P. Kol, personal communication, August 10, 2018).  That is well-

supported by respondent K who said that he had always encouraged himself to move forward 

even though continuing his higher education and working simultaneously had been struggling 

and challenging for him.  He said that he had been working terribly hard both academically 

and professionally to improve his family living condition.   

In short, according to the Khmer saying “Persistence leads success”, no success is 

easily achieved.  Great effort, energy, hard work, commitment, self-responsibility, patience, 

persistence and perseverance must be taken into account when university instructors want to 

succeed in their teaching career and in life.  In the Cambodian context and other similar 

contexts where teacher professional development supporting system and monitoring and 

evaluation system are still weak, all teaching and learning resources are limited, and teachers’ 
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salaries are inadequate, many instructors have failed and have not been able to grow 

professionally.  They have relied much on those poor systems and poor working conditions 

which never help them to be stronger or more professional.  Some instructors feel that they 

should do their work based on the salaries they receive.  They cannot work so hard unless 

they receive sufficient salaries.   

Teacher’s low pay is the main negative factor that inhibits best students to choose a 

teaching position as their career in Cambodia (Tandon & Fukao, 2015).  Some of them may 

think that they will work much harder if their salaries are raised.  In order to supplement their 

low pays from their organizations or government, they have to do other different jobs to make 

extra incomes.  When they do other jobs while working as a teacher, they do not have enough 

time to prepare lessons, to correct students’ papers, to read books and to do research.  

Moreover, they are unable to teach effectively.  As a result, they will not be able to develop 

themselves to become professionals.   

Nevertheless, if the instructors wish to become education professionals, they have to 

be the masters of themselves.  When they have such positive attitude of being the masters of 

themselves, they have to adopt these personal qualities which include being self-responsible 

for what they are doing and learning, being self-disciplined, being hard-working and highly 

committed to what they are doing and learning, and being patient, persistent and persevering 

in their attempt to achieve what they tend to achieve.  It is unlikely that waiting for things to 

be offered, encouraged and pushed by external factors will make them grow further, as all of 

those external ones cannot be relied on, cannot be trusted, and they are beyond their own 

control and responsibility.  

Self-Directed Learning Methods 

  This section discusses the most common self-directed learning methods which the 

education professionals in Cambodia have used to grow academically and professionally.  
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Those self-directed learning methods include self-reflection, critical thinking, seeking 

feedback, step-by-step goal setting, reading professional literature, seeking training, lesson 

planning, and classroom action research.  Mezirow’s (2009) ten original stages of 

transformative learning process are mainly used to support the findings. 

 Self-reflection.  According to the research findings, most of the respondents 

realized that being able to analyze and understand themselves, know their good and poor 

personalities, identify their own strong and weak points, reflect on their own good and bad 

living experience, working experiences as well as working performance is a kind of 

conscious learning and development both scholarly and professionally.  Most of those 

respondents said that when they knew themselves very well, their strengths and weaknesses 

of the things they had done, they felt that it was the beginning of their own journey toward 

success in what they were doing.  Some respondents said that they had transformed their 

personalities from self-reflection and self-analysis.  Some of them could improve their 

negative characters from being narrow-minded to being more open-minded, from being 

unkind to being more generous, from being bad-tempered to being better-tempered, from 

being irresponsible to being more responsible, and from being undisciplined to being more 

self-disciplined.  For example, respondent O often reflected and analyzed himself critically to 

see where he was, what he lacked, what strengths and weaknesses he had regarding his 

career, leadership and life.  From his self-analysis and self-reflection, he could know where 

he could start and what he could do to develop himself and his own career further.  The above 

findings were supported by three steps of transformative learning founded by Mezirow 

(2009).  Those Mezirow’s three steps include step 2—self-examination which is the same as 

what I called self-analysis, step 3—a critical assessment of assumptions, and step 4—

recognition of connection between one’s discontent and the process of transformation.  
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Self-reflection is a kind of transformative learning for adults who wish to grow 

academically and professionally.  All the respondents agreed that self-reflection was a 

significant and effective method of self-development and career development in any career, 

especially in the situations where technical support, financial budget and resources are 

limited and insufficient.  Most respondents knew very well what they had done very well, 

what needed to be improved, what their students and staff enjoyed the most, what they did 

not like at all, and what they should do next to improve their work and teaching performance.  

Similarly, Ur (2012) strongly agreed with teacher’s own reflection on their daily teaching as 

the first and most significant basis for professional development.  Many researchers and 

scholars acknowledged that reflective teaching or practice was a very significant part of 

ongoing professional development, as teachers could learn a lot from their own teaching by 

reflecting and examining their teaching experiences against their teaching philosophies and 

other teaching theories so that they can plan and teach more effectively in the future (Bailey 

et al., 2001; Murray, 2010; Richards and Farrell, 2005; Zeichner & Liston, 2014). 

Some of the respondents said that they had conducted their self-reflection while 

delivering their lessons which is well-aligned with Schön’s theory of ‘reflection-in-action’ 

which we are supposed to observe what we are doing during the time when we are doing it 

(as cited in Merriam et al., 2007).  Schön (1983) acknowledges that someone who reflects-in-

action is a researcher during the time when practice or implementation is taking place.  He 

explains reflection-in-action as “When someone reflects-in-action, he becomes a researcher 

in the practice context” (p. 68).  Some respondents said that they had done their self-

reflection immediately after each lesson was over and had written down some notes for future 

improvement.  This kind of reflection fit well with Schön’s theory of ‘reflection-on-action’ 

which is defined as a kind of reflection that “involves thinking through a situation after it has 

happened” (as cited in Merriam et al., 2007, p. 174).  Merriam et al. (2007) explain that in 
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reflection-on-action, people consciously recall their experiences they have gone through, 

reassess those experiences, decide, plan, and do things in a different way in the future.  

Several steps of Mezirow’s (2009) transformative learning process which include: step 1—a  

trigger or disorientating dilemma; step 2—self-examination, step 5—exploration of options 

for a new action; step 6—planning a course of action; and step 7—acquiring knowledge and 

skills for implementing the new action work most appropriately with Schön’s theory of 

reflection-on-action.  Similarly, Finlay (2008) also explains reflection-on-action as 

“Professionals are understood consciously to review, describe, analyze and evaluate their past 

practice with a view to gaining insight to improve future practice” (p. 3).  Wallace (1998) 

also proposed a model for reflection on professional practice for further professional 

development.  Due to the fact that professional development is a life-long learning process, in 

Wallace’s reflective model, self-reflection is continually done in a cycle manner (Wallace, 

1998).  

Self-reflection has existed in Buddhist teaching for thousands of years for an 

individual’s improvement and development.  According to Bhikkhu (2010), the Buddhist 

teaching suggested that a person should reflect on his own physical action, verbal speech, and 

mental thought before, during and after the implementation of something to see what he 

mentally thought, what he verbally said, and what he physically did or acted that would make 

himself as well as others benefit or harm, and happy or suffer.  Schön’s theory of ‘reflection-

in-action and reflection-on-action’ and reflection-for-action (Olteanu, 2017), which was 

further developed from Schön’s work, and the Buddhist teaching of self-reflection are 

similar, as they are a kind of transformative learning (Mezirow, 1991, 2009), and they work 

best in personal and professional development.   

In an education context, the reflection on physical action enables instructors to change 

and improve their own actions and behaviors to ensure that they act and behave 
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professionally as role models for the learners to copy from.  For the reflection on verbal 

speech, it enables instructors to use their speech more appropriately, politely, kindly and in a 

friendly manner so that the learners will take the instructors’ good examples of how to use 

their speech more  meaningfully, communicatively and nicely because the instructors’ speech 

greatly influence the learners’ speech in the future.  For instance, respondent A said that one 

day she was so angry with a few students who had not completed their homework.  She told 

them off and shouted at them badly.  Then, she realized that it did not sound nice, as it did not 

only insult those few students but also the rest of the class.  Later on she learned to control 

herself and tried to be more patient.   

The reflection on mental thoughts enables the instructors to change their own poor 

attitude toward their teaching career, career development and their students.  Due to the fact 

that instructors are leaders of the learners, the instructors’ attitude may greatly affect their 

teaching and the learners’ learning because the instructors’ attitude determines their own 

actions, behaviors and speech.  In other words, when they have a negative attitude toward 

their job and students, they will act or speak badly about their jobs and to their students.  

However, when they have a positive attitude toward their job and students, they will speak 

and act nicely about their job, politely and kindly to the students.  

 In the Cambodian context, as far as self-reflection and self-examination are 

concerned, many Khmer people including some leaders do not often criticize, analyze or 

reflect on themselves, their weaknesses and their mistakes.  It appears that most of the time 

leaders and normal people like showing off their strengths, achievement and wealth.  They 

rarely or never tell their weak points or negative things to others.  However, they like 

criticizing others, society, or their own bosses and government about their weaknesses or 

negative things.  In the field of education, it is more likely the same.  Many teachers and 

university instructors do not look at themselves, do not criticize, analyze or examine, and 
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reflect on their own teaching, jobs or personalities.  Many people including school teachers 

and university instructors have wasted a lot of time talking about or criticize others or their 

own institutions, playing Facebook or other social media, listening to music, watching 

movies and doing other unimportant things.  They have not used their free time to do self-

reflection on themselves, their jobs and their own learning so that they can improve their own 

personalities, careers, education and their lives.  They have lost a lot of opportunities to grow 

and develop themselves and their careers.  As a result, their lives have not transformed much 

and their economy has not improved much either.  

 Based on Mezirow’s (1991, 2009) transformational learning theory, learning is a long 

process in which we reflect on ourselves and our own teaching situation, we critically think 

about our problems, try to solve those problems, make better adjustment, plan a new action 

and carry it out for better future improvement.  It requires adult learners to be the masters of 

themselves in order to succeed in their transformative learning.  

Critical thinking.  Critical thinking is part of self-reflection because when 

instructors reflect on their teaching, they have to think of answers to some questions related 

to how the lesson went, why the lesson went in that way, and what they should do next to 

improve their teaching in the future.  Most of the respondents felt that critical thinking was a 

means to solve problems and issues they had faced.  Different respondents have used 

different thinking strategies to solve problems.  For example, respondent A had never left 

teaching problems unsolved.  She had to do different things such as read, search and think of 

better strategies to solve her teaching difficulties and problems.  Respondent I was so critical 

about some teaching theories and thought of how he could apply them in his real teaching 

situation.  Respondent K found out that raising some questions about certain problems in his 

mind was an effective way to solve most of the problems he had met.  Those questions would 

guide him to deeply and critically think of some solutions to such problems.  Moreover, 
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respondent O had to follow several steps when he wanted to solve some problems.  Those 

include: collecting all relevant, sufficient information from different sources, analyzing and 

synthesizing all the information collected, and making a decision.  These procedures were 

aligned with the Buddhist concepts of “The right view and the right conduct” (The Dalai 

Lama and Muyzenberg, 2009, p. 13).    

 According to Siebold (2010), who conducted his study on over one thousand world 

rich people during a period of 26 years, the secret of getting rich was not the amount of 

money that those world wealthy people had as their capitals, but their good thinking that 

made them rich because their thinking generated their money.  In order to become a 

professional, it depends much on an individual’s internal desire, willingness, real intrinsic 

motivation, commitment and attitude rather than external forces (Siebold, 2010; Tracy, 2003; 

Wong & Wong, 2009).  Wong and Wong (2009) put a great emphasis on attitude, nothing 

else, that makes a person either financially or professionally successful.  Tracy (2003) 

suggests that every individual should constantly develop a habitual way of thinking so that he 

can “become a completely positive and constructive person” (p. 179) in everything he does.  

Critical thinking is also strongly supported by a few steps of transformative learning process 

by Mezirow (2009). Those steps include step 2—self-examination, step 3—a critical 

assessment of assumptions, and step 6—planning a course of action, as when the adult 

learners follow those three steps, they have to think critically and productively.  Those steps 

cannot be implemented without application of critical thinking.  

In short, critical thinking encounters all three stages of reflection period, before 

action, during action, and after action within all the three forms: verbal speech, physical 

action, and mental thought (Bhikkhu, 2010).  Reflection before action and after action 

involves lesson planning because during the lesson planning period, the instructors have to 
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think critically and constructively of what, how and why things happened in the previous 

lesson and what, how and why things will happen in the next lesson.   

 In the Cambodian context, many people including teachers do not think critically 

about what they are doing.  This is due to the fact that many people have not had good 

education because of poverty, and missing some schooling opportunities due to long-time 

civil wars.  In their own business or at their workplace, they are not creative enough because 

of a lack of critical thinking skills.  They like doing the same things, running the same 

business from one another.  At their workplace, people very often do what is told to do.  They 

tend to follow their bosses’ instructions or guidance rigidly to avoid some mistakes from 

which creativity is not encouraged.  Thus, they lose a lot of opportunities to think about 

things more critically and creatively.  In other words, they have not used their great potential 

they have for their work and their living.  For example, in the field of education, many 

teachers do not reflect or think much of what they could do better to improve their own 

teaching and learning quality for their students.  They tend to do things as their routines.  As a 

result, they cannot make much progress with their teaching and cannot become education 

professionals.  

Seeking feedback.  Some instructors are serious about obtaining feedback from 

students while Cambodian instructors generally neglect such feedback, especially from 

student evaluation of teaching.  For example, respondent Q said that he learned a lot from 

students’ feedback on his teaching.  Some instructors also learned a lot from discussing 

teaching methodologies with their colleagues at the teacher’s meeting room or other places.  

Seeking feedback goes in line with Mezirow’s (2009) step 5—exploration of options for new 

roles, relationships and action, which can be easily applied.  

Step-by-step goal setting.  According to the research findings, most respondents 

had their vision and a long-term career goal of becoming a university instructor.  Some 
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scholars acknowledged that to have a clear vision in mind is crucial for someone to realize 

their dreams, achieve goals, produce satisfactory results and have a happy life (Brown & 

Associates LLC, 2015; Cartey, 2000; Kao, 2014; Flythe, n.d.; Mezirow et al., 2009; Tracy, 

2003).  Regarding goal setting, in Mezirow’s (2009) 10 steps of transformative learning 

process, step 6—planning a course of action—also requires learners to plan what to do in 

order to learn new things.  Hill and Ritt (1998) also point out that, “Setting goals is one way 

to keep your mind on the things you want, and off the things you don’t want” (p. 108).  They 

have worked terribly hard to achieve their long-term goals although it had taken some of 

them a long period of time.  However, a few respondents had not set up their long-term career 

goals to be achieved.  What they did was setting up a short-term goal of their academy and 

career to be achieved.  When one short-term goal was achieved, another goal was set up to be 

achieved.  They continued doing things the same way until they achieved their ultimate 

career goal in the end.  For instance, respondent H had been trained as a nurse when he had 

not had a Junior High School Certificate yet, and he continued his informal education later on 

until he finished his medical degree many years later.  It had taken him a long time to reach 

his ultimate career goal as a medical doctor.  Two other respondents started their teaching at a 

primary school and continued their non-formal education programs till they received their 

high school certificates.  Then, they continued their part-time higher education so that they 

could be recruited as the university instructors later.  This is due to the fact that in the 

Cambodian context most teachers including university instructors have more important 

responsibilities to take.  

The participants’ family responsibility was breadwinners.  They had to do multiple 

jobs and worked many hours a day.  However, they took responsibility in upgrading 

themselves both academically and professionally.  They had to keep developing their 

teaching profession, attending higher education while they were being busy with the heavy 
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workload.  Still, they had to safeguard their children’s safety, education and to ensure that 

their children were not involved in drug, violence and alcohol when all of these have become 

a very big concern for all parents and children within this modernized society.  Because of all 

these important responsibilities, they could not leave home for many years for higher 

education overseas.  To cope with their real situations, they chose to do things step by step 

although they learned that it has taken them for so long.  

However, when they chose to continue their further education inside the country, they 

have a lot of challenges, such as time management for work, taking care of the family, and 

their own study.  The ones who could overcome those challenges and succeed in their higher 

education inside the country had to be highly self-motivated, highly committed, strongly 

responsible, very self-disciplined, very hard-working, patient, and persistent while working 

either full-time or part-time at the same time.  

In the Cambodian context, most workers have not thought of their career goals to be 

met.  They just let things be.  As a result, they could not grow academically and 

professionally.  Nevertheless, for the ones who wish to become professionals in their career, 

setting step-by-step short-term goals works best for them, while they could also keep a good 

balance between their academic education and career development, earning income to 

support the family, and spending time with and taking care of their families.    

  Reading professional literature.  Reading is a kind of common self-directed 

learning method which is always done independently at the readers’ own pace and their own 

convenient time.  It is easily controlled by the readers themselves.  All the respondents had 

used this method most of the time to improve their language and teaching skills.  They 

enjoyed reading.  They appeared to use different soft and hard reading materials, different 

reading strategies and skills when they read.  Most of the time they read for improving their 

knowledge related to the field of education and teaching skills.  Most of them read silently, 
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whilst one respondent preferred reading aloud to himself.  Some respondents preferred 

reading in the early mornings, some preferred reading at nights, and some others read any 

time when they wanted to explore new knowledge or information related to their teaching 

career.  Respondent F tried to summarize what he had read by drawing a concept map, and 

then he tried to describe or explain what was written in his concept map.  Respondent N 

usually read about something he wanted to know related to Buddhism.  After reading he 

normally wrote things down in his notebook, and summarized or paraphrased the texts for his 

books he was writing.  Respondents G and P enjoyed reading professional literature the most, 

and they have built good reading habits.  Most respondents often applied and integrated some 

theories they had read into their real teaching.   

 According to the 10 steps of Mezirow’s (2009) transformative learning process, three 

steps fall on reading professional literature area.  Those three steps include step 5—

exploration of options for new roles, relationships and action; step 7—acquiring knowledge 

and skills for implementing one’s plan; and step 9—building competence and self-confidence 

in new roles and relationships.  When adults read, they can learn some new knowledge and 

critically reflect on such new knowledge so that they can obtain it for their future use.  

Because reading is a self-directed learning method that people can do independently, it helps 

adults who wish to improve their knowledge and skills.  When they gain more new 

knowledge and skills, they definitely build their competence and self-confidence in 

performing their new roles.   

 Regarding reading as a life-long self-directed learning method, Maxwell (2003) gave 

an example of a case of Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th President of the United States of 

America.  He had kept learning and growing by himself, and finally became one of the great 

presidents of America.  Everyone thought that President Roosevelt was highly motivated to 

learn and develop himself till the last minute of his life after one book had been found under 
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his pillow when his body was removed from his bed.  The research findings showed similar 

results to the European Union’s (2010) survey’s report from which 78 percent of teachers, 

who participated in the survey across many countries in Europe reported to have participated 

in ‘reading professional literature’ to improve teaching.  Ur (2012) and Johnson (2009) also 

suggest that teachers can develop their teaching profession by reading a large number of 

professional and pedagogical books, journals and other electronic materials available on-line.

 Although reading can be done independently by any individual person, there is lack 

of reading culture in the Cambodian society (Siv, 2016).  Cambodian people tend to speak 

and listen to one another rather than to read and write things.  For example, respondent I said 

that he felt that he could remember more by hearing not by reading things silently.  When he 

read books, he preferred reading things aloud so that he could hear and remember them 

better.  Cambodian people, in general, tend to either listen to the radio or watch the television 

rather than reading newspapers.  From my observation all the newspaper companies never 

make much money from selling their newspapers, whilst the radio or TV companies make 

more money in Cambodia.  In the Cambodian context, not many teachers and university 

instructors read much due to the fact that the teachers are too busy with other extra jobs 

beside their teaching career or with too much private part-time teaching to earn more incomes 

to supplement their official teaching salaries offered by either the government or private 

institutions where they are working for.  As a result, they do not have time for reading to 

learn new things and to grow further in their teaching career.   

 However, for the ones who have clear career goals, visions and are intrinsically 

motivated to grow professionally could spare their time for their own reading.  Most of those 

respondents I interviewed were highly committed and dedicated to their teaching career 

development, and they said that they had read a lot and could learn a lot too so far.  A few 

respondents even showed me a lot of books they had read so far.  Those books were mostly 
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about education or related to the field of education.  Consequently, they have improved their 

teaching profession a great deal. 

Seeking training.  Based on the research findings, all the respondents have used 

different self-directed learning methods.  Apart from self-reflection, reading professional 

literature and classroom action research, they have also used other methods such as, attending 

conferences, seminars and short teacher training programs with their own interests and using 

their own expenses.  There are plenty of training and learning opportunities in Cambodia that 

instructors can take to develop their teaching career when they wish to improve their teaching 

professionalism.  Too often, Cambodian instructors only attend training when their names are 

assigned or sent by their institutions.  Seeking training and other learning opportunities 

matches Mezirow’s (2009) step 7—acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one’s 

plan.   

Lesson planning.  In the field of education, lesson planning is part of a self- 

reflection process due to the fact that it is done in a cycle (Wallace, 1998).  All 

methodologists acknowledge that lesson planning is very important for ensuring effective 

teaching and learning although they recognize different formats or styles of lesson plans that 

different teachers and classroom practitioners have used (Richards & Farrell, 2011; Ur, 2012; 

Wiseman & Hunt, 2014).  Effective lesson plans obviously do not only ensure effective 

teaching and learning but also help instructors to grow further because during the lesson 

planning period, the instructors have to think, read to understand the content of the materials 

well, and search for techniques, methods, strategies and relevant materials, and to develop 

relevant content of the lesson, create relevant teaching and learning practice activities and 

strategies to make their lesson plans interesting, effective and relevant (Scrivener, 2011; Ur, 

2012).  Mezirow (2009) could lend a few steps of transformative learning process while 

planning teaching.  Those steps include step 6—planning a course of action, step 7—
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acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one’s plan, step 8—provisional trying of 

new roles, and step 9—building competence and self-confidence in new roles and 

relationships.  

 While planning a course of action or planning new teaching, the instructors or other 

adult learners have read and explored more new knowledge and skills for better and more 

effective implementation of their plans.  They have to think of more new responsibilities and 

roles to play to make their learning and teaching more effective.  They can also build new 

competence and self-confidence in their new teaching.   

 Based on the research findings, all the respondents acknowledged that lesson 

planning significantly played a crucial role in effective teaching and learning as well as 

professional development.  They said that teachers have thought thoroughly about what and 

how to teach before class, as they could not have time to think of what and how to teach 

certain things in class.  They could be more confident if they had good lessons in their hands 

during teaching.  Moreover, they said that teaching with very good lesson plans often made 

the students achieve the lesson’s learning objectives or outcomes the teachers had planned.   

On the other hand, teaching without good lesson plans very often made both the teachers and 

students bored and the learners did not achieve the lessons’ learning outcomes.  Respondents 

I and K raised three types of benefits from lesson planning.  First, being well-prepared in 

advance could make them look professional; second, lesson plans made them more confident 

in class, as they had thought of everything before the lessons were taught; and finally, lesson 

planning made their teaching profession grow further, as when planning the lessons they had 

to think about what they knew and what they did not know and needed to read or investigate 

further.  They could also anticipate some problems that might be raised by the students so 

that they could prepare some possible answers beforehand.    
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 Regarding effective planning and teaching, the researcher thinks and calculates in 

this simple way.  He believes that effective planning makes up 50% of teaching quality, while 

other 50% of teaching quality depends much on effective delivery of the above effective plan.  

In other words, 100% of the effective teaching is formulated from effective planning (50%) 

plus effective lesson delivery (50%).  When the teacher has planned a very good lesson plan 

for a certain lesson, it means that the teacher has done his job 50% effectively.  And when the 

teacher follows that lesson plan entirely, it means that he has done other 50% well.  However, 

if the teacher does not plan a lesson well, it means that the teacher has not done 50% well of 

his teaching job.  Then, the teacher will not be able to deliver his teaching for other 50% well 

because he had no lesson plan to follow.  

 Although some scholars, teaching methodologists and classroom practitioners 

recognize the value of lesson planning, some others still argue that the old timer classroom 

practitioners may not need detailed written lesson plans.  For the experienced teachers, they 

thought that they could just write some lesson outlines or mental plans (Richards & Farrell, 

2011).  Many teachers at different education levels in Cambodia have not written detailed 

lesson plans well before class (Tandon & Fukao, 2015).  Despite the fact that planning 

lessons is required by the schools and Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, many teachers 

including university instructors have not planned effectively before class because of a few 

important reasons.  Firstly, many teachers put the blame for not being able to plan lessons 

because of their low salaries, and they have to do other jobs to earn some extra incomes to 

support them; they have no time for planning lessons.  Secondly, school and national 

monitoring and evaluation systems are still weak; this makes those teachers take some 

advantage from the poor monitoring and evaluation systems.  Thirdly, incentive and retaining 

policy at a school level is not in place in many institutions in Cambodia.  As a result, teaching 

and learning effectiveness and quality cannot be assured at all, as the teachers have not 
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planned well beforehand.  They have not thought of many things related to the lesson content, 

teaching methodologies, techniques and strategies that could make the students achieve the 

lesson’s learning outcomes in advanced.  Thus, the formula of 100% of effective teaching and 

learning = 50% of effective planning + 50 of effective delivery of the lesson plan may sounds 

more likely practical for classroom instructors to consider.    

  Classroom action research.  Classroom action research can be done not only to 

improve teaching and learning quality but also to develop teaching professionalism.  

Grootenboer (n.d) also claims that classroom action research is an effective method for a self-

directed professional development project.  It can be conducted within teachers’ own 

classrooms at their own pace and comfort zone to investigate some pedagogical problems, 

collect relevant data, analyze the findings, and take further actions to improve their teaching 

and learning in the future (Grant et al., 2001).  Unfortunately, only a few respondents had 

understood the classroom action research and had conducted it informally in their classes.  

For instance, one example of classroom action research that respondent A had conducted was 

the research on group work with mixed level classes.  She wanted to know well whether the 

group work with mixed level students was more effective than group work with separate 

levels of students (high level students were grouped with high level students, and low level 

students were grouped together with low level students).  After her experiment, the results 

showed that both groups, the strong groups and the weak groups seemed to work more 

actively and happily than the mixed level group arrangement.  She had conducted classroom 

action research to check or find out whether the existing theories worked well or not with her 

own classroom context. 

 A few other respondents said they had occasionally done it informally, but they have 

not kept any certain record of it, whilst most others did not know whether classroom action 

research could be conducted quite easily by themselves to improve their teaching competency 
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and develop their teaching profession.  Due to my teaching experience, I have informally 

conducted a lot of classroom action research on some aspects of classroom management, 

motivation, teaching methods, techniques and approaches to test or find out whether the 

existing teaching theories worked best in my classroom situations.  By doing a lot of 

classroom action research, I could learn a great deal about teaching and learning.  I love using 

this method to develop my teaching career because I can manage it by myself within my own 

control, responsibility, pace and resources.  It is one of my favorite self-directed learning 

methods because it has helped me grow a lot so far.  It never causes any harm to me or the 

students at all.  

I absolutely agree with Holm, Hunter, and Welling’s four reasons to support 

classroom action research as a method for teacher professional development: 

1) Action research is able to enhance student learning as teachers try to investigate 

and try new instructional, curricular, and assessment innovations.  

2) The improvement of teaching effectiveness takes place as teachers systematically 

experiment and reflect on instructional, curricular, and assessment innovations.  

3) Action research makes teachers become professionals as they share what they 

have learned with colleagues and pre-service students.  

4) Action research is able to help teachers to get rid of the isolation that is commonly 

experienced by classroom teachers.  (as cited in Grant et al., 2001, p. 24) 

 According to O’Hanlon, classroom action research can be an effective model for 

teacher’s professional development for three main reasons.  First, it is inquiry-based, and it 

allows teachers to investigate their own worlds and problems of their interests; second, it 

aims to improve teaching and learning quality; and finally, it enables teachers to make better 

decisions on further action plans for improving teaching and learning quality (as cited in 

Villegas-Reimers, 2003).  Wong and Wong (2005) view research, which they refer to 
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classroom action research, as the process of critical thinking and problem solving activity that 

a person conducts to find solutions to any particular classroom problem.  It is similar to what 

Wallace (1998) calls reflection on practice as an ‘action research’, which could be one of the 

most effective ways of solving problems existed within any profession, and it makes 

practitioners continually grow professionally. 

 Classroom action research is a complex process which involves several steps of 

Mezirow’s (2009) transformative learning process.  Those steps include step 3—a critical 

assessment of assumptions, step 5—exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and 

action, step 6—planning a course of action, step 7—acquiring and skills for implementing 

one’s action, step 8—provisional trying of new roles, step 9—building competence and self-

confidence in new roles and relationships, and step 10—reintegration into one’s life on the 

basis of conditions dictated by one’s new perspective.  Based on those steps of Mezirow’s 

transformative learning process, in order to conduct any classroom action research in the field 

of education, instructors have to read to be aware of what theories exist behind their practical 

action of teaching.  Then, they had to consider thinking of practical problems they have faced 

in the classroom, assess their own assumptions in order to try to find out actual problems and 

think of possible solutions from the literature and their real teaching practice.  Next, they 

have to plan what to do next, what techniques and methods they can use to improve their 

teaching.  After that, they need to explore more techniques, methods, approaches and 

strategies to make their teaching improve.  Later on, they have to try those new techniques, 

methods, approaches and strategies out in their real classroom to see how they work.  Then, 

they can build their new competence and self-confidence in those new ways of teaching and 

learning to grow more professionally.  Action research can be conducted in many cycles 

(Wallace, 1998).  When instructors conduct many cycles, it means they integrate action 
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research into their teaching career.  This reintegration is the 10th step of Mezirow’s 

transformative learning process. 

 Although classroom action research is known as another self-directed learning method 

for teacher professional development (Grant et al., 2001; Grootenboer, n.d.; Wallace, 1998), 

not many respondents as well as other instructors have understood this method well and used 

it in their classrooms in Cambodia.  In the Cambodian context, classroom action research 

seems to be informally conducted by a very small number of classroom practitioners who 

want to learn and grow more professionally.  According to Vann (2012), due to a lack of 

qualified instructors teaching in Cambodian HEIs and teachers’ low teaching wages, most so-

called qualified instructors have taught more than one HEI to raise adequate incomes.  

Consequently, those university instructors never had enough time to plan properly before 

teaching, to correct students’ assignments, and to conduct any research or classroom action 

research to improve their teaching and learning effectiveness and grow further.  Classroom 

action research is still a quite big challenge for most Cambodian university instructors.  They 

need to understand it better and learn how to conduct it for the purposes of teacher 

professional development and teaching and learning quality enhancement.   

Summary 

Self-reflection is a kind of self-directed learning method which emerges as the most 

practical in the Cambodian context and probably other similar contexts for university 

instructors’ life-long learning purpose and professional development due to the fact that it 

could be done independently and controlled by themselves at their own pace within their own 

time and resources.  When the instructors reflect on themselves and their own teaching, they 

have to critically think, analyze, make better decisions on further action plans to be taken.  

Moreover, other self-directed learning methods such as critical thinking, seeking feedback 

from students and colleagues, step-by-step goal setting, reading professional literature, 
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seeking further training, lesson planning, and conducting classroom action research also help 

support the instructors to grow professionally.  Most importantly, in order to adopt any or 

most of those self-directed learning methods effectively and productively, the instructors 

should be intrinsically motivated and adopt the personal principle of being the masters of 

themselves.  To be the masters of themselves, the instructors or workers should be self-

disciplined, self-responsible, diligent, highly committed, patient, persistent and persevering in 

their attempt to reach their career goals.  

As far as Mezirow’s (2009) 10 steps of transformative learning process are concerned, 

based on the above discussion, those 10 stages strongly support adults’ transformative 

learning in the Cambodian context; however, this research suggests that those ten stages do 

not need to be applied in the same sequence as the original steps of Mezirow’s transformative 

learning process.  Therefore, those self-directed learning methods found in this study could 

practically be implemented in the Cambodian context and other similar contexts by university 

instructors who wish to grow academically and professionally.   

 Based on the research findings and discussion, a professional development model 

called Kao’s self-directed learning model is developed.  This self-directed learning model can 

be practically applied in the Cambodian context and other similar contexts, where extrinsic 

motivators or external factors cannot be available or relied on.  These personal qualities: 

trigger states, intrinsic motivation and a personal principle or attitude of being a master of 

oneself are used as the capital to invest in professional development of any field or career.   
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Kao’s Self-Directed Learning Model 

 
  
 Figure 6: Kao’s Self-Directed Learning Model 
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In order to implement this Kao’s self-directed learning model effectively, the 

following procedures should be considered.  

First of all, trigger states are foundation of transformative learning and change in life.  

Adult learners like university instructors are highly motivated to grow academically and 

professionally by trigger states which are developed from some real life situations.  Those 

trigger states can be either positive or negative (Goldsmith & Reiter, 2015).  Based on the 

findings, the positive trigger states can be developed from both the positive and negative life 

situations.  Positive trigger states which can be developed from positive real life situations 

include: good role models the people live and work with; parents’ teaching, advice and model 

can be positive real life situations that develop positive triggers; Buddhist teaching and a 

passion for teaching are also positive life situations that can develop positive triggers; 

however, poverty, suffering and bad experiences in life, and blames and looking down on 

from or by other people are negative real life situations which can also develop positive 

trigger states which encourage and motivate adults to learn new things and transform their 

life for the better.  

Next, the trigger states intrinsically motivate an individual to think of ultimate goals 

to be achieved in life.  Some people can keep learning and growing toward those ultimate 

goals they have set although it is a long way to go.  However, in the Cambodian context and 

other similar contexts, setting short-term academic and career goals to be achieved is a good 

alternative for adults who have some problems with their income, working conditions, and 

full family responsibilities.  When one short-term goal is achieved, they can set the next step 

short-term goals to be achieved.  They can move on the same pattern until they can finally 

achieve their ultimate academic and career goals.  It may take them a longer period of time to 

achieve their ultimate goals compared to the people who have sufficient financial support, 

and have no family responsibilities to be handled.   
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Then, in order to reach any of their goals set, the adult learners should adopt the 

personal principle of being the masters of themselves because no one will control and 

supervise their learning and working.  They have to be their own bosses, as they are learning 

and working for themselves.  If they cannot learn well and do a good job, they are the ones 

who will receive bad consequence of their own thoughts and actions.  Therefore, in order to 

be the masters of themselves, they should practice these personal qualities including self-

responsibility, self-discipline, diligence or hard work, high commitment, patience, persistence 

and perseverance, and other personal qualities they can think of by themselves.  

Finally, after they have trigger states which intrinsically motivate them to set their 

short-term and long-term goals to be achieved, and the key personal principle of being the 

masters of themselves, they have to think about what they should do to achieve their goals.  

In this case, they have to look for self-directed learning methods that they can use and 

manage. They can use self-reflection and self-examination, apply critical thinking skills, seek 

feedback from their peers and students about their working performance, set step-by-step 

short-term goals to be achieved in order to reach the ultimate goals, continue reading 

professional literature such as job-related books and articles, try to attend further training on 

their own, plan lessons or projects regularly and effectively, and do action research in order 

to develop their competency, skills and self-confidence so that they are able to do the job 

more effectively, efficiently and productively.  Remember that in order to use any of these 

self-directed learning methods effectively and productively to achieve their goals, adult 

learners must continually be the masters of themselves by practicing those personal qualities 

mentioned above.   
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter consists of a summary of the research questions and research 

methodology, a synthesis of new theories developed, and recommendations.   

This phenomenological study tried to explore what personal qualities the university 

instructors have to intrinsically motivate themselves to grow professionally, and in what way 

the university instructors use self-directed learning methods to develop teaching 

professionalism in the Cambodian context.  To answer these two research questions, data 

were collected from September 2017 to May 2018 from 18 participants who were university 

instructors working in 15 public and private universities in Phnom Penh city by interviewing 

and collecting some printed documents.  Generic qualitative and constant comparative 

methods of data analysis were adopted due to the fact that the data analysis process was 

running after several interviews were conducted and some follow-up data collection activities 

were still conducted to get more meaningful data about the study phenomena.  The data were 

transcribed, coded and organized under themes and sub-themes, and they were analyzed.   

Conclusion  

According to the findings and discussion, setting up short-term goals and reaching 

them one after another is a good way that motivates the university instructors to reach their 

ultimate career goals in the end in the Cambodian context and other similar contexts where 

teachers’ salaries are still low, teacher professional development fund and programs are 

irregularly available, monitoring and evaluation system is still weak, staff retaining policy 

and mechanism are not in place, financial and human capital resources are limited, 

equipment, technology, and teaching materials are limited.  Whilst school teachers and 

university instructors are poorly paid, they have to take a few important roles including 
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working as instructors, make adequate incomes for their families, take care of their children, 

and upgrade their higher education and career development.  They need to have a balance 

between all those responsibilities, as they do not want to succeed in one thing but fail in the 

other things.   

In order to have such a balance, they have to practice a step-by-step approach to 

setting up short-term goals to be achieved although they realize that it could take them a long 

time to reach their ultimate career goals in the end.  When one short-term goal is achieved, 

they set up another short-term goal; when they reach the second goal, they set up the third 

goal; and they continue doing the same way till their ultimate career goals are finally 

achieved.  Based on the findings, the majority of the respondents had started their teaching 

from either a primary or secondary school.  They then have continued upgrading themselves 

step by step along the way while taking other responsibilities mentioned earlier. In the end, 

those people could become qualified university instructors.  

Based on the above discussion, role models, parents’ teaching and advice, Buddhist 

teaching and influence, poverty, suffering and bad experiences the respondents have faced, 

intention to avoid blame from their superiors and to avoid being looked down on by 

colleagues and neighbors, a passion for teaching, and so forth have become trigger states, 

which are strong spirit conditions that are permanently internalized in someone’s mind from 

an initial time when those things occurred.  Those trigger states intrinsically motivate and 

inspire those university instructors to continue growing and teaching professionally.  An 

individual instructor could be intrinsically motivated by one trigger state, or multiple trigger 

states.  Those trigger states could appear one after another, and could be old and new ones.  

Those trigger states are like renewable energy that makes an engine work all the time.  

When those university instructors are intrinsically motivated and inspired to continue 

to grow further, they have to uphold a principle or an attitude of being the masters of 
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themselves in order to succeed in what they are doing to reach their short-term and long-term 

career goals.  In the Cambodian context and other similar contexts, as far as teaching 

professionalism is concerned, being a master of oneself is the only personal principle that 

determines an individual instructors’ success in their education development and teaching 

professionalism.  In order to be the masters of themselves, the instructors must have these 

several important personal qualities which include being self-responsible for their own 

physical actions, verbal speech and mental thoughts; being self-disciplined so that they could 

get things done efficiently and effectively; being diligent and highly committed to what they 

are doing; and being patient, persistent and persevering in things they are doing, as nothing 

could be succeeded easily without any great effort, energy, patience and persistence.  

When people are the masters of themselves, they are able to succeed in their wealth, 

careers and in life in both, the third world context and the developed world context.  In the 

developing world contexts, where proper systems are not in place, resources are limited, and 

workers have poor attitude, if teachers and other workers are not the masters of themselves, 

they will not do their best, not be self-responsible for what they are doing, saying and 

thinking, not be self-disciplined, not be hard-working and committed to their profession and 

further education development, not be patient, persistent and persevering in overcoming 

challenges and problems occurred to achieve their goals when no much technical and 

financial support is given by the institutions and other external sources.  In other words, when 

the workers are not intrinsically motivated, they will not definitely act as the masters of 

themselves, and as a result, they cannot ensure their success and achievement of their 

ultimate career goals.   

Nevertheless, in the developed contexts where many good systems are in place, 

sufficient financial and human resources are available, and technology is so advanced, and 

extrinsic motivators are provided some university instructors and teachers may still become 
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education professionals even though they are not the masters of themselves because whether 

they want to learn and grow further or not, those good supporting systems and the resources 

they have would encourage and push them to grow.  Moreover, if the instructors or workers 

are the masters of themselves, they may even lead in terms of teaching professionalism or 

other professions, as they have been intrinsically motivated to grow and become professional 

in addition to receiving a great deal of support from the effective existing operating systems 

and resources available for them.  It means that they have all, positive attitude of being the 

masters of themselves, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation which refer to various 

external supports from the systems and institutions. Consequently, the instructors or workers 

can even become education professionals or other professionals more easily in the developed 

contexts than the ones in the developing countries.   

Being a master of oneself is the only powerful personal principle that could be 

implemented by individual instructors who wish to grow scholarly, professionally, financially 

and even peacefully because when they are the masters of themselves, they must know well 

that they are the only owners and the only bosses of themselves, of their own mental 

thoughts, of their own physical actions, and verbal speeches (Bhikkhu, 2010).  They also own 

and manage their feelings of success or failure, feelings of excitement and pain to maintain 

peace in themselves in the end.  When the workers are the masters of themselves, they have 

been highly, intrinsically motivated to do things they are supposed to do. When they are 

intrinsically motivated, they will do things effectively and thoroughly to succeed.  Other 

extrinsic motivators may not be necessarily needed because their intrinsic motivation is more 

powerful (Adair, 2006; Hardré, 2012; Killen, 2003; Knowles & Associates, 1984; Merriam et 

al., 2007; Wong & Wong, 2009).  In the Cambodian context, if the workers become the 

masters of themselves, they would be able to learn, discover and grow more scholarly and 
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professionally.  Otherwise, it is less likely for them to continue to grow and develop their 

career further.  

As far as intrinsic motivation is concerned, according to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

theory, the people whose ultimate goal is to be wealthy will be extrinsically motivated and 

able to reach level three of the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs pyramid because they never 

satisfy their greed.  In other words, they usually feel that they will never have enough wealth.  

If they have ten million US dollars, they will definitely want to make twenty million US 

dollars.  Their greed will go on and on.  However, according to the research findings and 

discussion above, for the people whose ultimate goal is to achieve life integrity, respect, 

personal growth and self-fulfillments, they will be more likely to be intrinsically motivated to 

do their job and to grow further and further without an end.  Their intrinsic motivation has 

been developed from the first, second or third stage of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs where 

trigger states started to exist while those biological and psychological needs, safety needs and 

belongingness and love needs had not been satisfied yet.  Most of those respondents have 

been intrinsically motivated to reach high prestige needs (level four) and self-actualization 

needs (level five) by the trigger states formed by poverty, difficult experiences they had, good 

role models they had, their parents’ influence, Buddhist influence, and having a passion for 

teaching.  After they could reach those top two levels of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, 

they could make more satisfactory incomes, and fulfill all the needs at all the five levels of 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory.   

Regarding self-directed learning methods, it appears that although all the respondents 

have used a variety of self-directed learning methods to grow scholarly and professionally,  

self-reflection method emerges as the most practical in the Cambodian context and probably 

other similar contexts for individual’s life-long learning purpose and professional growth due 

to the fact that it could be done and managed independently by themselves within their 
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comfort zone, at their own time, resources and pace.  When the instructors reflect on 

themselves and their own teaching, they can reflect on their physical actions, verbal speeches, 

and mental thoughts before, during and after their teaching (Bhikkhu, 2010) to see what 

strengths and weaknesses they have for further improvement.  During the reflection period, 

they have to critically think, analyze, make better decisions on further action plans to be 

taken.  Reflection before and after teaching involves lesson planning because during the 

lesson planning period, the instructors have to think critically and constructively of what, 

how and why things happened in the previous lesson and what, how and why things should 

happen in the next lesson.  While reflection during teaching, the instructors can think of other 

options or possible flexibilities to what they have already planned so that the lessons can be 

more interesting, challenging, and fun for the learners.  They could also reflect on their own 

speech, attitude and behaviors during teaching in order to improve what they found as their 

weaknesses (Bhikkhu, 2010).  

Moreover, other self-directed learning methods such as setting step-by-step academic 

and career goals to be achieved, reading books and electronic materials related to instructors’ 

own profession, conducting classroom action research, attending further training programs, 

conferences and seminars within their own initiatives, interests and budget, seeking feedback 

from students and colleagues, and other self-directed learning methods also help support 

them to grow professionally.  The instructors can choose their own favorite self-directed 

learning methods according to their own interests, available resources and time.  These self-

directed learning methods can be used and monitored by any individual who wishes to grow 

scholarly and professionally in their careers within their own great interests and intrinsic 

motivation without any external pressure.  In the Cambodian context, the workers who are 

intrinsically motivated to grow scholarly and professionally with any or most of those self-

directed learning methods have to act as the masters of themselves.  To be the masters of 
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themselves, they should use all their potential to manage and be highly self-responsible for 

their own education and career development, be self-disciplined, diligent, highly committed, 

patient, persistent and persevering in their attempt to reach their career goals.  

Based on the above discussion, Mezirow’s (2009) 10 stages of transformative learning 

process strongly support adults’ transformative learning in the Cambodian context although 

those ten steps are not applied in the same order of the original stages of Mezirow’s 

transformative learning process.  Different steps of Mezirow’s transformative learning 

process could be applied in each of the self-directed learning methods found in this study.  In 

other words, in one self-directed learning method, the university instructors can at least use 

two steps of Mezirow’s transformative learning process.  Therefore, those self-directed 

learning methods found in this study could be practically reliable and applied in the 

Cambodian context and other similar contexts by the university instructors who are highly 

committed to growing academically and professionally.   

In the Cambodian context and other similar contexts, strengthening, developing and 

improving ones’ own personal qualities, education, and career by themselves is the most 

effective and practical way of transformative learning (Mezirow, 1991, 2009) which could be 

managed, controlled, and enjoyed by themselves using their own great interests, internal 

motivation, potential, mental thoughts, resources and time.  The ones who wish to grow 

scholarly and professionally in these difficult contexts cannot wait for external support which 

is not sufficiently provided or available.  Starting from oneself and being a master of oneself 

are mostly aligned with and well-supported by the Buddhist philosophical perspective, which 

puts a great emphasis on strengthening an individual’s inner-self quality, values, morale and 

peace in order to transform and build a better person, a better community, a better nation, and 

the better world (Wisadavet, 2003).    
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Recommendations 

This section contains recommendations for practice, institutional policy, and further 

research.  

Recommendations for Practice 

Kao’s self-directed learning model.  The new theory developed from the  

research findings contribute to the development of the self-directed learning model which 

could be beneficial for the university instructors who would like to become education 

professionals in the Cambodian context and other similar contexts where a lot of external 

factors do not sufficiently support them to develop their teaching professionalism.  If the 

university instructors wish to grow professionally, this self-directed learning model may help 

them to achieve it.  

Being a master of oneself.  In the field of education, being a master of oneself is  

a kind of personal principle or attitude which should be promoted among teachers, university 

instructors, non-school administrators so that they can keep developing their career and work 

more efficiently, effectively and productively.  Children and students at all school levels 

should be taught how to be the masters of themselves so that they could become more 

responsible and qualified citizens in the future.  Furthermore, being a master of oneself can 

also be applied for other people in other fields because at any working environment, every 

leader or manager always wants their workers to be self-responsible, self-disciplined, 

diligent, highly committed to their jobs, and productive.  If the workers are the masters of 

themselves, their bosses will not have any headache in managing them, and their companies 

or organizations will continually grow further.  

Self-reflection.  HEIs should encourage instructors to do more self-reflection on  

their own teaching so that they can plan future lessons more effectively for more productive 

teaching performance.  They can also share their best practice with other colleagues to 
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improve their teaching and learning quality.  Self-reflection can also be applied in other fields 

apart from education.  Workers can reflect on their strengths and weaknesses of their work 

performance as well as on good and bad personalities, attitudes and behaviors so that they can 

improve themselves and their own work performance.  Moreover, even leaders can do their 

own self-reflection on their leadership and performance.  By doing self-reflection, they can 

learn a great deal to improve their knowledge, working competency and professionalism.  

Reading professional literature.  HEIs should provide adequate professional  

books to the instructors to encourage them to read more to build their reading habits.  

Therefore, the library should be better supplied with those necessary educational materials so 

that they are available for the instructors to use.  For other people who work in other fields 

can also read relevant professional materials to improve their knowledge and professional 

careers, as reading can be applied very easily by any individual if he or she is willing to learn 

and grow professionally.  

Action research.  University professional development policy should require every  

instructor to conduct action research annually.  Some rewards should be encouraged for the 

instructors who have met the annual action research requirement to motivate them further.  

However, if university instructors are willing to grow professionally, they will definitely start 

doing by themselves without any external reward.  

Furthermore, this self-directed learning model could also be applied by other people 

who intentionally plan to grow professionally in their careers, as professionals of any career 

share trigger states and motivation, similar personal qualities and personal principles.    

Recommendations for Institutional Policy 

Based on this self-directed learning model, HEIs in Cambodia and other similar 

contexts could develop a policy that encourages and supports university instructors who 

could grow professionally on their own using a self-directed learning approach that could be 
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more sustainable and manageable by any individual university instructor while external 

motivators and support are still limited.   

Recommendations for Further Research 

It would be more helpful if further studies could be conducted to investigate more 

findings to the following questions: 

 How do extrinsic motivation and intrinsic motivation influence one another? 

 Is a person with one trigger state more intrinsically motivated than the other with 

multiple trigger states or vice versa?  

 Will Kao’s self-directed learning model be reliable if more respondents are surveyed 

and observed? 
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APPENDICES    

APPENDIX A: THE RESEARCHER’S PERSPECTIVE 

  
 I am the seventh child of a nuclear family of nine siblings. I am the child who has the 
highest education in the family. I started attending a primary school when I was nine years 
old. I did not do well at all at school at that time. I could not read and write Khmer when one 
of my uncles put me in grade 11 at a primary school (the old Cambodian school system) 
which is equal to grade 2 of the current Cambodian primary school system. I was badly 
beaten with a stick by my Buddhist monk teacher because I could not do most of the school 
assignments and exercises in class. Then, I decided not to attend classes for the last several 
weeks without letting my parents know at all before the Khmer Rouge took over Lun Nol’s 
regime in April 1975. I hated school at that time, and I was so happy when all the schools 
were closed because I did not feel guilty about cutting classes anymore.   
 During Pol Pot regime from 1975 to 1979 all schools, hospitals and government 
offices were closed nationwide. In 1976 in the area where I lived, some children and I were 
taught by a youth who was my group chief for an hour a day under a tree during a lunch 
break. I became very active and worked so hard. I started to read, write basic words, and do 
basic mathematic exercises. My teacher at that time did not hit children because he was not 
allowed to punish the children. I learned very fast and felt that I wanted to come back to 
school again. Unfortunately, the lessons went on for about two months during the rice harvest 
season.  
 After Pol Pot’s regime was toppled from power in 1979, schools were reopened with 
too few school resources. However, both children and teachers were highly motivated to 
learn and teach. I started from grade 1 again and studied two grades per year. I worked very 
hard and became a very good student. I dreamed about being a medical doctor at that time. I 
passed a Lower Secondary School National Exam in 1985 with great pride.  
 Due to limited resources, teachers and classes available for all the Lower Secondary 
School graduates, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS) during the 
communist regime (1980s), set up an Upper Secondary School Entrance Exam in order to 
select a certain number of students to continue their Upper Secondary School education.  
Meanwhile, the Lower Secondary School Teacher Training Exam was organized immediately 
earlier before the Upper Secondary School Entrance Exam to select a small number of best 
Lower Secondary School graduates to be trained for three years (7+3 teacher training 
formula) to teach students at Lower Secondary schools. I made a very bad decision on taking 
the Lower Secondary School Teacher Training Exam in order to measure my capacity for the 
Upper Secondary School Entrance Exam. I thought that if I could pass the Lower Secondary 
School Teacher Training Exam which appeared to be tougher than the Upper Secondary 
School Entrance Exam, I would definitely be able to pass the Upper Secondary School 
Entrance Exam easily. I did very well and passed the Lower Secondary School Teacher 
Training Exam.  I was so excited and proud of my capacity and hoped that I could pass the 
Upper Secondary School Entrance Exam easily.  
 About half an hour later after an announcement of the results of the Lower Secondary 
School Teacher Training Exam, the announcer of the exam results said that the students who 
had passed the Lower Secondary School Teacher Training Exam were not allowed to take the 
Upper Secondary School Entrance Exam. At that time, my excitement became a very 
shocking and disappointing moment. My dream was meaningless. I was crying for days. I felt 
that it was my greatest failure in my life, as I could not continue my further education to 
make my dream come true.   
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I was running to Phnom Penh to look for a school which could accept me to continue 
my study, but no school accepted me at all due to strict regulations. Then, I went back to 
Pursat province to look for a place to continue my study, but no school accepted me either 
due to strict administration procedures during the communist period. Finally, I decided to 
attend the three-year Lower Secondary School Teacher Training program in Battambang 
Regional Teacher Training Center (RTTC). Otherwise, I had to work as a policeman, soldier, 
or other office job available at Battambang province. At the beginning of the training 
program, I could not do well because I was unmotivated to take that teacher training program. 
I felt very bad for not doing well at school because it was against my life principles, my 
philosophy, and my personal qualities at that time.   

Several months later I started thinking again about my future. I thought I could not let 
my weak performance at school go on, as I used to be a very active and hard-working student 
in the past. I decided to attend non-formal education program in the evenings so that I could 
take the National Upper Secondary School Exam later on. I thought a certificate of the 
National Upper Secondary School would open my door for further higher education. I also 
took private English lessons for several years to improve my English language proficiency. In 
1991, I took the National Upper Secondary School Exam and passed it.  

Then, I started to join an in-service Secondary School English Language Teacher 
Training Program funded by the British Government for a year at Battambang province. Due 
to my outstanding performance and best achievement, I was fortunately selected to study in 
England for six months in 1995. My life has changed since then. I have decided to work 
much harder both academically and professionally. I changed a few working places, and 
finally I have been working for Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia for the last decade.  

Due to my experience, I turned a threat of low pay to be an opportunity to grow 
further. I was wondering whether I could earn a good living and be respectful if I could 
become a professional in the field of education. Then, I started to dedicate my life to my 
teaching career. I had kept working very hard with such low pay from the government when I 
was working as a public school teacher and English language teacher trainer. I have finally 
been successful and able to make adequate living from my teaching career. Therefore, only 
dedication and ongoing commitment to hard work and professional development enabled me 
to get rid of poverty and to gain better respect from my students and coworkers. 

To make an individual move on the right path of professional development, I believe 
that internal or intrinsic motivation plays a crucial role in this. It is quite obvious that those 
who become professionals must have their own magic reasons to develop themselves. Those 
reasons may vary from professional development for better teaching wages, better social 
status, and better academic status to building up and developing the nation. Without any 
internal motivation and inspiration, an individual teacher cannot dedicate his or her life to the 
professional development, and as a result, he or she cannot become an education professional. 

Based on my teaching and working experience, I strongly believe that my intrinsic 
motivation, positive attitude toward my education and career development and critical 
thinking are keys for my own success. In addition, my personal qualities such as strong 
responsibility for my job, self-discipline, hard-work and high commitment, and persistence 
that I have greatly contribute to my education and career success. I have never cared about 
how other colleagues have worked and listened to what they have badly said about their work 
and what I have been doing because I have my own career goal to be achieved in life.     
 Regarding my career development, I have been very confident that I can grow further 
on my own, as I know myself better than others. I strongly believe that good quality of 
education starts from an individual who is myself. If I am good and qualified, I can make my 
students learn better and become better citizens. I think that the majority of my students I 
have taught admired my teaching which has influenced their lives a great deal for the better. 
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In order to prove my teaching professionalism, I have received grade A’s from most of the 
students’ evaluation surveys. I have been acting as a role model for my students so far 
because I believe that at least some of my students will adopt my model for their students and 
children in the future.    
 As far as my career development is concerned, I have used a few favorite self-directed 
learning methods such as self-reflection, reading some professional literature, and classroom 
action research from which a lot of critical thinking and analytical skills have been applied, a 
lot of planning has been made, a lot of new actions and applications have been carried out to 
see how things work.  
 I have been enjoying the way I have developed my own education and career, and the 
way I have been doing my work so far. I am not tired of my teaching and teacher training yet. 
I hope I can move on and achieve my next career goal in the near future.  
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APPENDIX B: CRITERIA FOR SELECTING REPONDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN 
PhD RESEARCH 

 
My name is Kao Sophal, the PhD candidate. I am going to conduct my PhD research 
entitled “Self-Directed Learning Approach to Developing Teaching Professionalism”. 
Could you please kindly nominate your instructor/colleague who meets at least five 
criteria of each of the two areas below to participate in this research? 
Name of instructor: _______________________________, Sex:___________  

His/her telephone: ________________________________________________ 

His/her E-mail:  _________________________________________________ 

I. Personal Qualities 
What five personal qualities do you think your instructor/colleague has regarding his/her 
career and professional development? Please check those five qualities that the above 
instructor has: 

□a)-positive attitude toward a career and professional development;  
□b)-having a clear vision;  
□c)-having both, short & long-term goals;  
□d)-being motivating and inspiring;  
□e)-self-discipline;  
□f)-responsibility & accountability;  
□g)-high commitment & hard work;  
□h)-persistence;  
□i)-curiosity & enthusiastic;  
□j)-having a passion for teaching; 
□k)-having personal career and life principles;  
□l)-life-long learning commitment; and 
□m)-triggers  

II. Self-Directed Learning Methods 
 What self-directed learning methods do you think your instructor/colleague has used so far 

to keep developing his/her knowledge and teaching career? Please check five methods 
your instructor has used: 

□a)-self-analysis  
□b)-doing self-reflection 
□c)-critical thinking;   
□d)-good model: learning from a good model; being a role model for others 
□e)-reading professional literature 
□f)-applying theories in the real teaching situation 
□g)-observing other teachers teach  
□h)-sharing pedagogical information with other teachers 
□i)-keeping a teaching diary or journal 
□j)-seeking student feedback 
□k)-planning effective lessons  
□ l)-self-development through further study 
□m)-classroom action research 
□n)-research 
□o)-attending workshops, seminars, and conferences with personal interests 
□p)-presenting papers at workshops, seminars and conferences 
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APPENDIX C: ENGLISH INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR UNIVERSITY 
INSTRUCTORS 

 

I. Demographic Background 

Education 

1. Could you please describe your educational history briefly, especially from the 

undergraduate studies till now?    

 

Career 

2. Could you please describe your job history briefly?  (Asking for a copy of CV for 

more details) 

3. How long have you been teaching?  

4. What is your specialized area?  

 

II. Motivation 

5. Who has motivated you the most? (Yourself, your parents, teachers/mentors, senior 
colleagues, friends, neighbors, family?) 

6. What has highly motivated you to grow the most so far?  
6a. Or why have you become a hard-working, highly committed, and responsible 
teacher? (Triggers: poverty, parents’ advice and teaching, belief in doing good 
receiving good, ill words of others?) 
6b. How have you motivated yourself to grow and work effectively? 

6c. How do you compare your own motivation to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs?  

6d. Do you think that in your real situation you moved from one step to another from  

the bottom (level 1) to the top (level 5) of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, or you 

have done differently? Please explain your practice in more details. 

6e. Do you think that you’re good at motivating and inspiring others such as your   

       students? How? 

 

III. Personal Qualities 

7. What personal qualities do you think you have regarding your career and professional 

development?   

a)-positive attitude toward a career and professional development 

Qa: How do you see your teaching career and the way you develop it? Helpful or  

       unhelpful? Good or bad for you? 

b)-having a clear vision and long-term goals 

Qb1: What is your ultimate long-term goal of success in life and a career? (financial  

         gain, good health and living, respects, fame and honor, position, professional  

        integrity?) 

Qb2: What is your academic vision and long-term academic goal? And long-term  

         career vision and goal?  

c)-setting step-by-step short-term goals 

 Qc: How have you set your academic and career goals? Have you set one short-term  

                   goal a time?  
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d)-core values 

 Qd: What are your core values of your career and its development? 

e)-having personal career and life principles 

 Qe: What are your main principles for your career and life? 

f)-ethical conduct (new) 

 Qf: How important is ethical conduct to you as a teacher? How did you practice it? 

g)-self-discipline 

 Qg: Do you think you have been self-disciplined with your learning and career?  

h)-responsibility   

 Qh1: How much have you cared about your own learning and your students so far? 

Qh2: In our context, do we rely much on ourselves (our own responsibility for  

                   what we do) or others or external factors when we want to become successful in   

      what we do? 

i)-diligence and high commitment   

 Qi: What examples could you give regarding your hard work and commitment to it? 

j)-persistence;  

 Qj: Have you ever thought of giving up learning and your work? Why? Why not? 

k)-curiosity & enthusiastic 

 Qk: Have you been enjoying learning?  

l)-having passion for teaching 

 Ql: Have you enjoyed teaching? Did you sometimes feel bored with your teaching?  

m)- life-long learning commitment 

 Qm: When do you think you will stop learning? Why? Why not? 

 

8. Which are your three most important qualities that encourage you to keep growing    

professionally? 

 

IV. Self-Directed Learning Methods 

9.Do you know what self-directed learning method is?  

10. What self-directed learning methods have you used so far to keep learning new     

 knowledge and skills for your career?   

a)-self-analysis  

 Qa: Have you ever evaluated your strengths and weaknesses regarding your career  

          and self-development? 

b)-self-reflection on teaching activities 

 Qb: Have you ever done your own self-reflection on your own lessons both during  

          and after class? 

c)-critical thinking skills to solve teaching and learning problems 

 Qc: Have you ever had any problems related to your teaching and learning? How did  

          you solve them? 

d)-learning from a good model  

 Qd: Have you looked at anyone as your role model? Who were they? (parents, family  

         members, teachers, colleagues, famous figures?) 

e)-being a role model for others 
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 Qe: How about being a role model for others (students, colleagues, family)? Have  

         you ever done that? How? 

f)-further reading 

 Qf: Have you read a lot so far? What did you read? How, when and where did you  

         read them?   

g)- applying theories in the real teaching situation 

Qg: Can you give me some examples of techniques, approaches, methods or strategies  

          you have applied in your classes? 

h)-observing other teachers teach 

 Qh: Have you ever observed other teachers teach? What did you do after your  

         observation? How did you learn from your classroom observations?   

i)-sharing pedagogical information with other teachers 

 Qi: Have you ever discussed and shared some teaching experiences, techniques, etc.  

        with your colleagues? How did you do that?  

j)-keeping a teaching diary or journal 

 Qj: Have you kept your teaching diary or journal? How did you do it? 

k)-seeking students’ feedback 

 Qk: Have you ever asked your students to give feedback on your own teaching? How?  

         How did you feel? 

l)-plan effective lessons 

 Ql: Have you planned lessons regularly? How? Did you learn a lot from your lesson  

         preparation?  

 m)-self-development through further study 

 Qm: Are you going to continue your further studies for other higher degrees? How  

         will you do it? 

n)-classroom action research 

 Qn: Do you know what classroom action is? Have you ever done it either formally or  

         informally? How? Did you learn anything new from it?  

o)-research 

 Qo: Have you ever conducted any research? Did you learn any new thing from it? 

p)-attending workshops, seminars, and conferences with your personal interests 

 Qp: Have you attended any workshops, seminars, and conferences with your own  

         interests? Did you learn any new thing from them? How? 

q)-presenting papers at workshops, seminars and conferences 

 Qq: Have you ever presented any papers at workshops, seminars, and conferences?    

         What did you present? Did you learn any new thing from them? How? 

 

11. What are your three most favorite methods you have used so far?   
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APPENDIX D: KHMER INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS 

សណួំរស��ប់កិច�ស�� សន៍�មយួ���� �រ��កលវិទ�លយ័ 

I. ពត�៌ន�� ល់ខ�ួន 

�រអបរ់ ំ

1. សូមេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�េរ�ប�ប់ព�ីបវត�ៃិន�រសិក�របស់ខ�ួន �ពិេសស�ប់ពី�រសិក��� ក់បរ�ិ� ប�័ត រហូតមក

ដលេ់ពលបច�ុប�ន�។ 

វិ�� ជីវៈ 

2. េតីេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ��ចេរ�ប�បពី់�បវត�ិ�រ�រ�ត�សៗ�នេទ? (េតីខ�ុ ំ�ចសំុ CV មួយច�ប់�នេទ?) 

3. េតីេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ��នបេ�ង�នរយៈេពល�បែហលប៉ុ�� ន�� មំកេហយី? 

4. េតីេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ��នជំ�ញេលីែផ�ក�ក�ុងវសិយ័អបរ់?ំ 

II. �រជ�ម�ញទកឹចតិ� 

5. េតីនរ��� កជ់�ម�ញេលីកទឹកចិត�េ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�េ�ចីន�ងេគ? (ខ�ួនឯង ��ព��ល �គ�បេ�ង�ន អ�ករួម

�រ�រ មិត�ភក�ិ អ�កជិត�ង ស�ជិក�គ��រ?) 

6. េតីអ�ីែដលជ�ម�ញេលីកទឹកចិត�េ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�ឲ��ន�រអភិវឌ�ខ�ួនឯង�េរ�ងរហូតមក? 

6A.  ឬ មូលេហតុអ�ី ែ ដ លេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន ��យ�អ�ក អប់រំែ ដ ល� បឹងែ � បងេធ��រ �ន �រ�ងំច តិ�

ខ �ស  ់ន ងិ�រទ ទ ួលខ ុ ស � ត�វ ?  ( គ ន �ឹះ ៖  � ព � ក ី � ក  ដ បូំ� � ន  ន ងិ�របេ� ង�ន របស ់់ឳ ព ុ ក �� យ ជ េំន �េ�

េល�រ�ងល�ទ ទ ួល�ន ល� � ក �ស ដំ ី�� ក ក ព់ ីអ�ក ដ ៃទ ? ) 

6B .  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �ជ � ម�ញ ខ �ួន ឯ ងឲ ��ន � ព រីក ច េ� មន  ន ងិេធ�ក ចិ ��រេ�យ�ន � បស ទិ �ិ� ព �មវ ធីិ

�?  

6C .  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �េ� ប�បេធ�បវ ធីិជ � ម�ញ េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ខ �ួន ឯ ង�មួយ M a s lo w 's  H ie ra rch y  o f N e e d s  

ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  

6D .  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �គ តិ� េ�ក �ុង�លៈេទ ស ៈ�ក ែ់ ស �ង េ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន ឆ �ងព ីជ �ំ ន មួយេ�

ជ �ំ ន មួយេទ �ត ព ីេ� �ម ( ក � មតិទ ី ១ ) េ�� ងេល ( ក � មតិទ ី៥ ) ៃន  M a s lo w 's  H ie ra rc h y  o f N e e d s  

ឬក េ៏� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �េធ�េផ �ងព ីេន ះ ?  ស ូមេធ��របក ��យ�រអន ុវ ត�របស ខ់ �ួន ឲ ��ន លម�ិត។ 

 ( s h o w  th e  ch a rt o f M a s lo w 's  H ie ra rc h y  o f N e e d s  to  th e  re spo nd e nts) 

6E.  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �គ តិ�ខ �ួន ឯ ងព ូែ ក ជ � ម�ញ  ន ងិេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�អ�ក ដ ៃទ  ដ ូច �ក ូន ស សិ �ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េត

េធ�ដ ូច េម�ច ?  

III. គណុសម�ត��ិ� ល់ខ�នួ 

7. េតីេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�គិត�ខ�ួនឯង�នគុណសម�ត�ិ�� ល់ខ�ួន (personal qualities) អ�ីខ�ះ�ក់ទងនឹង�រ�រ 

និង �រអភិវឌ��ជីពរបសេ់�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�? 

 A.  �ក ប�ក រិិ� វ ជិ ��ន ច េំ� ះ �រ�រ ន ងិ�រអភិវ ឌ��ជ ីព  

Qa : េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �យល់ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រច េំ� ះ �ជ ីព �អ�ក អប់រំរបស ខ់ �ួន  ន ងិវ ធីិអភិវ ឌ��ជ ីព  

របស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �?  េត��ន � បេ� ជ ន  ៍ឬមនិ �ន � បេ� ជ ន ?៍  ល� ឬ�� ក ក ស់ � �ប់េ� ក  � គ �/

អ�ក � គ �?  
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 B .  �ន ច ក �ុវ ិស យ័ច �ស �់ ស  ់ន ងិេ�លេ� ែ វ ង�� យ 

Qb 1 :េតេ�លេ� ែ វ ង�� យដ ធ៏ំរបស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �ស � �ប់� ព េ�គ ជ យ័ក �ុងជ ីវ តិ ន ងិ�ជ ីព �អ�ី?  

( �រទ ទ ួល�ន � ភស �រៈ ស ុ ខ � ព  ន ងិ�ររស េ់�ល� �រេ�រព  េក រ��េ� � ះ  ន ងិក តិ�ិយស  មុខ  

តែំ ណ ង ស ច �ៈ� ព ៃន វ �ិ�ជ ីវ ៈ? ) 

Qb 2 :េតច ក �ុវ ិស យ័ ន ងិេ�លេ� ែ វ ង�� យៃន �រស កិ �របស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��អ�ី ?  េហយច ក �ុវ ិស យ័ 

ន ងិេ�លេ� ែ វ ង�� យៃន �ជ ីព �អ�ី?  

 C .  �រក ណំ តេ់�លេ� រយៈេព លខ �ីព ីមួយជ �ំ ន េ�មួយជ �ំ ន  

Qc:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �េធ��រក ណំ តេ់�លេ� ក �ុង�រស កិ � ន ងិ�ជ ីព ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/  

អ�ក � គ � �ន េធ��រក ណំ តេ់�លេ� រយៈេព លខ �ីមួយម�ងៗ ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

  D .  គ ុ ណ តៃម� 

 Qd :េតគ ុណ តៃម�របស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �េ�េល�ជ ីព របស ខ់ �ួន  ន ងិ�រអភិវ ឌ�គ ឺ�អ�ីខ �ះ ?  

  E.  �រ�ន េ�ល�រណ ស៍ � �ប់�ជ ីព � � លខ់ �ួន  ន ងិេ�ល�រណ ជ៍ ីវ តិ 

 Qe :េតេ��រណ ច៍ បំងស � �ប់�ជ ីព  ន ងិជ ីវ តិរបស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន អ�ី ខ �ះ ?  

  F .  � ក �មស ីលធមវ៍ �ិ�ជ ីវ ៈ 

Qf:េត�រ� ប�ន �់ �ប់ន ូវ � ក មស ីលធមវ៍ �ិ�ជ ីវ ៈ ក �ុង� ម�អ�ក អប់រំ�ន �រៈស �ំ ន �់ ៉ ង�ែ ដ រ

ស � �ប់េ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �អន ុវ ត��ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  

  G .  �រ�ន វ និ យ័� � លខ់ �ួន  

Qg :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �គ តិ��ន វ និ យ័� � លខ់ �ួន ែ ដ រឬេទ េ�ក �ុង�រស កិ � ន ងិ�ជ ីព របស ខ់ �ួន ?  

  H .  �រទ ទ ួលខ ុស � ត�វ  

Qh 1 :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន � � យខ �លអ់ពំ ី�រស កិ �របស ់ខ �ួន  ន ងិស សិ �របស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ � ដ ូច

េម�ច ែ ដ រ�េរ�ងរហូតមក ?  

Qh 2 :េ�ក �ុងបរិបទ របស េ់យង េតេយងព ងឹ� ក េ់�េលខ �ួន ឯ ង� �ំងែ ដ រឬេទ  ( �រទ ទ ួលខ ុ ស � ត�វ របស ់

ខ �ួន ឯ ងស � �ប់អ�ីែ ដ លេយងេធ�) ឬក ព៏ ងឹ� ក េ់�េលអ�ក ដ ៃទ  ឬក �� ព ី� ងេ� � េផ �ងៗ  េ�េព ល

ែ ដ លេយងច ង់ទ ទ ួល�ន � ព េ�គ ជ យ័េ�ក �ុងអ�ី ែ ដ លេយងេធ�?  

  I .  � ព ស ក ម� ន ងិ�រេប��� ខ �ស  ់

Qi:េត�ន ឧ�ហរណ អ៍�ី ែ ដ លេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ច ប��ញ ព ី�រខ តិខ �ំ បឹងែ � បងេធ��រ ន ងិ�រ េប���

ច តិ�របស េ់� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �?  

  J.  �រតស ៊ូ 

Qj:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់គ តិ�ច ង់ឈ ប់េធ��រស កិ � ន ងិ�រ�ររបស ខ់ �ួន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេហតុអ�ី ?  

K.  �ន ច តិ�ច ង់េច ះ ច ង់ដ ងឹ ន ងិ�ន ច តិ�រីក �យច េំ� ះ អ�ីែ ដ លខ �ួន ក ពំ ុងេធ� 

 Qk:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន � ព ស ប�យរីក �យន ងឹ�រស កិ �ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

  L.  �ន ច ណំ ង់ច ណំ ូ លច តិ��ស �ច ��វ ក �ុង�របេ� ង�ន  

Ql:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន � ព ស ប�យរីក �យន ងឹ�របេ� ង�ន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់

�ន �រម�ណ ធុ៍ញ � �ន ន់ ងឹ�របេ� ង�ន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  
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  M .  �រេប��� េរ�ន ស ូ� តេព ញ មួយជ ីវ តិ 

 Qm:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �គ តិ�េព ល�ន ងឹឈ ប់េរ�ន ស ូ� ត?  េហតុអ�ី ?  

8. េតីគុណសម�ត�ិ�� ល់ខ�ួនសំ�ន់បំផុតចំនួនប ីែដលជ�ម�ញឲ�េ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�បន�អភិវឌ��ជីពរបស់ខ�ួនគឺ�នអ�ី

ខ�ះ? 

IV. វិធី��ស�ស��ប់�រសកិ��� លខ់�នួ 

9. េតីេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�ដឹង�វធីិសិក�េ�យខ�ួនឯងគឺ�អ�ីែដរឬេទ? 

10. េតីវធីិសិក�េ�យខ�ួនឯងអ�ីខ�ះ ែដលេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ��នេ�បេីដីម�បីន��រអភវិឌ��ងំចំេណះដឹង និង ជំ�ញ

េផ�ងៗស��ប�់ជីពរបសេ់�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�?  

 A.  �រេធ��រវ ិ� គ េលខ �ួន ឯ ង 

Qa : េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់វ ិ� គ េមលច ណំ ុ ច � �ំង ន ងិច ណំ ុ ច េខ �យរបស ខ់ �ួន ឯ ងែ ដ រឬេទ  �ក ទ់ ង

ន ងឹ�ជ ីព  ន ងិ�រអភិវ ឌ�ខ �ួន ឯ ង?  

 B .  �រឆ �ុះ ប�� ងំេមលខ �ួន ឯ ងេ�េលស ក ម�� ព បេ� ង�ន  

Qb :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់ឆ �ុះ ប�� ងំខ �ួន ឯ ងែ ដ រឬេទ  េ�េលេមេរ�ន របស ខ់ �ួន  �ងំេព លក ពំ ុង 

បេ� ង�ន  ន ងិប� � ប់ព ីបេ� ង�ន ច ប់មក ?  

 C .  �ន �រគ តិ� តះិ រិះ ព �ិរ�ល�ិតល�ន េ់ដ ម�ីេ�ះ ��យប��េព លបេ� ង�ន  ន ងិស កិ � 

Qc:េលេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់ជ ួបន ងឹប��អ�ី�ក ទ់ ងន ងឹ�របេ� ង�ន  ន ងិ�រស កិ �របស ់ខ �ួន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �េធ��រេ�ះ ��យ�េ�យរេប�ប�?  

  D .  �រេរ�ន ស ូ� តព ី គ រូំល�របស អ់�ក ដ ៃទ  

Qd :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់�តទ់ ុក ន រ��� ក �់គ រូំែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េត�ត�់ន រ�?  ( ឳ ព ុ ក �� យ 

ស �ជ កិ � គ ��រ � គ �បេ� ង�ន  មតិ�ភក �ិ បុគ �លែ ដ លល�ីេ� � ះ ? ) 

  E.  �រេធ��គ រូំល�ស � �ប់អ�ក ដ ៃទ  

Qe :ច ុះ �រេធ��គ រូំស � �ប់អ�ក ដ ៃទ វ ញិ  ( ស ិស � មតិ�ភក �ិ � គ ��រ)?  េតេ� ក � គ ���ប់�ន េធ��េទ  ព ីមុន

មក ?  េតេធ�ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  

  F .  �រ�ន េ� ច ន បែ ន �ម 

Qf:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន �ន េ� ច ន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន ព ីអ�ី ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ � 

�ន �ន េ�យវ ធីិ� េព ល� ន ងិេ�ទ ី�ខ �ះ ?  

  G .  អន ុវ ត�� ទ សឹ �ី ក �ុង��ន � ព បេ� ង�ន �ក ែ់ ស �ង 

Qg :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ច ផ �ល�់ឧ�ហរណ អ៍ពំ ីបេច �ក េទ ស េ�លវ ធីិ��ស � ន ងិយុទ ���ស � 

ែ ដ លេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន េ� បេ�ក �ុង�� ក េ់រ�ន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

  H .  �រអេង�តេមល� គ �ដ ៃទ េធ��របេ� ង�ន  

Qh :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់េធ��រអេង�តេមល�របេ� ង�ន របស �់ គ �ដ ៃទ ៗ ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក

� គ ��ន េធ�អ�ីខ �ះ ប� � ប់ព ី�ន អេង�តេមលេហយ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន យលដ់ ងឹអ�ីខ �ះ ប� � ប់ព ីេធ��រ

អេង�តេមល�របេ� ង�ន �ងំេ� ះ ?  

  I .  �រែ ច ក រំែ លក ព ត�៌ន គ រុេ�ស ល��មួយន ងឹ� គ �ដ ៃទ េទ �ត 
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Qi:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់េធ��រព �ិ ក � ន ងិែ ច ក រំែ លក បទ ព េិ�ធន ៃ៍ន �របេ� ង�ន  បេច �ក េទ ស  

។ល។ �មួយ� គ �រួម�រ�រែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �េធ�ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  

  J.  រក �ក ណំ ត�់ �េផ �ងៗ ស �ីអពំ ី�របេ� ង�ន  

Qj:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់រក �ទ ុ ក ក ណំ ត�់ �េផ �ងៗ ស �ីអពំ ី�របេ� ង�ន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក

� គ ��ន េធ�ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  

  K.  �រែ ស �ងរក មតេិ� បលែ់ ក លម�ព ី ស សិ � 

Qk:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់ស ួររក មតេិ� បលព់ ីស សិ �អពំ ី�របេ� ង�ន របស ខ់ �ួន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេធ�ដ ូច

េម�ច ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន �រម�ណ ដ៍ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  

  L.  �រេរ�បច កំ ចិ �ែ តង�របេ� ង�ន ដ �៏ន � បស ទិ �ិ� ព  

Ql:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន េរ�បច កំ ចិ �ែ តង�របេ� ង�ន �� ប�ែំ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេធ�ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  េតេ� ក

� គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន យលដ់ ងឹេ� ច ន អពំ ី�រេរ�បក ចិ �ែ តង�របេ� ង�ន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

  M .  �រអភិវ ឌ�ខ �ួន ឯ ង�មរយៈ�របន �ស កិ �បែ ន �ម 

Qm:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �ន ងឹបន ��រស កិ �បែ ន �មេដ ម�ីទ ទ ួល�ន ស ��ប័� ត�ន ខ់ �ស ប់ែ ន �មែ ដ រ 

ឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �ន ងឹេធ��េ�យវ ធីិ�ែ ដ រ?  

N .  �រេធ�ស ក ម�� ព ស ិក ���វ � �វ ព ី�រ�របេ� ង�ន  ន ងិេរ�ន � ទ ង់� �យតូច ៗ  ( a ctio n 

re s e a rch )?  

Qn:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��� ល�់�រស កិ ���វ � �វ ព ី�របេ� ង�ន �អ�ីែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ �

��ប់�ន េធ��ែ ដ រឬេទ  �ងំ�មរយៈ�ផ �ូវ �រ ន ងិមនិ ែ មន ផ �ូវ �រ?  េតេធ�ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/

អ�ក � គ ��ន យលដ់ ងឹអ�ីថ�ី ព ី�ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

  O.  �រ��វ � �វ  

Qo :េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់េធ��រ��វ � �វ េ�េលអ�ីមួយែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន យល់

ដ ងឹអ�ីថ�ី ព ី�ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  

  P.  �រច ូលរួមស �ិ���  ន ងិស ន �ិស ទិ � � េ��មច ណំ ង់ច ណំ ូ លច តិ�របស ខ់ �ួន  

Qp:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់�ន ច ូលរួមស �ិ���  ន ងិស ន �ិស ទិ � � ែ ដ ល�ក ទ់ ងេ�ន ងឹច ណំ ង់

ច ណំ ូ លច តិ�របស ខ់ �ួន ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន យលដ់ ងឹអ�ីថ�ី ព ី�ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  �មរយៈអ�ីែ ដ រ?  

  Q.  �រេធ�បទ ប��ញ េ��មស �ិ���  ន ងិស ន �ិស ទិ � �  

Qq:េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ���ប់�ន េធ�បទ ប��ញ េ��មស �ិ���  ន ងិស ន �ិស ទិ � � ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  េត

េ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន េធ��រប��ញ ព ីអ�ី ខ �ះ ?  េតេ� ក � គ �/ អ�ក � គ ��ន យលដ់ ងឹអ�ីថ�ី ព ី�ែ ដ រឬេទ ?  �មរ

យៈអ�ីែ ដ រ?  

11. េតីវធីិ��ស�ចំនួនបីែដលេ�ក�គ�/អ�ក�គ�ចូលចិត�េ�បី��សញឹ់ក�ប់�ងេគគឺអ�ីខ�ះ? 
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APPENDIX E: INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 

 “Self-Directed Learning Approach to Developing Teaching Professionalism” is the title of my study, 

which is part of my PhD degree program requirement.  My name is Kao Sophal, a PhD candidate of 

Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia (PUC). PUC and the Faculty of Education require that I present 

this informed consent letter to you to assure your understanding that you participate in this study on a 

voluntary basis. 

This is a qualitative study which is conducted through an interview technique to collect data from you.  

It is composed of four parts.  Part I consists of the background information; part II contains two main 

questions related to motivation; part III looks at personal qualities; and part IV looks at self-directed 

learning methods. It takes about forty five (45) minutes of your time to complete the face-to-face 

interview.   

Your input is very important to this study.  It will be used for two main purposes.  Firstly, self-

directed learning model will be constructed to technically support any higher education instructor who 

wishes to continually grow professionally in their teaching career in the Cambodian context. 

Secondly, the study aims to suggest higher education institutions to develop relevant policy for 

instructors whose teaching professionalism has been developed through self-directed learning 

approach.   

Confidentiality is highly considered in this study, since no identifying information that can identify 
you will be used.  This is to ensure that your privacy is fully protected.  In the audio recordings and 
written report, a pseudonym will be recorded and used instead of your real name, unless you request 
otherwise. The findings will be reported in a way that protects your identities to the highest extent.  
 
Some questions might be sensitive to you; therefore, you have the right to refuse to be part of this 

study or end the interview at any time you wish.    

If you have any questions about the study, you may contact Dr. Ly Monirith, my research advisor, at 

012 494 611 or MLY@puc.edu.kh. If you would like to have a copy of the final dissertation, you may 

provide your email address below. 

If you agree to participate in this study, please check your participation choice(s): 
  Being interviewed and recorded for approximately 30-45 minutes.  
 Providing a copy of your CV and relevant documents (e.g. lesson plans, teaching notes, written  
     articles, books) 
 Joining follow-up communications (e.g. conversations, emails) with the researcher.  
 
By signing this document, it means that you fully understand the consent form and its contents. You 
have been given the opportunity to ask questions and have been told that participation in this study is 
voluntary. The researcher will keep a copy of this signed form, and you will keep one.  
 
Researcher’s signature: ………………………………….             Date: …………………………… 
 
 
Research advisor’s signature: ……………………………  Date: …………………………… 
 
 
Participant’s signature: …………………………………..  Date: …………………………… 
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APPENDIX F: SAMPLE TRANSCRIPT  

Transcript 1-A (13/9/2017) 

 

ក ៖  អរគ ុណ អ�ក � គ �ែ ដ ល�ន ច ូលរួមផ �ល�់េ� បលផ់ �ល�់ក ចិ �ស ំ� ស ន ស៍ � �ប់ �រស កិ � របស ខ់ �ុេំន ះ  �

បឋមខ �ុ សំ ូមអន ុ��តអ�ក � គ ��ប់េរ�បព ី� បវ ត�ិៃន �រស កិ �របស ខ់ �ួន �ងំព ីេដ មមក   �ន ដ េំណ រ� ៉ ងេម៉ច  អី

� ៉ងេម៉ច ។ 

ខ ៖  ខ �ុេំច ញ េធ�� គ ��ងំព ីបេ� ង�ន បឋមស កិ � េហយេច ះ ែ តែ ស �ងរក �រ Promote ខ �ួន ឯ ង េច ះ  ែ តេឡងេទ �ត 

េ� រហូតដ លខ់ �ុ�ំន េធ��� គ �េ�ឯ  RTTC េដ ម�ីបេ� ង�ន  Training �� គ � បេ� ង�ន ។ 

ក ៖  បុ៉ែ ន �ដ បូំងេឡយអ�ក � គ �េច ញ ព ីបឋម ប� � ប់មក �ន េ�មធ�ម?  

ខ ៖  �ស ! េច ញ ព ីបឋមេ� េ�មធ�ម េហយ�ន េច ញ េ�បេ� ង�ន េ� RTTC ។ 

ក ៖  �ក ទ់ ងន ងឹ�រេរ�ន ស ូ� តេន ះ  �ដ ូច េម�ច ែ ដ រមុន ន ងឹេ�� គ �េន ះ ?  

ខ ៖  មុន ហ�ឹងេ�មធ�មស កិ �េ� ះ  ខ �ុបំេ� ង�ន ជ ីវ វ ិទ �។ បុ៉ែ ន �ដ លេ់ព លខ �ះ � គ �� � ខ �ុបំេ� ង�ន ��ំងផ ង 

បេ� ង�ន អង់េគ �ស ផ ង េច ះ ែ ត�ស េវ �៉ស �៉េ�េ�។ ដ លេ់ព លរួច  េគ �ន េរស � គ � � ងន សិ �តិេគ េ�េរស � គ � � ង

� �អង់េគ �ស ហ�ឹង ខ �ុ កំ �៏ន េ�� បឡង ន ងឹេគ  េហយក �៏ប់�� គ �។ ដ លេ់� �យមក  ខ �ុ�ំន េ�េរ�ន េ� UK 

ច នំ ួន  ៦ែ ខ  េហយក  ៏�ន � តឡប់មក វ ញិ េធ��� គ �� �បរេទ ស  � �អង់េគ �ស េ� គ រុក ុ ស ល�ភូម�ិ គ ។ 

ក ៖  �ក ទ់ ងន ងឹស ��ប័� ត �ឧ�ហរណ  ៍ដ ូច � B a ch e lo r ស �ីៗ ន ងឹ�ន េម៉ច អីេម៉ច ែ ដ រ?  

ខ ៖  �ស  �ន ។ B a ch e lo r ហ�ឹងគ ឺេរ�ន � B rid g ing  C o urse  េ�យ�រ� ងន សិ �តិហ�ឹងេគ  �ន វ គ � េដ ម�ីេធ�

ឲ �� គ �ហ�ឹង�ន  B a c h e lo r D e g re e  �ងំអស �់�  � គ �ែ ដ ល�� គ �បរេទ ស ហ�ឹង។ អ�� ងឹេគ ក ឲ៏ �េ�េរ�ន េ� I F L រ

យៈេព ល ២ ែ ខ  េដ ម�ីបំេព ញ �ន  B a ch e lo r D e g re e  េហយ ប� � ប់មក ខ �ុ កំ �៏ន ែ ស �ងរក េរ�ន ខ �ួន ឯ ង េ�យ 

ខ �ួន ឯ ង M a ste r D e g re e  េ� ប����ស �។ 

ក ៖  អ�ក � គ �បង់លុយខ �ួន ឯ ងេរ�ន  M a ste r?  

ខ ៖  M a ste r D e g re e  ហ�ឹងគ ឺ�ន  S c h o la rs h ip ខ �ះ ព ី�� ។ S c h o la rs h ip �ន បុ៉� � ន � គ រយេទ  ខ �ុេំភ�ច េ�

�តេ់ហយ�លហ�ឹង។ 

ក ៖  ២ ០ / ៤ ០  ឬក បុ៉៏� � ន ែ ដ រ?  បុ៉ែ ន ��ន ខ �ះ ?  

ខ ៖  េ� ច ន ។ េ� ច ន �ង� ក ក់ �� ល។ 

ក ៖  េហយេ� �យមក ហ�ឹងអត�់ន បំណ ងច ង់តយក  Ph D  អីេទ �តេទ ?  
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ខ ៖  ខ �ុ�ំន បំណ ងច ង់េរ�ន តេ�េទ �តែ ដ រ ក បុ៉៏ែ ន �េ�យ�រវ យ័ េហយ� ត�វ ខ �ុតំេំឡង�យុ ផ ងេ� ះ  ដ ូេច �ះ  C V  

ខ �ុ�ំហួស �យុ អ�� ងឹខ �ុ កំ ឈ៏ ប់� តមឹហ�ឹងេ�។ 

ក ៖  ហួស �យុេរ�ន  ឬក េ៏ម�ច ?  

ខ ៖  មនិ ែ មន ហួស �យុេរ�ន េទ ។ ហួស �យុែ ដ លេគ ត� ម�វ  ដ ូច � �ហួស អ�ី ែ ដ ល�� េគ  ត� ម�វ អីអ�� ងឹេ� 

ខ �ុ កំ ខ៏ �ិលផ ង។ េ�យ�រែ តគ តិេ� េបខ �ុេំរ�ន  Ph D  ហ�ឹង មនិ �ន ច់ ប់ផ ង ខ �ុ �ំ ត�វ រឺុែ � តត�តេ់ហយ េបខ �ុ ដំ ល ់

�យុេហយ។ អ�� ងឹេ�ន កឹ េឃ ញ � �� ក េ់ន ះ េគ �ឲ � �� ក េ់� ះ េគ �ឲ � ក ខ៏ �ិលបេ�� យេ�។ 

ក ៖  �ឲ �េម៉�ច ែ ដ រ?  េរ�ន េ� �ស េ់ហយ?  

ខ ៖  �ស េ់ហយ មនិ ដ ងឹេរ�ន េធ�អីេទ �ត។ 

ក ៖  អ�� ងឹអត�់ន អ�ក េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ឲ �េរ�ន េទ  �ន ែ តអ�ក ប��ប់?  

ខ ៖  �ន ែ តអ�ក ប��ប់។ �មព តិេ��មនិ ែ មន េទ  �គ ឺេដ ម�ីស ុ ខ � ព ខ �ួន ឯ ងផ ង អីអ�� ងឹ េ��។ អ�� ងឹក ៏

ស េ� មច ច តិ��ឈ ប់េ�។ 

ក ៖  អរគ ុណ េ� ច ន ។ េព លេ� ះ អ�ក � គ ��ន � តមឹែ ត M a ste r D e g re e  េទ ?  

ខ ៖  �ស  � តមឹែ ត M a ste r D e g re e  េទ ។ 

ក ៖  ន �ិ យព ី� បវ ត�ិ�រ�រេម៉ញ េន ះ  �� ប់េ�ដ ូច ��ងំព ី� គ �បឋមមក  រហូតដ លម់ក   មធ�ម ។ បុ៉� � ន ��  ំ

េន ះ  ច េ� �ះ  អ�ក � គ ��ន ��ំន �ព ីបឋមមក មធ�ម ព ីមធ�មមក � គ � បរេទ ស  � បែ ហល�បុ៉� � ន  �� កំ �ុងក ែ ន �ង 

មួយៗ ?  

ខ ៖  ព ីបឋមមក � បែ ហល� ២ ��  ំេហយដ លម់ធ�ម �ងំព ី ៨ ៩ - ៩ ០  ដ ល ់៩ ៨  ច ង់ ៧ - ៨ �� ។ំ ��  ំ៩ ៨  �ន ខ �ុំ

�ន េ�េរ�ន េ� I F L យក បំេព ញ  B a ch e lo r េហយ�ន េឡងមក ។ ខ �ុ �ំ �ស ព់ ី�តដ់ បំងមក  N I E។ ខ �ុេំ��ត់

ដ បំងហ�ឹងយូែ ដ រ ព ី ៩ ៨  ដ ល ់២ ០ ០ ៣ - ២ ០ ០ ៤ ។ 

ក ៖  អ�� ងឹេបស រុបព ីរយៈេព លៃន �រេធ��របេ� ង�ន ហ�ឹង�ងំព ីបឋមមក បុ៉� � ន �� េំហយ?  

ខ ៖  ៣ ៧ �� េំហយ។  

ក ៖  ជ �ំ ញ របស អ់�ក � គ �ច ែំ តម�ងក �ុងវ ិស យ័អប់រំេន ះ ែ ផ �ក អ�ី ?  

ខ ៖  ែ ផ �ក បេ� ង�ន ហ�ឹង។ 

ក ៖  ែ ផ �ក បេ� ង�ន � �អង់េគ �ស ?  

ខ ៖  �ស ។ ែ ផ �ក បេ� ង�ន � �អង់េគ �ស ។ 

ក ៖  ដ ូច េម៉ញ េន ះ  �ន ន �ិ យ��ន �របណ �ុ ះ ប�� ល� គ �អីែ ដ រេ�ឯ  N I E េ�គ រុេ�ស ល�ភូម�ិ គ  អី 

េ� ះ ។  �ហ�ឹង�អ�ី?  ជ �ំ ញ មនិ ែ មន េ�� ងបណ �ុ ះ ប�� លហ�ឹងេទ  ឬធំ�ងបេ� ង�ន ហ�ឹង ឬក �៏ ៉ ងេម៉ច ?  

ខ ៖  េ� N I E?  

ក ៖  េ� N I E េ�គ រុក ុ ស ល�ភូម�ិ គ ព ីេដ ម។ បុ៉ែ ន �ែ តបេ� ង�ន  ន ងិបណ �ុ ះ ប�� លេទ  មនិ ែ មន បេ� ង�ន ស ុទ �េទ ?  
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ខ ៖  �ស ។ បេ� ង�ន  បណ �ុ ះ ប�� ល� គ �បេ� ង�ន ។ 

ក ៖  តេ�េទ �តគ ឺ�ក ទ់ ងេ�ហ�ឹងេរ�ង M o tiv a tio n។ ខ �ុំច ង់ដ ងឹ� េតេ�លេ� ស �ំ ន �់ងេគ ៃន � ព េ�គ ជ យ័

ក �ុងជ ី វ តិរបស អ់�ក � គ � ន ងិក �ុង�រ�រក ន �ងមក គ ឺ�អ�ីេ�?  េតអ�ក � គ �គ តិ� � ព េ�គ ជ យ័របស ខ់ �ួន េន ះ  េ�ល 

េ� ស �ំ ន រ់បស ខ់ �ួន ក �ុងជ ីវ តិ ក �ុង�រ�រេន ះ  គ ឺេដ ម�ីរក � �ក ឲ់ ��ន េ� ច ន  ឬក េ៏ដ ម�ីជ ី វ � ព ឲ ��ន ស មរម� 

េដ ម�ីេក រ�៏ិេ� � ះ  េដ ម��ីរស រេស រស �ីៗ ហ�ឹង ឬ� ៉ងេម៉ច ?  

ខ ៖  ន �ិ យេ� េ�លបំណ ងគ ឺខ �ុ�ំស � ញ �់របេ� ង�ន  ព ីេ� � ះ ខ �ុ�ំ�ប់�ក ល�ងរួច េហយ។ ព ី�លមុន ខ �ុ ំ

េ�េធ��រេ� I LO ខ �ុេំច ញ ព ី � គ �េ�េធ��រេ� I LO �ន មួយរយៈ។ ដ លេ់ព លខ �ុេំ�េធ�េ�ហ�ឹង ខ �ុអំតេ់ព ញ ច តិ� 

ន ងឹអ�ី ែ ដ លេគ េធ� ព ីេ� � ះ � ត�វ ច ុ ះ េ��ម F ie ld  េ� ច ន េហយ េយង� ត�វ �ផំ �ូវ េ��េ�ណ ី េដ ម�ីេធ�ដ េំណ រ ឲ � 

�ន េល�ន  េហយមក វ ញិ � ត�វ ស រេស រ Re po rt។ Re po rt ហ�ឹងមនិ ែ មន � Re po rt ែ ដ លេយងយក ព ី ទ និ �័យ 

ែ ដ លេយង � បមូល�ន េទ  គ ឺេយងក ុហក េគ ។ ក ុហក �អេ�� ះ អ��ុ ះ េ�េដ ម�ីឲ ��ន  F und  មក ែ ថមេទ �ត។ 

ខ �ុអំតច់ ូលច តិ��អ�� ងឹ េហយ� ត�វ ហ�ឹង� ប�ន ខ �ុ�ំតដ់ ូច �រេប�ប�ត ់S e rio us ផ ង អ�� ងឹខ �ុអំតច់ ូលច តិ� ខ �ុំ

ច ង់េច ញ មក ឲ ��ប់។ ដ លរួ់ច �ន ខ �ុនំ កឹ េឃ ញ � �របេ� ង�ន គ ឺ�អ�ី ែ ដ លខ �ុចំ ង់�ន �ងេគ  េព ញ ច តិ� �ងេគ  

ខ �ុចំ ូលច តិ�បេ� ង�ន ស ិស � េហយមនិ ែ មន េដ ម�ីេធ�អ�ក �ន េធ�អីេទ  គ ឺ � �ន ែ់ ត� គ ប់� �ន  ់េហយខ �ុ កំ ច៏ ង់ េធ�េហ�ច

ឲ �ខ �ួន ឯ ងន ងឹ �ព េិស ស គ ឺ ខ �ុចំ ង់បេង�ន ស មត�� ព ខ �ួន ឯ ង។ ឧ�ហរណ �៍េ�េព លែ ដ លស សិ � របស ខ់ �ុេំរ�ន

អតេ់ច ះ  ខ �ុអំតេ់�េស ��មេទ  គ ឺ ខ �ុ �ំ ត�វ ែ ត��វ � �វ រក េន ះ រក េ� ះ  េដ ម�ីេធ�� ៉ ងេម៉ច ឲ �ស ិស �ខ �ុ ំយល ់គ ឺ ខ �ុ េំធ�ច ង់

បេង�ន ស មត�� ព ខ �ួន ឯ ង េហយជ ួយស សិ �ខ �ុឲំ �យលដ់ ូច ខ �ុ ែំ ដ រ។ េហយក ច៏ ង់�ន េក រ�៏ិ េ� � ះ ខ �ះ ែ ដ រ េដ ម�ីឲ �

េព លស ិស �េឃ ញ េយង� អូ េរ�ន េច ះ ព ីអ�ក � គ �អីអ�� ងឹក ស៏ ប�យច តិ�ែ ដ រ �មនិ  ែ មន  េព លែ ដ លេគ េឃ ញ

េយងេគ � អ�ក � គ �បេ� ង�ន មនិ ដ ងឹ�ណ ី  ហ�ឹងក �៏មនិ ល�េ� � ះ ែ ដ រ អ�� ងឹេក រ�៏ិេ� � ះ  ក ម៏�៉ងែ ដ រស � �ប់ខ �ុ។ំ 

ក ៖  អ�� ងឹ ក �� �ងំអស េ់ន ះ ជ � ម�ញ ឲ �អ�ក � គ �ខ តិខ េំធ��រ�រ?  

ខ ៖  េហយេ�ះ បី�� �ក ែ់ ខ តចិ តួច អីក េ៏�យ ក ខ៏ �ុអំត�់ន ែ ដ រ គ ឺមន ស �ិខ �ុហំ�ឹងែ តម�ង គ ឺ S e lf- Este e m ខ �ួន

ឯ ង គ ឺឲ �ខ �ួន ឯ ងហ�ឹងគ ឺ�ឲ ��មន ុស �មួយែ ដ ល�ន តៃម�ស � �ប់ស ង�ម។ ខ �ុអំតច់ ង់�ន េទ ែ ដ លេធ��រ 

េហយឲ �េគ ស �ីឲ �េទ �ត។ �ហ�ឹងឯ ងគ ឺ� M o tiv a tio n េធ�ឲ �ខ �ុ �ំ បឹងែ � បង។ 

ក ៖  ក ន �ងមក េយងដ ងឹេហយ� ជ ីវ � ព � គ � � �ក ែ់ ខ ហ�ឹង��ន ក � មតិ�ប។ េតអ�ក � គ �េហតុអ�ី�ន ��ន ច តិ�

ច ង់េធ�ឲ ���ន �ស �ច ��វ ហ�ឹង េ�យមនិ គ តិន ងឹ� �ក ែ់ ខ ហ�ឹងេ�ះ  ឬក គ៏ តិ� េព លែ ដ លេយងខ �ំ បឹង�ន

ស មត�� ព ខ �ស េ់� ស មត�� ព េយង�ច េ�រក លុយ�ន េ� ច ន �ងហ�ឹង ឬក �៏ ៉ ងេម៉ច  ឬក ម៏និ េផ �ក ផ �ួលេ�

ហ�ឹង�េទ ?  

ខ ៖  �ហ�ឹងក �៏ម�៉ងែ ដ រ។ ខ �ុ កំ គ៏ តិអ�� ងឹែ ដ រ បុ៉ែ ន �េបស និ �ខ �ុ �ំ បឹងែ � បងេ�ក �ុង�រ�រ �គ ឺ�ទ �ំ ប់។ 

� បស និ េបខ �ុអំត�់ បឹងែ � បង ខ �ុេំដ ក ខ �ិលច ង�ូស េ�ហ�ឹងអ�� ងឹ �ក �៏ទ �ំ ប់មួយែ ដ លេធ�ឲ �ខ �ុ ខំ �ិល។ អ�� ងឹ ខ �ុំ

អតេ់ទ  េ�ះ បី�� �ក ែ់ ខ តចិ ក េ៏�យ ក ខ៏ �ុអំត�់ន យល�់� �ក ែ់ ខ តចិ តួច អីេទ  អ�ី ែ ដ លខ �ុេំធ�គ ឺខ �ុេំធ�។ អត ់�ន

� េធ�េហយេ�ះ បង់េ�លអី អូ� �ក ែ់ ខ តចិ អីខ �ិលេហយ �មដ េំណ រច ុះ  គ ឺអតេ់ទ ។ េហយដ លេ់ព ល អ�ីែ ដ ល
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ខ �ុ �ំ បឹងែ � បងហ�ឹង ក ខ៏ �ុ េំឃ ញ លទ �ផ ល លទ �ផ លគ ឺ�េធ�ឲ �ខ �ុ�ំន ែ់ ត�ន ស មត�� ព � �ំង េហយខ �ុ�ំច  េ�រក

�រ�រ�ន ល�ៗ អីអ�� ងឹេ�។ ��អ�ី ែ ដ លខ �ុ�ំន េធ�ព ីេដ មមក ។ 

ក ៖  �ទ  អរគ ុណ ។ អ�� ងឹ�ន មន ុស �ែ ដ លឈ រជ � ម�ញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�ខ �ះ ែ ដ រេទ  េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ឲ �េយង� បឹងខ �ះ ែ ដ រ 

ដ ូច �� គ ��រ ឬក ម៏តិ�ភក �ិអី�ន ែ ដ រ ឬេទ ?  �ន �រជ � ម�ញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�ព ីអ�ក � ងេ� � ែ ដ រ ឬេទ �ទ ូេ�?  

ខ ៖  �ទ ូេ� �រេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ដ ូច �មនិ �ន េទ  គ ឺ ខ �ុ �ំ បឹងែ � បងខ �ួន ឯ ង។ ព ីេ� � ះ អីេ�ក �ុង� គ ��រខ �ុ ំមនិ ស ូ វ �

�ន អ�ក េគ ច ង់ឲ �ខ �ុេំរ�ន ផ ង។ 

ក ៖  េគ � �ច ហត ់េគ � �ច ល�ំក  � �ច ឈ ឺ � �ច អីេ�?  

ខ ៖  េយងេ�រួច េ�េ� េគ េច ះ ែ ត�អ�� ងឹ។ ជ ួន �លេគ ខ ងឹេយងេព លែ ដ ល�ន �រ�រេ� ច ន េព ក េ� េធ�អី 

មនិ �ន ។ េហយមតិ�ភក �ិអីក ដ៏ ូច �មនិ �ន អ�ក �ជ � ម�ញ � �ំង��អីែ ដ រ បុ៉ែ ន �ក ន �ងមក ខ �ុ�ំន � គ �បេ� ង�ន ែ ដ ល 

មក ព ី�េមរិក  And y  ខ �ុេំរ�ន �មួយ�ត ់�តេ់លក ទ កឹ ច តិ�� �ំង�ស  ់�តែ់ តងែ តន �ិ យ� �តេ់មល 

េឃ ញ មន ុស �ែ ដ លល�េ�ក �ុងេន ះ  �ត�់ខ �ុ�ំច បេ� ង�ន �ន  ដ ូច � M e th o d o lo g y  អីអ�� ងឹ ជ � ម�ញ ឲ �ខ �ុេំច ះ  

ែ តេធ�េន ះ េធ�េ� ះ អីអ�� ងឹេ� �តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ  �ហ�ឹងគ ឺ�មន ុស ��� ក ែ់ ដ ល�តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ខ �ុ។ំ េហយ អ�� ឹ

ងេ�ខ �ុេំ�យទ ទ ួល�ន �រេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ព ី�តអី់អ�� ងឹខ �ះ េ�ក េ៏ច ះ ែ ត� បឹងែ � បងខ �ះ េទ �តេ� េហយ �ត់

េច ះ ែ តស រេស រ�ខ �ុ�ំមន ុស � Re lia b le  អីអ�� ងឹ។ េធ��រ�មួយ�តេ់� ះ  ច ុះ �ន ឯ � េគ �ងំអស �់�  

ជ ួន �លៃថ�េន ះ គ ឺេគ អតម់ក អីអ�� ងឹេ� េហយ�ន ែ តខ �ុបុ៉ំ� � ន អ�ក េទ ។ �តេ់ឃ ញ មន ុស �ែ ដ ល�ត ់ទ ុ ក ច តិ� 

អ�� ងឹ �តរ់េប�ប��តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ េ� េហយ�តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ខ �ុ ឲំ �េធ�� Actio n Re se a rc h  េហយច ូល 

Pre s e nt ក �ុង C o nfe re nce  ស �ីៗ គ ឺ�ត�់ងំអស ។់ �តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ឲ ��ន ែ់ តបេង�ន ស មត�� ព ខ �ួន ឯ ង។ 

ក ៖  �ទ  ក ន �ងមក ដ ូច អ�ក � គ ��ន �ន � ប�ស ន  ៍ស ូមឲ �ប��ក ឲ់ �ច �ស ម់�ងេទ �ត� អ�ក � គ �ស ប�យច តិ�ន ងឹ

�រ�របេ� ង�ន  ��ងន ងឹេធ��រ�រអីេផ �ង។ េន ះ �េច ញ ព ី ទ កឹ ច តិ�� � លែ់ តម�ង �� ន អ�ក �បង�ិតបង�ំ�អ�ក

ឯ ង� ត�វ ែ តខ បំេ� ង�ន អីអ�� ងឹេទ  គ ឺេយងស ប�យន ងឹ�រ�រ… … … … … … … … …  
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APPENDIX G: SAMPLE CODING 

Coding Transcript 5-D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Educational 

background 

 

 

 

 

 

A: Interviewer 

B: Interviewee 

 

A:So, thank you very much for your time and your kindness for letting me 

interview you. So I’d like to go through Khmer yeah interview and you can 

really say in English and Khmer. សំុេ�ប�ូនចុះ េ�យ�រេយងរក� confidentialសូម

ប�ូនេរ�ប�បពី់ជីវ�បវត�ិៃន�រសិក�បន�ិច �ពិេសសពី�តមឹ េ��យ�កឌុ់បមក BA ហ�ងឹរហូត

ដល់ឥឡូវ? 

B:�ទខ�ុ ំប�� ប�់� ក ់ high school ២០០២ េហយមកភ�េំពញេរ�ន Bachelor in TESOL. I 

start my master degree at Western University and after I graduated I started 

to find a job to do, so I became a teacher. So after I worked as the teacher 

for 2 years I have some money and then I go to a master of TESOL at IFL 

Institute at 2009 and completed it in 2011, and then I became a lecture at 

the University, so I am working at a few universities so after I finished my 

master at IFL 2 years later in 2013 I won a scholarship of Ministry of 

Education of Sport supported by World Bank to pursue my master at 

Australia.  In master at Australia I did a master in TESOL again. I have 

double degrees in TESOL from 2013 completed in 2014 so I one year and a 

half program and I come back in 2015 and  recently I was supported by 

another scholarship to pursue my Master’s degree in Australia again, ho, 

PhD. 

A: So why did you apply for the same degree in Australia? 

B: At that time I wanted to go for a Master in education but because of the 

scholarship that I got after that scholarship provider said my background in 

teaching I am a teacher so I go to pursue a master in TESOL so I have no 

choice to go to do another degree. 

A: Probably your second-degree is much easier. 

B: Yes, my easier structure and course are similar even I have to study the 

same Book as well when I go on my master in Australia. Yes, it was easier 
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Teaching 

experience 

 

 

 

Subjects 

preferred 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ultimate 

academic goal 

is getting a 

PhD 

 

Life success-

happy family 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Receiving 

for me but it’s not that easy because of the requirement in Australia is 

higher. We need to do a lot of research when writing any paper that 

requires more references. 

A: How long have you been teaching so far? 

B: I started teaching in 2006 so until now it’s been 11 years but my 

experience as a lecturer I started to teach in 2011 until now it’s 6 years and 

totally it’s 11 years. 

A: In the field of teaching particularly in English what subject you prefer 

teaching the most? 

B: The subject that I prefer teaching the most is writing I think. I find my 

strength in writing skill so mostly want to teach writing my knowledge skill 

to my students but of course mostly I was assigned to teach in core English 

four macro skills but I teach here I taught a number of courses so I’m 

teaching methodology, an interesting subject to teach because I can share 

all my experiences to teacher trainees. 

A: What is your ultimate goal for success in your life and career? Have you 

thought about the ultimate goal? 

B: Yes, to me success would be defined for example in terms of academic 

success I want to get a PhD because I have been studying for many years, 

Bachelor and Master, so I want to get a PhD either in Cambodia or abroad. 

Fortunately, I won a scholarship for PhD, so I think in the PhD I would say 

that I have gained the success of my academic life. In terms of personal 

life, I think, I actually got something success as well, so I got a wife and a 

kid. Basically I think that we should have a family you know try to find 

happiness for family. I think it’s a kind of simple success but it’s good. 

A: So not really you tend to look at more happiness rather than financial 

goal right? 

B: Yes, yes, because people are ambitious. We will never feel satisfied. We 

want more and more so I think if we just have enough, a car, for example, 

we should be happy? 

A: How about respect, fame and expect to be double? 

 

B: I think as a teacher I receive a lot of respect from my students from 
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respect from SS 

 

 

Not being 

famous 

 

 

 

 

 

Becoming a 

researcher 

 

 

 

 

Enjoying 

teaching 

 

 

Pressure from 

administrative 

work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Planning well 

makes teaching 

fun 

 

people who know me especially when I go back to my hometown and in 

my village people know that I’m teaching at the university so that I feel at 

least that me some  respect to me and my wife. But in terms of fame I don’t 

think I have any fame mostly I work as a part time teacher at different 

universities so the fame that I receive from my students. I don’t expect to 

be famous you know my goal because I now will become a PhD student, so 

I just want to publish a few articles maybe I have some kind of research 

reputation. 

A: You’re still very young to get the scholarship for pursuing PhD or you 

expect to graduate in five years? 

B: Hopefully, I can find good work to do or become a researcher you know 

and to teach students in Cambodia to do research and promote research 

culture in our society that is why I want my PhD. 

A:  You will get that because you know the field of research there’s a lack. 

It’s an opportunity. How enjoy you know you do so far in your teaching 

career? Have you enjoyed your work? 

B:  I think I would say mixed results. But I would mostly enjoyable doing 

this job for many years. If I can’t find enjoyment in a month I’ll quit and 

look for another job because in the past when I just graduated I got a job as 

a school director in a small institute in OFC operation of the whole school 

and I found it rather you know pressure you know because many roles to 

play. There were a lot of things to do, deal with the students, to teach 

parents and even cleaner and I but when I become a teacher or lecturer, I 

found that when I was started teaching at GSP level and I found it hard. 

Students are teenagers so that they are not really learning so their parents 

just send them to school you know in the class they are not really 

participated or paying attention, so I found it hard to teach them and I think 

that because you know I am first started teaching so I don’t have 

experience and know a lot of techniques. I found it easier at higher level. I 

find it easier when I prepare lesson plans we know what to do in the class 

so we just follow the lessons, so students are mostly about so they 

understand what to do, so I somehow found some enjoyment. 

A:  Have you tried any other job beside being a School director of one 
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Failing in other 

business 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Administrative 

work is more 

relaxing 

 

Teaching full-

time is busy 

 

 

 

Willing to 

share 

knowledge to 

SS 

 

 

 

It’s difficult to 

get other jobs 

 

 

 

 

 

school? Something different like a businessman or other area? 

B: Not really. When I went to Australia, I was coming back and I joined 

my friend to run a small business I was not successful. There were some 

small problems with our colleagues, and I left that group and my friends 

still going his own business, and I think I am a bit successful. So, I go back 

to teaching but then just last year I changed from teaching to the office as 

the Assistant Dean mostly deal with curriculum development and 

curriculum design and you know not much as teaching. 

A:  So compared to your administrative work in teaching job which one 

you prefer better? 

B: Yeah, I think I found administrative job give me much more time to sit 

down. For example, when I teach I teach part-time but different 

universities. I found it busy for me because first to prepare lesson plans, 

think about what I have to teach when I go to teach, I’m very occupied I 

cannot do anything in the class monitor my students you know give them 

feedback but I am in the office even I try to complete my daily tasks I have 

free time to do something else, read an article and do some research 

because when doing office work there is a lot of work to do when it 

completed I have sometimes what I prefer is that maybe I work full time as 

the working for administration you know I want to teach part time as well 

probably in the evening or part time I want to teach to transfer my 

knowledge to my students to share what I have to younger generation. 

A: You have ever experienced of getting fed of the teaching, and wanted to 

quit? Why was that? What happened? 

B:  Yeah, you know when we teach at the university level in some cases we 

have very few classes to teach so we get a very low salary and sometimes I 

want to quit, I want to find another job. But it’s hard to start a new job, 

basically you don’t have any backgrounds or you have been trained to be a 

teacher for many years to work in that environment you want to move out 

of teaching carrier, for example, the way you start to do business you need 

some capital some money if you don’t want you want to for example work 

NGO you might not get a high position because you do not have 

experience working as at NGO. If you join a company what you’re going to 
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do because you might not have like I don’t have my background working 

in the company, but if I join I don’t work as a lecturer I can work as 

Assistant Dean or anything to do with education working at the university 

so that’s why it’s the only option. 

A:  If you are offered a new job, if You’re offered a different job from a 

teaching position, for example, something that maybe well paid, do you 

think you would quit teaching and pick up the other different jobs? 

B:  I think to me and I would say ‘YES’ but I don’t quit entirely, for 

example, I’ll accept that job working full-time will find sometimes like the 

evening or in the weekend whatever I have to still still continue my 

teaching. I think that I will not quit one-day stop entirely, I still find some 

free time that I have to do the teaching but I would accept any jobs well 

paid job working full-time you know. 

A: So you don’t care whether as not related to the field of your academic 

background? 

B: It’s fine. For example, in organization the thing that we are qualified 

they accept it and we tried to do it and find some part time teaching job as 

well. 

A:  So let’s move to personal quality. What do you think the personal 

quality you think you have regarding your career and professional 

development that motivates you to keep growing you know as the teacher?  

What personal quality do you think you have? 

B:  Yeah, I think the background my background would lead me to pursue 

something, for example, I finished my high school I started my Bachelor in 

TESOL. In English major when we study English, our English tends to be 

higher than other people study part of majors when you work as the teacher 

especially at the university level. You try to compare yourself with other 

lecturers. Some of them have master’s degree, have PhD. I tend to feel that 

I should build up my degree my capacity, earn higher degree than my 

academic degree I want to teach master’s degree so at least I have master 

probably a PhD. It’s one reason so another reason I think it would deal with 

my own status as well because we have higher degree we tend to perceive 

as educational field. People would look up to you (costar) you as a model, 
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for example, because you have a PhD overseas or even in Cambodia or we 

are a role to our students that they also want to get higher degree like us. 

A:  So you want to be a role model for others? 

B:  Yes, especially for my students because every time I have to share them 

and ask them you know, show them, what we do so that they follow our 

full step can achieve what they want to achieve. 

A: Well, how about the attitude toward your teaching career and your 

professional development?  What do you think about it? 

B: I think working as the teacher keeps updated yourself upgraded your 

knowledge because the world is changing very fast because you’re living in 

that world so you need to do lots of things upgrading your teaching skill 

you know join workshop seminar or join any study program that can learn 

something new to share with your students to lead your class successfully 

so my attitude is that teacher has to keep learning all the time you can do 

self-study or learning with others by listening to others so participated in 

any conference for example. 

A: Have you ever sometimes felt upset when you’re being well educated 

but low paid you know low status something like that? What do you think 

about that?  

B: Yeah, it happened as well. Sometimes I have been studying for many 

years and I still keep learning all the time. Sometimes I feel like when I 

went into this career I chose the teaching career is harder than other careers 

because you have to keep updating yourself.  You have to know students 

respect you, you know more than them, you know everything, so you have 

to keep reading the books, for example, continue reading books and you 

keep learning all the time. Sometimes I feel frustrated because it’s like we 

don’t have anytime to relax we have to keep learning all the time. 

A:  Yes, thank you. Keeping growing here will make you benefit things in 

the future. Have you thought at least you’re able to really benefit 

something from planning? 

B: Not really. I never thought what I keep planning would benefit me. I 

have to do it because to be a good teacher you know you need to know a lot 

of things, be able to deliver lessons well, so keep broaden your knowledge, 
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know the world yourself, know the students, so you know from time to 

time you need to learn and probably that my attitude because maybe some 

teachers they don’t know how upgrade themselves. To me I feel that I have 

to do it to upgrade and keep learning and keep growing so I think it is my 

job. 

A: And this is because you have something in mind. What motivates you to 

keep learning? What do you think behind that? What’s the rationale? 

B:  Yeah, probably the rationale, reason behind why I keep learning is that 

I don’t feel satisfied with what I have yet. I want to at least grow 

academically, grow personally, so, for example, I want to earn a higher 

degree, so, for example, if I get a degree I hope that I can teach higher 

grades and receive higher salary. All I might have more options maybe I 

work as a Dean at University or join NGO. I think higher degree would 

provide me more options. 

 A: How about vision? Do you have any visions of your career in the 

future? What will it be like? You know when you grow professionally? For 

example, in 10 years how could you see yourself differently from now on? 

B: From now I just feel that I even still work at the education sector. I want 

to choose, you know, after five years later I want to work as Ministry’s 

scholar, maybe a researcher. Do research may be keep doing research so 

that and also trying to do teach students sharing my knowledge to students, 

so I want to promote society as well not just myself but I want to contribute 

to be a ministry of culture. 

A:  If you reach your dream and your vision how will you feel, do you 

think? Do you think you feel happier? 

B: I think I’ll be happier but I think that not the end yet, you know, I need 

to set a new goal. So not just myself I’m proud of myself so I hopefully 

give happiness to my family so when they have happiness we might have 

respect, you know well and everything we need to have happy life and we 

teach students to contribute to developing the next generation as well.  

From there so I have been working as a School Director for many years I 

kind of develop that mind that I still want to share what I have to students. 

A:  So what is your last goal that you think you will end up with?  
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B: last goal? (laughing)  

A: Become a writer become a researcher, and school administrator? 

B: Maybe a good researcher and probably working as a University Dean or 

a person with high position you know and teach students. Yes, that’s what I 

have in mind in terms of my academic life. 

A:  Great! Let’s come to the point to talk about modeling.  Have given a 

role model to others?  How could you? How did your students see you so 

far as an inspiring, motivating lecture or in what way they see you? 

B: Sometimes I don’t feel that I am an inspiring lecturer, but I just do what 

I can do, for example, when I am in the class most of the time when I start I 

try to encourage them to read, so I try to build habit with them that we need 

to do this we need to do that, give them strategy but not really among those 

I give them strategy to do and explain them how to do, so I hope that they 

can do what I have done and hopefully they do that too. They’re the only 

goal, so I try to encourage them to pursue their dream but I do not see 

myself as a good role model. Sometimes I think that the students don’t 

really like my ways of teaching, but in some cases they enjoy studying with 

me, so I don’t have an excellent record mostly. Some students feel that 

enjoy studying with me some don’t not really like my ways of teaching, but 

mostly I kind of try to encourage them to be more independent. 

A:  How about in terms of discipline? Do you think you are a self-

disciplined person? You may need yourself in a very good way? 

B:  I think I, yes, I will say ‘yes’ to this point. I’m a kind of self-discipline 

for my principle, but in terms of teaching I am just less-strict. The 

consequence that the students not really follow what I asked them  to do so 

because I am kind of less-strict, for example, they come late submit 

assignments late, for example, to me I usually do what I promise to do. I 

have to do it. It keeps my discipline. 

A:  You mentioned earlier about yourself, your principle, what you mean 

by principle here? 

B:  Yeah, for example, my principle is that before I go to teach at least I 

must have gone through my career must not just go and play much to 

students, so I must try at least teach them in that session. It’s a principle of 
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teaching so I should have some preparations you know provide students 

some materials. I think that is normal that teachers do but I just feel guilty 

if I cannot teach students something or cannot transfer any methods. After 

one hour nothing happened I feel guilty. When I sometimes, you know, I 

teach one class then after the class I did not perform well I feel guilty for 

the whole day, or a few days. I come up with something that hopefully I 

can I commonsense to what I have done you know probably I did. I feel 

guilty and then guiltiness that guilt sometimes feel that I have teaching job 

I feel guilty I’m not happy so that affects my teaching. 

A:  You want good teaching and make sure that students learn something. 

B:  I hope they learned but sometimes they tried all their best but still some 

obstacles. 

A: How about value? In terms of what do you value? Do you value hard 

work? 

B: I think I value hard work. Students have to do this, for example, I said 

this assignment even they submit late. For me I allow them to submit 

expansion but regard to do it to meet the quality. If it’s not good, we ask 

them to revise again honestly you know. Yeah, commitment, hard work 

together so the results that I want them too, ‘yes’ I value the process as well 

I do not care much about, for example, they’re late they’re I mean get help 

of others at least they gone through the process, understand the work, and 

they finally can do it. 

A: How about the persistence? Do you think that continuing effort OK 

keep going and keep learning without giving up thing is one policy that you 

think you  have in mind? Have you given up anything so far? 

B: No, I think when we have a goal we need to try to achieve it, for 

example, a few years ago I had to get a scholarship, for example, I try 

every year too. I failed it and tried again, so I think after many tries, we 

will get what we want. 

A: Have you ever heard something from other people and maybe other 

things that you didn’t know and how you feel when you didn’t know it? Do 

you think you feel frustrated? Do you feel you’re curious to learn and 

enthusiastic to investigate? 
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Reading a lot 

B: Yeah, for example, when I sit near people who are older than me. They 

want me to talk about something I also want to know, to understand what is 

happening. Probably I always feel curious to know to learn something new, 

something that other people know especially, for example, I know probably 

I can ask I always feel curious to know, to learn something new something 

that other people know, especially, I know this guy. He’s done his Master’s 

degree. He’s done his research so I wanna read his research so I always feel 

curious to explore what I don’t know. 

A: You think when you will give up learning? 

B: Yeah, this is a good question because I’ve been studying for my whole 

life after my high school, my Bachelor and Master, so I’m still going to do 

my PhD. 

A: So you will give up after your PhD? 

B: No! After PhD I might look for post-doctoral degree, so I don’t think I 

will quit. Sometimes I still want to keep learning, you know, all the time. 

A: Yes, among the following reasons we have gone through I’d like you to 

choose three you have applied most, you have practiced most about, which 

ones you think? 

B: So I choose three qualities. Commitment and hard work I would choose 

responsibility, yes, teaching responsibilities, Commitment and lifelong 

learning. 

A: Thanks you! let’s move on to the next area, the last area, self-directed 

learning method. How you think you define self-directed learning method 

from your understanding? 

B: Self-directed learning is you can do self-study, so you know what your 

goal is, you know what strategy you could take to have to achieve the goal. 

You take initiative, for example, you just go and read article that things you 

don’t need to wait you to read to explore something that you don’t know, 

so keep your own initiative, set up goal, try to achieve the goal strategy that 

you can use, so I think you can involve meta-cognitive strategy, plan, think, 

and analyze. 

A: So what I’d like you to think self-directed learning you have practiced 

so far? What have you commonly practiced? 
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B: I think it’s about reading. Keep reading more a lot of things always try 

to broaden my own knowledge. And the other areas I don’t think I would 

just say keep reading. 

A: How about self-analysis? Have you ever looked at yourself, identify 

who you are, what strengths you have, what weaknesses you have so that 

you have started growing? 

B: Actually I don’t analyze myself.  

 

 

I analyze my teaching performance, so I want to improve myself next term 

that what I do. But my own self I somehow did not take time to access it, 

but I got some comments from my parents from my friends about the 

personality. For example, let’s say I don’t like talking much I reserve quiet. 

I know that’s not good, but I cannot change probably I cannot go and talk. I 

understand my weaknesses but in most cases I don’t know how I can try to 

improve that but mostly I tried to improve my teaching performance, you 

know, how it can go better. To do well on my lesson and probably find way 

to may be give happiness to my family for example yes... 

A: How about critical thinking? Do you think you have critically think a lot 

about your lessons you know your professional development, for example, 

you said earlier reflection like doing reflections of the teaching? How 

reflections have built your critical thinking? 

B: Yeah, I think when I reflect I understand my weaknesses and probably 

know my strengths. I try to build up on my weaknesses and keep doing 

what I am good at so I think it’s reciprocal I mean it builds my critical 

thinking when I try to be flexible with what happened and what I’ve done 

but that’s just parts of teaching. In life in general somehow I feel that some 

cases I did not think critically so I did something that does not have good 

result probably I also fail in some point, learn something after failure you 

know. 

A: Have you ever thought of thinking is the mother of everything? 

B: Yeah, yeah, but sometimes may be other people as well too busy to sit 

down and think, you know, for example, get u…….? In the morning work 
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coming home we don’t have time, yes, you know spend time with family 

with do research, do assignment because I’ve been a student for many 

years, so I am busy, but I tend to think when sometimes I need friends 

when I’m suck up of life some said I want to quit teaching some said what 

should I do, so we share experiences share idea but I never sit down alone 

what I have to do next. Some people have done that I do meditation. 

A: How about learning from other people as the role model have you ever 

pick up anyone as your role model from either high school or from 

university or from the place of work? 

B: Honestly I would say ‘NO’ but I always have people who are, for 

example, senior or have higher degree or high position I always look at 

least want to be like them, but no particular person, for example, I look to 

you or Dr. Uttara or Monyrith, so I feel that they are a successful people 

and I want at least learn from them and be like them in the future. That’s 

what I need to do. 

A: No teachers that you could remember until now? That oh! He did a good 

job...and I pick up the way you know he thinks.  

B: I have followed a few of my teachers’ teaching style. Mostly from my 

bachelor’s degree, you know, yeah, and also some from a Master’s degree 

but just techniques and principles, for example, how we make students 

come on time, the techniques help used it successful I somehow use with 

my students as well. 

A:  You mentioned something related to try to read and use some theories 

and apply in the classroom. How about observing the teachers teach? Have 

you ever observed anyone teach so that you have learned to teach? 

B: I am not really observing some people or done any of observation, but I 

sometimes heard from students that this teacher done that I don’t like it so I 

also tried to follow, try to do it most of the techniques that I get mostly 

through. I Study so when I study in this class I can notice and learn, or 

sometimes I consult with other colleagues so I say oh how do you teach 

this books and materials and they say, “do this do that.” So I did. 

A:  Have you ever shared experience or idea? 

B:  Yeah, yeah, you know, how we can teach this subject share some ideas 
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so the thing we think good some other cases I just sit down and think what 

should I do with this lesson somehow I come up with something new. 

 A: Don’t you think that you were using critical thinking? 

B: I think it might be critical but not really high level I just think what to do 

with that. We can come up with strategy invent something new to do it I 

feel I can do it, so I just used it with my students. 

A: How about feedback from the students? Have you ever received 

feedback from the students yeah, for example, what your teaching like? 

How the student wants you to teach in a different way? 

B: I have done that (feedback) a lot, you know. Sometimes, on the first day 

of the class, I asked them what would you do so with try to consult the 

students what the class should look like. For example, this activity I 

observed whether the students enjoy or not I will change some other 

activities. So actually, I’m conscious of what I’m doing to students. I want 

them to enjoy. To get thing that I want them, so in some cases you know I 

like to find new activities to teach them. 

A: So at the middle of the term, at the end of the term, have you ever, hey 

you know, talk to the students, hey what have you learned, what should I 

do next? You liked my teaching style? You like you know way for example 

approach you something like that have you ever done that yeah? 

B:  Yes, but not often because mostly at the beginning of the class I asked 

them after lesson we go through together but I somehow think what I 

should do next. I asked them, but I’d try to evaluate my activity and also 

student engagement, and probably I can change a few cases I change what I 

planned. For example, I set to do this and I found it’s not working so I 

change my plan to something else. 

A:  How about keeping teaching diary or journal? Have you ever done 

that? 

B: I don’t keep journey or dairy, so I often reflect on what I have done. 

A: Have you ever paid your own training fees? For example, you learn 

something like training course somewhere you really want to learn. Have 

you ever paid your own money in any particular short course to learn to 

develop yourself?  
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B: So right now, for example, only 5$ I join the cheap one but the one 

hundred dollars, for example, because I feel that I have gone through lots 

of studies. I can just read, you know, almost enough and the rest I just keep 

reading and probably with lecturer or teacher, you know. 

A: Regarding planning lessons, what do you think planning lessons help 

you? Do you think planning lessons help you learn something new about 

subject matter, about methodology?  

B:  To me planning the lessons is important because you know what you 

will do in the class. For example, it might help you when you do some 

planning you probably come up you can see some concept, difficult 

concept, difficult words or find ways to explain to students, grammar, tense 

or you look at the tense what you’re going to teach with that tense what 

approach should you use. For example, provide inductive, or deductive 

method, what material should I do? What other free teaching strategy 

should I use, for example, before you go to that thing what other leading 

the warm up, so I think lesson plans can help you lead your class smoothly 

from what I’m teaching to another. 

A: Do you think you learn new thing from the time have you planned the 

lessons for the courses for example? 

B: No! but we learn, for example, you teach a new course; a new book we 

learn based on reading that book. I don’t think lesson plans help me learn 

anything but I just have to know what I will teach, be well prepared for 

teaching. 

A: For example, you assigned to teach a new course, a new book that you 

have never taught before in order to plan well you need to learn the content 

of the course right? 

B: Yes, that’s what we learn by reading it. 

A: Have you read any supplement materials to support the course material 

that you’re supposed to teach? 

B: For example, students read this they don’t understand. Sometimes you 

understand but students do not understand, so you go to the Internet, trying 

to find a more simple case a material to provide to students. 

A: Do you think that you learn something new? Another thing about 
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classroom action research small classroom action research to improve 

yourself particularly formally or informally? 

B: I don’t think I’ve often done one. Now I’m doing one research with my 

students, you know, in the past, my first master’s degree I did not do any 

research just one thesis. When I went to Australia, I do another research 

coming back I did not do any research, but not action research. This term I 

teach Advance Research so I asked my students to do research with me so I 

put them into groups. At the same time I’m also doing a research about my 

students how can we help students learn to do research. But I have heard a 

lot about action research, classroom research but never done it. 

A: Have you ever tried, for example, learn new techniques from 

somewhere or the books, for example, and then you try them in a 

classroom? And you think sometimes it may not work perfectly and then 

you want to do it again and you think about it why it hasn’t been done 

perfectly and then you try it again after thinking of why have you done 

that?  

B: I have done that I have read the books, for example, I learn one strategy 

call 4-3-2 speaking strategy and I apply to my students. 4-3-2 I found that 

when we asked students teach 4mns and 3 and 2mns, its too long for them 

so I just change to 3-2-1 so I have used what I have learned from my 

teacher by classroom, and somehow it does not work I try to think how can 

I make it better I make it shorter to my students. 

A: Don’t you feel that is action research? 

B: Yeah, I just feel that like experiment whatever. (A: That’s action 

research you conduct it informally) Not write a report ( it doesn’t need to 

be like that)  

A: Okay, how about research? Have you ever you mentioned about master 

research, a part from that have you ever joined a team? 

B: Yeah, I have done a few researches this year. I have done the research 

(A: In different fields?) Yeah, education and with IR as well.  I have done 

alone. I have done with a group of people. Currently I’m looking as 

research with my friend it just my own initiative. I just try to find more 

publications, so try to build up our own credit to seek for a scholarship. 
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A: So far have you ever attended any workshops, seminars or conferences 

nationally and internationally? 

B: I always attend CamTESOL conference every year. In the past I paid 

50%, my school paid me 50%. Later on if I want to be paid 100% I had to 

present something, so I tried to present a paper. 

A:  Have you ever presented paper? What paper? 

B: Yes, I’ve presented a paper of CLT challenges and opportunity when we 

use CLT. (How long does it take you to prepare the paper?) That’s because 

of I did my Master so it’s part of my Thesis so I try to make it. 

A: That’s good.  

B: And later on next year I joined with my friends, we work together on a 

paper in order to present we sent our Abstract. It’s successful CamTESOL 

accepted it. I cannot complete it, so I just present the proposal like what I 

want to do so I can get from the participants. 

A: Great! Now that’s all about methods of self-development. I would like 

you to think about what’s we have discussed here and which one you think 

is your most favorite? Only one! You have practiced most! 

B: I think self-development for study but here it would include…..? 

A: Scholarship study, pay your own study to attend the workshops, the 

conferences like CamTESOL you use that a lot right? Forget this use only 

one you have practiced the most! Ok that’s one! 

B: Yes, I found like reading, you know, for example, we want to know 

some strategies but I choose only one. 

A: Ok between that one and reading you think you’ve done the most. 

B: I would think reading because, but this we can learn something from 

teacher but when we read get some more activities you know so I have to 

cross out one. 

A:  So Reading? Great! Well I think you have given a lot of information I 

think very useful. This is what my study would be about. Look at the 

feeling at the way you grow, the way you find a job, yes something like 

this.  
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APPENDIX H: SAMPLE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

What 
motivates 

 
-poverty 
-parents’ 
advice 
-belief in 
doing good 
receiving 
good 
-Passion for 
teaching 
-ill words of 
others 
-Loving 
learning 
-want to go 
ahead 
-personal 
drive 
-Having 
more classes 

(A)េហយដល់េពលអ�ីែ ដលខ �ុ �ំប ឹង ែ �ប ង ហ�ឹ ង  ក ៏ខ �ុ េំឃ  ញ លទ �ផ ល លទ �ផ លគ ឺ� េធ �

េ�ឲ � ខ �ុ�ំន ់ែ ត �ន ស ម ត �� ព� � ំង  េហយខ �ុ ំ� ច េ�រ ក �រ � រ � ន ល�ៗ អីអ� �ឹ ង ។  

� � អ�ីែ ដលខ �ុ ំ� ន េធ �ពីេដម ម ក ។ �ន ស ិ ស � ម ួយេ� ះ  ខ �ុ លឺំស ូ រ � � េគ ន ិ � យ េគ �  

អ�ក �គ �ខ �ុ លឺំ� ម ិ ត �ភ ក �ិខ �ុហំ�ឹ ង េគ េរ �ន � ម ួយអ�ក �គ � េហយឥ លូវ េន ះ េគ េធ �� អ�ក  

D e s i g n  ដូច េធ � ស �ី ៗ �េ� ក �ុ ង �� េហយជ ួយប េ�ង �ន �គ �ដ៏ៃ ទ អីអ� �ឹ ង េ�� 

េហយអ� �ឹ ង ខ �ុ ដំឹង ពីម ិត �ភ ក �ិខ �ុ ំ� េគ េរ �ន ពីអ�ក �គ � អ� �ឹ ង � ន ខ �ុ ំម ក េរ �ន � ម ួយអ�ក

�គ �។  េគ � អ� �ឹ ង  ខ �ុ ំ� ខ �ុ លឺំអ� �ឹ ង ខ �ុ ំស ប � យច ិត � េ�� ះ អីខ �ុ ំ� ន ផ ល ស ិ ស � ខ �ុ េំធ �

�រ � ន ផ ល។  ដល់េពលេយង េឃ  ញ ស ិ ស � េយង េរ �ន � ន ផ លពីេយង  េយង

ស ប � យច ិត �ែ ដរ  េហយេប ស ិ ន េគ ម ក េរ �ន េ� យម ិន �ន  M o t i v a t i o n  ក ៏ម ិ ន ដឹង េធ �

� ៉ ង េម ៉ ច ែ ដរ  ម ិន ដឹង � ជ ួយេ� យវ ិធ ី�។  

(C )ែ ត ន ិ � យេ�េយង េ� រ ព� ម �ពះ ពុទ ��ស � ផ ង  ច ឹ ង ខ �ុ ំគ ិត �  �រ ែ ច ក រ ំែ ល

ក ប ុ ណ � � ន ហ�ឹ ង  �រ ែ ច ក រ ំែ លក ច េំណ ះ ដឹង គ ឺ� ប ុ ណ �  គ ឺ� �រ ស ន � ំក ុ ស លេ�

� ត េិ��យ ច ឹង ហ�ឹ ង ស ��ប ់ខ �ុ េំទ  � ប ុ ណ � ធ �ំស ់េ�� ះ េយង �  ពុទ ��ស ន ិ ក  

េហយេប េយង គ ិ ត ែ ត េឃ  ញ � លុយ ៗ ៗ  េហយេយង ម ិ ន គ ិ ត ពី�រ ស ន � ំប ុ ណ �  

េយង អត ់� ន ប ុ ណ � េទ  ហ�ឹ ង ក ៏ � ប ុ ណ � ម ួយែ ដរ  ខ �ុ ំគ ិត ច ឹង �េ�ក �គ � ច ឹ ង � ន ខ �ុ ំ

�ន គ ំន ិ ត  េន ះ េ� យ�រ  �៉ក ់ខ �ុ ំ� អត ីត �គ � ប េ�ង �ន ម េត យ�  េហយជ ី� ខ �ុ ំន ប េង �ត  

គ ឺ� �គ �ស ូ �ត �� ំ អត ីត � �ពះ ស ង �  េហយ� ត ់ែ ត ង ែ ត អប ់រ ពួំក ខ �ុ អំ� �ឹ ង  ច ង េ់ធ �អ�ីក ុ ំ

គ ិ ត ែ ត លុយេពក  គ ិ ត េក រ ��េ� � ះ ផ ង  � ត ់� ច ឹង ។  

( B )( បទ ព េិ�ធន ព៍ �ិក ល�ីងជ ូរច តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�)ព �� ម�ប់េផ �មន កឹ េឃ ញ

ព �ិក េ�េលទ ូក  ន កឹ េឃ ញ េវ ទ � េធ�ក ម�ក រទ ូ ក  រតមូ៉់តូឌុប�លយ់ប់�លភ់�ឺ ច ងឹក ៏

�ប់�ន ច តិ�មួយ� បឹង េគ ១ េ�៉ង២ េ�៉ង៣ េ�៉ងអីមនិ ដ ងឹេទ  ខ �ុេំរ�ន �ង១ ០ េ�៉ង

មួយៃថ� អង�ុយេរ�ន  អង�ុយស រេស រ អង�ុយ�ន  អង�ុយស រេស រ អង�ុយ�ន  ម�៉ង

េយងេ� �យេគ �� យផ ង ច ងឹេច ះ ែ តខ �ំ បឹងេ� េហយក េ៏� �យមក ខ �ុ កំ �៏ប់េផ �មច ូល

ស �័� គ ច តិ� យុវ ជ ន ស �័� គ ច តិ��មួយន សិ �តិេ�ប����ស �េន ះ  ក េ៏យងេរ�បច បំេង�ត

� ក �មមួយច ុះ េ�បេ� ង�ន អង់េគ �ស  បេ� ង�ន គ ណ ិត បេ� ង�ន រូបវ ិទ �េ��ម��

អន ុវ ិទ �លយ័េ�អីេ� ក � គ � ព ីេ� � ះ ន កឹ េឃ ញ �លខ �ួន ឯ ងេ�េរ�ន េយងច ង់េ�

េរ�ន ច ងឹ អតល់ទ �� ព  េ�េរ�ន គ ួរេរ�ន អី� ត�វ បង់លុយបង់អីឲ �� គ �អី េយងអត�់ន

លទ �� ព  ក �៏ប់េផ �មច ង់បេង�តវ គ �ហ�ឹងជ ួយេក �ងៗ ែ ដ ល��ប់�ន  ែ ដ ល�� �ច គ តិ�
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�ន វ បិត�ិដ ូច �លខ �ុ�ំ េ� ក � គ � អ�� ងឹក �៏ប់េផ �មបេង�តវ គ �ហ�ឹងេ�បេ� ង�ន បន �ិច ម�

ងៗ �ប់េផ �ម�ន ច តិ��ស � ញ ់វ ិស យ័អប់រំហ�ឹងេ� ក �៏ប់េផ �មេរ�ន បេណ �រ លួច ច ូល

�ម�� ក េ់គ បេណ �រ េច ះ េរ�ន បែ ន �ម ច ង់�� ល់វ ិស យ័អប់រំហ�ឹង ច ង់េធ�� គ � ក បុ៉៏ែ ន �មនិ

ែ ដ លគ តិ�ច ង់េរ�ន ជ �ំ ញ � ង� គ �ហ�ឹងេទ TES OL។ 

( D ) ( បទ ព េិ�ធន ព៍ �ិក ល�ីងជ ូរច តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�)េហយ… �ទ ូេ�� គ �បឋម ខ �ុំ

ជ �ំបបងច ុះ �ជ ីវ តិេយងគ ឺព �ិក  េហយេយងគ តិ�� គ �� ប�ស  េហយ�មួយេអ …

េយងអតច់ ង់េឃ ញ �រូប� ព យក លុយព ីេក �ងៗ អីច ងឹេ�។ ��ងំអស ន់ ងឹេហយ 

ែ ដ រជ � ម�ញ ឲ �េយងេដ រ េបស និ �េយងេ�ែ តអ�� ងឹ អ�� ងឹ�ស ក ម�� ព �ងំអស  ់

ន ងឹេយងេ�ែ តជ ួប។ អ�� ងឹេដ ម�ីេច ញ ព ី�ន ងឹេយង� ត�វ រក វ ធីិេធ�េមច ខ ែំ ក ៃខ  អ�� ងឹ 

ក ខ៏ េំរ�ន បន �េ�។�មព តិេ�លស �ំ ន ន់ ងឹគ ឺ � �ន ែ់ តខ �ុចំ ង់� �ស �់ក េច ញ ព ី � ព  ដ

ែ ដ លៗ េ��� បឋមស កិ � ន ូវ រូប� ព មនិ គ ួរគ ប�ីមួយច នំ ួន  �ន ងឹ�ក �� ែ ដ រ ជ

� ម�ញ ឲ �ខ �ុ សំ ុ ខ ច តិ�េដ រេច ញ េ�ះ បីេ�លេ� េ� ះ េយងេដ រដ លឫ់ ក ម៏និ ដ លក់  ៏េ�

យ។ 

�ន ងឹ��ក ទ់ ងន ងឹេអ… .េអ...a d v ic e  របស ខ់ �ុ ែំ ដ រ �ត�់ឲ �ែ ត�ន ជ ីវ តិ េ�ែ ត�ន

ស ង� មឹ  េហយេបតស ៊ូរគ ង់�ន ស េ� មច េទ ។ េហយ�តដ់ ូច �េ�េអ.....ស ម�ីរ�ត ់

ន ងឹដ ូច �េ�ៗ េអ...េ�ក �ុងខ �ួន របស េ់យងន ងឹ ឲ �ែ តេយងព �ិក អីច ង់េ�ះ បង់អី 

េលក យក ស ម�ីរ�តម់ក គ តិ �ទ អ�� ងឹេយងេច ះ ែ តេធ��ម�រេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�របស  ់�

ត។់ 

 
(E)Yeah, probably the rationale, reason behind why I keep learning is that I don’t feel 

satisfied with what I have yet I want to at least grow academically, grow personally, 

so, for example, I want to earn a higher degree, so, for example, if I get a degree I 

hope that I can teach higher grades and receive higher salary. All I might have more 

options maybe I work as a Dean at University or join NGO. I think higher degree 

would provide me more options. 

(F) � បែ ហល�� បែ ហល� I nd iv id ua l D iffe re nce s។អ�ក ខ �ះ េគ � េមលេស �វ េ� យូរ

ងងុយេដ ក  ខ �ុេំមលេស �វ េ�  �ន ែ់ តជ ក េ់�ៗ ៗ ។ ខ �ុរំំលកឹ េឡងវ ញិ  �លព ី�ទ តិ�

មុន  ខ �ុ�ំក ក់ ចិ ��រេ�យស សិ � PH D  ន ងិេធ�ព ីេរ�ងG o a l េហយខ �ុេំ�យេ�េមល

ស សិ ��� ក ទ់ ី១ ២ េប៊លធី ដ លេ់គ ន �ិ យស �ំ ស ន ព៍ ីរេប�បេរ�ន របស េ់គ ។ ក �ុងហ�ឹងខ �ុំ

ច ូលច តិ�ស សិ �មួយ គ ឺេព លេរ�ន ខ �ុ �ំ ត�វ បិទ ទ ូរស ័ព �។ មូលេហតុែ ដ លបិទ ទ ូរ ស ព័ � 

េ� � ះ �េ�េព លែ ដ លលឺស ូរ ទ ីតទ ីត េ�៉ េបដ ូច � េតេល� �ម អីហ�ឹង  � េមល

ែ ត១ � ទ ី ែ តដ លេ់ព លេមលគ ឺ ១ េ�៉ង  �ហ�ឹង W a ste  Time ។ េហយច ែំ ន ក ខ �ុ គំ ឺ ខ ុ ស
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�� វ ញិ  ជ ួន  �ល�អតច់ ង់េមលេទ  ែ តដ លេ់ព លេមលេ�គ ឺេមលេហយ េ�Link 

េមល�ហ�ឹងេហយេ��េ� ះ  េ��េ� ះ  អ�� ងឹ��ន ែ់ តជ ួក េ�ៗ ៗ ៗ  េហយ�ច ំ

ន ុច ែ ដ លេ� ច ន េ�យេយងគ តិ� ខ �ុមំក ដ លេ់ព លេន ះ  ខ �ុ សំ រេស រេស �វ េ� �ន

� បែ ហល �ង៤ ០ ក �ល គ តិ�ងំ េ�លន េ� �យរបស ់� ក ស ួង។ អ�� ងឹ េដ ម�ីស រ

េស រេស �វ េ� មួយេយង� ត�វ គ តិព �ិរ� ��វ � �វ េ់� ច ន ។ អ�� ងឹេបស និ  �េគ ស រ

េស រេស �វ េ� មួយៗ គ ឺេគ �ន ច នំ ុច � �ំង ច នំ ុច េខ �យ  េបេយងេមលេ� �ន ក ែ ន �ង

េស �វ េ� ខ �ះ  ក េ៏យង�ច ដ ក �ន ១ ទ ពំ រ័ ២ ទ ពំ រ័ែ ដ រ �ល�េយង េយង ច េំន ញ

�ន េ� ច ន ។ ច នំ ុច របស ខ់ �ុ គំ ឺ ខ �ុេំមល េហយស េង�ប។ 

( G )�ទ ដ ូច ខ �ុ�ំន � �ប់អ�� ងឹ េ� ក � គ ��ែ ផ �ក មួយែ ដ រ �ងំព ីដ បូំងេរ�ន �មួយ

េ� ក � គ � េឃ ញ �េ� ក � គ �បេ� ង�ន ល� �ស �លយល ់េហយស សិ �ច ូលច តិ� �ទ

េហយច ងឹេ��ែ ផ �ក មួយែ ដ រេធ�ឲ �ខ �ុចំ ូលច តិ��របេ� ង�ន ន ងឹ។ េហយមួយេទ �ត

� � លខ់ �ួន េអ… ..ច ណំ ុ ច � � លខ់ �ួន  ដ ូច ន �ិ យព ី� ងេដ មេ� ក � គ � ព ីេដ មែ ដ រ ក ��

េ�គ ជ យ័�ន ខ �ះ ព ីមុន មក  េហយខ �ុ�ំន � គ ះឹ ជ � ម�ញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�េយង េហយេមលេ�

មុខ េទ �តគ ឺ គ រូំេយងអ�� ងឹ�េ� ក � គ � �ទ ខ �ុ គំ តិ�េ� ច ន ។ េហយច េំ� ះ � គ ��រ គ ឺ

�ន ែ ត�� យេក �ក �ត�់មន ុស ��ន ច ក �ុវ ិស យ័�  �តេ់ច ះ ជ ួយតែ � មត� មង់េយង 

�តអ់ត�់ន ជ ួយ ( … … ) �ត�់ �ន ែ់ តជ ួយតែ � មត� មង់េយង ែ តេបមួយែ ផ �ក មួយ 

េទ �តេ�ែ ផ �ក ហរិ��វ ត�ុ�តក់ ពំ ុងែ តភ័យេយងែ ដ រេ� � ះ េយង� ត�វ �រេព ល��  

េហយម�៉ងេទ �ត�ន ែ តមុខ របរ�ត ់អ�� ងឹេហយ�តេ់�ផ �ះ មុខ របរ�ស រ់បស  ់

�តន់ ងឹ អ�� ងឹ�តម់និ �ច �ន លទ �� ព ជ ួយេយង� �មៗ េទ ។អ�� ងឹ�ន ងឹក ��  

ខ �ួន េយងស �ំ ន ដ់ ូច េ� ក � គ �ស �� ស ន ន៍ ងឹល� គ ឺខ �ួន េយង �តច់ ង់េមល�� រៃដ  

េយងែ ដ រ េយង� �ំងឲ �េច ញ ជ ហំរមក � ឲ �ែ តេច ញ �ន ខ �ះ �ត�់ំែ តជ ួយេយង 

េហយេបេយងអតេ់ច ញ អីេ�ះ �តព់ �ិក ជ ួយេបច ង់ឲ �� ព ះ ជ ួយ�លែ់ តេយងជ ួយ 

ខ �ួន េយងស និ ខ �ុេំជ �� ទ សឹ �ីន ងឹ។អ�� ងឹេហយេយង�ន �ទ ខ �ុ កំ ពំ ុងគ តិ�េរ�ងន ងឹ 

េយង� ត�វ រក � ច ក �ដ ូច �រក ស �ំ ន គ់ ឺ�ជ �ំ ន តូច ៗ េយងេដ រឲ ��ច �ស ស់ និ ។ 

( H )V is io n� �ំងគ ឺដ ងឹ��លណ �ឹងអ�ក ែ ដ លេគ �ន D o cto rគ ឺេគ រក លុយ�ន �ស �ល។ 

��ច មក ព ី � ព � ក ី � ក � ព ល�ំក ហ�ឹង� �ំងេ�៉រ�ជ រុំញ ឲ �េយង�ន �ក េំន តមក

េហយ�ច ��ន �រឆ �ង�ត�់រល�ំក េហយ��ប់ល�ំក េវ ទ � េយងេមលេ�េគ

គ �ឹន �រ�ណ ិត�ស ូរដ លេ់គ �ហ�ឹង�ច �ក ទ់ ង�� �ងំព ីរហ�ឹង។ 

Loving learning 

(I)�ច �ទ ី១ �រ�ស � ញ �់រេរ�ន ។ 

( J)- W a nt to  g o  a h e a d  a mo ng  o th e r c o lle a g ue s: េបស និ �េយងស េង�តេមលេ� 
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គ ឺមនិ ស ូវ �ន េទ  គ ឺ ក � មហ�ង។ េ�យ�រែ តេបខ �ុសំ េង�តេមលេ� �លព ីខ �ុបំេ� ង�ន  

េ��ស ុីអឺុរុ៉ប ន �ិ យព ីេដ មរហូតមក ដ លឥ់ លូវ  �លព ី ខ �ុចំ ូលបេ� ង�ន េ��ស ុី អឺុ 

រុ៉ប ខ �ុេំរ�ន �� ក ប់រិ��ប� ត�ន ខ់ �ស  ់ែ ត�� ន ន រ��� ក េ់រ�ន �� ក េ់ន ះ េទ ។ ខ �ុេំរ�ន �ន  

ជ តិច ប់េហយ �� ទំ ី ២ េហយ ែ តព ួក េគ េ�មនិ �ន �់ប់េផ �មេរ�ន �� ក ប់រិ��ប� ត�ន  ់

ខ �ស ហ់�ឹងផ ង។ អ�� ងឹ� គ �ែ ដ លបេ� ង�ន �� ក ប់រិ��ប� ត គ ឺ ក � មតិ�� ក ប់រិ��ប� ត ដ ូច  

��  អ�� ងឹខ �ុ គំ តិ�ខ �ុរំតមុ់ន េគ �ងំអស ។់ េហយប� � ប់មក  ខ �ុ ចំ ប់�� ក ប់រិ��ប� ត 

�ន ខ់ �ស  ់េទ ប�ន េគ �ប់េផ �មេរ�ន �� ក ប់រិ��ប� ត�ន ខ់ �ស  ់អ�� ងឹខ �ុ កំ ប៏ន ��� ក  ់

បណ �ិ តេទ �ត។ ដ ូេច �ះ េបស និ �ន �ិ យស រុបេ� គ ឺមនិ ស ូ វ �ន អ�ក � តដ �ំ តស ងមក  

�មួយេយងេទ ។ អ�� ងឹេយងេ� ច ន ែ តេ�មុន េគ  េ��ត់ៗែ តឯ ងៗ  ដ ូច �� ក ប់ណ �ិ ត 

េន ះ អ�� ងឹ ឥ លូវ ក �៏� ន អ�ក េរ�ន ែ ដ រ អ�� ងឹខ �ួន ឯ ងច ង់េ�ស ួរេគ ក អ៏ត�់ន ែ ដ រ។ 

- W h a t mo tiv a te s  h im th e  mo st:ទ ី១  គ ឺ ដ ូច �មនិ �ន អ�ីេលស ដ ូច ែ ដ លខ �ុ�ំន ន ិ

� យមុន ហ�ឹង។ ក �� ែ ដ លជ � ម�ញ ឲ �េយងខ �ំ បឹងបន �ទ ១ី  គ ឺេយង�ក ូន អ�ក ែ �ស ធម�

�គ ឺែ តងែ តខ តិខ �ំ បឹងេរ�ន  ខ �ំ បឹងេរ�ន េដ ម�ី�ន ច េំណ ះ ដ ងឹេ��ច � បក បរបរ

ច �ិ� មឹជ ីវ តិេយង�ន  ឪព ុ ក �� យ�� ន ែ ច ក អ�ីឲ �េទ  េន ះ �ច ណំ ុ ច មួយែ ដ លេធ�ឲ �ខ �ុ ខំ ំ

� បឹង េហយ� បស និ �េយងេច ះ ដ ងឹ ស ង�មក េ៏គ ទ ទ ួល�� លែ់ ដ រ �ទ េន ះ �ច ណំ ុ ច

ទ ី ២ ប� � ប់មក េទ �ត។ ទ ី១  េយង�ន ផ លខ �ួន ឯ ងេហយ េហយទ ី២  ស ង�មក �៏ត់

ទ ទ ួល�� ល ់េគ ច ូលច តិ�អ�ក ែ ដ លេច ះ ដ ងឹហ�ឹង ខ �ុយំលេ់ឃ ញ ែ បបហ�ឹង។ �ទ , ទ ី៣  

គ ឺ ដ ូច អ�ីែ ដ ល�ន ន �ិ យមក មុន ន ងឹែ ដ រ គ ឺអតច់ ង់ឲ �េគ មក េស �េយងេទ  ច ង់ឲ �េយង

�ប់េដ រមុន េគ  ។ 

( K)�មព តិេបន �ិ យព ី mo tiv a tio n របស ់ខ �ុ ំខ �ុ សំ ុ ែំ ច ក � ២ ឬ៣ ទ � មង់។ទ ី១  

mo tiv a tio n ក �ុងជ ីវ តិព តិទ ូេ�ក េ៏�យរឺក �ុង�ជ ីព របស ់ខ �ុ ំគ ឺមក ព ី � ព � ក ី � ក ន ងិ�រ

ល�ំក �ស  ់អ�� ងឹេធ�ឲ �ខ �ុ�ំន ច តិ�ខ តំស ៊ូេធ��រក �ុងជ ីវ តិរបស ខ់ �ុេំដ ម�ី� ទ � ទ ង់ជ ីវ តិ

របស ខ់ �ុ�ំមរយៈ�រល�ំក ន ងិ�រតស ូ។រូប� ព ៃន mo tiv a tio n មួយេទ �តគ ឺេក ត

េច ញ មក ព ី�រែ � ប� ប�លៃន ស ង�ម ខ �ុេំឃ ញ េគ អភិវ ឌ�ខ �ួន េ�មុខ  េហយខ �ុេំឃ ញ �

ស ង�ម� ត�វ �រអ�ក េច ះ ដ ងឹ េឃ ញ មតិ�ភក �ិន ងិ�រ�រេផ �ងៗ េគ � ត�វ �រក � មតិែ ដ ល

�ន បេច �ក េទ ស េផ �ងៗ  ដ លអ់�� ងឹេ�ខ �ុ កំ េ៏ច ះ ែ តខ �ំ បឹងអភិវ ឌ�។ េហយដ លេ់�

mo tiv a tio nមួយេទ �តគ ឺេ�ក �ុង�ជ ីព �អ�ក �ជ �រ េ�យខ �ុចំ ង់ច ូលរួមមួយច ែំ ណ ក

ក �ុងវ ិស យ័�មួយក �ុង�រអភិវ ឌ�ន �៍ត ិែ តខ �ុមំនិ ែ មន �ន ន យ័�ច ង់េធ��� យក
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រដ �ម�ន �ីអីេទ  គ ឺ ខ �ួន ឯ ងច ង់េធ��អ�ក �ជ �រ េហយេ� ប� �ស �់រយលដ់ ងឹន ងិបទ

ព េិ�ធន រ៍បស ខ់ �ួន ច ូលេ�ក �ុងវ ិស យ័�មួយេដ ម�ីជ ួយអភិវ ឌ��ត ិេ�ះ បី�ដ ងឹ

ខ �ួន ឯ ង�� ក ល�ំក មនិ ស ូវ �ន លុយក េ៏�យ ែ តខ �ុេំ�ែ ត�ន ច តិ�ច ូលរួមក �ុង 

ច ែំ ណ ក ក �ុង�រអភិវ ឌ�ន �៍តេិ�ក �ុងវ ិស យ័ែ ដ លខ �ុ�ំ ក ព់ ន័ �។ អ�� ងឹគ ឺ�ន ៣ ទ � មង់ 

ហ�ឹង ទ ី១ គ ឺpe rs o na l e xpe rie nce , ទ ី ២ គ ឺ �រេឃ ញ �រអភិវ ឌ�ន ៃ៍ន ស ង�ម, ទ ី ៣ គ ឺ ច ង់

��យខ �ួន េ��អ�ក ច ូលរួមមួយច ែំ ណ ក ក �ុង�រអភិវ ឌ�ន �៍ បេទ ស �ត។ិ 

( L)ែ មន ែ ទ ន េ�ស នំ ួរេន ះ � បែ ហល� ស នំ ួរ�ន �រៈស �ំ ន ស់ � �ប់ផ �លេ់�ក ��ំង

ច តិ�ខ �ុមួំយេទ �តេ� � ះ ជ ី វ តិ របស ខ់ �ុ ំេអរ�ងំព ីេក �ងក �ីមក គ ឺ ខ �ុរំស េ់�េអរៗ ែ មន ែ ទ ន

េ�រស េ់�េគ េ��េវ ទ � ច ងឹក �៏�ន ែ ដ រេ� � ះ ខ �ុ កំ �ំ � ឪព ុ ក �ងំព ី ៧ ២  ច ង់រស ់

េ��មួយ�� យ េហយេព លច ូលដ លស់ មយ័លន  ់ន ុល ស � ព �រក ម៏ក ម�ង់េទ �ត 

េហយខ �ុ កំ អ៏តផ់ �ះ ស ែំ បងេ��ន មក � ជ ក េ�ន �មួយន ងឹ េអរ� គ ��រ��ត�ិមតិ�េអរជ ី

ដ ូន ជ ី�ភ�ំេព ញ ន ងឹ េហយ� ត�វ �ររក � បក បរប�ជ ីវ ក ម� េអររក មុខ របបបែ ន �មេដ ម�ី

� គ ប់� គ ង��ន � ព � គ ��រ�មួយ�� យខ �ុ ំអ�� ងឹេព លែ ដ លេរ�ន ខ �ុេំរ�ន អតែ់ ដ ល�ន

�៉ក ងអីេទ  ខ �ុយំក េព ល�៉ក ងយក េព លេ�រក ស ុីេដ ម�ីទ ប់ទ លជ់ ីវ � ព  េ��ះ េហយ

ក �� �ងំអស េ់ន ះ េហយ�អក ុស លដ លេ់ព លែ បក  �� ៧ំ ៥  ន ងឹ ែ បក �� យខ �ុេំទ �ត 

េ�រស េ់�ែ ត�� ក ឯ់ ង េ��ះ េហយក �� �ងំេន ះ េធ�េ�យជ រុំញ េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�េ�យខ �ុំ

ខ ពំ �� មអ�ីែ ដ លខ �ុ�ំច េធ�េ��ន  �ទ ។ ខ �ុ គំ តិ�អ�ីែ ដ ល��រេ� ប�ន  � បេ�

របស �់ ព ះ ព ុ ទ �បរម� គ �គ ឺ�ក �� ក ឆ់ �ុះ ដ ូច ខ �ុជំ � �ប់ជ ូន � ងេដ មច ងឹ។ មុន ន ងឹខ �ុ  ំេច ញ

� បក បវ �ិ�ជ ីវ ៈក �ុងវ ិស យ័ស ុ� ភិ�លខ �ុ�ំន េធ�ស ម�ថ( � ���ំង ៥ ៦:៣ ០ ) ។  ច ឹ

ងេទ ខ �ុ គំ តិ��រទ ូ� � ន របស �់ ព ះ ព ុ ទ �គ ឺ�� បទ ីបបំភ�ឺផ �ូវ ក ដ៏ ូច �ផ �ូវ េដ រស � �ប់ េ�យ

េយងថ�ឹងែ ថ�ងេ� ជ ស េរស េដ ម�ីេ�យេយងេធ�អ�ីមួយ� បក បេ�យគ ន �ងធម ៌េហយ

�ន � ព ៃថ�ថ�ូរ។ 

(M)ខំអភិវឌ�ែបបេ�ះ េ��ះ��ល� េបេយ ងបេ�ង�ន�នល� �ទូេ�េយ ងនឹង

�ន�� ក់េ�ចនេហយ ។ �ល� �ន�� ក់េ�ចន ��ក�� ជំរុញ�ររសេ់��ន

�បេសរែដរ ែតេបេយ ងមិន�បឺងែ�បង មិន�បឺងអភិវឌ�េ� េយ ងនឹង�ន�� ក់តិច ក៏�

�មេ�ះែដរ។ អី��ឹងខ�ំុគិតេឃញ� ែផ�កែដលេ�ក�គ�និ� យ េ�ះ �រ�រ� 

affects េ�នឹង Living Situation េ�ះឯង។ 

( N )N o t v e ry  much . W h e n I  w a s  a  v e ry  little  b o y , I  w a s  s c a re d  o f mo nks. W h e n 

I  s a w  th e m, I  run a w a y . បុ៉ែ ន �េ�េព លែ ដ ល�ន �យុ ១ ៦- ១ ៧ �� �ំ� យេបក វ ិទ �ុ 

ធមឱ៌��� ប់។ �� ប់យលខ់ �ះ  អតខ់ �ះ ។ េក �ង�យុ១ ៦ ១ ៧  ន ងឹេឆ វ �វ �ស  ់មនិ ស ូវ  
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េច ះ គ តិេ� ច ន េទ  ែ តរហូត�� ប់យូរៗេ��� លព់ ីគ ុ ណ របស �់� យឪព ុក  �រល�ំក  

លះ បង់របស �់ត ់ែ បរេ���ស � ញ �់តវ់ ញិ ។ �ន ក ��ំងច តិ�ខ តិខ �ំ បឹងែ � បងេធ� 

�រេដ ម�ី តបស �ងស ងគ ុណ ព ួ ក �ត។់ ��� គ តិ�ច ណំ ុ ច ន ងឹេហយែ ដ លេក �ងមនិ  

�ន ទ ទ ួល�រអប់រំែ ផ �ក ផ �តគ់ នំ តិ�ងំព ីេក �ង រហូតមក ដ ល�់យុ ១ ៦ ១ ៧  ន ងឹ �អត ់

យលែ់ តម�ង។ ែ តេបស និ �ឪព ុក �� យ ស ង�ម�ន េមេរ�ន ល�អប់រំ�ងំព ីេក �ងមក  

េ� ះ ន ងឹេធ�ឱ�េក �ងេ� ះ  យល�់ន ច �ស េ់ហយឪព ុក �� យក ម៏និ ស ូវ ព �ិក ែ ដ រ។ 

េព លន ងឹឈ ប់េធ�ឲ �ព ុ ក �� យព �ិក ច តិ�េទ �តេហយ �ន ែ តក ��ំងច តិ�ខ តិខ �ំ បឹង

ែ � បងេធ��រ េហយគ តិ�េព លបួស េហយ�ន េព លេវ � េរ�ន េ� ច ន ក ស៏ េ� មច ច តិ�បួ

ស ។ អ�ក ែ ដ លជ រុំញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�គ ឺេ� ក � គ � បុត �វ ង់។ េ� ក � គ � បុត �វ ង់ �ត�់

អ�ក េទ ស �  �ត់់ឧ�ស ក  �តអ់ប់រំែ ផ �ក ផ �ូវ ច តិ��ន ល� ដ ូេច �ះ ច ូលច តិ��� ប់�ត់

េទ ស � េ� ច ន ។  

(O) អ�ីែដល�Motivationរបសេ់យ ងស��ប់សេ�មចេ�លេ� គឺ�រែចករំែលក

ចំេណ ះដឹង និងលះបង់េពលេវ�េដម�វីិសយ័ អប់រំ �នន័យ � គុណ �ពវិសយ័

អប់រំក�ុងវិសយ័ ឧត�មសកិ�ហ�ឹងឯង ។ េនះគឺ�Motivationធំែដលេធ�ឲ�ខ�ំុស�ិតក�ុងវិស័

យ អប់រំ��គ�បេ�ង�នរយ ៈេពល�ង២០�� េំ�យ មិនគិតពីអ�ីេ��ពី�រេផ�រចំេណ ះ

ដឹង និង�រផ�លឱ់ �ទដលេ់ក�ងជំ�ន់េ��យ ។ េ��ពីេនះ��Motivationបន�ប��ប់

េទដូច� ��ក់ែខ,  ���ក់ឧបត�ម� ឬ ក៏�កិត�ិយ ស ប័ណ �សរេសរ��គឺ��រ

ប��ប់បន�េំ�ះេទ។ 

ទីពីរ គឺេយ ងេឃញពី�រខ�ះ� តក�ុង�រអភិវឌ��បេទស េ�យ េយ ង�នជំេន� � 

�នែតវិសយ័ អប់រំមួយ ប៉ុេ� � ះេទែដល�អភិវឌ�ន៍�បេទសេល�គប់វិសយ័ �នចឹង

េនះ�ក�� ទី២ ែដលជ�ម�ញឲ�េយ ងស�ិតេ�ក�ុងវិសយ័ ��គ�បេ�ង�នេនះ។ 

�ទូេ� េយ ងនិ� យ ពីចិត���ស�មនុស� អ�កខ�ះ�� យ ��គ�បេ�ង�នេ�យ ៃ ចដន� 

អ�កខ�ះ�� យ ��គ�បេ�ង�នេ�យ �ន�រកំណ ត់ទិសេ�ទុក�មុន អ�កខ�ះេគ�អ�ក

�� យ ��គ�បេ�ង�នេ�យ �រពូជអំបូរ��គ�បេ�ង�ន េបេ� ះេប�ត់��គ�បេ�ង�ន

� ៉ង� ក៏េ�យ ក៏េយ ងេមលេឃញ�ទូេ�� អ�កែដល� ស�ញ�់របេ�ង�ន

ហ�ឹង�ទូេ�គឺេកតេចញពី�រម�ណ �៍ ងក�ុងខ�ួនឯង� �ល ់�បសនិេប� ងក�ុងហ�ឹងមិន

�ន�រជ�ម�ញ� ស�ញេ់�ះេទ េ� ះបីបរិ� �ស� ងេ��E x ternal ធំ� ៉ង�

ក៏�ត់េ�អត់�នែដរ ចឹង�នន័យ � �ល� េយ ង� ប់�រម�ណ ក៍�ុង�របេ�ង�ន 

� ស�ញ�់របេ�ង�នេនះេ�យ �រែតេយ ង�នMotivation ពី� ងក�ុងេ�ចន�ង

� ងេ�� ពឹងេ�េលេរ�ប�ប់បែន�ម�េតអ�ីែដល� Intrins ic    Motivation� ងក�ុង

ែដលេធ�ឲ�េយ ងបន��របេ�ង�នេ�យ សប� យ េហយ នឹងចង់បន��រ�រហ�ឹងប

ន�េទ�ត។ 
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ទី១ .  គឺ�រ� ស�ញេ់មលេឃញ�ប�ជន� �កូន�េ� របសេ់យ ង �នន័យ �

េយ ង�នចិត�អន�ះ�រចង់ឲ�េក�ងៗ �� យ ខ�ួនដូចេយ ងែដរ ចង់ឲ��ត់ពូែក ចង់ឲ�

�ត់េចះ ចង់ឲ��ត់�ន�រ�រដូចេយ ងែដរ ចឹងេនះគឺ��រមួយ ែដលេយ ង� ស

�ញ ់love th e p eop le េហយ េយ ង� ត់ទុកពួក�ត់ដូច�បងប�ូន កូនក�ួយ ែដល

�ត់�បឹងមកេរ�នេ�ះេហយ ែដល�Motivationរបសខ់�ំុធំែដលគិត�ខ�ំុ� ស�ញ ់

�បសនិេបខ�ំុបេ�ង�នេក�ងវិញគឺខ�ំុ�ន�រ�ណ តិ�ងមនុស�� ស ់។ 

ទី២.  េ�យ �រែតេយ ងចូលចិត��រ S h aring Id ea,  ឬ ក៏S h aring P h ilos op h y  ចូល

ចិត�ែចករំែលកទស�នៈហ�ឹង �នន័យ �ខ�ំុអត់ចូលចិត��ក់ ខុសពីទស�នៈដៃ ទ

េទ�តេគចូលចិត��ក់ចំេណ ះដឹង ចំែណ កខ�ំុចូលចិត�ែចករំែលកចឹង��ក��ែចក

រំែលក �នន័យ �េយ ងែចករំែលកអ�ីែដលេយ ង�ន ចំេណ ះដឹង,  អ�ីែដលេយ ង

ហបូ, �ទព�សម�ត�ិែដលេយ ង�ន គឺេយ ងែចករំែលកេ��មលទ��ពែដលេយ ង

�នដូច� �រែដលេយ ង�នឯក�រ,  ឬ ក៏ដំណ ងឹល�គឺេយ ងS h areឲ���  េ�ះ�

ចំណ ចុទីពីរ ែដលខ�ំុចូលចិត� S h aring ចឹង�� យ ខ�ួន��គ� េយ ងចូលចិត��រ S h are 

បទពិេ�ធន៍ �រ�រ�ក់ែស�ងអីជូន�ត់ េនះគឺ�ចំណ ចុែដលេយ ងេ�ែត��ញ

នេន�លក�ុង�របេ�ង�ន។ 

Who 
motivates 

 
-self-
motivation 
-parents/
family 
-former 
instructors/
mentors 
-Senior 
colleagues 
-friends, 
colleagues 
-famous 
people 
 

( A)�ទ ូេ� �រេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ដ ូច �មនិ �ន េទ  គ ឺ ខ �ុ �ំ បឹងែ � បងខ �ួន ឯ ង។ ព ីេ� � ះ អីេ� 

ក �ុង� គ ��រខ �ុ ំមនិ ស ូ វ ��ន អ�ក េគ ច ង់ឲ �ខ �ុេំរ�ន ផ ង។បុ៉ែ ន �ក ន �ងមក ខ �ុ�ំន � គ �បេ� ង�ន  

ែ ដ លមក ព ី�េមរិក  And y  ខ �ុេំរ�ន �មួយ�ត ់�តេ់លក ទ កឹ ច តិ�� �ំង�ស �់តែ់ តង 

ែ តន �ិ យ� �តេ់មលេឃ ញ មន ុស �ែ ដ លល�េ�ក �ុងេន ះ  �ត�់ខ �ុ�ំច បេ� ង�ន  

�ន  ដ ូច � M e th o d o lo g y  អីអ�� ងឹ ជ � ម�ញ ឲ �ខ �ុេំច ះ ែ តេធ�េន ះ េធ�េ� ះ អីអ�� ងឹេ� 

�តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ  �ហ�ឹងគ ឺ�មន ុស ��� ក ែ់ ដ ល�តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ខ �ុ។ំ េហយអ�� ងឹេ�

ខ �ុេំ�យទ ទ ួល�ន �រេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ព ី�តអី់អ�� ងឹខ �ះ េ�ក េ៏ច ះ ែ ត� បឹងែ � បងខ �ះ  

េទ �តេ� េហយ�តេ់ច ះ ែ តស រេស រ�ខ �ុ�ំមន ុស � Re lia b le  អីអ�� ងឹ។ េធ��រ� 

មួយ�តេ់� ះ  ច ុ ះ �ន ឯ � េគ �ងំអស �់� ជ ួន �លៃថ�េន ះ គ ឺេគ អតម់ក អីអ�� ងឹេ� 

េហយ�ន ែ តខ �ុបុ៉ំ� � ន អ�ក េទ ។ �តេ់ឃ ញ មន ុស �ែ ដ ល�តទ់ ុក ច តិ�អ�� ងឹ �ត់

រេប�ប��តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ េ� េហយ�តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ខ �ុឲំ �េធ�� Actio n Re s e a rc h  

េហយច ូល Pre se nt ក �ុង C o nfe re nce  ស �ីៗ គ ឺ�ត�់ងំអស ។់ �តជ់ ួយជ � ម�ញ ឲ � 

�ន ែ់ តបេង�ន ស មត�� ព ខ �ួន ឯ ង។  ដ លេ់ព លរួច េ� �មួយន ងឹ And y  �តជ់ ួយ 

ជ រុំញ ខ �ុ ំខ �ុេំឃ ញ ខ �ុ ំI mpro v e  េ� ច ន េល S h yne ss  ហ�ឹង រហូតដ ល�់ ន៊  Pre se nt េ�

ក �ុង C o nfe re nce  អី ែ តមុន ដ បូំងញ រ័េជ ងញ រ័ៃដ  ដ លេ់ព លេ� �យមក ព ីរបីដ ង េ�

េឃ ញ � �ន ។់ 

(C )េពលឪ ពុក ខ �ុ ំ� ប �� ប ់េ�ន ិ � យ�  ខ �ំប ឹង េរ �ន  ល�ង ់ស �� ប ់ែ ខ �រ � � ឯ ង េហយ 
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ច ឹ ង ម ុ ន � ត េ់ច ញ េ�ប ៉ុលពត  េគ � ប ់� ត េ់�ហ�ឹ ង  េគ ន ិ � យច ឹង  េហយខ �ុ េំរ �ន

ហ�ឹ ង  ខ �ុ ំន ឹ ក ស ម �ីពុក ខ �ុ ំរ ហូត  ។  ក � � េលក ទ ឹ ក ច ិត �ខ �ុ ដូំច ជ ��ប ជ ូ ន េ�ក �គ �ច ឹ ង  

េ� យ�រ �៉ក ់� ៉ ខ �ុ ពីំេដម អ�ក ធ ូ រ �  � ត ់អ�ក �ន ក ត �ិយស  េហយ� ត ់ែ ត ង ែ ត

�� ប ់ខ �ុ ំ�  េធ ��រ � ៉ ង �រ ក � ក ត �ិយស េ� យ� ន  ពូជ ពង � េយង ៃ ថ �ថ �ូ រ  ច ឹ ង ក ុ េំធ �

េ� យអន ់ ច ឹ ង � ត ់  � � េំផ �ែ ត ប ៉ុ ណ �ឹ ង េទ  ច ឹ ង េប េ�ក �គ �ច ង ់ដឹង ពិ�� រ ….. 

ប � � ប ពី់�� ម ខ �ុ េំ�គ ឺ� ់ ត ហ�ឹ ង េហយ អ�ក អប ់រ ំខ �ុ ំ�េ�ក �គ � � ត ់ន ិ � យ� ម ួយ

ពួក ខ �ុ ំស ុ ទ � េ�ក �ស ី  ច ឹ ង េ��ន ម ត ិស ូ ម េ�ក �ស ីអេ� � ញ  � ត េ់�ប � � 

Ple a s e  ពីម ុ ខ ែ ត ម �ង � ច ឹង � ត ់� អ�ីែ ដល� ត ់ន ិ � យហ�ឹ ង ម ិន � ន �ន ន ័យ�

� ត ់� ប ស ង �ត េ់លេយង េទ  � ត ់ផ �ល់ឳ�ស េ� យេយង ែ ត ម �ង  រ ហូត ដល់េពល

ទ េំន រ � ត ់ន ិ � យេទ �ត  េពលទ េំន រ អ�ក ឯ ង ទ េំន រ អ�ក ឯ ង ម ក ផ �ះ ខ �ុ ំ អ�ក ឯ ង ច ង
់េរ �ន  

ខ �ុ េំពញ ច ិត �ន ឹ ង ប េ�ង �ន  ច ឹ ង ប ីេ��យ�៉ក ់ខ �ុ េំ�គ ឺ អ�ក �គ �រ ប ស ់ ខ �ុ ំ។  

( D )េបឪព ុក �� យខ �ុ ំ� គ េ� ច ន ខ �ុ�ំសំ ម�ីរ�តែ់ តមួយ�៉តេ់ទ  �� យខ �ុ�ំ គ េ� ច ន �តជ់

� ម�ញ  mo tiv a te  ដ លេ់យងេព លេយងអស ់ស ង� មឹ� �យុបុ៉ណ �ឹងក ូន ឯ ងអស ់

ស ង� មឹអី �� យ�យុ�៉គ នំ រេហយេ�ែ ត�ន ស ង� មឹ។ េហយ�ក ទ់ ងន ងឹ�រអប់រំ

� គ េ� ច ន េអ… �លេ� ះ �ន អ�ក ជ តិ� ង�មព តិអតស់ ូវ �ន … អត�់ន េ់មលេឃ ញ

េទ  �ន អ�ក ជ តិ� ង�� ក �់ត�់វ ិស �ក រ េហយ�តេ់រ�ន េ� តចិ ណ ូ  េហយ�តេ់�

ែ ក �រ� ង េហយ�តេ់ឃ ញ �� គ �បឋមស កិ �អ�� ងឹេ��តប់បួលេ�េរ�ន �លន ងឹ 

�  េយងអត�់ន លុយ�ក អី់េទ  �ត�់េ�ះ េ�េរ�ន �មួយ�� េហស  េរ�ន តយក  

បរិ��ប� តយក អីច ងឹេ�។ េហយ�� �ស េម�ងរបស �់តន់ ងឹេធ�ឲ �ខ �ុ ដំ តិ�ម�ប់ 

េហយខ �ុ កំ ស៏ ន �លុំយ�លន ងឹស ន �លុំយេលងតុងទ ីន ខ �ះ អីច ងឹេ� ។ េហយមក  

េទ �តក �៏�ំត ់េច ះ �េំមល�ត ់យក �ត�់ M o d e l េហយ�តេ់រ�ន  េហយ�ត ់

េរ�ន �ត�់ន ែ ផ �� �រេ�យ�រ�តេ់រ�ន អីច ងឹេ�ក គ៏ តិ� �ក ច់ តិ�េរ�ន ។ េហយទ ី២  

suppo rte r � �ំង�ងេគ េ� ះ គ ឺភរិ� របស ខ់ �ុេំហយបង �តជ់ � ម�ញ េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ� 

េហយ �តស់ ៊ូរ� ��ំន �ងំេស ដ �ក ចិ ��ងំ� គ ��រ�រ�រេផ �ងៗ �តជ់ ួយេយងរំ ែ ល

ក � �ក ច់ នំ ូលេយងខ �ះ ៗ ។ ខ �ុេំដ រ�ន េ�យ�រខ �ុបំេ� ង�ន  priv a te  ខ �ួន ឯ ង បេ� ង�ន

េបក �� ក ប់េ� ង�ន េយង�ច  េអ�លេ� ះ ខ �ុ ទំ ទ ួល�ន �រ��ំ ទ ព ី ស សិ �េ� ច ន  េយង

បេ� ង�ន េហយរក � �ក ច់ ណំ ូ ល�ន �លេ� ះ ដ ូច �មូយៃថ��ន ដ ប់មឺុន ។ 

 ( G )�ទ ក �� � � លខ់ �ួន ស �ីែ ដ រជ � ម�ញ េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ឲ �េយងេ�ខ �ំ បឹងេធ� េហយេមល

ព ីេ� � �ន មន ុស ��ែ ដ រេយង�ន គ តិ��តផ់ �លក់ ��ំងច តិ��តន់ ងឹជ � ម�ញ េយង 

� គ ��រ ឫ  ែ ម៉ឪ ឫ ក ម៏តិ�ភក � ឫ ក អ៏�ក េធ��រ�មួយអីច ងឹ?  
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ខ . �ទ �ន េ� ច ន � េបេ� ក � គ �ន �ិ យអ�� ងឹ �ន េ� ច ន  បុ៉ែ ន ��ក ទ់ ងន ងឹ Ph D  

ន ងឹគ ឺ � គ �ខ �ុមួំយ�តេ់��ងំ� � ព ួ �តគ់ ឺ a ppro a c h a b le  �ត ់o pe n ឲ �ែ តេយង� 

�ប់�រម�ណ �៍ត�់� �ក  ់( … .) pro po sa l េយងន ងឹ�ត�់� �ក ឲ់ �េទ �ត ( … … ..) 

�ត ់c h e ck េមលឲ �េទ �តែ តេយងេ�េន ះ េធ�អតេ់ច ញ  �ទ �តល់�ខ �ុេំ�េរ�ន េ� 

�ងំ� � ព ួមួយរយៈ ១ ែ ខ ក ន �ះ ន ងឹ�តជ់ ួយ �តល់�ែ មន  �តជ់ ួយេយង� ជ ែំ � ជ ងម៉ង 

មន ុស ��ត ់h e lpful ដ លអ់�� ងឹេហយ�ន �រម�ណ �៍ េហយ�តេ់ក �ង�តប់ណ �ិ ត 

េក �ងម៉ង�  ដ លអ់�� ងឹ�ន �រម�ណ �៍ស ប�យច តិ� េរ�ន �មួយ�តដ់ ូច  c lo s e  

�មួយ�តផ់ ង េយងេមលគ រូំ�ត�់  េហយេយងច ង់េធ�ដ ូច �ត ់េហយ�ត ់

ន �ិ យ៦� �ច �ស ែ់ ទ ង ច និ  ក ូេរ៉ ជ បុ៉ន  អង់េគ �ស  ឥ ណ �ូ េណ  ស ុី �ន ងឹបុ៉� � ន  

ន ងឹគ ឺ�� តម៉់ង។ េហយខ �ុចំ ូលច តិ�� �ែ ដ រេមលេ�ដ ូច � ត�វ �� ែ ដ រ �ណ ងឹមួយ ែ ផ �

ក ។ 

ក . Ok ច ុះ �រអភិវ ឌ�ខ �ួន  មញិ ន �ិ យ��ន � គ ��ជ ួយជ � ម�ញ  ច ុ ះ � គ ��រ�ន ជ

� ម�ញ អត ់��ន ច ង់ឲ �េរ�ន េ�មុខ អីេទ �តអត ់� បព ន �អី�ន ែ ដ រជ � ម�ញ េទ ?  

ខ . �តអ់តែ់ ដ រជ �ំស េ់ទ �ទ  �ត�់�ំ ទ �ន ចិ �ែ តម�ង។ េ� � ះ អី� គ ��រ�តអ់�ក

េ� គ យល�់តអ់ត�់ន គ តិអីបេង��តច ង�លេ់ទ  �� េ�េរ�ន ត� �ច ប�ី�ន �ស ី� �ច

អី �ណ ងឹខ �ុ សំ រេស រ�តែ់ ដ រ �ត�់�ំំ� ទ  េហយេបបងខ �ុ�ំតជ់ ួយ�ន ចិ �ឲ � ែ តខ �ុំ

� ដ ូច េរ�ងេបក �� េបក អីអ�� ងឹ�ត�់ំែ តជ ួយេយងេទ ឲ �ែ តេយងច �ស ។់ 

( H )�ន �រជ រុំញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�ទ ី១ គ ឱឹព ុ ក �� យហ�ឹងឯ ងេ� � ះ ខ �ុ�ំសំ ម�ី�� យខ �ុ�៉ំរ�៉ត់

�ត�់េព ល�ែ ដ លក ូន េលក េស �វ េ� �ន  ក ូន �ន េ់មេរ�ន ក ូន គ តិ�េយងក ពំ ុង

ែ តស ន �លុំយេ�ក �ុងក ុង។� ក �មួយ�៉តហ់�ឹងែ ដ លខ �ុ�ំ�ប់� �ប់េ�ដ ល់ក ូន ស សិ �

របស ខ់ �ុេំទ �តបុ៉ែ ន �ស � �ប់អ�ក អតខ់ �ុេំជ ��គ ឺ�� ប់�ន �� យខ �ុ�ំន � ក �ហ�ឹងមក ព ី

�េទ  ក �៏តន់ �ិ យអ�� ងឹក ខ៏ �ុ�ំ ំេព ល�ែ ដ លក ូន េមលេស �វ េ� �ន េស �វ េ�

ក ូន េមលេមេរ�ន េព លហ�ឹងេហយែ ដ លក ូន �ន �ក លុ់យក �ុងក ុង។ខ �ុេំ�ល 

េ� េ�លេ� ែ ដ លច ង់�ន D o cto rណ ងឹ�ងំព ីខ �ុេំរ�ន ( )េម�ះ  េ� � ះ េព លែ ដ លខ �ុជំ ះិ  

�ន  �លណ ងឹេគ �ន �ន ដ កឹ េ��� រហ�ឹង�ជ ះិ �ត ់(  )េឃ ញ េគ �ន ។ៃថ�

�េទ  �ន �ស � �ន េហយក េ៏ច ះ ែ តស � ម�ច ច តិ��គ ង់ែ តន ងឹ�ន ដ ូច េគ ឲ �អញ

ព �� មន កឹ ក �ុងច តិ��ជ �ំ ន ណ់ �ឹងេគ ទ ុយន ុយឯ ក ស �� ន �វ ព ណ េ៍ខ �វ ។�ន

�រម�ណ �៍ច តិ�េយងច ង់ហ�ងេន ះ ទ ី១ ទ ី ២ េ� ះ គ ឺ�� យខ �ុតំ� មង់ទ សិ �ក ូន ង� ត�វ ែ ត

េរ�ន ឲ ��ន េវ ជ �ះ បណ �ិ ត�� ក ក់ �ុងផ �ះ េយងេដ ម�ីជ ួយក �ុង� ក �ម� គ ��រេយងេ�� 

ព ុក ខ �ុជំ ួយេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ� ព ុ ក ក �៏ស ែ់ ដ រេហយ ព ុក ខ �ុ កំ េ៏ច ះ  ជ ួយេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ� ឪព ុក ខ �ុំ

ក េ៏លក ទ កឹ ច តិ�េហយបេ� ង�ន ន �ិ យេ�ក �៏ន ជ ួយបេ� ង�ន  េហយបេ� ង�ន មុខ វ �ិ�
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� ���ំងេ�េទ �ត ហ�ឹងៃហ ។ 

Highly self-motivated 

( I )េហយទ ី២ េទ �តេបេយងអតខ់ េំទ េយងអត�់ច រីក  ច េ� មន េទ  េ� � ះ ស ង�មេយង 

មនិ �ច ព ងឹអ�ក ដ ៃ៏ទ ឲ ���របេ�� ះ េយងឲ �េ��លែ់ តេយង ខ �ួន ឯ ងច ងឹ�ន  

ក �� ២ ហ�ឹងដ ូច �េយង�ស � ញ ផ់ ង�ច គ តិ�� បស និ េបេយងអតខ់ េំទ �េ�� ក និ ។

េហយ� គ �មួយច នំ ួន �តេ់រ�ន េ��ស ក រខ �ុហំ�ឹង�តេ់�េធ��រេ� H I G H  S C H OOL 

�ឡូវ �តេ់ធ��រេ�ែ តបុ៉ន �ឹង�តអ់ត�់ន ផ �ូវ េដ រេទ �ត�តទ់ ុក េព លេវ � ឲ �ហួស  

ឥ ឡូវ ដ ូច ��ង១ ០ �� េំហយ។ច ងឹ�តអ់ត�់ច �ន ដ លេ់ព លខ �ុំៗេ��ន �មហចិ

�មួយ� តង់�េបមនិ េធ�េទ �េ�ែ តបុ៉ន �ឹងេហយេបេយង�អំ�ក ដ ៃទ មក ជ ួយេយងអត់

�ន អ�ក ជ ួយេទ ។អ�� ងឹគ ឺេយង� ត�វ ែ តេធ�ខ �ួន ឯ ង។�ទ ខ �ុ គំ តិ�ព ួក �តខ់ �ះ ដ ូច �

េរ�ងលូតែ ដ របុ៉ែ ន �� គ តចិ មួយេទ �ត�តលូ់តលូត� តមឹ� �តម់ក េរ�ន �ន � តមឹ បរិ

�� ប� តែ័ ដ ល� �ន ែ់ តប�ង�ប់ក ចិ �ច ងឹេ�។�ត�់ន ែ មន បុ៉ែ ន �� �ន  ់ប�ង�ប់ក ចិ �អត់

�ន  ដ ូច �េ�េរ�ន េ��� េខ មរះ ដ ូច �យក ឲ ��ន បរិ��ប័� តមួយ។�ច  េឡង

� េ��� គ �វ ិទ �លយ័�ន � បលងច ូល� បលងអីេទ �ត�ហ�ឹង។ 

 ( L)េអរ ែ មន ែ ទ ន េ� េអរ ទ ីមួយៗ  េយង�ន ទ កឹ ច តិ� េយង�ន គ នំ តិ េយង�ន

�� រតី�ច ងៗ់ េធ�ច ង់�ន បំណ ងច ង់េធ�ស �ីមួយច ងឹេហយ ក បុ៉៏ែ ន �េបស និ �េយងេ�

ច ង់ន �ិ យ�េបស និ �េយង េអរេ��� ក ឯ់ ង�ន ន យ័�េយង�ន � ព េ�លីវ

�ស  ់�ន ងឹមនិ ប��េទ  េយង�ច ស េ� មច ខ �ួន ឯ ង�ន  ក បុ៉៏ែ ន �ខ �ុ សំ េ� មច េ�ល

បំណ ងេន ះ គ ឺ ស េ� មច េ�លបំណ ងេ�េព លែ ដ លខ �ុ�ំន � គ ��រច ងឹខ �ុ កំ អ៏រគ ុណ

ែ ដ លន ូវ េអរ ។ េអរ ប� � ប់ព ីន ងឹមក ខ �ុ កំ �៏ន េ�យ�រ�ន �រេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�ព ីមតិ�

ភក �ិមួយច នំ ួន ក ដ៏ ូច �េរ�មច �ង េអរេគ ក �៏ន េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ� េ�យខ �ុ ំ�េយង� ត�វ ែ ត .

� ន េ�មុខ មួយជ �ំ ន េទ �ត េដ ម�ីេ�យដ លច់ នំ ុច  ែ ដ លេយងច ង់�ន ។ េអរ

� គ ��ររបស ខ់ �ុ ំ�ន ភរិ� ខ �ុ ែំ ដ ល�តជ់ ួយជ រុំញ េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ� េហយមនិ ែ ដ លេអរេធ�

េ�យល�ក �់ ន េ�ក �ុងផ �ូវ ច តិ��ទ ក ដ៏ ូច � ជ ួយេលក ទ កឹ ច តិ� ជ រុំញ  ថ�ីថ�ិតែ តេយង

មនិ �ន លុយ�ក ធូ់រ� ធំេធងអីន ងឹេគ  ក បុ៉៏ែ ន � េយង�ន គ នំ តិដ ូច �� �េយងន ងឹ 

េអរ�តន់ ងឹជ ួយជ រុំញ ខ �ុេំ�យដ លអ់�ី ែ ដ លខ �ុចំ ង់�ន ច ងឹ�ស  ់។ ន ងឹេបស និ �មនិ

�ន �រច ួលរួមព ី� ក �ម� គ ��រខ �ុេំជ ��េយងមនិ �ច �ន ស េ� មច េទ  េ� � ះ ខ �ុ�ំន មតិ�

ភក �ិេ� ច ន ែ ដ រែ មន ែ ទ ន េ��ន មតិ�ភក �ិេ� ច ន ែ ដ រ ែ ដ លេរ�ន �មួយខ �ុនំ ងឹេ�េអរែ ផ �ក

� គ �េព ទ �មធ�មន ងឹែ ដ ល�ន �រ�ក �់ ន ព ី� គ ��រគ ឺមនិ �ច � ន េ�រក េរ�ន បន �

េទ �ត�ន ទ ីមួយ ទ ី ព ីរខ �ុចំ ង់ប�� ក �់ គ �េព ទ �F o rma tio n � យ �លដ ូច ខ �ុនំ ងឹេអរ 
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ែ ដ លេឡងមក បន �ិន ងឹក អ៏ត�់ន ែ ដ រ �ន ែ តែ មន ែ ទ ន េ��ន ែ ត េអរខ �ុ ពំ ីរ� ក មួ់យ

ព ួក �៉ក ខ �ុ ំេព លែ ដ រេរ�ន �ន វ ជិ �បណ �ិ តន ងឹ។ េអរែ មន ែ ទ ន េ��ន  េគ េលក ទ កឹ ច តិ�

េ� ច ន  ក បុ៉៏ែ ន �អ�ក ែ ដ លជ រុំញ ទ កឹ ច តិ�ព េិស ស ន ងឹគ ឺ � គ ��រែ តម�ង ។ 

េអរ ព តិ�ស នំ ួរែ ដ ល�ន �រៈស �ំ ន ែ់ មន ែ ទ ន ក �� � � ល់ខ �ួន គ ឺ�ក �� ទ ីមួយ �ទ  

ក �� � គ ��រគ ឺ�ក �� ទ ី ព ីរេហយន ងឹក �� ជ ុវំ ញិ ខ �ួន �ន មតិ�ភក �ិេរ�មច �ងគ ឺ�ក �� ទ ីបី

ែ ដ លជ រុំញ េ�យេយង េបេយង�ន ក �� ទ ីមួយ អត�់ន ក �� ទ ី ព ី ន ងិទ ីបី េធ��រេទ  

អ�� ងឹគ ឺ�ន ន យ័��លែ់ តេយងន ងឹ�ន ឆ ន �ៈ�ស �ច ��លែ ដ រ ថ�ីថ�តិែ តបរិបទ  � ត�វ

�រេហ�ច ស ុីបល �� ត�វ �របទ ែ បន េវ  េហយអ�ីែ ដ លេយងេអរប៉ង់� ��� អ�ី ែ ដ ល េយង

ច ង់�ន េ� ះ �អតផ់ �លេ់�យេយង១ ០ ០ � គ រយេទ េ��ះ េហយ �រ�រៗែ ដ ល េអរ

ជ រុំញ េ�យេយង�ន ែ មន ក បុ៉៏ែ ន �េលេព លេវ � ក ដ៏ ូច �បរិ� �ស ក ដ៏ ូច � ( 38:47 

� ���ំង) វ ធីិ��ស �ក �ុង�រេ�� ះ េ�រក េ�លេ� របស េ់យង�ទ ។ 

(M)ខ�ំុេ�� �ំបពន�របសខ់�ំុ�ត់ គឺ� Manager  �� េ� Hello American School 

មួយ េ�សណំ ង់១ ២។ �ត់ដំេណរ�រ��េ�ះមួយ  ប៉ុែន����កូនេក�ងេទ 

ទទួលសសិ�ពី៦ ��  ំដល ់១ ២�� ។ំ Technique របស�់ត់�ន��ប់ខ�ំុ� សសិ�ឥ ឡ វូ

េនះ គួរេចះបត់ែបន�មខ�ះេ�។ �ល� េបេយ ងយ ក Lesson Plan របសេ់យ ងមក 

Apply ក�ុង�� ក់ �ចខុសពី��ន�ពសសិ�។ ពិេសស គឺសសិ�េពលយ ប់គួរ

បេ� � យ ខ�ះេ�េពលេ�ះ។ កុំេ�យ �ន�ររឹតបណ�ឹ ងេពក ពិន�ុកុំេ�យ ម៉ត់ចត់

េពក �ចបែន�ម� Bonus រឺអ�ីេផ�ងេ�។ អី��ឹងខ�ំុគិតេឃញ� ��រល�ម� ៉ងែដរ 

Technique េ�ះ ជួយ េយ ង�នម� ៉ងែដរ េ��ះ�ម��ន�រសសិ�េ�ក�ុង�� ក់ ខ�ំុ

គិត��ប� ក់�បែហលនឹង�ត់និ� យ ែដរ ប៉ុែន� Technique របស�់ត់ គឺ� 

Technique របសក់ូនេក�ងេទ មិនគិត��� Technique ែដល�ត�វ Academic students  

យ កមកេ�បេទ។ េយ ងគិត��ចេរ�នពីវិធី��ស�េ�ះក៏ល�ែដរ េហយ ចិត�េយ ងក៏

�ច Develop បន�ន់�ម�ត់ែដរ េ�យ �រេយ ង�ចបត់ែបន�េ��មេ�ះ។  

�រអភិវឌ�ខ�ួនឯង�ន ពិេសសគឺ�រសកិ� និង�រជំរុញទឹកចិត�ខ�ួនេយ ង �នឹងខំ

�បឹងេធ�� េ�យ �រែតេយ ងេ�ក�ុង�បព័ន�េនះេហយ  �ត�វ�បឹង� �វ��វ។ េហយ

�ល់ៃ ថ �េនះគឺ�នគេ��ងនឹងសរេសរេស�វេ� មួយ ប៉ុែន���ន់ែតចង់� ប់េផ�មេ�

េពល� ក៏មិន� ន់ចង់ដឹងេទ�ត។ េស�វេ� សរេសរគឺ ខ�ំុចង់សរេសរបន�ពី Master  

ខ�ំុ�ទ ែដល� ក់ទងេ�នឹង Education in Rural Area ប៉ុែន�ឯក�រែដល�បមូល�ន

េ�ះ គឺេរ�បចំមួយ ដុំសនិមក មិន� ន់េរ�បចំេទ។ �លៃ់ ថ �េនះ ចង់អភិវឌ�ខ�ួន ដូេ� � ះ

ែដរ។ 

(N)My grandfather is a monk. When I was young, I always listened to the Buddhist 
Teaching in the radio, so I think it is good to be in a monkhood. It could give time to 
learn to train harder. Later on, I decided to be a monk. I think my mother is the most 

influential person for me. �� យ ��� �ត់លះបង់ ក�� ងំ�យ ខ�ួនឯងេដម�ីឱ �កូន
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�គប់�� ទទួល�ន�រសកិ�ែដលល�។ At work, េ�ក� កុល េផង។ ដំបូងេឡ យ

�រេរ�ន Master េ� PUC �ត់�អ�កផ�ល�់� រូបករណ ឱ៏ � េហយ �ត់�នផ�ល់

ដំបូ�� នល� ស�� រៈសកិ�េផ�ងៗ  េមលគំរូល�របស�់ត់ េហយ យ កមកអនុវត�ន៏

េ�យ ខ�ួនឯង។ 

The good foundation of the society starts from a family. Parents have to be excellent, 
to be their examples. I had an experience of my mom. Parents have to set up good 
example for their children. Schools do not only give knowledge. 

(O)�ទូេ� �ម�បវត�ិ�គ��ររបសខ់�ំុ គឺ៣ ជំ�ន់មកេហយ  ែដលជី�របសខ់�ំុ�ត់�គ�

បេ�ង�ន,  ចំែណ កឪ ពុករបសខ់�ំុក៏��គ�បេ�ង�ន មកដលខ់�ួនខ�ំុក៏��គ�បេ�ង�ន ចឹង

�នន័យ �ក�ុងវិសយ័ េនះ េយ ង�នឪ ពុក�� យ ែដលជួយ េលកទឹកចិត�ឲ�ពីតៃ ម��

�គ�បេ�ង�ន េហយ �ត�វ�នេគេ�រព� ស�ញផ់�លត់ៃ ម�ក�ុងសង�មែដល�គឺ�

Motivation។ 

Enjoy 
teaching 

( A)ដ លរួ់ច �ន ខ �ុនំ កឹ េឃ ញ � �របេ� ង�ន គ ឺ�អ�ីែ ដ លខ �ុចំ ង់�ន �ងេគ  េព ញ ច តិ�

�ងេគ  ខ �ុចំ ូលច តិ�បេ� ង�ន ស សិ � េហយមនិ ែ មន េដ ម�ីេធ�អ�ក �ន េធ�អីេទ  គ ឺ � �ន ែ់ ត

� គ ប់� �ន  ់េហយខ �ុ កំ ច៏ ង់េធ�េហ�ច ឲ �ខ �ួន ឯ ងន ងឹ �ព េិស ស គ ឺ ខ �ុចំ ង់បេង�ន ស មត�� ព

ខ �ួន ឯ ង។ 

( B )អូ ឈ ឺក ខ៏ �ុេំធ�ែ ដ រ ខ �ុ�ំងំព ី�ប់េផ �មេច ះ េធ�េន ះ ខ �ុមំនិ ែ ដ ល េ�ប����ស �ខ �ុេំធ�

�រ�រ�ងំព ី�� េំន ះ មក ខ �ុមំនិ ែ ដ លឈ ប់េ�៉ងេធ��រ ែ ដ លឈ ប់អី �� ន OT�� ន គ តិ

�ៃថ�េ�រ៍ �ទ តិ� ច ន័ � អ�� រេទ  ខ �ុេំធ��ងំព ីេ�៉ង8� ព កឹ  ដ លេ់�៉ង8:30យប់ �ងំព ី

ៃថ�ច ន័ �ដ លៃ់ថ��ទ តិ� ខ �ុ សំ ុ ខ ច តិ�លីក ូន មក �មួយមក អង�ុយេធ��មួយ��  េហយខ �ុំ

ស ប�យច តិ�ន ងឹេធ��ហ�ឹង មនិ ែ ដ ល�ន  ខ �ុ�ំងំព ីេដ មមក ទ មឹែ តមក �៉ន 2 ែ ខ េន ះ  

េ� ក ��ត�់ បែ ហល�េឃ ញ ស ក ម��ន ែ តង�ងំខ �ុឲំ �ខ �ុ�ំន វ់ ិទ ���ន មគ �ុេទ ស

វ ិទ � អភិវ ឌ�មគ �ុេទ ស វ ិទ �ហ�ឹង ែ តព ីេដ មមក ខ �ុមំនិ ែ ដ លស ុេំទ  េហយខ �ុ កំ អ៏តែ់ ដ ល

�រ �ខ �ុចំ ង់�ន េធ�េន ះ ច ង់�ន េធ�េ� ះ  ខ �ុចំ ង់េធ�full- time  ខ �ុចំ ង់េធ�អី ខ �ុអំតែ់ ដ លខ �ល់

េទ េ� � ះ ខ �ុ ដំ ងឹ�ខ �ុេំធ��រ�រអីែ ដ លគ តិ��ន � បេ� ជ ន ស៍ � �ប់ក ូន ស សិ � �

ហ�ឹងអ�ីែ ដ លខ �ុេំធ�។ 

( D )�តអត�់ន អត�់ន េទ ។ �លព ី៥ �� មុំន �ន ែ ដ រក បុ៉៏ែ ន �េយងេ�ែ ត�ស � ញ ់

�អប់រំន ងឹ.......។ o k ច ង់ឲ �េយងប�ូរ� ក បខ ណ � ប�ូរអីច ងឹេ� … ..ន សិ �យ័របស េ់យង

េហយលក �ណ ៈរបស េ់យងគ ឺេយងច ូលច តិ�អ�� ងឹ។ន �ិ យេ�គ ឺច ង់បេ� ង�ន ម៉ង 

េ� � ះ េយងគ តិ�...ខ �ុំៗគ តិ�ច ង់ឲ �ច ង់ែ តបេ� ង�ន ន ងឹេ� � ះ ខ �ុចំ ូលច តិ�� �ប់ ឲ �ែ ត 

�ន េរ�ងអីែ ផ �ក ៗ មក ដ ល�់� ក គ់ ឺ ខ �ុ  ំw a rm up ន ងឹគ ឺ�ន ងឹមុន េគ េហយ… ន �ិ យ 

បន �ិច េ��ន េយងច ូលខ �ឹម�រេមេរ�ន  េ� � ះ េយងច ូលច តិ�� �ប់។ េ��ទ  �ជ ីព  

�រ�រអតធុ់ញ េទ  បុ៉ែ ន ���ច ធុញ ន ងឹបរិ� �ស  ឫ េរ�ងេផ �ងខ �ះ ។ 
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(E)I would mostly enjoyable doing this job for many years. If I can’t find enjoyment 

in a month I’ll quit and look for another job because in the past when I just graduated I 

got a job as a school director in a small institute in OFC operation of the whole school 

and I found it rather you know pressure you know because many roles to play. There 

were a lot of things to do, deal with the students, to teach parents and even cleaner and 

I but when I become a teacher or lecturer, I found that when I was started teaching at 

GSP level and I found it hard. Students are teenagers so that they are not really 

learning so their parents just send them to school you know in the class they are not 

really participated or paying attention, so I found it hard to teach them and I think that 

because you know I am first started teaching so I don’t have experience and know a 

lot of techniques. I found it easier at higher level. I find it easier when I prepare lesson 

plans we know what to do in the class so we just follow the lessons, so students are 

mostly about so they understand what to do, so I somehow found some enjoyment. 

(F) � �ន ែ់ តដ ូរវ ធីិ ឧ�ហរណ �៍ េច ស និ ខ �ុបំេ� ង�ន ព ួ ក បរិ��ប័� តអីច ងឹ គ ឺេ� ច ន

ន �ិ យេ�េល h o me w o rk េ� ច ន �ង េបព ួក  M a ste r គ ឺ � គ េ� ច ន ន �ិ យេ�េល 

C o nce pt េហយេ�េល C o nce pt េយង �ច  េ�យ�រេយង�ន បទ ព េិ�ធន ៍

េ� ច ន   េយង�ច ផ �លប់ទ ព េិ�ធន �៍ន េ� ច ន �ង C o nce pt ខ �ះ  េបស និ េយង

បេ� ង�ន ព ួ ក  Pe d a g o g y  � គ េ� ច ន េយង� ត�វ �រ H o me w o rk ែ ក េ� ច ន  បុ៉ែ ន �េបេយង

�� ក េ់លខ �ស ដ់ ូច ែ ណ �  ំន សិ �តិស រេស រន េិក �បបទ  M a ste r អីហ�ឹង ព តិែ មន � 

C o nce pt ព �ិក  បុ៉ែ ន �េព លែ ដ លេយងន �ិ យេ� េគ � ក បី់ដ ូច �រីក �យ  ព តិែ មន

�� គ �ែ មន  ែ ត�ន ែ បបបទ ខ ុ ស ��  ឧប��ៗ  មួយេយងេ� � តេ�េល C o nce pt មួយ

េទ �តេយងេ� � តេ�េល Ad v ic e ។ អ�� ងឹេយង� �ន ែ់ តដ ូរ េយងអត�់ន េ�មួយ

ក ែ ន �ង�ន េទ ។ 

( G )�ទ �ទ ូេ�គ ឺច តិ�េយងច ង់បេ� ង�ន  ែ ត�ន ក �� ប៉ះ � ល�់េព ល�� អ�� ងឹ 

� គ ��រអី� ប�ញ � បទ ង់ �ន ងឹមួយែ ផ �ក �  មនិ ែ មន េយងបេ� ង�ន ច តិ�េយង ១ ០ ០ % 

េទ �� ក ព់ ន័ � �ក �� � ក ព់ ន័ � ១ ០ - ២ ០ % អីច ងឹ� េ� ក � គ ��ណ ងឹខ �ុ ទំ ទ ួល ��

ល។់ 

( H )�មព តិ�លេ�េក �ង�ន �រម�ណ ធុ៍ញ ែ មន ែ ទ ន បុ៉ែ ន �ស ប�យន ងិ�រ�រេធ��រ

ស ប�យ�ស ម់និ �ន �រម�ណ ធុ៍ញ ន ងឹ�រ�រន �ិ យេ�បរិ� �ស ក ែ ន �ងេធ�

�រ�ល�ផ ងមតិ�ភក �ែ ដ លេធ��រ�មួយន ងឹ�ដ ូច ��ន �រ�មគ �ីផ ងដ ូមមនិ ែ ដ ល

�ន �រម�ណ ស៍ �ុ គ �� ញ �ច ង់ឈ ប់េទ ។�ស េ់��េរ�ងេផ �ង�ធុញ ន ងិ�រ�រ

ហ�ឹង�ស �់ស ប�យច តិ�ន ងឹមុខ របបរន ងឹែ តម�ង។ 

( J)ន �ិ យឲ �ច េំ�ែ តស ប�យក �ុង�រេផ �រច េំណ ះ ដ ងឹន ងិ�រច ូលេ�ក �ុង�� ក  ់េ� � ះ
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អីេបេយងគ តិព ីជ ី វ តិៃន �របេ� ង�ន  គ ឺជ តិ៣ ០ �� េំហយ អ�� ងឹេបស និ �អ�ក មនិ

�ស � ញ �់ជ ីព បេ� ង�ន េទ  គ ឺ � បែ ហល��ត�់ក េ់ច ញ េហយ ឬក �៏តស់ ងឹែ ត�ក ់

េច ញ  ឬក �៏តម់និ បន ��រស កិ �។ អ�� ងឹេយងឋិតេ�ក �ុង�ជ ីព េន ះ  គ ឺ�ស � ញ �់រ

បេ� ង�ន  �រេរ�ន �មួយ��  អ�� ងឹ�របេ� ង�ន គ ឺេយងេ�ែ តបេ� ង�ន  េយង

�ស � ញ �់រេរ�ន គ ឺេ�េរ�ន បន �។ អ�� ងឹអតែ់ ដ លគ តិ�េ�ះ បង់ព ី�ជ ីព � គ �

បេ� ង�ន េ�េធ��ររក ស ុី ឬគ តិ��របេ� ង�ន ធុញ �ស  ់ហ�ឹងគ ឺមនិ �ន េទ  ខ �ុ គំ ឺ

�ស � ញ �់ជ ីព ហ�ឹងម៉ង់។ 

(O) េយ ង�នពីរចំណ ចុែដល�ត�វេលកអំពី� េតេហតុអ�ី�ន�េយ ងចង់េ�ក�ុងវិស័

យ អប់រំ��គ�បេ�ង�នហ�ឹង។ ក�� ទី១  គឺ�រេឃញផលតិផល �នន័យ � កូនសសិ�

របសេ់យ ងមកដលេ់ពលេនះ�នចំនួន�ប់�ន់�ក់�ចឆ�ង�ត់�របេ�ង�នរបស់

េយ ងថ �ីត�តិែតពួក�ត់េរ�នជំ�ញេផ�ងៗ  គឺ�ត់�នឆ�ង�ត់�រ បេ�ង�នរបស់

េយ ងេនះ�េ�ទន�ពមួយ ក�ុងចំេ� មេ�ទន�ពដៃ ទេទ�តក�ុង�មេយ ង��គ�

បេ�ង�ន។ ក�� ទី២គឺេពលែដលេយ ងស�ិតក�ុង�ព��គ�បេ�ង�ន េយ ង�ន�រ

អភិវឌ�ខ�ួនឯង�បន�ប��ប់ �នន័យ ��បសនិេបេយ ងស�ិតេ�ក�ុងវិសយ័ អប់រំេយ ង

�នឱ �សក�ុង�រអភិវឌ�ខ�ួនឯង�មវិធី��ស�េផ�ង �មែតេរ�ងខ�ួន �នន័យ

េយ ង�នឱ �សអភិវឌ�េគេ�� life of learning �ន�ររីកចេ�មន េធ�ឲ�េយ ង

�នឱ �ស�រ។    

Teaching 
Passion 
(new) 

( A)�របេ� ង�ន គ ឺ�អ�ីែ ដ លខ �ុចំ ង់�ន �ងេគ  េព ញ ច តិ��ងេគ  ខ �ុចំ ូលច តិ�បេ� ង�ន  

ស សិ �។ 

( D )ន សិ �យ័របស េ់យងេហយលក �ណ ៈរបស េ់យងគ ឺេយងច ូលច តិ�អ�� ងឹ។ 

( I )េហយ�របេ� ង�ន ន ងិ�រេធ��រគ �ឹខ �ុ�ំស � ញ �់រ បេ� ង�ន �ស � ញ ប់េ� ង�ន

�ង�ស � ញ េ់ធ��រដ ូច ច ូលច តិ�បេ� ង�ន �ង�ន �រម�ន �៍ដ ូច �ស � ញ �់រប

េ� ង�ន ។អ�� ងឹេ�ះ បីេយងេធ��រហ�ឹងក េ៏យង�ន ច តិ�ច ង់បេ� ង�ន ។�ទ �ក ទ់ ងន ងឹ

�រ�របេ� ង�ន ហ�ឹង�ន  �រម�ន �៍ច ង់បេ� ង�ន េទ �ត។ 

( J)ន �ិ យឲ �ច េំ�ែ តស ប�យក �ុង�រេផ �រច េំណ ះ ដ ងឹន ងិ�រច ូលេ�ក �ុង�� ក  ់េ� � ះ

អីេបេយងគ តិព ីជ ី វ តិៃន �របេ� ង�ន  គ ឺជ តិ៣ ០ �� េំហយ អ�� ងឹេបស និ �អ�ក មនិ

�ស � ញ �់ជ ីព បេ� ង�ន េទ  គ ឺ � បែ ហល��ត�់ក េ់ច ញ េហយ ឬក �៏តស់ ងឹែ ត�ក ់

េច ញ  ឬក �៏តម់និ បន ��រស កិ �។ អ�� ងឹេយងឋិតេ�ក �ុង�ជ ីព េន ះ  គ ឺ�ស � ញ �់រ

បេ� ង�ន  �រេរ�ន �មួយ��  អ�� ងឹ�របេ� ង�ន គ ឺេយងេ�ែ តបេ� ង�ន  េយង

�ស � ញ �់រេរ�ន គ ឺេ�េរ�ន បន �។ អ�� ងឹអតែ់ ដ លគ តិ�េ�ះ បង់ព ី�ជ ីព � គ �

បេ� ង�ន េ�េធ��ររក ស ុី ឬគ តិ��របេ� ង�ន ធុញ �ស  ់ហ�ឹងគ ឺមនិ �ន េទ  ខ �ុ គំ ឺ
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�ស � ញ �់ជ ីព ហ�ឹងម៉ង់។ច ង់ ច ង់�ស ។់ ស ូម�ីែ ត��បរបស ់ខ �ុ ំខ �ុេំស ��យ� គ ប់

ច ណំ ុ ច  �ន ឧបក រណ ែ៍ ដ ល� ត�វ �ក ម់ក ហ�ឹង គ ឺ�ក រ់ហូតអត�់ន ��ន ែ់ តេស �វ

េ� មួយមក េទ  គ ឺ��ប� ត�វ ែ ត�ន � គ ប់ឯ ក �រ � ត�វ �ន អី �ន ហ�ឹង។�ទ , មនិ

េ�ះ បង់ េហយស ប�យន ងឹេធ� េព លច ូលដ លក់ �ុង�� ក គ់ ឺ ស ប�យច តិ�ហ�ង។ 

(N) I think sharing, and seeing people change their behavior, attitude, and reduce their 
suffering. That made me want to share. I see all people suffer a lot in different ways 
and situations. And I think if I can pass message to people, it can help them. That’s the 
reason that pushes me to talk, to teach, make joke, telling story, making people happy. 
That’s what made people love me wherever I go.  

….. …………. .  
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APPENDIX I: THE OUTLINE OF THEMATIC FINDINGS AND DICUSSION 

Research Findings 
 

Demographic Information 

 Participants 
 Education background 
 Working background 

 
Personal Qualities of Education Professionals 

 Positive attitude toward a career and professional development 
 Being motivating and inspiring 
 Being a role model for others 
 Avoiding blame and being looked down on 
 Having a passion for teaching 
 Students’ achievement and productivity 
 Clear future vision and goals 
 Being competitive 
 Having personal principles in a career and in life 
 Ethical conduct 
 Self-discipline 
 Self-responsibility 
 Diligence and high commitment 
 Patience, persistence and perseverance 
 Curiosity and enthusiasm 
 Life-long learning commitment 
 Personal situations 
 

o Taking role models 
o Buddhist influence 
o Negative experiences 

 
  

Self-Directed Learning Methods 

 Participants’ definitions of self-directed learning 
 Having a clear vision and long-term goals 
 Setting step-by-step goals 
 Self-analysis 
 Self-reflection on teaching activities 
 Critical thinking skills to solve teaching and learning problems 
 Developing effective lesson plans 
 Applying theories in the real teaching situation 
 Observing other teachers teach 
 Sharing pedagogical information with other teachers 
 Keeping a teaching diary or journal 
 Seeking students’ feedback 
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 Self-development through further studies 
 Classroom action research 
 Research 
 Attending workshops, seminars, and conferences with personal interests 
 Presenting papers at workshops, seminars and conferences 
 Asking other people about what certain teachers have done 

 
 
 
Discussion 
  

I.   Trigger States 

 Taking role models 
 Parents’ influence 
 Buddhist influence 
 Bitter experiences 
 Avoiding blame and being looked down on  
 Having a passion for teaching 
 

II. Intrinsic motivation 
 

III. Findings against Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 
 

IV.  Being a Master of Oneself 

 Being self-responsible 
 Self-discipline 
 Diligence and high commitment 
 Kol’s 3 P’s (Patience, Persistence and Perseverance) 

 
V.  Self-Directed Learning Methods 

 Self-reflection 
 Critical thinking 
 Seeking feedback 
 Step-by-step goal setting 
 Reading professional literature 
 Seeking training 
 Lesson planning 
 Classroom action research 

 

VI.      Kao’s Self-Directed Learning Model 
 

 

 


	Purposive criterion-based sampling method was adopted in this study because it was useful and relevant to phenomenology, as it helped collect deep and rich data to answer the research questions (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Maxwell, 1996).  The participants were purposively selected as exemplary models for other educators to learn from.  Eighteen Cambodian university instructors were selected according to the selection criteria (see the detailed selection criteria in appendix B) from 15 local universities which are located in Phnom Penh city. Among those 15 universities, there are 12 private universities and three public ones, which have gone through a pilot phase of accreditation conducted by the Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC).  They were expected to provide rich data to answer the research questions (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008; Maxwell, 1996).  Some of those 18 respondents were selected by the researcher, supervisors of university’s faculties or departments, and by other university instructors or administrators who knew that those respondents met the selection criteria best.    
	Brown, M., & Associates LLC (2015). Goal setting: How to create a clear vision and 
	path for your career. Retrieved October 9, 2015, from
	http://mbrownassociates. com/goal-setting-how-to-create-a-clear-vision-and-path-for-your-career/
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